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ABSTRACT

The work in this thesis examines the land utilisation and simulated thermal performance 

of a pair of two-storey, three bedroom, semi-detached earth sheltered houses based on 

an existing residential development in South Wales, UK. When designed as Exposed 

South Wall type earth sheltered houses, which incorporate a number of passive solar 

design principles, each house provides a ratio of 0.508 for the internal floor area to the 

overall plot area, which is more efficient than 0.319 for a non earth sheltered house on 

the same development site. The simulation study has shown that the temperature of the 

earth sheltering the ground floor rooms is relatively stable on the coldest and warmest 

day of the CIBSE test year of 1985, but fluctuates widely on the same days at 1500 mm 

below ground level. The stable earth temperatures enable the ground floor rooms in 

twenty computer models to record higher resultant temperatures than the first floor 

rooms, on both the above days. In addition, the temperature range between models in 

the ground floor rooms is much smaller than in the first floor rooms where there are 

three variations of earth cover of 1500, 750 and 250 mm. With 100 mm of externally 

placed polystyrene insulation and an exposed, insulated and south facing first floor wall, 

1500 mm of earth sheltering and family occupancy is required, so that both the ground 

and first floor rooms record resultant temperatures between 18 and 21 °C. With an 

insulated first floor buffer wall and Trombe wall or a non-insulated first floor buffer 

wall and insulated passive solar conservatory higher resultant temperatures are recorded 

and thinner earth covers become feasible with family occupancy. By increasing the 

insulation to 300 mm of polystyrene the thickness of earth cover and the inclusion of a 

first floor passive solar collector becomes less significant in recording comfortable
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internal resultant temperatures. However, the internal resultant temperatures exceed the 

upper comfort temperature of 23 °C in most rooms in the family and single adult 

occupied earth sheltered houses.

Three optimum design solutions are given which record comfortable internal 

temperatures and that provide designers with a choice of earth cover, first floor design 

configuration and insulation thickness.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS/ABBREVIATIONS

CIBSE Chartered Institute of Building Services Engineers

ESH Earth sheltered housing

CC>2 Carbon Dioxide

m2 Metres squared

mm Millimetres

m Metres

Esh unit Earth sheltered house

Esh units Earth sheltered houses

HHP Hockerton Housing Project

CLBH Caer Llan Berm House

NML No Mans Land

BRECSU Building Research Establishment Construction Support Unit

BRE Building Research Establishment

DETR Department of Environment Transport and the Regions

DoE Department of the Environment

K Degrees Kelvin

°C Degrees Celsius

BESA British Earth Sheltering Association

PSD Passive Solar Design

CFL Compact Fluorescent Lighting

HM Her Majesty's

PV Photovoltaic
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Global environmental issues

The current concern over the construction industry's contribution to global 

environmental issues and the identification of a need for 3.8 million new homes in 

England and 144 thousand in Wales by the year 2016 has created an urgent need to 

consider new ways of designing and building dwellings [Cavill 1999, DETR 1998i]. 

Before such innovations can be considered, however, both the construction industry's 

contributions to global environmental issues, and the need for new homes must be 

understood in detail.

The debate on greenhouse gas emissions causing global warming has had continuous 

media coverage for the last 10 to 15 years. Many scientists agree that emissions 

caused by humans are causing the earth's climate to change and must be reduced or 

potentially disastrous consequences will occur in the near future. [Bell et al 2000, 

Coleman 1999, Spencer 1999]. During the period of this debate, however, there have 

been few improvements by the Western world to reduce its reliance upon fossil fuels 

and thereby curb greenhouse gas emissions and global warming [Baird 1996]. For 

example, as with the Kyoto summit on climate change in 1998, at the recent Climate 

Change Summit in the Hague (in November 2000), talks broke down between European 

and North American Environment Ministers and representatives [Goldsmith 1999]. This
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was because the delegate from North America refused to give any guarantees that the 

USA would reduce its use of fossil fuels and therefore curb its emissions of greenhouse 

gases [Suchae 2000]. The USA continues to produce 25% of the worlds total CO2 

emissions at 6 billion tonnes per year [Coleman 1999, Vale 1996]. This is particularly 

worrying considering Spencer's [1999] predictions that if the present rate at which the 

rain forests are being destroyed is maintained and 145 billion tonnes of carbon are burnt 

around the world, catastrophic climate change will occur in only twenty three years, i.e. 

by 2023. Felling trees contributes significantly to CO2 emissions in two ways. Firstly, as 

a tree is felled it releases any carbon which is stored in its form due to fungal and 

bacterial decay, and secondly a felled tree cannot act as a sink for CC>2 emissions 

[Coleman 1999]. Thus, it has been stated that 15% of all COi present in the atmosphere 

is attributable to felling trees in the rainforest [Bright 1994]. Spencer [1999], also 

suggests that in 1999 the oil industry already had 1000 billion tonnes of oil in reserves, 

which is 5.5 times more than the amount needed to produce catastrophic climate 

changes on burning. Many scientists are calling for a significant cut in CC«2 emissions 

by the middle of the 21 st century [Nuttall 2000]. However, this looks unlikely, as the 

UK will only manage a reduction of 20% by 2010, but the world as a whole has only 

agreed to reach a 5% cut by 2010 [Nuttall 2000, Moir 1999, Borer 1998].

Unfortunately, the industrialisation of developing countries, such as China, India, and 

many African states, is adding to the climate change problem, and is expected to 

increase global energy consumption by 60% by the year 2020 [Flavin 1996]. Therefore, 

catastrophic climate change may well occur before 2023. Goldsmith [1999] predicts that 

some of the catastrophic climate changes will include increased droughts, heat waves

and rising water levels leading to our agricultural land, towns and cities suffering 
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substantial damage. Indeed, the UN's Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change 

predicts that as a result of all this there will be a global increase in food poisoning, heart 

attacks and respiratory problems, and therefore millions of people worldwide will die 

[Bower 1998, The Ecologist 1999].

There are indications to suggest that catastrophic climate change is already occurring, as 

global temperatures are rising faster than they have done for over 10,000 years. This is 

demonstrated by the fact that the twelve hottest years since world climatic records 

began hundreds of years ago, have all occurred since 1980 [Goldsmith 1999]. The year 

of 1995, was one of these hottest years, and August was the hottest summer month on 

record in the UK, since records began in 1659 [Radford 1995]. In addition, global 

weather extremes have risen dramatically in the last twenty-one years, including severe 

storms, tornadoes and large floods, and a 1000 millimetre (mm) (1 metre (m)) rise in sea 

levels is predicted over the next 100 years [Goldsmith 1999, Houghton 1990]. It should 

be noted that the degree of accuracy for dimensions and measurements throughout this 

thesis is 1 mm, and thus, all dimensions and measurements will be represented in the 

text in both mm and m. However, when figures are used in 'calculations', 'tables', 

'figures' and 'graphs' and for dimensions and measurements they will be represented in 

mm only, and converted to metres squared (m2) or metres cubed (m3) for areas and 

volumes. In the UK, examples of weather extremes have included a tornado in 

Birmingham causing structural damage to a street of houses in July 1999 and large scale 

flooding around the Midlands, Kent, Manchester and in Wales and the South West in 

November 2000 [Norfolk 2000].
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It has long been acknowledged that, out of the five main greenhouse gases emitted 

(nitrous oxide, methane, CFCs, tropospheric ozone and carbon dioxide (CC^)), CO2 is 

the most significant contributor to global warming at approximately 50% by total mass 

of the other greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere [Vale 1996, Jackson 1996, Thomas 

1996], see Figure 1.1 below. However, it is acknowledged by the author that CO2 is not 

the most efficient as a greenhouse gas compared with the other four gases above.

Figure 1.1: The five main greenhouse gases emitted [Vale 1996]

14.0% ^^^^^^^^^fcfl^^^^^^^^^^H 50.0%

18.0%

• Carbon Dioxide D Nitrous Oxide
• Methane • Trophospheric Ozone
• CFCs

Furthermore, of the five main greenhouse gases emitted, COi is the one greenhouse gas 

most directly related to our use of buildings [Johnson 1993, Thomas 1996, Vale 1996]. 

Since 1950 there has been a rapid increase in the amount of CC>2 present in the 

atmosphere, from 280 parts per million to 355 parts per million in 1992 [Baird 1990, 

Vale 1996, IPCC 1995], which is mainly due to the burning of fossil fuels. By 2030 at 

present levels of COi emissions, it is estimated that the CC>2 present in the atmosphere 

will be double the pre-industrial levels [Vale 1996]. In the UK in 1990, energy usage in
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the production and operation of buildings accounted for almost 50% of the emissions 

of CO2, which amounted to 579 MtCO2 per annum [West et al 1994, Vale 1996]. Of this 

579 MtCO2 per annum, 185.3 MtCO2per annum comes from the production of building 

materials, such as aggregates, cement, clay bricks, wood, glass, steel, plaster and 

plasterboard, and just over 290 MtCO2 per annum is attributed to space heating 

[Shorrock 1993, West et al 1994]. A further contributor to CO2 emissions is from the 

energy needed to treat water and sewage. For example, a typical family of four uses on 

average 220,000 litres of water every year [Shouler et al 1997]. This equates to 200 

kWh of energy annually to provide and treat the water, as sewage. This energy 

then releases 200 kg of CO2 into the atmosphere. In 1996, housing accounted for 60% 

of all CO2 emissions attributable to the production and use of buildings in the UK, 

which was 28% of the UK's national CO2 emissions [DETR 1998ii, Thomas 1996, DTI 

1997]. Figure 1.2 illustrates that space heating contributes nearly 50% of the CO2 

emissions from housing in the UK [Shorrock 1990].

In 1993, the UK Government set a target of reducing the CO2 emissions from space and 

water heating by 37 million tonnes per annum [Shorrock 1993]. Value added tax 

(VAT) on fuel was introduced at a rate of 8% in 1994 and the Approved Document L of 

the Building Regulations was amended in 1995, in order to reduce fuel consumption in 

homes and commercial organisations. However, many developers in the residential and 

commercial sectors who have complied with Document L have discovered many 

methods to make trade-offs in their design proposals [Cook 1999]. This has resulted in 

numerous buildings being built, which have significantly lower energy efficiency values 

than are expected when controlled by Part L. This is evident by the findings discussed

in the report 'Consumer confidence, product and location requirements' [Roskrow 
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1997] discussed below, where house purchasers are calling for more energy efficient 

homes. In addition, there is no evidence to date to suggest that changes to Part L have 

led to reductions in CC>2 emissions from building occupation [Bunn 1999].

Figure 1.2: CO2 emissions from housing

25.0%

7.0%

47.0%

21.0%

Space heating • Cooking
Water heating [J Lights and equipment

The construction industry not only contributes extensively to global warming and the 

depletion of fossil fuels, but is a major contributor to the depletion of other natural 

resources, such as land and materials. Whenever buildings are constructed, land is used 

for them and their associated infrastructure. Use of greenfield sites is of particular 

concern, as it depletes the stock of natural habitats, farmland, recreational land and 

amenity landscapes. The countryside has value both as a recreational facility and as a 

purely visual or, at least, aesthetic amenity. Materials extraction, such as quarrying of 

some stone and other mineral resources, can also disfigure the landscape [Johnson 

1993].
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To reduce CC>2 emissions substantially, and prevent any further destruction of the 

landscape within the UK, would require the construction industry to stop its 

development process, and the occupiers of existing buildings would have to disconnect 

all their heating and water systems. Whilst it would be impractical to eliminate all 

adverse effects on the environment resulting from construction activity, there clearly has 

to be a great reduction on present levels of impact.

1.2 The Need for New Homes

Since 1996, successive British governments have published various reports indicating 

the number of new homes which need to be built in the twenty five year period between 

1991 and 2016 in England. The first in the series of papers on this issue was published 

in 1996 entitled 'Household Growth: Where Shall We Live', which concluded that 4.4 

million new homes would have to be created [Howie 1998, DETR 1998i]. In 1998, 

after being in power for nearly one year, Her Majesty's (HM) Government published 

the report entitled 'Planning For The Communities of the Future' [Howie 1998]. This 

report went one step further than the first, in that it identified that 175,000 houses would 

need to be built on an annual basis in England from 1991 until 2016. This figure, when 

multiplied by twenty-five years (from 1991 to 2016), is not dissimilar to the previous 

projections [Littlewood et al 1998i]. The number of new homes needed in Wales within 

the same time span was set at 9000 per annum [DETR 1998i].

In 1997 and 1998, these government reports were complemented by findings from two 

reports and 'Consumer confidence, product and location requirements' [Roskrow 1997]
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and 'One person households: what they really want' [Roskrow 1998]. The first report 

established that single people would be an important sector of the market, and added 

that single people wanted larger houses than those currently on offer, with improved 

features including character, local amenities, and scoring highly in terms of energy 

efficiency [Roskrow 1997]. The second report confirmed that financially capable single 

people aged between 35 and 54 [Roskrow 1998] would purchase 80% of the new homes 

built by 2016. It was also concluded that this growing market would choose to live in a 

variety of locations, with spacious accommodation, good security and green open areas. 

Many of these findings were contrary to the belief of many house builders and 

politicians at the time.

In the early part of 1999, as a direct response to these latter reports, HM Government 

reduced its projections for new housing by 0.6 million to 3.8 million new homes. [Cavill 

1999]. The Deputy Prime Minister stated that HM Government's figure had been 

revised to take into consideration single people who were cohabiting. HM 

Government's original projection underestimated the number of single people who were 

living in this manner. Further to these statements, a more detailed analysis of HM 

Government's housing projections can be found in the paper: Earth sheltered housing 

[Littlewood et al 1998ii].

Such opportunities for new housing require strict planning of design solutions, to 

prevent risks to public health and mounting demands on the environment and its finite 

resources [Hooker 1999]. Indeed, at 1998 levels of fuel consumption, 26% of the UK's 

CC>2 emissions were associated with fuel use in residential dwellings [BRECSU 1998i].

From this figure it has been widely agreed that space heating is the largest single 
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contributor at between 44% [Thomas 1996] and 48% [Brinkley 1998]. Therefore, as 

more and more houses are built in the UK, it is likely that unless the energy efficiency 

and design of housing is improved by residential developers then COi and the 

destruction of greenfield sites will continue to rise from this sector.

In order for the housing debate to move forward, residential developers must 

concentrate on providing housing which incorporates sustainability and energy 

conservation, taking into consideration climate change and the finite extent of natural 

resources and which attempts to minimise pollution. Furthermore, Sleep [1998], states 

that new housing must be environmentally and socially sustainable, locally acceptable 

and contextually compatible. This should apply, whether people live in the city or the 

country.

1.3 Earth sheltered housing

One solution to the housing dilemma would be to develop earth sheltered houses (esh 

units), which are considered as a relatively sustainable form of housing, on a mass scale. 

According to Baggs [1991], Sterling [1981] and Carpenter [1994], this form of 

housing has many advantages over conventional non-sheltered houses, as summarised 

below:

  increased physical comfort,

  increased energy conservation,

  increased efficiency of land use,
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• reduced maintenance costs,

• reduced life cycle costs,

• increased sense of privacy,

• increased noise insulation,

• improved health of occupants,

• inherent security,

• reduced visual obtrusiveness,

• reinstatement of natural habitats damaged during construction.

Baggs [1991], Sterling [1981] and Carpenter [1994] also define situations in which esh 

units could be successfully developed where other non-esh units would be less 

successful, such as:

• where open space is limited,

• where large or ugly structures are best concealed,

• where a noise or vibration-free environment is necessary,

• where safety and security are particularly important,

• where environmental extremes produce difficult living conditions,

• where control of specific air moisture content or specific temperatures 

are required, or laboratory conditions,

• where areas of natural (or man-made) beauty should be preserved.

To construct an earth sheltered house (esh unit) literally means to shelter the structure

with earth that has normally been taken from the excavation of the site into which it is 
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built [Littlewood et al 1998i]. Thus, the overall aim of the research is directed at 

establishing whether esh units can provide an alternative form of housing for the UK, 

which can maximise their use of the land upon which they are developed and which can 

reduce the need for active forms of space heating and subsequently lead to lower CO2 

emissions.

1.4 Location and number of earth sheltered houses in the UK

To identify the number and location of esh units in the UK, the author interviewed Mr 

Peter Carpenter and Mr David Woods, the Chairman and Secretary, respectively, of the 

British Earth Sheltering Association (BESA), which is a non-profit making 

organisation, aimed at raising the awareness of esh units within the UK. Twenty-seven 

esh units were located within the UK in October 1997, and a further three by July 1998, 

as illustrated in Table 1.1 (also see section 3.3.2, Chapter 3 for further discussion). 

However, this total of 30 is not static, as the interest in developing esh units grows year 

on year, within the UK. Of the 30 UK esh units, the author was able to conduct an 

interview with only 15 of the owner occupiers, or designers of these esh units, in person 

or by telephone (see Table 1.2). This poor response rate may have been due to the fact 

that, apart from the Caer Llan Berm House (CLBH), all the other esh units are private 

residences. The aim of the personal or telephone interviews was to conduct a survey of 

each esh unit (Appendix 1 illustrates a blank survey form) which was designed to 

determine a number of factors, as summarised below:

• the type and construction details of the esh unit, 
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• the number of storeys,

• the inclusion or absence of space heating and subsequent costs of 

annual heating bills,

• the site (greenfield or brownfield) upon which it was built,

• the number of units in the development,

• the internal temperatures,

• the development strategy,

• the energy efficient features incorporated into the design.

Table 1.1: UK earth sheltered houses

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9-13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Location

Caer Llan, Monmouth
Westonbirt, Gloucestershire
Wadebridge, Cornwall
Holme, Yorkshire
Isleham, Cambridgeshire
Bushey Heath, Hertfordhshire
Trelleck, Monmouthshire
Witney, Oxfordshire
Hockerton, Nottinghamshire
Portstewert, County Antrim
Wisbech, Lincolnshire
Avoncliff, Avon
Maes-y-coed, Herefordshire
Cheviot Hills, Northumbria
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Stepaside, Pembrokeshire
Druidstone, Pembrokeshire
Medstead, Hampshire
Brookwood, Surrey
Fulbrook, Gloucestershire
Monmouth
Cambridge
Malvern
Birmingham
Devon
Kew, London

Stage of development as at October 2000

Occupied for 12 years
Occupied for 12 years
Occupied for 5 years
Occupied for 27 years
Occupied for 5 years
Occupied for 4.5 years
Occupied for 1 year
Not known
Occupied for 2.5 years
Occupied for 4 years
Construction commences January 2001
Occupied for 3 years
Occupied for 6 years
Occupied for 4 years (not completed)
Occupied for 5 years
Occupied for 4 years
Occupied for 2.2 years
Occupied for 3 months
Scheme design
Not known
Not known
Not known
Not known
Not known
Not known
Occupied for 7 years
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The author found that only seven of these 30 esh units did not rely on any forms of 

active space heating: the Caer Llan Berm House (CLBH) in Monmouthshire, the five 

esh units at the Hockerton Housing project (HHP) in Nottinghamshire and No Mans 

Land (NML) in Cornwall. However, NML includes a wood burning stove in the 

kitchen, which is used for baking bread and cooking on a daily basis. In order to rely on 

no (or very little) space heating, it was found that these seven esh units incorporated a 

number of energy saving features and that they were all an Exposed South Wall type 

esh unit [Littlewood et al 1998H], see section 3.3.2, Chapter 3 for further details. These 

features include three variations in earth cover of 1500 mm (1.500 m) (CLBH), 750 mm 

(0.750 m) (NML) and 500 mm (0.500 m) (HHP), three variations of polystyrene 

insulation thickness of 275 mm (0.275 m) (CLBH), 300 mm (0.300 m) (HHP) and 100 

mm (0.100 m) (NML), and all of them included a solar buffer space between the 

internal rooms and their external environment. Note that the CLBH incorporates 100 

mm (0.100 m) of polyurethane insulation, which has the equivalence in thermal 

insulation properties of 275 mm (0.275 m) of expanded polystyrene. Furthermore, all 

the 30 esh units are single storey dwellings, apart from the esh unit at Kew in London, 

Hampshire and Northumbria which have a number of split levels. Finally, all 30 esh 

units have been built as one-off developments for their occupiers and not as mass 

developments for members of the general public. Section 3.4, Chapter 3 discusses the 

key findings from the survey responses in further detail.
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Table 1.2: UK earth sheltered houses included in the author's survey

No.

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8-12

13

14
15

Location

Caer Llan, Monmouth
Westonbirt, 
Gloucestershire
Wadebridge, Cornwall
Holme, Yorkshire
Isleham, Cambridgeshire
Bushey Heath, 
Hertfordhshire
Trelleck, Monmouthshire
Hockerton, 
Nottinghamshire
Portstewert, County 
Antrim
Wisbech, Lincolnshire
Avoncliff, Avon

Survey Method

Personal
Telephone

Personal
Telephone
Personal
Personal

Personal
Personal

Telephone

Personal
Personal

Respondent to survey

Owner/occupier/designer
Designer

Owner/occupier/designer
Owner/occupier/designer
Owner/occupier
Owner/occupier

Owner/occupier/designer
Owner/occupier

Owner/occupier

Owner/occupier/designer
Owner/occupier

1.5 The original contribution to knowledge

This research contributes to knowledge by providing a classification for 25 of the 30 esh 

units built in the UK (see table 3.1, Chapter 3). A working design for a pair of two- 

storey, three bedroom, semi-detached esh units based in South Wales (suitable for the 

mass housing market) has also been developed (see section 4.5, Chapter 4). 

Furthermore, a dynamic thermal analysis of this design has been undertaken to test its 

suitability for the UK's climate (see section 4.6 and 4.7, Chapter 4). To date [November 

2000] there has been no published classification of UK esh units, no published two- 

storey earth sheltered housing design suitable for the mass market, and no published 

study of the thermal performance of variations to earth cover, insulation thickness and 

occupancy patterns on esh units suitable for the UK climate. The image and presence of 

UK esh units has been investigated mainly by Carpenter [1994] and therefore is known 

only to a minority of the UK general public. However, it is acknowledged by the author
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that Evans [BRECSU 2000], from the Building Research Establishment, was the project 

manager responsible for monitoring of the thermal performance of the five units at the 

HHP. The monitoring period of the fourth esh unit in a terrace of five esh units started 

in October 1998 and terminated in August 1999, and the finding of this study are 

discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2.1, Chapter 3.

Thus, the objectives of the research are as follows:

1. Examine the current theories of sustainability, and re-define sustainability in 

terms of the key criteria for the sustainable development of new homes, with a 

particular focus on achieving zero space heating and maximisation of 

development land.

2. Undertake a critical analysis and review of single and multiple development esh 

units already constructed and occupied within the UK.

3. Examine how UK esh units meet the key criteria of construction sustainability, 

with a detailed focus on achieving energy efficiency and a reduction in CC>2 

emissions from space heating.

4. Design a pair of two-storey, three-bedroom, semi-detached esh units for an 

existing residential development site in South Wales, to achieve comfortable 

internal temperatures without any forms of active space heating. Also 

incorporate in the design the use of the roof area as a garden and include other

features to utilise the development plot efficiently. 
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5. Undertake a dynamic thermal simulation analysis to test the thermal 

performance of the pair of esh units, with three variations in earth cover, and 

with two variations in insulation thickness and occupancy patterns on the coldest 

and warmest day of the year in South Wales.

Chapter 2 reviews and discusses the literature on sustainable development. A 

classification for sustainable development of new housing is discussed.

Chapter 3 provides a brief history of earth sheltered housing (ESH). Three different 

types of esh units are identified from the UK's 30 esh units. It is found that the Exposed 

South Wall type esh unit is the most popular and also the most energy efficient (in terms 

of reduced space heating) type of esh unit within the UK. The chapter goes on to discuss 

how the UK's esh units meet the six criteria of sustainable development of new housing, 

defined in Chapter 2. There is a detailed discussion on how UK esh units meet the 

reduction in space heating requirements and subsequent reductions in CC>2 emissions. It 

is found that only seven of the thirty esh units use none or little active forms of space 

heating.

Chapter 4 justifies why a pair of two-storey, three-bedroom, semi-detached esh units 

were designed, as opposed to a single-storey esh unit with more or fewer bedrooms. A 

dynamic computer analysis is chosen as the method to test the thermal performance of 

the pair of esh units and a number of design features.

The results of the Tas Lite computer models with 100 mm (0.100 m) and 300 mm

(0.300 m) of insulation are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Chapter 7 discusses the main findings presented in Chapters 5 and 6, the 

recommendations for the optimum design of the author's esh units and further work.

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions which can be drawn from the research.
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CHAPTER 2 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW HOUSING

2.1 Introduction

Methods need to be identified of designing and building homes which are more energy 

efficient than current methods, for the estimated 3.8 million or more new homes needed 

in the UK by the year 2016. However, it is first necessary to examine what constitutes 

sustainability in terms of new housing development.

2.2 Sustainability

2.2.1 General definitions

Sustainability has been discussed widely by the media since the publication of the 

Brundtland Report [The World Commission on Environment and Development 1987], 

which included the following definition of sustainable development:

'development which meets the needs of today without affecting the ability of 

future generations to meet their needs'

This is a useful definition, although it has been widely criticised, for example by

Redclift [1992] who states that 'it doesn't explain what is meant by human need'. 
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Indeed, in 1996, Birkbeck [1996] believed that 'sustainable development was merely a 

vague planning objective'. This was in the sense that, following the UN Earth Summit 

in 1992 attended by many UK delegates, there was widespread enthusiasm for 

sustainable development but a lack of action. Certainly there is still little evidence to 

suggest that this enthusiasm is leading to any significant practical developments by 

local authorities, housing associations or speculative house builders.

2.2.2 Sustainable development of new housing

On a relatively small scale there have been some developments, by speculative house 

developers and housing associations, working on small, one-off, 'green' projects. For 

example, the Millennium Village was proposed in February 1998 and was intended to 

be a showcase for 1400 energy efficient homes, comprising traditional housing and mid- 

rise apartment blocks [Pearson 1999]. Gusto Homes has developed 24 energy efficient 

houses in Newark, which include solar panels for heating hot water, super-insulation, 

and a heat exchanger [Green Futures 2000]. Their inspiration came from the five earth 

sheltered houses (esh units) at the Hockerton Housing Project (HHP) in Southwell 

[Green Futures 2000]. Beddington Zero Energy Development (BZED) is a scheme of 90 

dwellings planned for South London by the Peabody Trust, with a mixture of grass- 

roofed town houses, maisonettes, flats and workshops incorporated into one community 

[Pearson 1999, Green Futures 2000].

However, in the past few decades most of the UK's low energy homes have either been 

the creation of private individuals and inspired designers, such as Lower Watts House in 

Oxfordshire [BRECSU 1996, Pearson 1999], or government-blessed concept houses,
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such as the Integer House. The Integer House was built during 1999, as a one-off 

development at the Building Research Establishment's London base, in Watford 

[Olivier 1999]. The purpose of the Integer House was to test the complete approach to 

UK home building for the 21st century, all in one house [Olivier 1999]. The interest by 

housing associations and local authorities in the Integer project has led to five small 

residential developments based upon the Integer concepts of sustainability and energy 

efficiency [Thompson 2000, Birkbeck 1999]. A further example of a housing 

association involved in building sustainable homes, is that of Gwalia Housing Group, a 

South Wales housing association which built a steel framed apartment block in 

Swansea, for nine families in 1998 [Hoare 1998]. The frame utilises recycled steel from 

Newport, and includes insulation placed in its core (100 mm thick) and on the external 

skin of block-work. Gwalia's Development Director claims that the level of insulation 

gives the walls a U value of 0.20 W/m2 °C [Brinkley 1998].

Therefore, if these latter examples are successfully built to their proposed energy 

targets, and they attract enough tenants and purchasers, they will provide a good 

reference point for developers and consultants alike. Hopefully, this will encourage 

similar developments to be built elsewhere in the UK. However, until all these new 

developments have been completed and occupied, their success rate in terms of meeting 

purchasers' changing needs and reducing energy usage cannot be gauged or compared 

against other new homes.

Most volume house builders and housing associations are still reluctant to 

consider any form of sustainable development, and do not believe that homes with

technological and design features which promote sustainability are likely to be offered 
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on a mass scale. In fact at this stage they still think that sustainable features do not add 

value to their properties [Hoare 1998].

Sustainable building development was described by Kibert et al [1994] as:

'the creation and management of a healthy built environment based on resource- 

efficient and ecological principles'

Land and building materials, with their associated energy use, are the principal 

resources which are used in the construction of new housing. Indeed, the energy 

consumed in the production of materials can be up to five times greater than the energy 

used in the building in the first year of occupation [Redclift 1992]. The processing and 

manufacturing of building products can account for 70% of all energy used in the 

construction of buildings [Connaughton 1992]. Also substantial energy and water 

consumption is associated with the occupation of most of the new housing currently 

being built. In addition, the potential for pollution from the use of fossil fuels and the 

disposal of sewage is likely to produce ecological problems.

Mills [1997], the Director of Technical Services at the National House Building Council 

(NHBC) argues that, for new housing to be sustainable, it must satisfy the following 

criteria:

• minimum use of land and non-renewable resources,

• maximum energy efficiency,

________• maximum re-use and recycling of materials,_______________ 
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• minimum water and air pollution and waste production,

and should also be built to last a lifetime. Thus, sustainability in new housing 

development can be characterised as land sustainability, materials' sustainability and 

autonomy, where autonomy is the ability of new houses to be lived in without making 

any demands on mains services or non-renewable energy sources [Littlewood et al 

1998i]. Furthermore, if a house is designated as autonomous, it must have no net 

emissions of COi on an annual basis, it must generate all its own space heating 

requirements from its occupants (combined with passive solar heat gains) and it must 

generate its own power supplies [DETR 1998m].

Mills' argument, for new housing to be built to last a life-time, may be misleading. 

People who buy new houses cannot be expected to live in the same house for the entire 

length of their lives. As their lives and relationships evolve, their demands on housing 

will change. For example, a single person will often buy a two bedroom house, using 

one bedroom to sleep in and one as a study. Then, subsequently, if the person marries 

and starts a family a larger house is needed to raise the family. Alternatively, a middle- 

aged couple who live in a four bedroom detached house, which was bought when they 

had their children living with them, will require a smaller house when their children 

leave home and acquire their own accommodation.

What Mills probably means, when he argues for 'lifetime homes', is housing which can 

be flexible and change as our lifestyles evolve from one stage to another, i.e. housing 

which can be adapted to meet the changing needs by, for example, removing internal

walls when more space is required, or creating rooms when less space is required. One 
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alternative which allows this is pre-fabricated housing, which is very common in 

Japan. As such, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) funded trade missions to 

Japan in 1998, to encourage a skills transfer and inward investment to the UK and 

British house builders, from a number of Japanese organisations involved in 

prefabricating housing [Minton 1998]. At present these visits have resulted in at least 

one volume house builder investing in new technology to build prefabricated houses. 

For example, Beazer Homes converted a factory in Ipswich during 2000 to start 

manufacturing prefabricated houses [Smith 2000]. Beazer have also set up a team of 

specialist trades people who can move around the UK to organise the erection of 

Beazer's new prefabricated homes. Build time and quality have been vastly improved, 

since most of these houses are pre-fabricated in Ipswich and only assembled on site.

Recent work on environmental assessment of new housing, such as the Building 

Research Establishment publication 'The Environmental Standard' [Prior 1995] has 

given special consideration to health, as have Kibert et al [Mills 1997] in their definition 

of sustainable construction, and more recently Cave [1997].

According to Cave, the quality of the air we breathe, the water we drink and the 

buildings we inhabit, is important if housing is to support healthy sustainable 

communities, particularly in inner city areas.

Hence, 'healthy environment' should be added to land sustainability, materials' 

sustainability and autonomy as the fourth characteristic of sustainable housing 

development.
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Another important document, defining sustainable development for new homes, is the 

new EcoHomes rating scheme launched by the BRE in 2000. The EcoHomes label has 

been designed to encourage developers to promote the environmental credentials of the 

houses they build. The EcoHomes label works in a similar manner to the National 

Home Energy Rating (NHER) and Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) rating, where 

a qualified assessor inspects a new or converted house and scores the features in the 

house against seven categories: energy, transport, pollution, materials, water, ecology 

and health [Green Futures 2000]. There are no financial incentives to encourage the use 

of EcoHomes label, so only time will tell whether this new environmental rating tool is 

a success or a failure.

A fifth characteristic of sustainable housing development is affordability. It is of little 

use to potential purchasers or developers if housing is built which meets the first four 

criteria of sustainability, but is so expensive to develop that house builders cannot 

afford to develop and buyers cannot afford to purchase the houses. Therefore, 

innovative houses which are built for the mass market must be at similar prices to 

more conventional houses and, if they are more expensive initially, the sustainable 

features incorporated into the house must give the occupiers a reasonably short 

payback period, for example from accumulated savings in utility bills.

The sixth and final characteristic of sustainability in terms of new housing development 

is transport sustainability. Where possible, new housing should be developed within a 

safe and convenient distance for walking or cycling to a range of employment 

opportunities, and to commercial and social facilities, or there must be access to

affordable and reliable public transport [Cave 1997]. Furthermore, as a direct result of 
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new development, infrastructure such as roads would have to be built. Where there is no 

reliable public transport system in place, then this type of development would be seen as 

unsustainable.

2.2.3 Sustainable communities

Recent work by the Department of the Environment Transport and the Regions (DETR) 

provides a number of criteria for building sustainable communities of the future which 

supports the author's six characteristics for sustainable development of new housing 

[DETR 1998iii], as summarised below:

• local planning,

• site layout,

• transport,

• density,

• green space,

• life in a sustainable community.

2.2.3.1 Local planning

Two of the criteria for building sustainable communities, for example, local planning 

and site layout could be combined into one criterion, as they both relate to passive solar 

design principles including the need for new houses and the housing estates in which 

they are built to be orientated towards the South. This is so that the houses can capture 

both passive and active energy. Passive energy capture is defined as the ability for 
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housing plots to capture passive solar gains, to contribute towards space heating 

requirements [DETR 1998iii]. Active energy capture is defined as leaving exposed areas 

clear of development for the positioning of wind turbines, to generate electricity for 

individual and communities power needs [DETR 1998iii]. Local planning also suggests 

that new housing developments must incorporate spaces for businesses and shops, to cut 

down on the need for car journeys [DETR 1998iii].

2.2.3.2 Site layout

Site layout uses some of the well documented [Kachadorian 1997, IEA 1997, DTI 1994, 

Winter, S. 1998] passive solar design principles (see section 4.2.1, Chapter 4) in its 

definition, which include orientating the house to within 30 degrees of south, 

minimising windows which face outside this angular spectrum, incorporating thermal 

mass into the structure of a house and planting to provide windbreaks. The content of 

local planning and site layout is similar to the author's autonomy characteristic, except 

for the reference to integrating homes and work places together, which the author 

discusses under the transport characteristic of sustainable development for new housing.

2.2.3.3 Transport

This is identical to the author's definition for transport, discussed above in section 

2.2.2.

2.2.3.4 Density

The criterion of density is interesting, in that it suggests that a sustainable community 

should not exceed 30 houses per hectare [DETR 1998iii]. This is to allow for on-site- 

generation of electricity and the collection of water. The above recommendation is
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contradictory to what HM Government is now recommending for new housing 

developments, in its recently updated Planning Policy Guidance 3 (PPG3), which states 

that housing densities should be increased to 50 houses per hectare [DETR 1999]. 

However, considering that the present minister responsible for the DETR is keen to see 

a reduction in CO2 emissions from buildings, as was demonstrated at the recent Climate 

Change Summit in the Hague (November 2000), it is unlikely that the 30 houses/hectare 

is to be superseded by 50 houses/hectare. It is more likely that HM Government will 

use these two recommendations as a leverage to increase the density of more 

conventional housing and thereby reduce the destruction of greenfield sites, and as an 

incentive to raise the interest in sustainable houses and communities, which will have 

more recreational green space than conventional houses.

2.2.3.5 Green space

Green space relates to providing communal areas where residents can tend allotments, 

so that individual houses do not need to include vegetable plots in their gardens. In 

addition, it suggests that areas should be provided which will encourage wildlife, and 

that there should also be a deliberate attempt to integrate the natural environment in and 

around the new sustainable communities.

2.2.3.6 Life in a sustainable community

Life in a sustainable community relates to the responsibilities and attitude that 

occupants must abide by if their community is to be a success [DETR 1998iii]. This 

includes responsibilities for individuals to plan and manage their own water supply, 

such as spending only four minutes in the shower as opposed to having a bath, or

reducing their reliance on car use.
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2.2.3.7 Three design strategies for sustainable communities

The DETR's work on building sustainable communities has also provided three new 

design strategies for houses in sustainable communities: 'zero CCV, 'zero heating' and 

'autonomy', which were discussed above [DETR 1998iii]. Zero COi housing must 

obtain all its heat and power from a 'green electricity' tariff, and if it uses any power 

outside this tariff it must sell back electricity generated by renewable energy to the 

National Grid. 'Zero heating' housing obtains all its heating from passive solar gain and 

heat losses from equipment and occupants. Low energy appliances would be used 

around the house. A slight variation of a 'zero heating' house would be a 'nominal zero 

heating' house, which would include a heating system for under occupancy, illness, 

children, or elderly occupants. An 'autonomous' house would meet all the standards in 

the above two strategies and in addition it must generate all its own power demands on 

site from renewable energy. All water and sewerage treatment must be undertaken on 

site in an environmental manner.

It is recommended that all new homes built to one of the above three standards should 

include low-embodied construction materials i.e. which require little energy use for 

their production and transport to site, power from renewable energy, low indoor 

pollution levels which includes using electricity for cooking, a well-controlled 

ventilation system, managed water supply and alternative sewerage treatment.

It is likely that three design strategies (with escalating savings in national grid usage and 

CO2 emissions) were defined by the DETR [1998iii], as it may be difficult to persuade 

members of the general public to make their next home an 'autonomous' house, in a

sustainable community, if they have lived in a house depending entirely on the National 
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Grid for its energy requirements. A 'zero CCV house would provide a natural step from 

a conventional house, since it can provide heating and power similar to a conventional 

house. The other two design strategies may become attractive once house occupiers 

become accustomed to the environmental responsibilities associated with a 'zero CCV 

house. However, until these three design strategies are put into practice on a mass scale, 

throughout the UK, there is no guarantee that any of them will be a success, or lead to 

lower COa emissions.

2.3 Realistic sustainable development of new housing

Thus, to be truly sustainable, housing would use no finite resources in terms of either 

land or materials, cause no pollution or environmental degradation in its use of land and 

materials, would make no demands on mains services or non-renewable resources, 

would provide a healthy environment, would be competitively priced and would 

enable the use of sustainable transport. In practice, such perfection is impossible to 

achieve, and acceptable limits will need to be set for the use of abundant but finite 

resources and the extent of any irreversible environmental degradation. Similar limits 

have been set by the Building Research Establishment's 'Environmental Standard' 

[Prior 1995] which requires the achievement of a given number of 'credits' for new 

homes seeking the Standard.
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2.4 Chapter summary

The definition by the Bruntland report from 1987 has been discussed as a useful starting 

point for the debate on sustainability. It has been highlighted that, although 

sustainability has been discussed widely since 1987, there has been little action in terms 

of improving development on a large scale. However, there have been some 

improvements on a small scale, by developers working on pilot projects, such as the one 

identified at the Millennium Village, in London, and the apartments in Swansea.

Taking into account the various available interpretations of sustainability in relation to 

new housing, for the purpose of this work, six characteristics of sustainability have been 

identified. These are:

• land sustainability,

• materials sustainability,

• autonomy,

• healthy environment,

• affordability

• transport sustainability.

Additionally, Mills, the NHBC's Director of Technical Services argues that housing 

layout should also be flexible enough to meet changing lifestyles and family patterns, 

and therefore one alternative could be to consider pre-fabricated houses. The Japanese 

have developed prefabricated buildings principally for earthquake resistance. 
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However, there is no available evidence to suggest that pre-fabricated houses can meet 

the characteristics of sustainability.

Finally, the DETR have recommended a number of criteria which must be met if the 

occupants of sustainable communities are to benefit from low costs for their heat, light, 

power, water and water treatment and from relatively spacious communal land, 

compared with higher density conventional housing, as summarised below:

• local planning,

• site layout,

• transport,

• density,

• green space,

• life in a sustainable community.

The DETR have also suggested three design strategies for building sustainable 

communities of the future, as zero CO2, zero heating and autonomous.

Chapter 3 provides a brief history on earth sheltered houses and classifies the UK earth 

sheltered houses into three types. Furthermore, the discussion on sustainable 

development for new housing continues by establishing how earth sheltered housing 

within the UK satisfies the six characteristics defined within this Chapter.
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CHAPTER 3 

EARTH SHELTERED HOUSING

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a brief history of earth sheltered housing (ESH) and identifies 

how many earth sheltered houses (esh units) have been developed around the world 

including those within the UK. It moves on to discuss how far esh units can satisfy the 

characteristics for the sustainable development of new housing, defined in Chapter 2 as, 

land sustainability, materials sustainability, autonomy, a healthy internal environment 

for its occupants, affordability and transport sustainability. However, considering that 

one of the main objectives of the thesis is to analyse the thermal performance of UK esh 

units, the most detailed discussion relates to the reduction of space heating 

requirements, as part of autonomy.

3.2 A brief history of earth sheltered houses

3.2.1 Worldwide

Underground housing and ESH are nothing new and have been used as a form of 

habitation for thousands of years by many civilisations including the Chinese, the 

Romans, the Japanese, and more recently the Americans, the French and the British

[Dodd 1993, Carpenter 1994, Baggs 1991]. The last recorded calculation of the number 
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of esh units which have been built and occupied around the world, was made by Dineen 

[1987] and Baggs [1991]. Baggs [1991], identified over 4 million in China and a few 

100 in Australia, whereas, Dineen [1987] identified 10 thousand in North America. 

However, these calculations did not include an estimate of the number of esh units in 

Europe. It is difficult to give a precise number of esh units within each country in 

Europe, since there has been no definitive study by any academics or professionals, as 

there has been in America and Australia. However, Sterling [1981] identifies 40 single- 

storey esh units in France. The author has also identified one single-storey esh unit in 

France, 30 in the Netherlands, and one in Belgium. There are 17 esh units occupied 

currently in the UK, with 13 others at various stages of development (see Table 1.1, 

Chapter 1).

3.3. Types of earth sheltered house

3.3.1 Worldwide earth sheltered housing

Baggs [1991] identifies five different terms describing esh units, and Baggs [1981] 

provides 16 classifications for ESH, split into two groups called Terratecture and 

Lithotecture. Both Terratecture and Lithotecture include the same eight classifications 

for ESH: chamber, atrium, elevational, penetrational, basement chamber, recessed court, 

wall exposed and recessed penetrational. Baggs [1981] defines Terratecture as:

'buildings with earth roof-cover and earth enclosing the building envelope

constructed with cut and cover technique' 
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whereas, Lithotecture is defined as:

'mined spaces enclosed fully self supporting consolidated or unconsolidated 

rock throughout'.

Baggs [1991] prefers to term Australian esh units as earth covered buildings. This is 

because he believes the term 'underground' can cause a negative reaction amongst 

members of the general public, and because many Americans describe their house as an 

esh unit when it is really an earth 'bermed' house. An earth 'bermed' house is one 

which has earth covering part or all the walls of the house and includes a conventional 

roof, with roof tiles [Baggs 1991]. However, like Sterling [1981], Carpenter [1994], and 

Wells [1998], the author prefers the term earth 'sheltered' house, as it conjures up 

images of safety, protection, and the most basic function of a dwelling, which is to 

provide shelter from the elements. In addition it benefits from having an outlook unlike 

a covered house. Taylor [1997] defines shelters as having evolved to:

'give protection from the hostile aspects of the environment, primarily harsh 

weather and threats from other animals'.

3.3.2 UK earth sheltered housing

The author has defined three classifications for ESH from the survey of UK esh units, as 

follows:
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• the 'Exposed South Wall1 type,

• the 'Rooflight1 type,

• the 'Sunken Courtyard' type.

Figure 3.1 a and 3.1 b below, illustrate that the Exposed South Wall (ESW) type esh unit 

has an exposed external wall facing within 30 degrees either side of South, which 

incorporates all the dwelling's windows and openings and leaves all other sides of the 

dwelling sheltered with earth [Littlewood et al 1998i, Littlewood et al 1998ii]. Sterling 

[1981, Carmody 1985] suggests that the ESW type esh unit is particularly appropriate 

for colder climates as it has very low energy requirements. This type of esh unit can be 

built on both sloping and flat sites, but is more suited to sloping sites, so that the 

occupants can take advantage of their outlook [Littlewood et al 1998i, Littlewood et al 

1998ii]. A slight variation to the ESW type esh unit would also allow the east and west 

facing elevations to have vertical windows, protruding through the earth sheltering (see 

Appendix 2). Furthermore, a hybrid of the ESW type may also include one form of 

daylighting provision built into the roof structure of the esh unit. Underbill, which was 

the UK's first esh unit to be built in 1973 (see Table 3.1), is a hybrid of the ESW type 

esh unit, as it includes south, west and east facing vertical glazing to allow passive solar 

gain and natural daylight to enter the internal spaces. It also includes a trade-mark 

design feature of Arthur Quarmby, which is a roof mounted glazed pyramid, that is 

designed to shower the internal swimming pool below with natural daylight and passive 

solar gain. Unfortunately, this type of design feature can also lead to excessive heat 

losses when the external temperature drops below that of the internal spaces (see section 

3.4.2.1, below).
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Figure 3. la: Typical Cross Section of an 'Exposed South Wall' type Earth Sheltered House
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The ESW type is by far the most common type of esh unit in the UK, (17 of the 30 esh 

units illustrated in Table 3.1 below are of this type) [Littlewood 1998i, 1998ii]. This is 

primarily because people prefer their houses, with the exception of the earth covering to 

the roof and some walls to look similar to conventional forms of housing in terms of an 

external fa?ade. Consequently, their appearance does not suggest to prospective 

occupiers or future purchasers that the houses will be Tor troglodytes', or are 'dark, 

damp and cold', and their occupiers can still enjoy distant views, whilst benefiting from 

all the advantages of earth sheltering.
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Figure 3.1b: Typical schematic plan of an 'Exposed South Wall' type Earth Sheltered 
House
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More importantly though, these esh units tend to capture more winter passive solar gain 

than the other types of esh units, which helps to reduce or even eliminate the 

requirement for active space heating [Littlewood et al 1998i, 1998ii, Sterling 1981]. 

Also the potential for summer overheating is minimised (discussed in detail in section 

3.4.2.1).

The second type of esh unit found in the UK can be termed the 'Rooflight' (RF) type esh 

unit (see Figure 3.2) where the house is built completely below ground level and 

daylighting is provided via roof lights surmounting shafts which penetrate the earth 

cover [Littlewood 1998i, 1998ii]. On a flat site, steps or ramps are required to allow 

access to external doors.
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Figure 3.2: Typical cross section of a 'Rooflight' type earth sheltered house
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For the reasons discussed above, there is only one such house within the UK, 

'Molemanor' which is situated in the back garden of a non-esh unit in Westonbirt, 

Gloucestershire. Unfortunately, the author was unable to obtain photos of this esh unit, 

as the current owners did not repond to correspondence. However, 'Undermill1 , which is 

situated in Bushey Heath, Hertfordshire, North West London is a hybrid of the RF type 

esh unit, as it also includes a sunken courtyard and rooflights. The courtyard has been 

included to capture passive solar gain from the South and a private area for sitting (see 

Appendix 3).

The third type of esh unit found in the UK is the 'Sunken Courtyard (SC) type which is 

a slight variation of the RF type esh unit. The main difference between the RF and SC 

type esh unit is that instead of rooflights the SC type esh unit incorporates one or a 

number of sunken courtyards, with conventional vertical windows positioned in front of 

mternal corridors. These courtyards allow daylight into the internal spaces and allow
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private external movement (see Figure 3.3a and 3.3b). There is only one such house in 

the UK and this is near Bradford Upon Avon, where the house is built around the 

interior of a disused sunken reservoir (see Appendix 4).

Figure 3.3a: Typical cross section of a sunken courtyard type earth sheltered house
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Figure 3.3b: Typical schematic plan of a sunken courtyard type earth sheltered house
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Table 3.1: Types of UK earth sheltered house

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9-13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Location

Caer Llan, Monmouth
Westonbirt, Gloucestershire
Wadebridge, Cornwall
Holme, Yorkshire
Isleham, Cambridgeshire
Bushey Heath, Hertfordhshire
Trelleck, Monmouthshire
Witney, Oxfordshire
Hockerton, Nottinghamshire
Portstewert, County Antrim
Wisbech, Lincolnshire
Avoncliff, Avon
Maes-y-coed, Herefordshire
Cheviot Hills, Northumbria
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Stepaside, Penbrokeshire
Druidstone, Pembrokeshire
Medstead, Hampshire
Brookwood, Surrey
Fulbrook, Gloucestershire
Monmouth
Cambridge
Malvern
Birmingham
Devon
Kew, London

Type of earth sheltered house

Exposed south wall
Rooflight
Exposed south wall
Hybrid of the Exposed south wall
Exposed south wall
Hybrid of the Rooflight
Exposed south wall
Not known
5 x Exposed south wall
Exposed south wall
Exposed south wall
Sunken courtyard
Rooflight
Hybrid of the Exposed south wall
Not known
Not known
Exposed south wall
Hybrid of Rooflight
Not known
Hybrid of the Rooflight
Hybrid of the Exposed south wall
Not known
Exposed south wall
Hybrid of the Rooflight
Exposed south wall
Hybrid of the Rooflight

3.4 Earth sheltered housing and the six characteristics for 

sustainable development of new housing

3.4.1 Earth sheltered housing and land sustainability

Constructing a house as an esh unit almost invariably reduces the visual impact of the 

house upon its immediate environment [Littlewoodetal 1998i, 1998ii]. All the ESW 

type esh units which have been built and are now occupied in the UK have at least a
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75% earth covering and the RF type esh unit in Bushey Heath has an 85% (allowing for 

the protruding rooflights) covering of earth.

Unlike in non-esh units with their four exposed facades and pitched roofs, in esh units 

the majority of the excavated earth and topsoil, which has been removed during 

construction, is on completion replaced in its previous position on plan, or used in the 

landscaping of the site (see below). Therefore, landscapes and wildlife habitats, 

although temporarily damaged, are subsequently reinstated [Wells 1998]. By 

sheltering the roof of an esh unit an amenity is provided for all the occupants, in 

the form of a garden. A garden on the roof of an esh unit in addition to an adjacent 

conventional garden, provides a larger garden and amenity space compared with a non- 

esh unit using the same land area (see Figure 3.la above ). It also provides a flat level 

area, which is not always, the case with non-esh units built on sloping land.

To further reduce the visual impact of an esh unit and its garden upon the immediate 

environment and provide the occupants with private views of the landscape (excluding 

the Rooflight type esh unit), careful planting of indigenous species to provide 

hedgerows and/or landscaping of earth bunds and hedgebanks, can be undertaken (see 

Figure 3.4 below). Additionally, excavated earth can be landscaped into earth bunds 

and hedgebanks to reduce the visual impact of access roads (see Figure 3.4 below). 

This would contribute to combating typical Local Authority Planners' objections to the 

trappings of habitation, such as garden furniture, washing lines and parked cars 

[Littlewood et al 1998J, 1998ii].
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One owner of an ESW type esh unit, 'No Mans Land1 in Wadebridge, Cornwall (see 

Appendix 2), has in the past used his roof garden as a vegetable patch. However, the 

owner of another ESW type esh unit, the Caer Llan Berm House (CLBH), in Monmouth 

(see Appendix 5 for an illustration of this building) has planted his roof garden with a 

variety of alpine plants and grass [Carpenter 1994]. It is also used as a seating area for 

barbecues in the summer, as it has extensive views over a rural valley in Southeast 

Wales.

Figure 3.4: Two options to reduce the visual impact of the access roads on an earth 
sheltered housing development

Earth 
bunds

Earth 
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Option 1-Earth bunds to car height
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Hedge 
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Option 2-Hedgebanks to car height

This limited impact on both natural habitats and the landscape as an amenity could be 

one answer to the concerns over the continuing greenfield and countryside development. 

Careful orientation, the inclusion of native species in hedgerows and other planting, 

and landscaping with earth bunds to the front of the esh units, can almost 

eliminate this impact (see Figure 3.la above). Certainly it can be said that esh units do 

not sterilise the land upon which they are built, in contrast to developments of non-esh 

units [Littlewood et al 19981 and 1998ii].________________________
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This advantage of ESH has already been accepted by a number of Local Planning 

Authorities in England and Wales. For example, planning permission was given for the 

five ESW type esh units at the Hockerton Housing Project (HHP) which was built on 

'White Land' in Nottinghamshire. Monmouthshire County Council recently amended 

its Local Plan to allow the possibility of planning permission being granted for earth 

sheltered dwellings on 'white land' where it would not be granted for conventional 

dwellings [Woods 1997]. Cherwel District Council in North Oxfordshire amended its 

Local Plan in 1998 to encourage the design of earth sheltered buildings [Burke 1998]. 

It is reasonable to expect that these and other cases will provide a precedent for other 

Local Planning Authorities to follow.

However, one point on which UK esh units fail miserably in terms of land sustainability 

is that none of the current examples could be replicated for medium to high density 

housing developments, as they are all single-storey dwellings. Thus, for esh units to be 

considered a sustainable alternative to non-esh units and also to meet HM 

Government's recommendations for densities in sustainable communities (30 

houses/hectare), they need to be developed as two-storey dwellings [DETR 1998iii].

3.4.2 Earth sheltered housing and autonomy

3.4.2.1 Reduction in space heating requirements

As defined in Section 2.2.2, Chapter 2, an autonomous dwelling is one which makes no 

demands on mains services or non-renewable resources in its occupation. Thus, there 

are several facets to autonomy, but the one with possibly the greatest benefit to the 

environment is a reduction in space heating requirements, as nearly 50% of carbon
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dioxide (COi) emissions from housing is attributable to this form of energy use (see 

Figure 1.2, Chapter 1). In most non-esh units, even those recently constructed, space 

heating is a major contributor to CC<2 emissions. It has been shown that if a number of 

design principles are followed an esh unit can have a reduced or zero active space- 

heating requirement, as summarised below:

• suitable thickness of earth cover

• orientation of high performance windows within 30 degrees of south,

• appropriately positioned super-insulation,

• inclusion of a ventilation heat recovery system,

• appropriately positioned water-proof membrane,

• a sun and buffer space,

• thermal storage.

Other than the suitable thickness of earth cover and appropriately positioned water 

proof membrane all the other design features indicated above are not unique to ESH. 

They are classed as passive solar design (PSD) principles [IEA 1997, Kachadorian 

1997, DTI1994, Winter 1998, BRECSU 1997i] and some of these principles have been 

adopted at the Integer house, by Gusto Homes and Gwalia Housing Group (see section 

2.2.2, Chapter 2).
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Suitable thickness of earth cover

It should be noted that the degree of accuracy for dimensions and measurements 

throughout this thesis is 1 millimetre (mm), and thus, all dimensions and measurements 

will be represented in the text in both mm and metres (m). However, when figures are 

used in 'calculations', 'tables', 'figures' and 'graphs' and for dimensions and 

measurements they will be represented in mm only, and converted to metres squared 

(m2) or metres cubed (m3) for areas and volumes.

At a field study centre near Monmouth an earth sheltered residential accommodation 

block known as the CLBH was built in 1987 with the above features and without active 

space heating (see Appendix 5). Thus, from the DETR's [1998iii] classification of 

sustainable homes, the CLBH can be classed as a truly 'zero heating house'.

Like many other ESW type esh units the CLBH is built into a natural hillside, which 

provides a vast heat sink behind the structure, which is at a moderately stable 

temperature and humidity compared with the atmosphere [Carmody 1985]. The earth 

cover to the roof of the CLBH is 1500 mm (1.500 m), but there is no earth sheltering to 

the west or east facing facades. Indeed, the west facing fa9ade has been left exposed for 

over ten years with the intention that the building will be extended in the future. The 

east facing fa9ade is built into the existing field study centre, which incorporates 

conventional space heating, which maintains the internal rooms at 21.0 °C during the 

winter months [Carpenter 1994]. Carpenter [1994] monitored the internal and external 

temperatures in and around the CLBH, over a period of one year from 1988 to 1989, 

and the internal bedrooms (behind a solar corridor) recorded temperatures between 16.5

and 24.5 °C [Carpenter 1994]. However, it is stated that average temperatures recorded 
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in the bedrooms in recent mild winters are much more stable, at 18.0 °C [BRECSU 

1996]. The Department of the Environment (DoE) has also monitored the thermal 

performance of the CLBH, and they are reported to have found that the internal 

bedroom temperatures showed no diurnal variation in temperature [BRECSU 1996]. 

However, the author has been unable to locate any published data referring to these 

results. The author has slept in one of the CLBH's bedrooms during November 1996 

and 1997 and on both occasions noted that the air temperature remained at 19.0 °C 

between 19.00 and 7.00 hours. The external temperature however, fluctuated between 

6.0 °C and -2.0 °C (November 1996) and 5 °C and -1.0 °C (November 1997).

A second UK esh unit, which is a hybrid ESW type (see section 3.3.2, above) with a 

relatively thick earth cover to the roof and (according to the owner), a very modest 

space heating requirement, is NML in Cornwall (see plans in Appendix 2). This has an 

earth cover on the roof of 900 mm (0.900 m) and according to its owner and self- 

builder, the temperature of its accommodation is relatively static throughout the year at 

19.0 °C to 20.0 °C. Unlike, the CLBH this esh unit has a wood burning stove in the 

kitchen, which the owner uses each night for no more than two hours to cook an 

evening meal. In addition, the stove is sometimes used to bake bread in the morning. 

Hence, the heat input from the stove can be considered not to differ significantly from 

that of any domestic cooker, and the house can be considered to have no dedicated 

active space heating. Thus, also like the CLBH, NML can be classed as a 'zero heating' 

house [DETR 1998iii]. The owner claims that the temperatures of all the rooms within 

the house never fall below 19.0 °C, throughout the year, even when the stove is not 

used. However, according to the owner the temperature of the main bedroom, with a 

south facing window does rise to 22.0 °C during periods of prolonged sunshine.
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The author has found that the above temperatures are somewhat higher than those he 

recorded during two visits in December 1997 and November 1998. On both occasions 

the author left minimum and maximum thermometers in the lounge and the second 

bedroom. Both rooms are positioned behind a solar conservatory, which acts as a buffer 

space between the internal living areas and external environment (see Appendix 2). The 

second bedroom also includes a rooflight for the provision of natural daylight during the 

day. Unfortunately, the shaft to the rooflight was built of poor quality materials and 

fixings and there are therefore a number of holes, which inevitably lead to ventilation 

heat loss. During the first visit (December 1997) the maximum and minimum 

temperatures recorded in the lounge were 19.0 and 18.0 °C, whereas, in the bedroom the 

minimum and maximum temperatures recorded were much lower at only 14.0 and 

16.0 °C. On the second visit (November 1998) the maximum and minimum 

temperatures recorded in the lounge and in the bedroom were lower at 16.5 and 17.5 °C 

and at 13.0 and 14.5 °C respectively. These internal temperature differences between 

1998 and 1999 may have been due to either increased ventilation heat losses and/or a 

reduced earth cover to the roof. During the summer of 1998, the owner discovered a 

leak in the structure of NML and had therefore temporarily removed much of the earth 

covering to the roof with the aid of a tractor. On replacing this earth, the owner believes 

that due to compaction (from the use of the tractor) the depth of the roof cover has been 

reduced to only 750 mm (0.750 m).

A third example of UK ESW type esh units, which can be classed as a mix of 'zero 

heating' and 'nominal zero heating' houses, are the five esh units at the HHP. The main 

difference between the esh units at the HHP and the other two examples of UK esh units 

discussed above, is that the esh units at the HHP include 500 mm (0.500 m) of earth
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cover only to their roofs (see Appendix 6). The esh units at the HHP have the least earth 

sheltering to their roofs compared with the CLBH and NML. White [1998] predicted 

that once the esh units at the HHP were occupied the recorded internal temperatures 

would be between 18.0 and 21.0 °C (throughout the year), without any form of active 

space heating. However, since the author has completed his design and simulation of a 

two-storey esh unit (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6) monitoring data [BRECSU 2000] has 

become available from one of the esh units at the HHP, which proves that White's 

[1998] temperature predictions are in fact incorrect. In the fourth esh unit, in the terrace 

of five esh units at the HHP, the internal temperatures recorded between October 1998 

and August 1999 were between 17.0 and 24.0 °C [BRECSU 2000]. The occupiers of 

this esh unit have acknowledged that the internal temperatures were maintained at 17.0 

°C, with the occasional use of electric heaters. Unfortunately, between 1998 and 1999 

the site for the HHP did not include any facilities to generate on site electricity by 

renewable sources, so the use of electrical heaters means that the esh units can only be 

classed as 'nominal zero' heating house [DETR 1998iii] during this period.

There are two possible reasons why the internal temperatures remained below the 

minimum predicted internal temperature of 18.0 °C, in the monitored esh unit at the 

HHP. Firstly, the esh units were designed by their architect to include the constant 

operation of a heat recovery ventilation system during the winter months. However, in 

order to try and save electricity the occupiers of the esh unit did not use this system in 

their first winter (1998), [BRECSU 2000]. Secondly, due to their heavy mass 

construction it is noted by many writers that esh units can take between one and two 

years before they reach their steady state temperature [Sterling 1981, Carpenter 1994, 

Baggs 1991, Ford 1998].
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All the other built examples of esh units in the UK, as illustrated in Table 1.1 (see 

Chapter 1) incorporate active space heating systems, which are used regularly and 

therefore lead to CCh emissions.

The absence of and the reduced need for active space heating in esh units such as the 

CLBH, NML and the esh units at the HHP are partly due to the greater annual stability 

of earth temperatures in comparison with air temperatures. Figure 3.5 shows how the 

annual temperature range in the earth in the South West of England decreases with 

depth, according to Carpenter [1994].

Figure 3.5: Temperature Gradient Through Different Depths of Soil
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Following Carpenter's [1994] estimations it can be seen that at the ground level the 

temperature range of the earth is close to the annual air temperature range. At a depth

of about 600 mm (0.600 m) below ground level the annual range of earth temperatures 
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is from about 5.0 °C to 16.0 °C, close to the range between the lowest and highest 

mean monthly air temperatures. At a depth of 1500 mm (1.500 m) the range of earth 

temperatures is 2.0 K, between 10.0 and 12.0 °C, and at this depth there is a pronounced 

change from a rapid decrease in annual earth temperature range with depth to a very 

slow decrease.

Carpenter [1994] states that one of the main reasons why the CLBH records average 

internal temperatures of 18.0 °C is due to the earth cover of 1500 mm (1.500 m) to the 

roof which only fluctuates between 10.0 and 12.0 °C. Furthermore, Carpenter's [1994] 

predictions for soil temperatures at a depth of 0 to 1500 mm (1.500 m) show no time lag 

in earth temperatures between summer and winter. From Sterling's [1981] and Knight's 

data [Met. Office 1968], as illustrated in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.2 respectively it can be 

seen that Carpenter's predictions are in fact incorrect.

Figure 3.6: Annual earth temperature fluctuation recorded in Minneapolis
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Table 3.2: Earth temperature variation with depth at Harestock, 1896-1903

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Depth (mm) below ground level
310
°C

4.61
4.22
5.5
8.11
11.39
15.17
17.44
16.83
15.06
11.11
7.78
5.28

610
°C

5.56
5.00
5.83
7.61
10.44
13.72
16.11
16.11
14.67
11.94
9.06
6.56

1220
°C

7.28
6.5
6.56
7.33
9.06
11.39
13.5
14.33
14.11
12.72
10.72
8.67

1830
•C

8.5
7.67
7.28
7.56
8.5
10.17
12.17
13.11
13.33
12.72
11.44
9.83

3005
°C

10.16
9.44
8.82
8.56
8.68
9.21
10.03
11.03
11.72
11.96
11.74
11.07

6100
°C

10.69
10.59
10.41
10.19
9.96
9.83
9.79
9.87
10.08
10.33
10.55
10.74

9140
°C

10.25
10.3
10.32
10.34
10.3
10.25
10.19
10.14
10.12
10.14
10.19
10.26

21,340
°C

9.95
9.96
9.96
9.96
9.96
9.96
9.96
9.97
9.97
9.98
9.97
9.97

The author acknowledges that Sterling's [1981] data relates to North America, and the 

external temperatures are much lower than would occur in the UK. However, the data 

are useful in that they show that temperatures in the earth fluctuate with depth and also 

between seasons. The data from Knight [Met. Office 1968] supports Sterling's data and 

it is clear that even at 3005 mm (3.005 m) below ground level the temperature in the 

earth fluctuates between 8.6 and 11.9 °C, which contradicts Carpenter's [1994] 

predictions above in Figure 3.5. It is also interesting to note from Knight's data [Met. 

Office 1968] that maximum temperatures (see Table 3.2 above) are recorded at different 

times of the year at different depths. Considering that the external air temperature 

reaches its maximum in June, in northern latitudes, it is apparent that even in the earth 

at only 310 mm (0.310 m) below ground level there is a time lag of one month before 

the earth records its highest temperature. Below 6000 mm (6.000 m) the maximum 

temperature occurs in December and below 21,000 mm (21.000 m) the temperature 

remains constant to within 0.01 °C. Thus, as the depth of the earth increases below
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ground level then so does the time lag between the external air temperature and the 

earth temperature.

Therefore, if earth temperatures are to have any effect on the internal temperatures 

within the CLBH or any other esh unit the predominant influence is more likely to come 

from the mass of earth behind and underneath the structure of the esh unit, than from the 

roof cover. Indeed, according to Carmody [1985] the function of the earth sheltering an 

esh unit, is to provide an external environment, which is stable in temperature and 

humidity compared with the atmosphere. However, the depth of earth cover sheltering 

the CLBH is only one design feature which enables it to record the higher internal 

temperatures than NML and the esh units at the HHP. This is demonstrated by the fact 

that the esh units at the HHP record internal temperatures only 1.0 K lower than at the 

CLBH, yet they have 1000 mm less earth cover to their roofs and they are not built into 

a continuous hillside. The earth cover to the rear of the esh units at the HHP is 

approximately 6000 mm (6.000 m). Furthermore, at NML the earth cover to the roof is 

almost twice that of the esh units at the HHP and like the CLBH it is built into a 

hillside. However, the internal temperatures are not stable throughout each room and 

they averaged only 16.5 to 17.5 °C in the lounge over a three day monitoring period in 

December 1998.

There are three other factors, which may affect the temperature of the earth at any given 

time and depth and these are the moisture content, soil type and extent of ground cover 

[Kohnke 1968, Baggs 1991, Carmody 1979, Fitzpatrick 1971]. Kohnke [1968] states 

that moisture content of soil has a far greater effect on its thermal conductivity than

does the actual soil type. When the moisture content of a soil increases water starts to 
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form bridges from particle to particle, as this happens then the thermal conductivity and 

the heat capacity of the soil also increase Kohnke [1968]. Therefore soils with high 

moisture contents do not always lead to high temperature swings. In fact even though 

clay soils contain more water, which is relatively static (due to the impermeable nature 

of clay, water tends to become trapped) than sandy soils, sandy soils conduct heat much 

more than clayey soils, and therefore this can lead to violent temperature swings in the 

soil. This is because the thermal conductivity of minerals, such as sand is almost twice 

that of the water present in soils. In addition, a moist soil such as clay has a more 

uniform temperature throughout its depth than sandy soils. This is because clay soils 

have a high diffusivity and therefore do not allow soil temperature to change rapidly, as 

do sandy soils with low diffusivity. Thus Baggs [1991] states that clay soils increase the 

temperature phase lag in soils as heat moves much more slowly through the clay soil 

than it does through sandy soil. Therefore, a heat wave or cold snap will take much 

longer to penetrate the earth. In addition, buildings sheltered with clay soil lose heat 

much more slowly than those sheltered with sandy soils. A further advantage of clay is 

that it retains moisture more effectively than sand and therefore, in general, plants grow 

better than in sandy soils. Furthermore, if organic matter is added for plants this will 

also reduce the thermal conductivity of the soil. Baggs [1991] also points out that 

actual water penetration into clay soils is small and it does not penetrate very deeply, 

whereas in sandy soils the water penetration is much deeper.

Ground cover can include grass, shrubs and trees, and it acts as insulation in that it 

reduces the amount of heat gains and heat losses to the soil, and it can, therefore, reduce 

temperature fluctuations in the soil. Like insulation in a building, the greater the ground 

cover then the greater are its insulating properties. Carmody [1985] states that during
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the day 70% to 90% of incident radiation striking a grass-covered surface is reflected, 

which means that grass covered soil is much cooler than bare soil during the day. In 

addition, the transpiration of water from grass and planting can also contribute to 

cooling the microclimate around the surface of the soil [Fitspatrick 1971]. However, 

during the night grass and plant covered soils tend to be warmer than bare soils since, 

the ground cover reduces the amount of heat losses from the soil to the atmosphere, and 

also reflects to the surface some of the heat radiating from the warm soil to the cooler 

atmosphere [Kohnke 1968, Fitzpatrick 1971]. Baggs [1991] also points out that cover 

ground cover de-couples the soil from the air and so increases the phase lag interval, 

which is the number of days that elapse between heat entering or leaving the ground.

It must be noted, however, that the greater the thermal resistance of the insulation which 

covers an esh unit (all the UK esh units include insulation), the lower is the thermal 

effect caused by the earth sheltering. Thus, the main function of the earth, as discussed 

above, is to provide a more stable temperature than the atmosphere [Carmody 1985].

There are two types of soil sheltering the CLBH. On the roof there is imported topsoil, 

which is of an organic nature and it is kept well-drained. Therefore, it should not 

conduct much heat away from the building, although, as it is kept well-drained any heat, 

which is stored by the water in the soil, will be lost from the structure as the water 

drains from the roof. However, the soil type to the rear and underneath the CLBH is old 

red sandstone, which because it is a non-clay mineral will conduct heat much more 

rapidly than if it were clay or an 'organic' topsoil as on the roof. The soil type sheltering 

the esh units at the HHP and NML is not known. However, like the CLBH the soil at
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the HHP and NML is kept well-drained. Thus, it is not possible to draw any conclusions 

with regard to how the soil type or moisture content would affect these esh units.

The effect on the thermal performance, of variations in earth cover and the use of wet 

clay for an esh unit will be addressed by the thermal simulation study, which is 

discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Orientation of high performance windows within 30 degrees of south

The second principle to adopt when constructing an esh unit designed around PSD 

principles, is to ensure that where there is an exposed wall, it must face within 30 

degrees of south. This wall should include a large area of high performance glazing to 

capture passive solar gain [Carpenter 1994, IEA 1997, DTI 1994, Winter 1998]. 

Passive solar gain is one of the most important sources of heat gain in an esh unit, or 

other houses designed around PSD principles, if they are to achieve a zero active space 

heating requirement [Carpenter 1994, IEA 1997, DTI 1994, Kachadorian 1997]. 

Maximum passive solar gain in the 'heating season1 , without summer overheating, is 

most easily achieved in an ESW type esh units, which is probably why they are the most 

popular design for esh units in the UK. In the Southern hemisphere, including Australia 

where there are many of this type, instead of facing south the exposed wall must, of 

course, face in a northerly direction.

To contribute to reducing over-heating in the summer without reducing solar gain in the 

winter, there are a number of alternatives which can be included in the design. These 

include deciduous trees and climbing plants positioned in front of or around these

windows, overhangs, deep reveals, brises soleil, and pergolas. In the summer, any of 
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these features would reduce the amount of passive solar gain which actually enters an 

esh unit. Consequently, over-heating would be reduced, whilst in the winter, passive 

solar gain would occur in the esh unit as the above features would not prevent low angle 

solar radiation from penetrating the internal spaces. Hence, in the winter, passive solar 

gain would still make an important contribution to space heating.

High performance windows are different from conventional windows in that they 

include low emissitivity (E) coatings on one or more panes of glazing and instead of air 

inside the cavities between the glazing an inert gas, such as argon is used. This reduces 

the heat loss from a window. The IE A [1997] state that a window cannot be classed as 

high performance unless it has a U value of 1.5 W/m2 °C or less and high levels of 

daylight and solar transmission can enter through the windows. Each extra layer of 

glazing reduces heat losses, but also reduces the solar gains, which penetrate into the 

internal rooms.

At the CLBH, the total area of the glazing, which faces 30 degrees west of south, is 

38.000 m2, which can produce between 2.5 and 5.5 kW of solar heat gain [Carpenter 

1994]. As these windows are vertical the solar gain is greatest during the Spring and 

Autumn, when the sun is lower in the sky than in summer, and shines longer than it 

does during Winter. Unfortunately, early Spring sun has caused problems of over 

heating at the CLBH (see later discussion). The windows at the CLBH are double 

glazed with a 12 mm (0.012 m) air filled cavity, and a low E coating on the inner pane 

of glass. The U value for the windows is 2.6 W/m2 °C, and therefore they cannot be 

classed as high performance windows [IEA 1997]. However, to compensate for the high

U values of each external window there is also an additional window between the 
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corridor and the inner bedrooms. The corridor runs the full length of the CLBH and is 

situated behind the external windows. At NML Ormerod [1997] states that there is a 

total area of glazing, facing due south and due west, of 23.000 m2, which can produce 

between 2.2 kW and 4.8 kW. The windows at NML are a combination of vertical 

windows and roofing to the solar conservatory, and therefore the solar gain is 

maximised year round. According to its owner, NML does not suffer from any 

overheating in the summer, as a result of excessive passive solar gain penetrating the 

conservatory roof, even though the sun is at a higher angle in the sky and there are more 

hours of sunshine during the day, than in the winter. This may be because of a 

combination of high levels of ventilation heat loss and the massive wall between the 

conservatory and the living areas storing heat energy, which is lost from the 

conservatory during the day. The wall releases this heat energy gradually, into the 

accommodation, behind the wall, when the temperature of these rooms falls below the 

temperature of the heat energy in the wall. NML uses conventional double glazed 

windows with no low E coatings, which have a U value of 2.8 W/m2 °C.

The author could not find any precise figures for the area of south facing glazing to each 

of the esh units at the HHP. However, the area of glazing can be calculated 

approximately from the dimensions given by White [1998]. The length of each 

conservatory in one three bedroom esh unit is 15,800 mm (15.800 m). The height of the 

vertical glazing is 1800 mm (1.800 m) (2300 (2.300 m) - 500 (0.500 m) for the brick 

upstand) and the depth of the sloping glazing to the conservatory roof is 4500 mm 

(4.500 m). There are 26 window frames, 100 mm (0.100 m) wide and 1800 mm (1.800 

m) high in the vertical glazing, and 26 window frames, 100 mm (0.100 m) wide and
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4500 mm (4.500 m) in length to the sloped glazing. Thus, the total area of glazing to 

one esh unit with three bedrooms at the HHP is summarised below:

Area of vertical glazing = 1800 x 15,800 = 28.440 m2 - 26(1800 x 100) = 23.800 m2 

Area of sloping glazing = 4500 x 15,800= 71.100 m2 -26(4500 x 100) = 59.500 m2 

Total area of glazing = 83.300m2 .

This large area of glazing may account for the excessively high temperatures recorded 

in the conservatory of the fourth esh unit between 1998 and 1999. Temperatures 

regularly rose to 30 °C on sunny days in the winter, and between March and August in 

1999, exceeded 40 °C [BRECSU 2000]. It is acknowledged by BRECSU [2000] that the 

conservatory did not include any shading devices, but it is not certain whether roof 

windows were opened in the conservatories in an attempt to lower the temperatures.

Like NML the windows used in each conservatory of the esh units at the HHP are 

conventional double glazed windows with a U value of 2.8 W/m2 °C. However, like the 

CLBH each esh unit also has windows positioned in the buffer wall between the inner 

rooms and the solar conservatory. These windows are triple glazed and can be classed 

as high performance windows, as they have a U value of only 1.2 W/m2 °C [White 

1998].

In comparison to the CLBH, NML and the esh units at the HHP where the orientation of 

these esh units is used to their best advantage, Undermill in Bushey Heath, North West 

London, does not share the benefits of passive solar gain to the same extent. This house 

(as discussed previously, and illustrated in Appendix 3) is an RF type esh unit and can 
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only capture passive solar gain through its pyramid roof lights and two west facing patio 

doors (positioned in a sunken courtyard). The total area of glazing is only 10.000 m2 

(6.000 m2 of this faces west and is shaded by a 4000 mm (4.000 m) high bank) and as 

such only provides 1.0 kW according to its owner. The inclusion of rooflights at 

Undermill contributes to over-heating in the summer, and excessive heat losses in the 

winter (and year round during the night). The over-heating in the summer is caused 

because the owners of Undermill do not use any shading system with their rooflights 

and therefore on days when there is sun, intense solar radiation is able to penetrate the 

internal spaces of this esh unit. When this heat gain is combined with daily use of the 

central heating system the accommodation often overheats.

The excessive heat losses in the winter and during the night can also be attributed in 

part to the absence of moveable insulation for the rooflights, even though they are triple 

glazed. In the Northern Hemisphere all rooflights and windows, which face north, and 

have no insulation, allow more heat loss during the night than during the day [Carpenter 

1994].

The above factors and the fact that occupants do not benefit from any outlook are 

probably the reasons why this type of esh unit is unpopular with both would-be 

occupiers and designers of esh units.

Appropriately positioned super-Insulation

The third principle to adopt when constructing an esh unit which will have a reduced 

need for active space heating, is to ensure that earth sheltering to the structure is in

addition to the thermal insulation of the envelope, not a substitute for it [Carmody 
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1985], The inclusion of insulation will also compensate for the use of sandy soils or 

soils with a high moisture content. Malcolm Wells, one of the American pioneers who 

in the 1970s started modern day development of esh units, soon discovered that without 

insulation an esh unit could be uncomfortably cold even in hot weather [Carpenter 

1994, Wells 1998]. Esh units still lose heat at a relatively high rate to the surrounding 

earth without insulation, and the heat input from occupants, lighting, electrical 

appliances and passive solar gain is not sufficient to maintain a comfortable 

temperature. Following PSD principles super-insulation should be used, which is 

defined as insulation which significantly exceeds that of the local Building Regulations 

[IEA 1997, Kachadarian 1997, Winter 1998]. The IE A [1997] advise an insulation 

thickness which will enable U values of between 0.20 and 0.13 W/m2 °C.

Opinions differ fundamentally however, as to the best position for insulation in an earth 

sheltered building. Many writers [Carpenter 1994, Sterling 1981, Carmody 1985, 

Baggs 1991, White 1998] assume that heat lost from the internal rooms through the 

earth sheltered parts of the envelope cannot raise the temperature of the surrounding 

earth significantly above its natural level, to significantly reduce the rate of heat loss 

through the envelope. These writers therefore argue that all parts of the envelope 

should be insulated, but their opinions differ as to whether the insulation should be 

adjacent to the inside or the outside of the envelope.

In contrast, Fulcrum Consulting [Churchill 1997] and Hait [1983] argue that provided 

the heat lost from the building is kept within the surrounding earth and not allowed to 

escape to the air, it will remain in the earth throughout the year and maintain a

comfortable temperature in the building by reducing further heat loss. In buildings and 
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projects designed by Fulcrum and Halt [1983], heat transfer from the surrounding earth 

to the air is interupted by placing an 'umbrella' of insulation close to the ground surface 

around the perimeter of the building, and extending 6000 mm outside the perimeter (see 

Figure 3.8). However, Sterling [1985] states that very few esh units have been built to 

test Hart's [1983] concepts.

Figure 3.7: Cross section of an Exposed South Wall type earth sheltered house utilising 
'Umbrella' insulation

Ground level

Sterling's [1981], Carpenter's [1994], White's [1998] and Fulcrum's [Churchill 1997] 

options have been tested by built examples of esh units and earth sheltered buildings. 

Most built examples of esh units in the UK incorporate insulation on the outside of the 

earth sheltered envelope structure, usually protected by tanking. The effect of this 

insulation will clearly be to enable the heat to be stored in the envelope structure at a 

temperature close to that of the accommodation. This facility will clearly help to 

moderate the temperature of the accommodation in the short to medium term, by 

absorbing heat when the air temperature in the accommodation rises, and releasing heat

when the air temperature in the accommodation falls [Kachadarian 1997]. In the long 
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term, the heat stored in the envelope structure will inevitably be slowly transferred 

through the insulation to the earth outside. Here it will be stored at a low temperature, 

probably only 1.0 K above the natural earth temperature. By slightly raising the 

temperature of the earth it will slightly reduce the rate of heat loss through the 

insulation, and thereby increase the thermal efficiency of the building. Figure 3.8, is a 

conjectural diagram showing a temperature gradient which could reasonably be 

expected in this situation.

Figure 3.8: Conjectural temperature gradient with insulation on the outside of the 
structure
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One of the best examples where insulation is placed at the outside of the envelope is in 

the esh units at the HHP (see Figure 3.9 below). The esh units at the HHP meet the 

lEA's [1997] recommendations for super-insulation, as the U values of the rear external 

wall, roof, side walls and floor are only 0.08 W/m2 °C. This is possible by using 300
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mm (0.300 m) of expanded polystyrene insulation. The U value for the front wall of the 

conservatory is more than double that of the other walls at 0.20 W/m2 °C, because only 

150 mm (0.150 m) of insulation is used, but it can still be classed as super-insulation 

[IEA 1997].

Figure 3.9: Section through one of the esh units at the HHP
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To reduce the heat losses from the internal rooms the buffer wall (between the inner 

living rooms and the conservatory) has the same specification as the conservatory wall. 

However, this is not advised [IEA 1997, Kachadarian 1997, Winter 1998], as the 

insulation in the buffer wall will also reduce the capacity of the wall to store heat 

energy. In addition, as the external temperature drops below that of the conservatory, 

the insulation will prevent any heat energy which is stored in the wall radiating into the 

internal living areas, instead the heat energy will be drawn out of the wall into the 

conservatory.
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Indeed, although, the esh units at the HHP only manage to maintain average 

temperatures of 17.0 °C during the winter, the occupants stated that they did not feel 

cold [BRECSU 2000]. This is probably because, following the principles of super- 

insulation the esh units are completely free of draughts [BRECSU 2000, IEA 1997]. In 

addition, the radiant effect of the thermal mass will have also led to higher resultant (the 

combination of air and radiant temperatures) temperatures than in a non-esh unit 

[BRECSU 2000]. Carmody [1985] states that the only disadvantage of insulating esh 

units is that the potential cooling effect of the earth during the summer months, is 

reduced. This is confirmed by the extremely high temperatures of between 24.0 and 

26.0 °C, which were recorded in the internal rooms of the esh units at the HHP, during 

the summer of 1998 [BRECSU 2000]. Indeed, on one occasion the bedrooms recorded 

temperatures over 35.0 °C.

The U values of the structure at NML are not known. However, the owner has stated 

that he used externally placed expanded polystyrene insulation (the same as the HHP). 

However, instead of using 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation, only 100 mm (0.100 m) of 

insulation was placed around the outside of the structure. It has already been discussed 

above, that NML records the lowest temperatures in comparison to the CLBH and the 

esh units at the HHP, yet it has a greater earth cover than the esh units at the HHP, but 

less than at the CLBH. Thus, this demonstrates that the greater the U value of the 

insulation the more it compensates for thinner earth cover, which in turn reduces the 

negative thermal effects of moist soil or sandy soils. The author acknowledges that the 

poor constructional details at NML, which lead to excessive ventilation heat loss, will 

also contribute to lower temperatures. However, if esh units were to be built on a mass

scale within the UK it is likely that these problems would not occur, especially as 
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amendments to Approved Document L of the Building Regulations recommend that an 

air tightness test is undertaken on all new houses, before they are occupied [Smit 1999]. 

Therefore, the simulation study in the current work will analyse the effects of using 100 

and 300 mm (0.300 m) of externally placed expanded polystyrene insulation (see 

Chapter 4, 5 and 6).

In contrast to White [1998], Sterling [1985], Wells [1998], and Carmody 1985], 

Carpenter [1994] argues that the insulation should be placed on the inside of the 

envelope structure, to enable a very rapid thermal response to heat gains associated with 

occupation of the accommodation. In this situation there is little thermal capacity inside 

the insulation, therefore heat from the accommodation will be lost rather more rapidly 

through the insulation to the structure outside. Here it is stored at a relatively low 

temperature. Carpenter [1994] has used a number of different specifications of 

polyurethane insulation foam at the CLBH, as summarised below:

13 mm (0.013 m) in the floor (0.65 W/m2 °C),

100 mm (0.100 m) in the exposed front and side wall (0.17 W/m2 °C),

100 mm (0.100 m) in the rear external wall (0.16 W/m2 °C),

100 mm (0.100 m) in the roof (0.14 W/m2 °C).

•

However, unlike the esh units at the HHP, the buffer wall at the CLBH is not insulated, 

which is another factor that will contribute to higher temperatures, for the reasons 

discussed above. Although, the heat losses from the solar corridor are likely to be much 

lower than in the attached conservatory (also known as a sunspace) in the esh units at
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the HHP. Figure 3.10 illustrates a section through the CLBH, which highlights each 

layer of the structure [Carpenter 1994].

Figure 3.10: Section through the Caer Llan Berm House [Carpenter 1994]
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On numerous occasions students from the University of Glamorgan have visited the 

CLBH, and from a thermometer in one of the rooms, they have observed a temperature 

rise of 2.0 or 3.0 K within ten or fifteen minutes, due to heat gains associated 

with occupation. Normally these heat gains have raised the temperature in the 

accommodation from a rather low 18.0 °C or so to a comfortable 21.0 °C or so.

However, on one occasion in April 1997, twelve students visited the CLBH at the end 

of a week of continuously sunny days. In the solar corridor (see Figure 3.10 above) 

the temperature was 26.0 °C (8.0 K higher than the design temperature). In the study 

bedrooms the temperature was 22.0 °C (it was cooler due to the buffering effect of the 

partitions, which are 225 mm (0.225 m) thick masonry panels between the solar corridor
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and the bedrooms, the heat loss to the earth, and the 0.5 air changes per hour (ach)). 

However, after ten minutes occupation of a bedroom by 12 students, the temperature 

had risen to 27.0 °C, and was still rising as the students left the room.

It is also suggested that the positioning of the insulation towards the inside of the 

building envelope at the CLBH, reduces the capacity of the building and the structure to 

store heat at a relatively high temperature and over a protracted period. Thus, the 

accommodation will become cooler during periods of cold weather where there are no 

solar or occupancy heat gains, than it otherwise would if the insulation was on the 

outside of the structure. As discussed above, the temperature has fallen to as low as 

16.0 °C in the internal bedrooms, and as low as 14.0 °C in the solar corridor, at the 

CLBH when the rooms have been unoccupied [BRECSU 1996]. This is only slightly 

below comfort level, and the temperature does rise rapidly as soon as heat gains, 

including those from occupancy, are introduced. Nevertheless, it might be considered 

unsatisfactory by some householders.

Carpenter [1994] has acknowledged that if he were to build the CLBH again he would 

specify externally placed insulation [BRECSU 1986].

All the other esh units in the UK have their insulation outside the envelope structure, all 

except six have active space heating installations, and so monitoring of their passive 

thermal behavior would not prove useful to this discussion.

Fulcrum Consulting's theories, based on the research by Hait [1983] have been put into

practice in the Archaeolink Centre in Scotland [Ford 1998]. This was completed in 
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1997, and according to Fulcrum's theory, two years will be needed from the 

commencement of occupation before sufficient heat lost from the building has been 

stored in the surrounding earth to maintain a relatively stable and comfortable 

temperature in the accommodation throughout the year. Meanwhile temporary active 

space heating has been used. Hence as yet, no monitoring of the passive thermal 

behaviour of the building has been undertaken, and it still retains the use of active 

heating systems [Butler 1999].

Inclusion of a ventilation heat recovery system

An esh unit is typically more airtight than a non-esh unit, because of the waterproof 

membrane, which surrounds the entire envelope (to prevent the ingress of water from 

the earth cover) and the earth sheltering [Baggs 1991, Sterling 1985, Carpenter 1994]. 

This can result in a substantial reduction in the heat loss attributed to air infiltration, and 

as the latter is 35.0% of the total heat loss the reduction in air filtration heat loss will be 

significant [Baggs 1991]. A key component of achieving super-insulation (see previous 

principle) is that the building should include an airtight construction [IEA 1997, DTI 

1994, Kachadarian 1997, Winter 1998].

It could be argued that the increased thermal efficiency of esh units compared with 

above non-earth sheltered dwellings may be due solely to the reduced air infiltration. 

However, this would be to ignore the demonstrable advantage of the higher winter 

temperatures and lower summer temperatures at the envelope-earth-interface in an earth 

sheltered dwelling, compared with the envelope-air-interface in a non-earth sheltered 

dwelling.
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Ventilation is of course as necessary in an esh unit as in a non earth sheltered dwelling, 

to prevent the build up of indoor air pollutants and condensation, and to maintain a 

healthy internal environment [Baggs 1991, Cave 1997].

The CLBH incorporates a 'sleeved' mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery, 

which Carpenter [1994] states provides 0.5 air changes per hour in each bedroom. By 

drawing the incoming air through ducting at ceiling level along the solar corridor 

35,000 mm (35.000 m) in length), a passive heat exchange is facilitated. The air 

warmed by the sun in the solar corridor rises to the ceiling and passes through openable 

vents into a duct taking it to the accommodation. In addition to solar heat, the air intake 

duct in the solar corridor absorbs 'waste' heat from the exhaust duct, which is the 'arm' 

inside the 'sleeve' of the intake duct.

During the summer the heat transfer from the solar corridor is prevented by closing the 

ceiling level vents, but a reverse transfer is now permitted between incoming and 

extract air. There is also a facility for 'dumping' heat via clay pipes, known as 'earth 

pipes', incorporated in the earth above the roof, and connected to the ventilation system. 

A sleeved mechanical heat recovery system may be more energy efficient, in terms of 

the heat recovered in proportion to the energy expended, than other devices, such as 

heat wheels or corrugated plates [Brister 1994]. This is because less air resistance can 

be expected in two concentric tubes than in other systems, and also no energy is 

required in turning the wheel.

There are two ways in which this system could be improved. Firstly, it is envisaged that

most occupants of housing within the UK would like to be able to open windows when 
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the outside and inside air temperatures are close to each other. This is so that they may 

enjoy the natural sounds and scents present during these periods, such as birdsong and 

garden flowers. However, it is important to limit the opening of windows when the 

outside temperature is significantly above or below comfort level. Secondly, a step 

towards a completely zero energy requirement would be to design a passive stack 

ventilation system, incorporating heat recovery from the exhaust air to the incoming air. 

To date such a system has never been incorporated into an esh unit in the UK, and it is 

possible that the force generated by the stack effect would be insufficient under some 

conditions to overcome the air resistance in, for example, a suitable sleeved heat 

recovery system.

In contrast to the CLBH, the owner of NML did not include a ventilation system in the 

development of his esh unit. Indeed, it has already been discussed above that his 

dwelling achieves very high levels of unwanted ventilation heat loss, due to the poor 

quality of construction in the rooflight shafts. However, NML does include 

conventional windows, which can be opened manually by the occupants.

Like the CLBH, each esh unit at the HHP uses a sleeved ventilation system (ceiling 

mounted clay pipes), which are connected to a mechanical heat recovery system. In the 

winter air is extracted from the wet areas (kitchen, bathroom, and utility room), passed 

through the heat exchanger to heat incoming air ducted through the roof of the utility 

room. Unlike the CLBH where warm air collecting at ceiling level in the solar corridor 

passively warms the ventilation air (ducted along this corridor), in each esh unit at the 

HHP, the warm air from each conservatory is used by a heat pump for heating hot

water. During the summer the heat recovery and subsequent mechanical ventilation 
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system is deactivated. The internal rooms are vented passively by keeping a large 

fanlight window (above the doors in the buffer wall) open, in each internal room. This 

fanlight window is adjacent to an opened sky light in the conservatory roof. The 

efficiency of allowing warm air at the ceiling level in the conservatory to mix with 

incoming fresh air for the internal rooms is debatable. This is because the temperatures 

recorded in the conservatory during the summer regularly exceed 40.0 °C, and in turn 

this is probably why the temperature of one bedroom exceeded 36.0 °C, during a warm 

week in the summer of 1999. A more efficient strategy would be to continue drawing 

fresh ventilation air through the roof of the utility room without passing this air through 

the heat recovery system.

The thermal simulation study will thus analyse the efficiency of using a mechanical 

ventilation system with a combination of heat recovery and pre-warmed air, in the 

winter. In the summer the effects of a mechanical ventilation system without heat 

recovery, but with the addition of manually opening windows, will also be analysed.

Making the structure water-tight

A design principle unique to ESH is to ensure the utilisation of a suitable water 

proofing membrane, that covers the entire external envelope. A water proofing system 

must be on the outside of the structure, rather than on the inside of the envelope core. If 

this is not achieved then the structure will become wet, and there are two major 

problems with this. Firstly, the durability of the structure will be reduced, and secondly, 

its thermal conductivity will be increased and therefore its heat retention will be 

reduced. Heat energy will be dissipated by conduction and by evaporation, causing 

cooling [Isoplaton 1997, Givoni 1969].
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An example of an esh unit which has its waterproof membrane positioned on the inside 

of its structural envelope, rather than outside is Undermill in Bushey Heath 

(discussed above in section 3.3.2). This is one reason why the energy efficiency of 

this esh unit is relatively poor, compared with the CLBH, NML and the esh units at the 

HHP. Undermill incorporates a central heating system, which is in operation year round 

for at least five hours each day in the winter, and four hours each day in the summer.

Consequently, the owners of this house have an annual heating bill of £260.00. This is 

however much lower than the heating bill (£500.00) at Underhill in Huddersfield, which 

is an esh unit with a similar earth cover to Undermill (300 mm (0.300 m)), and a 

comparable floor area of 200.000 m2 . This difference in heating requirement may be 

due to two factors. Firstly, Underhill is built at approximately 400,000 mm (400.000 m) 

above sea level and on an exposed site in the Peak District National Park. Thus, the 

climate is much cooler when compared with Bushey Heath (West London), which is at 

only 75,000 mm (75.000 m) above sea level and not an exposed site. Secondly, the 

technology of insulation has improved greatly between the construction of Underhill 

(built in 1973) and Undermill (built in 1992). Thirdly, the windows at Underhill are not 

high performance, as they are at Undermill.

Incorporating a sun and buffer space

A sunspace is a glass-covered space (conservatory) attached to the south side of a 

dwelling, which acts as a thermal zone and buffer space between the internal living 

rooms and the external environment [Kachadanan 1997, IEA 1997, DTI 1994, Winter 

1998]. The sunspace serves a number of important functions in a dwelling which has a

reduced, or no, need for active space heating. Firstly, it provides the facility to collect 
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heat, which can be used with a ventilation system, or with a heat pump to heat hot 

water, as discussed above. Secondly, it can provide an additional living room with high 

levels of daylight and solar gain. Thirdly, it provides a protective thermal buffer for the 

internal rooms. Kachadarian [1997], suggests that it is not uncommon for sunspaces to 

record day time temperatures in excess of 90.0 °F (32.0 °C), yet at night for this same 

space to struggle to reach 32.0 °F (0.0 °C). These high temperature swings are mainly 

due to the large areas of glazing in the structure [Kachadarian 1997]. Thus, to prevent 

the sunspace losing more heat than it gains, high performance windows must be used, as 

discussed above [Winter 1998], and externally placed insulation on the structure of the 

earth sheltered house. It is also important that a sunspace incorporates thermal mass in 

its flanking walls, floor and buffer wall, to store any heat gains [Winter 1998, 

Kachadarian 1997, DTI 1994]. A buffer wall partitions the sunspace from the internal 

living rooms, and Winter [1998] recommends that this wall should be between 8 inches 

(200 mm (0.200 m)) to 18 inches (450 mm (0.450 m)) wide. However, many writers 

acknowledge that unlike the external walls and floor of the sunspace, a buffer wall must 

not be insulated [Kachadarian 1997, IEA 1997, Winter 1998]. In addition, Winter 

[1998] recommends that the external face of the buffer wall is painted black, so that its 

absorption of solar energy is increased. Thus, the buffer wall will not only store heat 

energy it will release this heat back into the sunspace and internal rooms, when the 

external temperature drops below that of the wall. It will also reduce the heat losses 

from the internal living rooms behind this wall. All writers [Winter 1998, DTI 1994, 

IEA 1997 and Kachadarian 1997] recommend that sunspaces include external shading 

to reduce unwanted summer solar gains. In additon, all the windows on the inside of the 

conservatories (i.e the windows to the main house structure) should include insulated- 

shutters. This is to prevent unwanted heat losses occurring during winter evenings, later 
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at night and during the early winter mornings [IEA 1997, Kachadorian 1997, Hancock 

1999, Vales 1996, Baker 1985, Borer 1998]. Insulated shutters cut down on heat loss 

through glazed elements, when the external temperature drops below that of the interior 

temperature [IEA 1997]. Indeed, at UK latitudes of 50 to 60 °N (Cardiff lies at 51.5 °N) 

there is no solar radiation for between 60% and 70% of the time during the winter 

months [IEA 1997]. An additional advantage of using insulated shutters on windows is 

that they reflect heat energy back into a room when closed [Kachadorian 1997], and 

therefore further reduce unwanted heat losses.

One of the main disadvantages of a sunspace is that it increases the overall floor area of 

a house. Thus, this may result in the internal living area in an esh unit being reduced in 

the UK, if esh units are to meet HM Government's new densities for sustainable 

communities i.e. 30 houses per hectare [DETR 1998iii]. Therefore, an alternative would 

be to use a Trombe" wall. A Trombe wall is built by positioning a window directly in 

front of a narrow air cavity, which is between 50 mm (0.050 m) and 200 mm (0.200 m) 

wide, which is itself positioned in front of a buffer wall. In the heating season solar 

radiation is allowed to pass through the collector glazing and is absorbed into the buffer 

wall. As the wall heats up, it transfers some of the heat into the internal living rooms, 

and some to the column of air. The buffer wall can include vents, which can be opened 

during the day and closed at night, or the air cavity can be directly linked into a 

mechanical ventilation heat recovery system.

The plot of land on which the CLBH was built is very narrow, and therefore the 

sunspace is not a conservatory, but a corridor which also acts as the main circulation

space in the building. It has already been discussed above, how this corridor is used to 
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collect warm air, which passively heats the incoming fresh ventilation air. NML and the 

esh units at the HHP utilise a conservatory as a sunspace.

The thermal simulation study will thus test both a sunspace conservatory and a Trombe 

wall.

Thermal storage

The seventh and final principle of PSD, which has already been mentioned in part, 

above, is the use of thermal storage throughout the structure of the building. It is 

extremely important in low energy houses, which have very high heat gains and little or 

no space heating, to have the ability to store heat energy in their mass. If such houses do 

not include a heavy thermal mass then there is the possibility of wide temperature 

swings between day and night. During the day the living spaces will become too warm 

from collected heat energy, and at night, as there is little or no space heating and the 

heat energy captured during the day has been lost, the living spaces will have 

insufficient heating [IEA 1997, Winter 1998]. The materials needed to store heat energy 

must have a high heat capacity, such as stone, concrete or other masonry products. 

Timber, has very little heat capacity, which is why many timber frame houses overheat 

during the summer months, or on very warm days. In contrast, with materials such as 

stone or concrete, heat energy which is stored is released as the temperature drops, so 

providing passive heating [IEA 1997, Winter 1998].

Esh units inherently incorporate thermal mass into their structure because of the loading 

and pressures caused by the earth sheltering their walls and roof. The CLBH, NML and
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the esh units at the HHP mainly use a combination of reinforced concrete, dense 

concrete blocks and stone in their structures.

3.4.2.2 Use of renewable energy for water heating

To date there has been only two examples adopted in any type of esh unit within the UK 

to use renewable energy, to heat water. This is at the esh units at the HHP and NML.

At NML, a series of small diameter copper pipes are wrapped around the flue of the 

wood burning stove. These pipes are connected to a conventional hot water cylinder, 

and each time the wood burning stove is used the hot smoke passing through the flue 

heats the hot water in the pipes. Unfortunately, when the wood burning stove is not used 

for cooking the only method of heating the hot water is via a diesel generator.

In each of the esh units at the HHP hot air which collects at the ceiling level in the 

sunspace (conservatory) is connected to an air-to-water heat pump, which is connected 

to a large capacity storage cylinder. One fifth of the cylinder is heated by an immersion 

heater and the remainder by the heat pump [White 1998, BRECSU 2000].

3.4.2.3 Alternative sources of energy for electrical requirements

Whilst photovoltaic (PV) cells are still relatively expensive additions in esh units in the 

UK, many of the esh units in America include PV cells in their design, because they are 

at least 25.0% cheaper in America [Trimby 1998]. This is probably why of all the UK 

esh units, only NML, with a reused PV panel includes this feature in its design. PV 

cells can be installed into esh units as into any non-esh unit to reduce the reliance on the

National Grid. If there is more electricity generated than can be used then it can be sold 
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back to the National Grid. If insufficient electricity is generated through PV cells then 

electricity is bought from the National Grid in the conventional manner.

There is however, one problem with installing PV cells in esh units, and that is that 

there are fewer surfaces upon which they can be fixed, and therefore fewer PV cells 

may be fitted than with a non-esh unit. With RF type esh units there are no suitable 

surfaces at all to fix PV cells, although of course they could be mounted on stands on 

the earth cover roof. This, however, would sterilise this surface and take away its value 

as a wildlife habitat, horticultural resource or visual amenity.

With the ESW type esh unit, however, the surfaces which are exposed are the surfaces 

which are best suited to year round electricity generation. Instead of using stone or 

brick to dress the one or two facades which are exposed, PV cladding could be utilised. 

It should also be remembered that the typical ESW type esh unit will have a high 

parapet wall above ceiling level retaining the earth on the roof, or as at the CLBH, 

fronting the air collection and duct space above the solar corridor. Such a high parapet 

wall is eminently suitable for installation of PV cells, as it will be facing within 30 

degrees of south and not be shaded. It should also be borne in mind that in order to 

maximise daylighting and solar gain, ESW type esh units are usually long and narrow in 

plan with a longer south wall in proportion to floor area than non-esh units. This means 

that a relatively large area will typically be available for the installation of PV cells. As 

in above ground buildings, these can be installed at the optimum angle for maximising 

incidence of radiation (about 60 degrees to the horizontal in the UK). This means that 

they will also act as summer shading devices to the windows below [Brister 1994].
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Other features, which have been proposed in esh units to reduce the reliance upon the 

National Grid and generate clean sources of electrical power, are wind turbines, such as 

that which has recently been granted planning permission at the HHP [BRECSU 2000]. 

Technically there is no reason why wind turbines should not be installed to supply esh 

units with electricity, in the same way as for general electricity supplies. However, in 

locations where reduction of visual intrusion is seen as a significant advantage of esh 

units over non-esh units, the installation of wind turbines near esh units could be seen as 

negating this advantage.

3.4.2.4 Reduction in water and sewerage requirements

It has been demonstrated that autonomy in terms of water supply and sewage disposal 

can be achieved in both non earth sheltered and esh units [Callaghan 1998]. However in 

the latter, rainwater can only be collected from the area occupied by the house if there is 

either an exposed roof, such as a conservatory roof, or from the sheltered roof, if the 

earth cover is much less than the thickness advocated by Carpenter [1994], and run-off 

can be collected. At Undermill, where this is the case, rainwater is collected into a tank 

and used to flush the toilets inside the house. At the HHP water is collected from the 

conservatory roofs for drinking and in a reservoir on the 25 acre site for domestic 

washing [White 1998, BRECSU 2000].

Carpenter [1994] has found the water absorption capacity of a 1500 mm (1.500 m) thick 

earth cover to be such that the run off is far less than that required for a water supply. 

This inability to collect rainwater for domestic use can be seen as one disadvantage to 

specifying the 1500 mm (1.500 m) thickness of earth cover, suggested by Carpenter

[1994]. _____ 
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3.4.3. Earth sheltered housing and materials sustainability

A material's sustainability can be measured in terms of energy use in the material's 

production and transport to the site, sustainability of raw material extraction and the 

durability of the material in service. It can also be assessed qualitatively in terms of the 

potential for recycling or, preferably, reusing the materials. According to these criteria 

some of the most sustainable building materials are unbaked earth and timber, the latter 

especially if it is obtained from near the building site, and especially if it is used green 

or air-dried.

Energy intensive products, such as fired clay bricks, which are used extensively in 

conventional forms of housing, can often be avoided in esh units by finishing the very 

limited exposed external surfaces with stone excavated from the construction site. Fired 

clay roof tiles are also avoided, of course, as the roof is earth sheltered. However, the 

use of plastic membranes, which require a significant amount of energy to produce, 

cannot be avoided in esh units, because the entire earth sheltered part of the envelope 

needs to be waterproof to prevent the ingress of water through the earth covering. This 

is significantly more than in a conventional above ground house where only certain 

elements need waterproofing, such as the roof, walls at dpc level, around openings, and 

ground floors.

Unbaked earth or timber have yet to be used to a significant extent in earth sheltered 

buildings in the UK, where typically walls are built in concrete blockwork, roofs are 

pre-cast concrete and floors are in situ concrete. However, the owner and self-builder

of NML has used timber in its construction, which is not from a virgin source, but is 
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from discarded beams (300 mm (0.300 m) deep, by 125 mm (0.125 mm) wide) reused 

from a Plymouth dock yard. The owner used the timber as the main structural support 

to the roof construction, in both his solar conservatory, supporting opaque plastic 

roofing panels and in the main house, supporting a 300 mm (0.300 m) thick, reinforced 

concrete roof deck, 100 mm (0.100 m) of insulation and 900 mm (0.900 m) of 

compacted earth.

The only cost of this timber to the owner was the transportation from the dockyard to 

his house, whilst payment was made by exchanging produce from his smallholding. 

Other materials which the owner has reused are: the double glazed uPVC windows 

given to him by a local builder from demolition, the concrete paving slabs, glazed roof 

covering in his solar conservatory, a PV panel (which contributes to his electrical needs) 

and waste diesel from a neighbouring farm (which the owner uses to power his back-up 

electrical generator). Hence, with esh units, as with non-esh units, there are many 

opportunities for re-using materials.

As stated previously, it is common practice to specify various types of concrete 

construction for the envelope of an esh unit. Typically, quantities used are greater than 

in non-esh units. This creates two significant problems in terms of material's 

sustainability. Firstly, concrete has a moderately high-embodied energy and secondly 

there are environmental pollution and health hazards associated with manufacturing 

cement [Barrick 1998].

One solution to these problems could be to use earth, excavated during the construction 

of an esh unit, as an infill in concrete blockwork retaining walls. This earth can be
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stabilised using a combination of lime and ground granulated blast furnace slag (ggbs is 

a relatively low cost by-product) [Wild et al 1995]. The lime-activated slag (1 part lime 

to five parts ggbs) acts as a very effective binder. Wild [1996] has shown that such a 

mixture will cure in a similar manner to cement. Stabilised earth with 28 days strength 

in excess of 3 N/mm2 can be achieved with relatively small binder contents (8% to 

10%) and 90 days strength are in excess of 7 N/mm2 . The lime causes flocculation and 

reduces the dry density of the soil and improves its thermal insulation. It also makes the 

soil a more workable material for site operatives. The ggbs hydration absorbs water 

from the earth. The finished material also offers substantially greater resistance to 

chemical and sulphate attack than does standard concrete, reduces the need for quarried 

material, and eliminates the financial and environmental cost of disposing of waste earth 

to landfill sites.

This method of using excavated earth as a construction material has never been used on 

a commercial basis in the UK to date. Similar construction methods are being currently 

tested by Taylor Woodrow Construction, with the exception that 5% cement is being 

used instead of lime-stabilised ggbs [Scott 1998]. The company is exploring the 

possibilities for this method in domestic dwelling construction, and as part of its 

investigation has built a three metre high wall. The wall includes window and door 

openings, as in a conventional house. Bamforth, the company's Construction 

Consultancy Manager has been surprised by the fact that openings do not require any 

support, which demonstrates the surprising stability of rammed earth.

Rammed earth construction is very popular in Australia, as is ESH, although the two 

methods of construction have never been used together [Baggs 1991]. Rammed earth
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is popular, because it offers high heat insulation, a great reduction in embodied energy 

assigned to transport, high fire resistance, low noise transmission, and an attractive 

finish.

There is clearly potential for use of this material in the construction of the envelope in 

esh units. In this way the need for concrete blockwork in retaining walls could be 

reduced to two 100 mm (0.100 m) thick leaves, with strengthening provided by 

cross slabs of concrete and metal ties to prevent the two leaves from moving apart or 

together [Carpenter 1994]. However, if the plan form of the walls were designed to 

reduce tension to a minimum it may be possible to completely eliminate the need for 

concrete blockwork in retaining walls, and re-use timber to manufacture formwork. 

Once the earth and ggbs mixture has cured, the formwork could be removed. On a 

site where a large quantity of soil is excavated it would limit the amount which has to 

be disposed of. It would also contribute significantly to lowering the construction costs 

and reducing the embodied energy of an esh unit.

Excavated earth can be used in several ways in esh units, for:

• the sheltering of the structure (to meet the principle of an optimum earth 

covering, discussed under Autonomy),

• the construction of earth bunds to limit the visual impact of access roads,

• the use of stabilised earth in the construction of the envelope.
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Thus, contributing to land and materials sustainability, and autonomy. Additionally, 

provided it is kept dry, the fabric of the earth sheltered parts of the building will be 

more durable than the fabric of a similar above ground dwelling, because there will be 

only very minor dimensional variations due to thermal expansion and contraction, 

and no frost damage, or exposure to potentially damaging ultra violet radiation.

One complex issue which requires further work is to establish the total energy required 

to construct an esh unit compared with a non-esh unit of the same floor area and value. 

There will be difficulties in undertaking this research, as there is a wide range of figures 

quoted for embodied energy by various writers. For example, Thomas [1996] lists 

concrete blocks as requiring between 0.8 and 3.5 GJ/tonne of primary energy to 

manufacture.

3.4.4 Earth sheltered housing and health

A possible major obstacle to the use of esh units for mass housing in the UK is that 

housing consumers may perceive esh units as cold, damp, dark and claustrophobic. 

However, as yet no research has been undertaken on the attitudes of either potential 

purchasers of houses from speculative house-builders, potential tenants of social 

housing, or potential self-builders in the UK. This could be undertaken as further work 

on the completion of this PhD research programme.

The same precautions can be taken as with conventional dwellings in avoiding materials 

or systems with proven or suspected adverse effects on health. Radon is never a

problem for occupiers of esh unit as compared with non-esh units. This is because the 
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entire envelope of an esh unit needs to be completely protected with a waterproof 

membrane, and this prevents the ingress of radon into the dwelling.

Baggs [1991] has documented evidence which suggests that health problems associated 

with living in conventional houses, such as dust allergies, asthma and breathing 

difficulties are eliminated in an esh unit with a suitably designed ventilation system. He 

believes it is possible to remove dust from the air before it enters an esh unit. Almost 

all of the pathways by which dust enters a building are eliminated in a well sealed esh 

unit, except for occupants' clothing and air ingress through external doors. For the same 

reasons, rodents, spiders and other crawling insects would find it difficult to enter an 

esh unit.

Baggs' [1991] theory also assumes sealed windows and total reliance on mechanical 

ventilation. As stated previously, most people in the UK probably prefer to be able to 

open windows. Hence, it is debatable whether there will be any significant advantage 

for the typical esh unit, in terms of internal air quality. Moreover, one of the main 

problems affecting internal air quality in housing is the accumulation of human skin in 

carpets, leading to infestation by carpet mites, and no amount of filtering of incoming 

air will prevent this, as long as carpets are used. However, if the PSD principles are 

followed, then ceramic tiles should be used instead of carpet.

Another health problem which is reduced in esh units is stress due to unwanted noise, 

such as from neighbours, traffic and the general surrounding noise associated with 

living in towns and cities. The earth sheltering, the massive structure, and the buffer

spaces (if used) are very effective in providing a high level of sound insulation. As a 
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result, the interior of an esh unit provides an increased sense of privacy compared with a 

non-esh unit. For example, Malcolm Wells built his office only 6000 mm from a six 

lane freeway in North America, and he could not even hear the traffic noise or feel any 

vibration at any time of the day [Wells 1998]. Another example is in an area of 

Minnesota, where there was a high level of demand for housing due to employment 

opportunities, but a problem with high levels of traffic noise. As a solution, twelve 

earth sheltered town houses were built, with their backs against the freeway. The 

residents have never expressed any problems with interior noise levels [Carmody 1993].

According to Baggs [1991], there is even a reduction in noise transmission between 

individual rooms in an esh unit. This is because of the massive construction used for 

partitions, which are normally 150 mm thick concrete block walls. Therefore, rooms 

which require silence, such as bedrooms can be positioned next to rooms which emit 

great amounts of airborne noise, such as lounges with a television and hi-fi unit, with no 

problems of the sound causing a disturbance to the occupants of the bedrooms.

However, there is one problem which has to be carefully designed out of esh units, in 

relation to noise and this is structure-borne impact noise, such as someone tapping a 

hammer against a wall, which will travel long distances underground. According to 

Baggs [1991] this problem can be resolved by not positioning rooms next to each other 

in such a way that impact sound would be a problem; for example workshops should not 

be placed next to bedrooms.

It is evident, then, that esh units have proven advantages over non-esh units in terms of 

sound insulation.
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3.4.5 Earth sheltered housing and affordability

In considering the affordability of esh units it is not sufficient only to analyse purchase 

or construction costs, but it is also necessary to consider lifecycle costs, such as running 

costs in terms of energy, maintenance, mortgage and interest payments.

As discussed in earlier sections of this thesis, a correctly designed esh unit can eliminate 

or considerably reduce the requirement for space and water heating. These combined 

features can lead to considerable cost savings each year. For example, the owner of 

NML has estimated savings of £1000.00 a year in the last two years of his occupation. 

The only maintenance costs at No Mans Land are the vet's bills for a goat, which eats 

the grass on top of the roof, and the fascia boards to his conservatory. The cost of 

maintaining fascia boards at NML could have been avoided, if green oak had been used 

as at the HHP [White 1998] rather than plain timber offcuts.

However, as the cost of materials, transport costs, the embodied energy associated with 

transport, and an effort to re-use as many materials as possible were major concerns to 

the owner of No Mans Land, materials were chosen carefully [Ormerod 1997]. The 

timber for the fascia boards at NML came from a timber framed house dismantled on 

the same site (which he and his wife lived in until NML was completed). This was in 

preference to using green oak from a local builders' merchant, which was considered 

too expensive to purchase and transport.

At the CLBH, Carpenter [1994] estimates that he has saved £2000.00 per annum on 

space heating alone.____________________________________
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In terms of comparability with non-esh units, Baggs [1991] has calculated that the 

lifecycle costs of an esh unit will be 40% to 70% less over a 50 year period, than those 

of a non-esh unit. Further cost reductions could be achieved by utilising earth mixed 

with ggbs for the construction materials, in contrast to in-situ or pre-cast concrete.

It is difficult to make comparisons in the UK, because other than the esh units at the 

HHP there are no mass developments of esh units, which were generally self-built by 

their occupiers. However, it is possible to compare single purpose-designed houses. 

David Woods, an Architect who has designed ten esh units (four have been built) and a 

considerable number of non-esh units finds that the construction costs work out at 

about £600.00 per m2, for both types of houses. He has discovered that this figure can 

decrease or increase by 10% depending on ground conditions for either an esh unit or a 

conventional non-esh unit, and can increase by as much as 100% in either case for 

luxurious specifications.

3.4.6 Earth sheltered housing and transport sustainability

It may be possible, as evidence from North America and the Netherlands suggests, for 

esh units to satisfy the characteristic of transport sustainability better than non-esh units.

To provide housing which is within a safe walking or cycling distance of commercial 

facilities and employment opportunities, suggests that housing must be predominantly 

within urban centres, in the UK. The two major problems with urban areas are the huge 

amounts of noise caused by traffic and public transport systems, and the lack of wildlife 

areas around urban centre accommodation._______________________
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As was discussed in section 3.4.4 developing esh units can overcome the problem of 

excessive noise, and create a wildlife haven, where none existed before. There is 

evidence, from Minneapolis in North America, and from Tilburg in the Netherlands to 

demonstrate that this theory is correct. In Minneapolis, 12 town houses were built in the 

middle of the 1970s, adjacent to a busy six lane highway, which was very noisy. The 

houses were built because there were huge employment opportunities within the area, 

but no suitable houses for workers to live in which offered a quiet environment. Before 

the esh units were put forward as a solution, noise barriers positioned next to the 

highway combined with non-esh units, were proposed. These were unanimously 

refused by the local neighbourhood, on the grounds that the barriers were not effective, 

and did not look very attractive. Therefore, the 12 townhouses were built as ESW type 

esh units, in a terrace.

In Tilburg, (a southern area of the Netherlands) seven ESW type esh units were built in 

1996, next to one of the main highways leading into the town. Again, like the esh units 

in Minnesota, the houses were built in an area where there were high levels of 

employment and, therefore, a high demand for housing and a noise problem from the 

road.

Since the esh units were built in Minnesota, a study in 1980 focusing on the post 

occupancy evaluation of residents of single and multi-family esh units, was undertaken 

by researchers from the University of Minnesota [Bartz 1986]. The findings of the 

research conclude that the residents expressed no ill effects from living in the esh units. 

In fact, the residents were surprised at how quiet, dry, warm and cool the esh units could 

be, compared with the non-esh units, which they had previously occupied.
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One thing in particular, which most of these residents missed, was proximity to 

recreational spaces such as lakes and mountains. The researchers concluded that this 

was not related to living in esh units, but more to living within an urban centre, as 

occupants of non-esh units expressed the same opinions. This may suggest that instead 

of trying to build dwellings near commercial and employment opportunities, houses 

should be built outside the urban area and near to cheap public transport systems. If this 

were the case then noise from the transport systems could still present a problem and 

therefore esh units would provide a better solution than non-esh units. Additionally, 

once away from urban centres the other advantages of esh units would be apparent, such 

as limited visual appearance.

3.5 Chapter summary

Esh units have been used as dwelling places for thousands of years. There are well over 

four million such houses in China, and many thousand throughout the rest of the world. 

Thirty of these are within the UK.

Three principal types of esh unit have been categorised. These are the ESW, RF and 

SC.

The available evidence strongly suggests that esh units come a long way to satisfying 

completely the criteria of land sustainability closer than do non-esh units. However, 

further research is needed to make a valid comparison between esh units and 

non-esh units in terms of materials sustainability. Even then it will be difficult to reach
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a definitive and widely applicable conclusion owing to the variation in data from 

different sources on the embodied energy in materials, and the possible variation in the 

types of materials which can be used for both esh units and non-esh units.

Within autonomy, several facets have been identified, which are: reduction in space 

heating requirements, use of renewable energy for water heating, alternative sources of 

energy for electrical requirements, and reduction in water and sewerage 

requirements. The facet with possibly the greatest benefit to the environment is space 

heating, as the majority of CC>2 emissions attributable to UK dwellings come from space 

heating.

By adopting a number of principles, it has been demonstrated by the built examples of 

esh units at CLBH, the HHP and NML that esh units unlike non-esh units, can be 

designed to eliminate, or very nearly eliminate, the requirement for active space heating, 

yet maintain comfortable temperatures. These principles have been identified as: a 

suitable thickness of earth cover, orientation of high performance windows within 30 

degrees of south, appropriately positioned super-insulation, inclusion of a ventilation 

heat recovery system, appropriately positioned water-proof membrane, a sun and buffer 

space, and thermal storage.

It has been demonstrated that esh units have distinct advantages over non-esh units in 

terms of sound insulation, which can contribute to a more healthy internal environment. 

This has allowed esh units to be built in urban centres, next to busy highways with no ill 

effects to their occupants. Currently, there are examples in North America and the 

Netherlands.
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By reducing the need for active space heating, it has been demonstrated that over a 50 

year period esh units can have a reduction in lifecycle costs of between 40% and 70%. 

Further reductions could be attributed by utilising rammed earth with 7% lime-activated 

ground granulated blast furnace slag, a by product, in the envelope construction. 

Further research is needed to analyse whether esh units are cheaper, similarly priced, or 

more expensive to build than non-esh units.

Transport sustainability would, in some aspects, be far easier to achieve with esh units, 

than with conventional above ground houses. This is because the earth sheltering esh 

units insulate their occupants from external sources of noise pollution and vibrations, 

including cars and trains traveling at speed on roads or railway lines. So esh units could 

be placed adjacent to affordable public transport systems, without the occupants of these 

esh units suffering any ill health.

The ESW type esh unit has been singled out as the most appropriate type of esh unit to 

develop within the UK, to meet the identified need for the sustainable development of 

new housing. Of the 30 esh units within the UK, which are occupied or at various 

stages of the development process, 17 are of the ESW type. The advantages of the ESW 

type esh unit are that it allows occupants to take advantage of distant views; it allows 

for conventional openable windows; it allows for installation of large areas of PV panels 

without using land; it lends itself to construction on sloping sites; and the roof can be 

used as a garden. If a conservatory is incorporated, then rainwater can be collected 

from its roof, increasing the degree of autonomy possible. It appears, therefore, that the 

ESW type esh unit will be most appropriate for most mass housing developments in the

UK. _____ 
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As the roof can be used as a garden, for example at NML and the CLBH, further 

research is needed to establish whether this could lead to higher density developments 

for ESH estates, within the UK. In addition, as a rear garden space is not needed for 

each house, this land could be available for developing more houses.

The following chapter will discuss the methodology for designing a pair of two-storey 

esh units suitable for the mass housing market within the UK, based on an existing 

residential development site in South Wales. It will also discuss how 20 dynamic 

computer models were constructed for this pair of esh units to test their thermal 

performance without any active space heating; for three variations to their earth cover; 

and two variations to their insulation and occupancy.
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CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

THE DESIGN OF THE ESH UNITS, THE COMPUTER

MODEL AND THE DETERMINATION OF THE

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY:

THE DESIGN OF THE EARTH SHELTERED HOUSES:

THE COMPUTER MODEL AND THE DETERMINATION

OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

4.1 Research philosophy and introduction

Chapter 1 identified that if the world-wide emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) are not 

curbed then the repetition of catastrophic climate conditions which damage 

infrastructure, buildings and cause mortality in all parts of the world, could become the 

norm by 2023. It was identified that by present estimates, over 4 million new homes 

need to be built in England and Wales by 2016, and that in 1996, 28% of the total UK 

COa emissions came from housing. Furthermore, it was shown that nearly 50% of COa 

emissions coming from housing are attributable to space heating. It was thus suggested 

that earth sheltered houses (esh units) could provide a sustainable option for new 

housing in the UK, since, if they are designed correctly, they can incorporate little of no 

active space heating and therefore lead to a complete reduction in CC>2 emissions from 

space heating. Thus, the aims and objectives of this thesis were set out, which are to 

investigate the design and thermal performance of an earth sheltered house suitable for 

mass development within the UK. Chapter 2 has defined a number of characteristics of 

sustainability in terms of new housing development and what constitutes a sustainable
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community. Chapter 3 has discussed how existing examples of UK esh units meet the 

characteristics of the sustainable development of new homes. In particular the author 

has shown that only three of the earth sheltered housing (ESH) projects, which have 

been built in the UK, which require little or no active space heating. These esh units are 

successful in their reduction of CO2 emissions from space heating because they follow a 

number of passive solar design principles. However, it is unfortunate that all these esh 

units are single storey and therefore cannot be defined as suitable for sustainable 

communities, which incorporate 30 houses per hectare.

This chapter is split into three areas of discussion. The first part (sections 4.2 to 4.5) 

discusses how the design for a pair of two-storey, three bedroom, semi-detached esh 

units has been formulated. The design for the esh units was based upon an existing 

residential development site in South Wales. The second part (sections 4.6 to 4.7.8) of 

the chapter discusses how the design for the esh units has been converted into 20 

computer models using a dynamic thermal analysis package. It should be noted that the 

degree of accuracy for dimensions and measurements throughout this thesis is 1 

millimetre (mm), and thus, all dimensions and measurements will be represented in the 

text in both mm and metres (m). However, when figures are used in 'calculations', 

'tables', 'figures' and 'graphs' and for dimensions and measurements they will be 

represented in mm only, and converted to metres squared (m2) or metres cubed (m ) for 

areas and volumes. The 20 computer models will be used to study the effects, on the 

internal comfort conditions, from the following:

• three variations (1500 mm (1.500 m), 750 mm (0.750 m) and 250 mm (0.250

m)) in earth cover to the first floor walls and roof, 
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• two variations (100 mm (0.100 m) and 300 mm (0.300 m)) in the externally 

positioned insulation,

• single and family occupancy in the left and right esh units respectively,

• three 1 st floor design options for the non earth sheltered external wall 

(insulated and exposed, insulated buffer wall and Trombe glazing and non- 

insulated buffer wall and insulated passive solar conservatory).

Finally, the third part (sections 4.7.9 to 4.7.10) of this chapter discusses how the 

boundary conditions for the computer models were determined, which includes a 

ventilation strategy, internal conditions, and window schedules.

4.2 Type of house

The most popular type of house in the UK, which has been built repeatedly by 

residential developers and is still demanded by house purchasers, is the three bedroom 

semi-detached house. This has been acknowledged in recent market research and is 

cited by Littlewood et al. [1999] in their paper 'A Building Services Engineer's Role In 

the Millennium's New Homes'. The most popular design configuration for a three 

bedroom semi-detached house is one which is built as a pair of symmetrical houses on 

two-storeys [Hooper 1998]. As discussed in Chapter 1, single people aged between 35 

and 54 (who account for the largest proportion of new homes purchasers in the UK) 

would prefer to buy a house surrounded by green open areas, that includes a master 

bedroom, a second bedroom, and a multi-purpose room which could also be used as a 

third bedroom [Roskrow 1997, Roskrow 1998]. These features are recognisable in a 
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two-storey, three bedroom semi-detached house with front and rear gardens, which is a 

typical UK dwellings [Thomas 1996]. The Department of the Environment, Transport 

and the Regions (DETR) have also recognised the popularity of the three bedroom 

semi-detached house, in their recently published design guide for sustainable and 

autonomous homes in the community [DETR 1998iii]. The DETR commissioned the 

architects of the Autonomous house and the esh units at Hockerton (Robert and Brenda 

Vale) to apply energy efficient design strategies, (categorised as zero CO2, zero heating 

and autonomous), to a pair of semi-detached houses, with two-storeys and including 

three bedrooms. One of the aims of the DETR design guide was to provide a standard 

which all new three bedroom semi-detached houses could achieve once they were 

occupied.

Consequently, if ESH is to be taken seriously by house purchasers then individual esh 

units must be designed and marketed in a format that is already recognisable in the new 

homes sector. Hence, the esh units designed by the author are in the format of a pair of 

two-storey, three bedroom semi-detached houses. A further advantage of designing the 

esh unit as a pair of houses is that the thermal simulation study (discussed from section 

4.6 onwards) of the esh units can analyse how both single adult occupancy and family 

(two adults and two children) occupancy would affect the internal resultant 

temperatures. The analysis of two modes of occupancy is useful (even though the 

largest proportion of the purchasers of new homes is considered to be single adults aged 

35 years to 54 years [Roskrow 1997, Roskrow 1998]), since some new homes are also 

purchased by families. Indeed, many of the single adults who purchase a new house 

may well see their living style change as they start families, or share a house with
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family or friends. In addition, the above modes of occupancy provide models for 

comparative analysis against non-esh units.

The esh units designed by the author have been provided with a garage and 

accompanying drive, as with the semi-detached house in the DETR report [DETR 

1998iii]. This is believed to be the most secure method of parking vehicles adjacent to 

UK housing.

A further point worth noting, in relation to the design of the esh units, is that they could 

easily be re-configured to form a series of terraces whilst still maintaining the same 

number of bedrooms and storeys. This design exercise would further maximise the 

occupancy of development land. However, for the purpose of the author's research, the 

esh units were restricted to their original format.

4.3 Type of earth sheltered house

It was concluded in Chapter 3 that the most common type of occupied esh unit in the 

UK is the Exposed South Wall type (ESW) [Littlewood 1998a, Lirtlewood 1998b]. It 

was also concluded that if an esh unit combines Carpenter's [1994] optimum earth 

cover of 1500 mm (1.500 m) with passive solar design (PSD) principles (discussed in 

section 3.4.2.1, Chapter 3 and summarised in Table 4.1 below) [Kachadorian 1997, IEA 

1997, DTI 1994, Winter 1998], it could easily record relatively stable and comfortable 

internal temperatures, without any form of active space heating. Consequently, space 

heating would be avoided, eliminating CO2 emissions.
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Table 4.1: Passive Solar Design principles [Kachadorian 1997, IEA 1997, DTI 1994, Winter 
1998]

Orientating exposed high performance (1.5 Wm2 °C) 
windows due South or within 30 degrees of South 
(Northern latitudes)____________ ________
Appropriately positioned super-insulation (0.2 to 0.13 
Wm2 °C
Ventilation heat-recovery systems
Passive sunspace
Massive structure for thermal storage

From a total of 30 UK esh units [Littlewood 1998b] only three examples, the Caer Llan 

Berm (CLBH), No Mans Land (NML) and the esh units at the Hockerton Housing 

Project (HHP), were designed around PSD principles. Of these three esh units, only the 

CLBH incorporated Carpenter's optimum earth cover [1994]. Finally, it was also 

acknowledged in section 3.3.2, Chapter 3, that the ESW type esh unit is very suitable 

for hill side development and on land unsuitable for conventional forms of housing. A 

good example where ESW type esh units have been developed on a difficult site is at 

the Architerra development in Valbonne, France. Here 47 single storey esh units were 

cut into a steeply sloping hillside and stepped in a series of terraces up the valley side 

[Sterling 1981].

For the above reasons it was decided to design the pair of semi-detached houses as ESW 

type esh units incorporating a range of PSD principles and Carpenter's optimum earth 

cover (1500 mm (1.500 m)). In the computer models three earth covers will be tested, as 

discussed later in section 4.7. Considering the above design principles, one of the aims 

of the design was to achieve a pair of esh units categorised as 'zero heating', in the 

above DETR's report [DETR 1998iii]. A zero heating house has been defined as being 

able:
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'to obtain all its space heating needs from its occupants and their activities, 

combined with solar and other casual heat gains. It is assumed that a zero 

heating house is occupied by its designated number of residents (determined by 

provided bed spaces). A heating system may be installed for emergency 

purposes and to cope with higher temperatures demanded by children and the 

elderly.'

Instead of following the traditional format of UK esh units, the author's esh units were 

designed as two-storey houses. This is for a number of reasons. Firstly, as discussed 

above, the typical semi-detached house is based on a two-storey format and therefore a 

two-storey esh unit model would allow for a comparative analysis with the designs for a 

non-esh unit. Secondly, and far more importantly, a two-storey esh unit would use 

approximately 50% less land in it's footprint than a single storey esh unit of the same 

useable floor area. Therefore, greater unit (or dwelling) densities could be achieved with 

two-storey esh units than with single storey esh units. As was discussed in Chapter 1, 

Planning Policy Guidance 3 (PPG3) which provides guidance on a range of issues 

relating to the provision of housing was re-drafted in 1999 [DETR 1999, Moor 1999]. 

One issue which is pertinent to minimising land use for housing development is that 

housing densities should be increased from the present value of 20 houses per hectare to 

50 houses per hectare [DETR 1999]. Baggs [1991] confirms that 60 esh units per 

hectare could quite easily be developed without having to rely on three storey structures 

as when developing conventional houses. With a requirement for 50 to 60 dwellings 

per hectare future developments of single storey dwellings and conventional houses 

with four or five bedrooms would become very difficult [Moor 1998]. Thirdly, Sterling 

(1981) states that one problem with an elevational plan (the most typical layout in an
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ESW type esh unit) is that internal circulation can become rather lengthy in a single 

storey format, as the main living rooms tend to be lined up together, similar to motel 

rooms. By designing an elevational plan around a two-storey house these problems can 

be prevented.

In order for the design of the two-storey esh units to be considered realistic and capable 

of being built by a residential developer and so provide meaningful data for further 

analysis and discussion, a number of conditions, procedures and technical guidelines 

have been adhered to, as summarised below:

• climatic conditions were those specific to South Wales and the South West of 

England,

• a site was selected within South Wales that sloped at 1:10 down from the north 

to the south, which was currently being developed for conventional three 

bedroom semi-detached houses by a speculative developer,

• compliance with Approved Document A and L and proposed revisions to M, 

from the 1995 version of the Building Regulations,

• compliance with PPG3, relating to parking provision and housing density,

• compliance with Tai Cymru specifications for internal room sizes (the nearest 

design guide to existing Parker Morris room sizes) which are recognisably cost 

effective [Tai Cymru 1996],

• adherence to a design guide for daylighting in residential dwellings 

[BRECSU 1998ii],

• adherence to a design guide for residential roads and footpaths [HMSO 1992]
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• adherence to a design guide for residential garages and drives [Essex County 

Council 1983],

• adherence to a design guide for incorporating PSD principles within a 

residential estate layout [BRECSU 1997ii].

4.4 Geographical location and topography of the site

An existing residential site (Greenways) in Aberdare, South Wales which was under 

development by Beazer Homes in 1998, with a mixture of home types including two- 

storey, three bedroom semi-detached houses was chosen as the site for the design of the 

esh units (Appendix 6 shows an artist's impression of the site). Beazer's Lyndhurst, a 

conventional two-storey, three bedroom semi-detached house was designated as a 

model for comparison with the author's esh units (see Appendix 7). Plots 25 and 26 on 

the Greenways development represented the positioning of a pair of Lyndhurst semi 

detached houses (Appendix 8), which would be used to compare the land use for 

conventional semi-detached houses, against the author's pair of esh unit. Table 4.2 

indicates how plots 25 and 26 can be broken down into segments for ease of later 

comparisons.

According to Beazer's Customer Services Manager, the average plot size for one of 

Beazer's three bedroom semi-detached houses is approximately 200.000 m [Dennehy 

1999].
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Table 4.2: Beazer's Greenways residential development - plot 25 and 26

Footprints

Rear garden
Front garden
Drive
House footprint *
Garage footprint
Circulation
Total Land Area

Plot 25 Area (m2)

67.500
20.000
22.500
44.000
14.000
15.000
183.000

Plot 26 Area (m2)

81.000
20.000
22.500
44.000
14.000
16.000
197.500

* The total internal floor area of each house is 63.000 m2

Like many residential sites in South Wales, which are outside Cardiff, Greenways is 

positioned on a steeply sloping valley with falls ranging from 1:10 to 1:11. Although the 

steepness of the valley sides can make it difficult for residential developments to take 

place, they are often quite attractive to purchasers due to the panoramic views of the 

valley bottom and the opposite sides of the valley. The valley bottoms, which are wide 

and generally relatively flat, tend to be set aside for prime development opportunities, 

such as industrial and commercial ventures. The Greenways site is fairly unique among 

valley side locations in that instead of sloping down to the west or east it slopes down to 

the south. This site and location is very suitable for the esh units (see Chapters 5 and 6), 

as they benefit from a large amount of PSG during the year. However, the maximum 

slope of 1:10 is actually much shallower than the slope recommended by Baggs [1991] 

of 1:1.732, for a two-storey esh unit. Nevertheless, it will be shown later in this chapter 

that it is possible to design a pair of two-storey, three bedroom semi-detached esh units 

for this site.
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4.5 Sizing and internal layout for the pair of earth sheltered 

houses

4.5.1 Design Standards

The internal area for each of the author's esh units was not based upon Beazer's 

Lyndhurst design (discussed in section 3.4) but on Tai Cymru's design guide for a semi 

detached three bedroom house. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, as was discussed 

in section 1.3 of Chapter 1, market research has suggested that the majority of 

purchasers of new homes do not want to live in small houses, but in houses with 

spacious accommodation. This was one of the findings taken from a Housing Research 

Foundation report by Professor Alan Hooper, with the aim of establishing what single 

people wanted from new housing [Roskrow 1998, Roskrow 1997]. The houses used in 

the survey included those built in and prior to 1997 by speculative developers. Since 

this report was published, when the author designed the esh units, there has been no 

evidence to suggest that Beazer has amended their Lyndhurst design to accommodate 

the findings of Hooper's report. Thus, it was decided that one method which may 

persuade purchasers of new houses that esh units provide an attractive option to 

conventional houses was for the author to design an esh unit to meet at least one of the 

above market demands i.e. provide more spacious accommodation. Tai Cymru's design 

guide for housing standards is one of only a handful of design guides available within 

the UK for the design of new housing. The Housing Corporation (the equivalent body in 

England to Tai Cymru) also produces a design guide for new housing. Tai Cymru's

jtandard family, three bedroom, semi-detached house (see Table 4.3) has an internal 
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floor area of 84.900 m2 , which is 34% larger than Beazer's Lyndhurst house (see Table 

4.4) which has an internal floor area of only 63.000 m2 [Tai Cymru 1996]. A pair of esh 

units designed around Tai Cyrmu's guide would thus provide much more spacious 

accommodation than that offered by a speculative developer, such as Beazer.

The second reason for adopting Tai Cymru's housing standards is that evidence 

discussed in section 2.2 of Chapter 2 suggests that there are very few examples of 

volume house-builders developing energy efficient housing within the UK. Indeed, 

housing associations are the majority developers of energy efficient houses within the 

UK, since the lower running costs, greater warmth and comfort of their houses satisfy 

obligations to their tenants [Cook 1999] [BRECSU 1998H]. There are also additional 

grants available from the Housing Corporation, the Welsh Assembly (Tai Cymru was 

disbanded in 1998 and replaced by the Welsh Assembly) and the European Union (EU) 

for designated areas in England and Wales where houses are developed to reduce CC>2 

emissions [Borer 1998]. South Wales is one such area in the UK and, as such, benefits 

from 'Objective One' funding from the EU.

A good example of an housing association showing a greater interest in developing 

energy efficient housing, and particularly esh units, is demonstrated by one Welsh 

housing association which has expressed an interest in building a pilot project of esh 

units, based on the author's research (see Appendix 9).

Table 4.3 illustrates the internal room sizes for a three bedroom, semi-detached house 

for a family, based on Tai Cymru's design guide,
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Table 4.3: Tai Cymru's recommended room areas for a three bedroom, semi-detached 
family house

Internal Rooms
Cloakroom
Lounge
Kitchen
Dining room
Bedroom 1
Wardrobe to bedroom 1 & 2
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3
Bathroom
Remainder (circulation + 1 s' 
floor cupboards)
Total Area

Dimensions (mm)
(width x depth)
1000x1500
3400 x 4750
2400x3100
2900x3100
3200x3200
1300x0600
2800 x 4050
2400 x 2400
2000x1900
N/A

N/A

Area (m2)

1.500
16.150
7.440
8.990

10.240
1.560

11.340
5.760
3.800

18.120

84.900

Table 4.4 shows the internal dimensions and room areas of Beazer's Lyndhurst three 

bedroom, semi-detached house.

Table 4.4: Beazer's Lyndhurst internal dimensions and areas

Internal Rooms
Cloakroom
Lounge

Kitchen
Dining room
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3
Bathroom
Remainder (circulation + A/C)
Total Area

Dimensions (m)
(width x depth)
1000x1200
2250x4450 + 
2150x3945
2050x2820
2250x2820
2550x3500
2400x3500
1750x2450
1700x1900
N/A
N/A

Area (m )

1.200
18.460

5.780
6.350
8.920
8.400
4.280
3.230
6.380

63.000

The proposed (1998) amendments to Approved Document M of the Building 

Regulations also had a number of influences on how the internal spaces of the esh units 

were to be designed. These are summarised below:
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• the minimum width of internal doors should be 800 mm (0.800 m),

• the minimum width of internal corridors should be 900 mm (0.900 m),

• if there is an obstruction within a corridor, the clear passage in front of this 

obstruction must be a minimum distance of 750 mm (0.750 m),

• there must be a cloakroom/we on the ground floor which has a minimum width 

of 900 mm (0.900 m), the minimum depth from the front of the toilet to the 

closed door must be 750 mm (0.750 m), the wash hand basin must not impede 

access and the door must open outwards,

• the internal stairs must be a minimum width of 900 mm (0.900 m), the steps 

must have a maximum rise of 220 mm (0.220 m) and a minimum going (tread) 

of 220 mm (0.220m),

• there should be a level threshold to the house, or in the case of steps, risers 

must be a maximum of 150 mm (0.150 m), the minimum going must be 280 mm 

(0.280 m), the minimum width must be 900 mm (0.900 m) and a handrail must 

be provided.

4.5.2 Ground floor

Figure 4.1 below illustrates the ground floor plan of one of the author's esh units. The 

exposed fa9ade faces due south. Appendix 10 illustrates the ground floor plan for the 

pair of esh units. Material choices for the structure and fenestration will be discussed in 

detail in section 4.7.4.
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Figure 4.1: Ground floor plan of one dwelling in the author's pair of earth sheltered houses

For a number of reasons, in addition to meeting the conditions in Tai Cymru's guide 

[1996] for internal room areas and the Approved Document M's requirements for 

disabled access [The Stationery Office 1999], each esh unit has been designed around a 

combination of the elevational [Sterling 1981] concept of earth sheltering and more 

traditional housing layouts, such as Beazer's Lyndhurst house. Firstly, the elevational 

concept is not unique to esh units, but stems from PSD guidelines [Sterling 1981]. An 

elevational type house based on PSD principles will allow occupants in their living 

spaces (living room, dining area, kitchen and bedrooms) to benefit from PSG and 

adequate daylight if secondary rooms (stairs, bathrooms, wcs, and stores) are positioned 

away from south facing windows [Sterling 1981, Wells 1998, White 1997, Kachadorian 

1997]. Secondly, by building a shallow esh unit along a west/east axis (the exposed 

facade must face within 30 degrees of south) and into a slope, the volume of earth

which needs to be excavated can be reduced. Consequently, this combination can be 
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more economical to build [Sterling 1981] than other forms of esh units. Thirdly, both 

the CLBH and the esh units at the HHP, that have been relatively successful in 

maintaining comfortable internal temperatures, were designed around an elevational 

layout. However, there has been a common criticism by the occupants and visitors to 

the esh units at the HHP and this is that the internal rooms feel very dark and 

claustrophobic, even during the day [Home Front 1998, Currivan 1999]. This criticism 

is probably because the internal layout of each esh unit in the HHP includes five or six 

bays, which are 3000 mm (3.000 m) wide and 6000 mm (6.000 m) deep. In front of 

each bay is a 3000 mm (3.000 m) deep conservatory. This leads to a combined room 

depth of 9250 mm (9.250 m) (the buffer wall is 250 mm (0.250 m) thick). However, the 

maximum room depth recommended by Borer [1998] for natural daylight to provide a 

comfortable living space is 6000 mm (6.000 m). One method of improving upon the 

elevational concept and therefore the esh units at the HHP, whilst still maintaining the 

benefit of passive solar gain (PSG), is to design rooms similar to a conventional house 

layout. The author has, therefore, designed the esh units with a maximum room depth of 

4700 mm (4.700 m). The internal layout on both floors (ground and first) of the esh 

units is not dissimilar to a conventional house, and would hopefully encourage potential 

purchasers of conventional houses to reconsider their options when buying a new house.

It can be seen from Figure 4.1 above, that there are a number of rooms in the esh unit 

additional to those recommended by Tai Cymru, as illustrated in Table 4.3. This 

includes a storage room, which is extremely important in an esh unit [Baggs 1991], 

considering that there is no loft space above the first floor ceiling in an esh unit and no 

loft space above the garage for storage purposes. The provision of a designated room set 

aside for storage purposes also meets one of the findings from the report 'Consumer
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Confidence, Product and Location Requirements' [Roskrow 1997], where potential new 

homes purchasers call for 'plenty of storage areas'. A lack of storage areas was also 

another criticism by the occupants of one of the esh units at the HHP [Home Front 

1998]. Also, if there were ever a situation where the esh units should be re-designed to 

exclude a garage (which many home owners use as storage space and not to park their 

cars) the storage room in the author's esh units would prove invaluable.

Another room unique to the author's esh units is the buffer entrance which provides a 

number of features. Firstly, one of the principles of PSD is to create a well-sealed house 

with airlocks between the internal spaces and the external environment [Sterling 1981, 

Wells 1998, Kachadorian 1997] to prevent unwanted heat losses and heat gains into the 

internal rooms. Thus, the buffer entrance provides the facility for occupants to enter the 

house and close the external door before the internal door into the ground floor hall is 

opened. In addition, the buffer entrance also provides a designated space to store coats 

and shoes, which is often neglected in conventional houses built by both volume house- 

builders and housing associations. This is evident on the Lyndhurst plan from Beazer 

(Appendix 7). Indeed, in Tai Cymru's guide [1996] the ground floor room which 

houses a WC is actually termed the 'cloakroom'. This is a term for a room where cloaks 

can be stored (the traditional name for outside coats), but in late 20th century housing a 

cloakroom has predominantly become the room to install a WC and wash hand basin. 

Consequently, there is very little room to store coats and other outside clothing.

Two further rooms are the main conservatory and kitchen conservatory. Both these 

rooms address one essential principle of PSD which is to provide a facility to capture

PSG. This solar radiation can then be utilised for either pre-warming incoming 
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ventilation air or to heat domestic hot water [Sterling 1981, Wells 1998] [Kachadorian 

1997, IEA 1997]. Heat energy will also pass into the internal rooms by both convection 

and conduction. The conservatories will also act as a buffer space between the internal 

rooms and the external environment. One of the aims of the thermal simulation study 

will be to test how a sun space affects the internal temperatures, in the rooms behind the 

buffer space, and to establish whether a sun space/buffer space is really needed to 

compliment an esh unit's other design features. Another feature of a conservatory is that 

it can provide a comfortable living space [IEA 1997], which is both light and warm, in 

addition to the living room in a house. In Wales, a conservatory/sun space would be a 

beneficial feature to any home, considering that in Cardiff it can rain for 170 days 

[Jones 1995] per year and the average annual precipitation is 947 mm (0.947 m) 

[CIBSE 1986]. This is the third greatest recorded level of precipitation in the UK 

recorded from eight weather stations (sited at Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Edinburgh, 

Glasgow, Heathrow, Manchester and Plymouth airports) between 1941 and 1970 

[CIBSE 1986].

The depth of the conservatories has been governed by two factors. Firstly, 2080 mm 

(2.080 m) is seen as a reasonable depth to enjoy a conservatory as a living space. 

Secondly, if conservatories are too deep they can prevent natural daylight and solar 

energy penetrating into internal rooms behind a buffer wall [DTI 1994]. Indeed, this 

was acknowledged in earlier discussion by visitors to the esh units at the HHP [Home 

Front 1998, Currivan 1999].

Thus, in the author's esh units, the main conservatory is seen as a relaxation room, as a 

collector of the sun's heat energy and for pre-warming the ventilation air required for a
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number of the ground floor rooms. The kitchen conservatory provides pre-warming of 

ventilation air for the first floor rooms (see section 4.14 for further details on air 

movement and heat recovery).

One final point worth discussing, is that all the windows on the inside of the 

conservatories (i.e the windows to the main house structure) include insulated-shutters 

(see Figure 4.1 and 4.2). The inclusion of shutters in the author's esh units has other 

advantages to those discussed in section 3.4.2.1, Chapter 3, including improved 

security.

The dimensions and areas of the ground floor rooms and their windows (highlighted in 

Figure 4.1) are summarised in tables 4.5a, 4.5b and 4.5c respectively, below.
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Table 4.5a: The ground floor room dimensions and areas in the author's earth 
sheltered house

Main house internal rooms

Lounge
Kitchen
Dining room
Cloakroom
Cloakroom entrance
Store
Hall (circulation)
Stairwell
Remainder (Wall footprints)

Dimensions/area (c/1 of buffer wall)

Rooms outside buffer wall

Buffer entrance
Main conservatory
Kitchen conservatory
Remainder (Wall footprints)

Dimensions/area (c/1 of buffer wall)

TOTAL

Dimensions (mm)
(width x depth)

3350x4700
3060x3160
2660x2650

910 x 1470
900 x 910

3060x1390
990x4750
900x2650

N/A

10500 x 4970*

1800x2090
5450x2080
2630x2080
N/A

10500x2310*

10500 x 7290

Area (m2)

15.750
9.670
7.050
1.340
0.800
4.250
4.730
2.390
6.270

52.250

3.750
11.350
5.480
3.680

24.260

76.500
* To the Center line (c/1) of the buffer wall

Table 4.5b: The ground floor window dimensions and areas in the author's earth sheltered 
house

Windows

Lounge
Dining room
Kitchen window
Kitchen door
Main conservatory/conservatory window 1
Main conservatory/conservatory window 2
Main conservatory/conservatory door
Main conservatory/conservatory roof *
Kitchen conservatory
Kitchen conservatory roof*

Total window area

Dimensions 
(mm) (width x 
height)

2000x2100
1300x1000
HOOx 1000
900x2100

1680x1100
2480 x 1000
1300x2100
5460 x 1600
2630x1100
2630x1600

N/A

Frame 
area 
(m2)

0.150
0.220
0.200
0.070
0.270
0.340
0.100
0.700
0.360
0.41

Glazing
area (m2)
**

4.050***
1.080
0.900
1.820
1.580
2.380
2.630
8.030
2.530
3.790

28.780

15% area 
(m2)****

2.360
1.050
1.450
N/A
1.700
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.820
N/A

7.380
* depth ** The total area of glazing with area of frame deducted *** each door is completely glazed & 
the door frame is only 0.05 deep ****15% of floor area [BRECSU 1997i]
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It was initially thought that the glazing for both the ground floor and first floor rooms 

(incorporated into the esh units by the author) would improve upon the minimum 

standard for natural daylighting, which is 15% of a room's floor area [BRECSU 1997U], 

as indicated in Table 4.5b. However, the author acknowledges that the area of glazing 

(for each ground floor room) highlighted in Table 4.5b above, is an underestimate of 

what is required. None of the windows take into account the specific transmittance 

value for each glazing unit. In addition, the lounge, dining room and kitchen windows 

do not account for the transmission reduction in natural daylight caused by placing a 

conservatory directly in front of the buffer wall. The equation, which should have been 

used to size the glazing for each room, is recommended by the RIBA and takes into 

account values for both transmittance and transmission loss, and is summarised below 

[BRECSU 1998ii]:

= ZA(l-R2)/6T

Ag glazed area of windows (not including window frames)

Z average daylight factor (set at 2%)

A total area of room surfaces (floor, ceiling and walls)

R mean reflectance (set at 0.5 for a room with a white ceiling and light coloured

	walls)

9 angle of visible sky (taken from individual to each room and window)

T transmittance of glazing to diffuse light

When the above equation is used to re-calculate the glazing area for each room, the light 

transmittance values (calculated by Environmental Design Solutions' (EDSL) Thermal
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Analysis Software (Tas Lite), see section 4.7.1) and the transmission loss can be taken 

into account. Thus, Table 4.5c below, illustrates the correct glazing area required for 

each ground floor room.

Table 4.5c: The required area of glazing for each ground floor room in the author's earth 
sheltered house

Windows

Lounge
Dining room
Kitchen window

Main conservatory/conservatory window 1
Kitchen conservatory

Total window area

A(m2)

51.640
32.250
47.960

35.120
23.660

0(°)

35.00
24.00
35.00 + 
24.00
66.00
66.00

T

0.47*
0.47*
0.47*

0.74
0.74

Ag (m2) **

4.700
4.200
4.300

1.070
0.720

14.990
* 0.742 (conservatory) x 0.634 (lounge window) ** Excluding window frames

It can be seen by comparing Table 4.5b with Table 4.5c that the areas of glazing in the 

lounge, dining room and kitchen are 0.650, 3.120 and 1.580 m2 smaller than 

recommended in order to provide 2% (200 lux) average daylight throughout the year 

[BRECSU 1998ii].

However, the focus of this thesis is to analyse the thermal performance of the esh units 

and not to analyse the provision of natural daylight. Therefore, under-specifying the 

glazing area of the windows was not seen as a problem. As part of further research, any 

windows which are undersized on the ground and first floor can be re-sized accordingly 

and the computeM4odel re-simulated to analyse any changes in the internal conditions.
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4.5.3 First floor

Four options for the first floor layout have been designed. Two of these include an 

insulated external wall. Option 1 incorporates a roofiight, surmounted on a shaft which 

passes through the earth on top of the roof. The roofiight is to provide natural daylight 

for the first floor landing area. Figure 4.2, shows the first floor layout, and the ceiling 

position where the bottom of the rooflight shaft would sit (Figure 4.5a shows the side 

section of the esh units highlighting the rooflight and its shaft). The combined first floor 

plan for the pair of esh units is shown in Appendix 11. The rooflight is positioned over 

the stairwell, so that natural daylight will also be provided for the stairs and the ground 

floor hall. Option 2, does not have a rooflight (Figure 4.5b). It was decided to include 

the feature of a rooflight into the design of the esh units in an attempt to overcome the 

fact that there are no windows adjacent to the first floor landing and ground floor hall. 

Indeed, it may also improve satisfaction levels.
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Figure 4.2: First floor plan (option 1) with insulated and exposed south facing external wall 
for one dwelling in the pair of the author's earth sheltered houses

2-8" BEDROOM 3/STUDY

Shutters reducing night 
'5 time heat losses 
850 BALCONY

PLANT 
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2060

-1.80 — 
1800

insulated shutter

The two other design options for the first floor exposed external wall are summarised 

below:

• a non-insulated buffer wall and part-insulated Trombe wall, (Figure 4.3 in 

plan, Figure 4.6 in section and Figure 4.12 in elevation),

• a non-insulated buffer wall and insulated passive solar conservatory, Figure 

4.4 in plan, Figure 4.7 in section, Figure 4.12 in elevation and Figure 4.19).

Both of the above design options allow the first floor external wall to act as a buffer 

wall between the internal spaces and the external environment.
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Figure 4.3: First floor plan with non-insulated south facing buffer wall and part-insulated 
Trombe wall, for one dwelling in the pair of the author's earth sheltered houses

Trombe wall a / \ rrombe wall

BALCONY insulated shutter insulated shutte

Both the Trombe wall and first floor conservatory are designed to allow heat energy 

captured from the sun to enter the internal spaces by conduction, convection and 

radiation [Winter 1998, Penz 1983, DTI 1994]. A similar design strategy including a 

passive solar corridor and non-insulated buffer wall was also used at the CLBH. A non- 

insulated buffer wall and large passive solar conservatory was also incorporated into 

NML. However, in the esh units at the HHP the buffer walls were insulated which, as 

was discussed in Chapter 3 section 3.5.1, will reduce the amount of heat energy that 

reaches the inner rooms [DTI 1994]. In fact when the external air temperature is lower 

than that of the conservatory most of the heat energy collected in the conservatories is 

likely to be lost to the external environment. Heat energy will always follow the path of
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least resistance, which is the glazing in the case of the conservatories in the esh units at 

the HHP[Nelkon I960].

Figure 4.4: First floor plan with non-insulated buffer south facing buffer wall and 
insulated passive solar conservatory for one dwelling in the pair of the author's earth 
sheltered houses

The buffer wall which is integrated into the part-insulated Trombe wall does not include 

any 'hit and miss' ventilation grills, as recommended by Kachadorian [1997] and 

Terman [1985]. This is because the main disadvantage of 'hit and miss vents' is that 

they do not allow any control over the manner in which heat energy enters into internal 

rooms behind the buffer wall (by conduction or radiation), other than by manually 

closing and opening the vents [Baker 1985]. In addition, even when these vents are 

closed during winter evenings it is difficult to prevent unwanted heat losses into the 

conservatories [Baker 1985]. Furthermore, one of the key design strategies for super-
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insulating a building is that the fabric and structure must be super tight [IEA 1997]. 

Thus, the inclusion of vents in the buffer wall is a clear infringement of this strategy 

[Baker 1985]. One of the most efficient methods, to ensure that control is maintained in 

the passive heating and cooling of a building designed around PSD principles, is to 

utilise a mechanical ventilation heat recovery system (MVHR). A MVHR system is 

used in the author's esh units to provide one air change per hour (ach), which is a 

recommended standard for houses designed around PSD principles [Kachadorian 1997, 

IEA 1997, BRECSU 1998U]. The calculations for air movement and heat recovery will 

be discussed in more detail in section 4.14.

It was stated above that the Trombe wall on the first floor is part-insulated. The 

insulation has been designed to fix onto the outside of the side panels for each Trombe 

wall. The insulation was included to overcome the one weakness of Trombe walls, 

which is their lack of thermal insulation to prevent undue heat losses on winter nights 

[DTI 1994]. The author acknowledges that some heat loss will still occur at night 

through the glazing element of the Trombe wall.

The above four design options for the first floor external wall and the rooflight design 

will be tested in the thermal simulation study, as presented in Chapter 5 and 6.

As with the ground floor plan, the first floor plan combines the principles of an 

elevational layout with that of a traditional house layout. So, the three primary rooms 

(bedrooms 1 to 3) are positioned immediately adjacent to the south facing wall, and the 

secondary room (bathroom) and circulation space is positioned to the rear of the esh

units.
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The plant room is the only additional room on the first floor to that recommended by 

Tai Cymru [1996], as summarised earlier in Table 4.3. There is no specific requirement 

for a plant room to meet either earth sheltered design principles or PSD principles. 

However, a plant room would be useful to situate equipment such as the MVHR system 

and hot water storage tank. An airing cupboard without a hot water tank would provide 

more room for drying and airing clothes). A plant room would also improve upon the 

design of the esh units at the HHP, where individual heat pumps and an 8 m3 capacity 

hot water cylinder are situated in their utility rooms, which take up valuable living 

space. By positioning the author's plant room above the buffer entrance, there is no 

additional usage of land and the internal floor space is maximised for living areas.

As with the windows in the internal ground floor rooms (behind the buffer wall), all the 

bedrooms on the first floor include insulated shutters to prevent unwanted heat losses 

and heat gains [Kachadorian 1997, Hancock 1999].

It is also shown in Figure 4.2 above, that in order to allow natural daylight to enter the 

bathroom, small single glazed windows have been positioned in the partition wall 

between the bathroom and the study/bedroom 3. To ensure that the privacy of the 

occupants using the bathroom is maintained at all times, the windows are only 150 mm 

(0.150 m) high and fixed 2100 mm (2.100 m) off the finished floor level.

Table 4.6a below illustrates the internal dimensions and areas of the first floor rooms 

with an insulated external wall design configuration.
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Table 4.6a: The first floor room dimensions and areas in the author's earth 
sheltered house with an exposed external wall

Internal Rooms

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3/Study
Bathroom
Airing cupboard
Landing (circulation)
Stairwell
Remainder (Wall footprints)
Balcony 1 *
Balcony 2 *

Dimensions/area (inside buffer wall)

Dimensions (mm)
(width x depth)

3130x4750
3100x2840
3870x2840
2480x1900
1400x 900
900 x 5430
900 x 2020
N/A
850 x 5900
850x2930

10500 x 4750

Area (m2)

14.890
8.900

11.000
4.720
1.260
4.890
1.820
2.390
5.000
2.490

49.870
* Not included in the total first floor area

Table 4.6b: The first floor window dimensions and areas in the author's earth 
sheltered house

Windows

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3

Total

Dimensions (mm)
(width x height)

1200x2050
1370x1200
1200x2050

N/A

Fame area 
(m2)*

0.260
0.260
0.260

N/A

Glazing 
area (m2) **

2.200***
1.380
2.200

5.780

15% area 
(m2)****

2.200
1.330
1.650

5.180
* Each frame is 0.05 metres wide ** The total area of glazing with area of frame deducted
*** each door is completely glazed & the door frame is only 50 mm deep ****15% of floor area 
[BRECSU 1997i]

Table 4.6c: The required area of glazing for each first floor room in the author's earth 
sheltered house

Windows

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3

Total window area

A(m2)

66.000
35.700
50.600

90

40.00
41.00
40.00

T*

0.63
0.63
0.63

Ag (m2) **

3.900
2.100
2.900

8.900
* 0.634 (triple glazed bedroom window) ** Excluding window frames
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The dimensions, floor and glazing area for each Trombe wall are summarised in Table 

4.7,

Table 4.7: Trombe wall dimensions and areas in the author's earth sheltered house

Internal Rooms

Trombe 1
Trombe 2
Trombe 3

Total Trombe area

Dimensions (mm)
(width x height)

1780x2300
1530x2300
1370x2300

N/A

Glazing 
Area (m2)

4.090
3.530
3.140

10.760

Dimensions (mm)
(width x depth)

1780x200
1530x200
1370x200

N/A

Floor 
Area (m2)

0.350
0.300
0.270

0.920

and the dimensions and the floor and glazing area for each first floor conservatory is 

summarised in Table 4.8a.

Table 4.8a: First floor conservatory dimensions and areas in the author's earth sheltered 
house

Internal Rooms

Conservatory 1
Conservatory 2

Total Trombe area

Dimensions (mm)
(width x height)

5900x2300
3000 x 2300

N/A

Glazing 
Area (m2)

13.570
4.600

18.150

Dimensions (mm)
(width x depth)

5900 x 750
3000 x 750

N/A

Floor 
Area (m2)

4420
2250

6.670

The esh units with the first floor Trombe wall would require the same area of glazing to 

the first floor rooms as summarised in Table 4.6c. Table 4.8b illustrates re-calculated 

window areas for the first floor rooms.
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Table 4.8b: The required area of glazing for each first floor room in the author's earth 
sheltered house which incorporates a first floor conservatory

Windows

Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3

Total window area

A(m2)

66.000
35.700
50.600

e(°)

40.00
41.00
40.00

T*

0.47
0.47
0.47

Ag (m2) **

5.300
2.800
4.000

12.100
* 0.742 (conservatory) x 0.634 (lounge window) ** Excluding window frames

4.5.4 External features

The side section of the pair of esh units in Figure 4.5a below, illustrates a number of 

design features, including:

• the method by which an esh unit can be built into a slope of 1:10,

• positioning the esh unit 900 mm (0.900 m) below the front garden.

The esh units are built into the slope at 1:10, which is considerably shallower than 

Baggs' [1991] recommendation of 1:1.732. Indeed, in order to incorporate a drive and 

an access road which meet current (1998) highway practice for residential 

developments, the finished ground floor level needs to be 900 mm (0.900 m) below the 

completed garden level, as shown in more detail in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. There are some 

advantages in positioning the ground floor of the esh units below the finished garden 

level and this includes allowing a private (from the access road and adjacent gardens) 

sunken patio to be provided. Wells [1998] points out that sinking an esh unit below the 

finished ground level is one method to guard esh units against the cooling effect of
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westerly winds. Prevailing westerly winds are very common in the South West of 

England and particularly in Wales, which has a high percentage of its land rated as a 

severe weather exposure area. The Greenways development site is located in such an 

severe weather exposure area [BRECSU 1998i].

Figure 4.5a: Side section of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor design 
option 1
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A sunken patio could be a disadvantage to occupiers or visitors to the esh units who are 

disabled. However, the steps providing access from the drive level to the patio and front 

door have been designed to meet the proposed amendments to Approved Document M 

of the Building Regulations [The Stationery Office 1999]. Each riser is no more than 

150 mm high (0.150 m) and each tread is a minimum depth of 270 mm (0.270 m).
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Drainage of the patio would require close attention to detail, but considering that the esh 

units are built into a hillside the surface water could still drain into the public sewer 

without any need for pumping.

The private roof garden, which is made secure and private by the planting of indigenous 

hedgerows such as blackberry and hawthorn (which also recycle CC>2 emissions through 

photosynthesis), can also be seen in Figure 4.5a. Suitable positions for both solar panels 

and PV cells at the roof level are also indicated. The inclusion of a pergola at the first 

floor level is to reduce unwanted summer solar radiation into all the rooms at an angle 

of 55° on a mid June day [BRECSU 1997i]. The complexities of including a rooflight 

on the first floor of an esh unit are apparent from Figure 4.5a, in that the side walls of 

the rooflight shaft would need to be reinforced due to the lateral pressure of the earth. A 

rooflight is a relatively expensive design feature in conventional housing, but it would 

be even more so in an esh unit, due to the construction of the rooflight shaft. This is 

perhaps why the majority of UK esh units have not included rooflights in their design. 

Another important feature shown on Figure 4.5a is the suspended ceilings to both the 

ground and first floors. These are to provide space for the ventilation ducts extracting 

stale air from each room. The ducting, which would introduce pre-warmed air into each 

room, would be positioned in the internal partitions, as shown by boxed forms in the 

internal walls on Figures 4.1 and 4.4.

Figure 4.5b, 4.6 and 4.7 below illustrate the side sections of the esh units without a 

rooflight, the inclusion of a first floor Trombe wall and a conservatory, respectively.
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Figure 4.5b: Side section of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor design 
option two
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Figure 4.6: Side section of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor Trombe 
wall configuration
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Figure 4.6 above indicates that the inclusion of a first floor Trombe wall results in the 

balcony becoming limited in its amenity value. By including a conservatory on the first 

floor there is no room for a balcony (similar to the Trombe wall design) and it is not 

possible to position either a pergola or PV cells.

Figure 4.7: Side section of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor 
conservatory
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Figure 4.8 below illustrates a complete cross section of one esh unit's plot, which 

includes the esh unit, the front garden and the access road to this dwelling. It is much 

easier to interpret the method by which the author's esh units have been designed to be 

built into the Greenways slope at 1:10 by analysing Figures 4.8 and 4.9 together.
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Figure 4.8: Side section of of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor design 
option one and overall slope detail
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Figure 4.9: The plot layout of the author's earth sheltered house including front garden, 
garage and road access in relation to the ground floor plan

The edge of the pavement on the opposite side of the road to each esh unit was deemed 

to be the most efficient starting point for cutting each esh unit plot into the Greenways 

slope, at 1:10 (in terms of minimising any excavations). The width of the access road is 

5500 mm (5.500 m) wide and would allow all vehicles to pass each other [Essex County 

Council 1983, HMSO 1992]. The author decided upon a minimum width of 1800 mm
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(1.800 m) for each pavement, which meets design recommendations for roads that do 

not exceed 100,000 mm (100.000 m) in length [Essex County Council 1983]. The 

length of the drive in front of each esh unit's garage has been set at 6000 mm (6.000 m), 

which is the minimum distance to prevent one car protruding onto the pavement [Essex 

County Council 1983, HMSO 1992]. Finally, the dimensions of the garage (taken from 

Beazer's Lyndhurst plan), are 2222 mm (2.222 m) (width) by 5000 mm (5.000 m) 

(length). Thereby, the maximum distance between two esh units is only 1483 mm 

(1.483 m) (this measurement is taken from the outer face of the ground floor 

conservatory window to the bottom of the permacrib wall in front of the esh unit and on 

the opposite side of the road).

Another important design feature of the author's esh units which merits discussion is 

indicated on Figure 4.9, i.e. each esh unit's garage is positioned along-side the house 

external side (west or east facing) wall, with 1000 mm (1.000 m) of earth separating the 

garage from the house. This earth sheltering is to reduce any undue heat losses 

occurring through the external side wall of each esh unit into the garage. It is also to 

provide a base on which on to build steps to give access to the garage roof, and 

subsequently the garden. An alternative position for the steps could have been between 

neighbouring garages, but this was deemed to be more visually obtrusive and also 

would create difficulties when positioning the final flight of steps from the top of the 

garage roof onto the roof garden.

Figure 4.10 below illustrates how the occupant/s would reach the roof garden from their 

garage roof after walking up the steps from their drive.
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Figure 4.10: The plot layout of the author's earth sheltered house including garage, in 
relation to the roof garden plan (design option one)

The steps giving access to the roof garden have been positioned in such a way as to 

maximise the earth cover to the side external walls of each esh unit, as highlighted in 

Figures 4.10 (above) to 4.13 (below).
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Figure 4.11: The front elevation of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor 
design option one

Earth at depth 
of retaining wail

Figure 4.12: The front elevation of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor 
Trombe wall option and the garage

Earth at depth 
of retaining wall
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Figure 4.13: The front elevation of the author's earth sheltered house with the first floor 
conservatory option and the garage

Earth at depth 
of retaining wall

The above three figures show that the steps which provide access to the roof garden also 

act as a retaining wall to the earth behind and underneath their structure. The steps may 

appear very steep on the figures above, but they do meet guidelines set out in Approved 

Document K and M of the Building Regulations [The Stationery Office 1998, 1999]. 

Both the treads and rises in the steps are 220 mm (0.220 m) high and deep. An 

indigenous species boundary hedge is planted between garages for privacy, security and 

as a definitive boundary. To increase the security between each pair of esh units and, 

therefore, attempt to reduce the risk from potential burglars, wire fencing (using 

recycled material available from many builders merchants) could be fixed in between 

these hedges.
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In addition to the windows (on both floors) being designed to capture natural daylight, 

they have also been designed to maximise the capture of winter passive solar radiation 

as shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. It is indicated that the internal rooms on both floors 

are able to capture passive solar radiation at 15.0° (the angle of the sun on a latitude of 

51.5°: Cardiff, Bristol and London) on a mid-December day at noon [BRECSU 19971]. 

However, with a combination of a first floor wooden pergola and conservatory blinds, 

passive solar radiation on a mid-summer day at 55.0 ° (the angle of the sun on a latitude 

of 51.5°: Cardiff, Bristol and London) is reduced [BRECSU 1997i]. In the third design 

option for the first floor, a pergola has not been provided and therefore, internal blinds 

would be used to reduce unwanted heat gains. Therefore, the need for active space 

heating in the heating season and active cooling during the summer can be reduced or 

eradicated (see Chapters 5 and 6). Figures 4.14 and 4.15 below illustrate how the esh 

units with the first floor design option 1 and conservatory, capture both winter and 

summer solar radiation.

The permacrib retaining wall (see Figures 4.5a to 4.8) at the rear of each esh unit has a 

number of functions, in addition to retaining the earth sheltering to each rear of the esh 

unit. Firstly, once planting is established, it is expected that the permacrib walling 

would improve the visual appearance of the rear of each esh unit, for passing 

pedestrians (on the pavement) and the occupants of esh units higher up the slope. 

Secondly, if the permacrib walling is planted with hedges, similar to that shown in 

Figure 4.15, it should prevent would-be burglars from climbing onto the roof garden.
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Figure 4.14: Side section of the author's earth sheltered house (first floor design option 
one) showing the winter/summer sun angle and the degree of privacy from the access road
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Figure 4.15: Side section of the author's earth sheltered house (first floor design option 
four) showing the winter/summer sun angle and degree of privacy from the access road

f\

The total land used for one esh unit is summarised in Table 4.9:

Table 4.9: One earth sheltered house plot dimensions and area

Footprints

Recycling area
Front garden
Drive
Patio
Garden + steps
House footprint
Side earth sheltering
Rear earth sheltering

Total Land Area

Area (m2)

6.360
40.100
21.360*
19.480
17.610
93.740 **
20.330
29.680

248.660
* including area for access steps ** total internal area of house is 126.770 m

In addition to a total land area of 248.660 m2, the author's esh unit includes a roof 

garden with an area of 59.82 m2 . The roof garden does not utilise any additional land to
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the overall plot, and assists in reducing the visual impact of the esh units. From the three 

houses (the Lyndhurst, a typical Tai Cymru house and the esh units) discussed in this 

chapter the author's esh unit provides the most spacious accommodation and therefore 

has the highest ratio of internal area to total plot area, as shown in Table 4.10. If the roof 

garden area is included in the garden area for the esh unit, it also has the largest gardens.

Table 4.10: A comparison of the internal/external areas (m2) between a Tai Cymru 3 bed, 
semi-detached family house, Beazer's Lyndhurst house (plot 26) and the author's esh unit

Internal Rooms

Entrance
Cloakroom
Lounge
Kitchen
Dining room
Conservatories
Store room
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3
Bathroom
Airing cupboard
Balconies
Remainder: circulation (hall/landing), 
cupboards, internal wall bases, stairwell
Total internal Area

Tai Cymru

N/A
1.500

16.150
7.440
8.990
N/A
N/A

10.240
11.340
5.760
3.800
Not known
N/A

19.680

84.900

Lyndhurst

N/A
1.200

18.460*
5.780
6.340
N/A
N/A
8.920
8.400
4.280
3.230
Not known
N/A
6.380

63.000

Esh unit

3.750
1.320

15.740
9.670
7.020

16.830
4.250

14.890
8.900

11.000
4.720
1.260
7.490

27.030

126.370

External Areas

House footprint
Garage/car port footprint
Drive
Gardens (patio inclusive )
Earth sheltering

Total Plot Area
Ratio of internal area to plot area

59.430
18.000
9.000

98.470
N/A

184.900
0.459

44.000
14.000
22.500

117.000
N/A

197.500
0.319

93.740
17.610**
21.360
65.640 ***
56.370

248.660
0.508

* Includes stairs to 1 st floor ** includes area for access steps **** roof garden at 59.820 m2 not included 

Figure 4.16 below is an artist's impression of the author's esh units and access road 

built into the Greenways development. The two garages shown on Figure 4.16 service
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one esh unit each. One esh unit from the pair of esh units can be distinguished by the 

boundary on the roof garden. The artist's impression has omitted the boundary 

hedgerows between each pair of esh units as shown on Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 

above. If the esh units were re-configured into a series of terraces then access to the 

roof garden would have to come from the first floor landing, but this particular design 

issue would need looking at in detail.

There are a number of methods which could be followed to reduce the plot area to less 

than 248.660 m2 , which will be discussed in Chapter 7.

The second part of this chapter will discuss how the above designs for the pair of esh 

units were transferred into a dynamic computer model: Tas Lite.
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Figure 4.16: An artist's impression of the author's earth sheltered houses at the Greenways 
site
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4.6 A method to investigate the thermal performance of the

earth sheltered houses

The most realistic method to analyse the thermal performance of the author's pair of esh 

units (with four design variations to the first floor structure, three variations to the earth 

sheltering and two variations to the insulation specification and occupancy) would be to 

build and monitor a number of 'occupied dwellings' on the Greenways development 

site. However, this was not practicable and therefore, a more cost effective alternative 

was undertaken. This was a dynamic thermal analysis via a series of computer models 

of the author's esh units. This method of research and analysis has a number of 

advantages over building the author's esh units. Firstly, a core model can be created in 

the form of one pair of the author's esh units, as illustrated in Table 4.11

Table 4.11: The specification for the core computer model based on the 
author's earth sheltered houses

Specification

Earth cover
Insulation
First floor external wall
First floor passive solar collector
First floor buffer wall
Rooflight

(mm)

1500
100
Yes

None
None
None

This core model can be replicated quickly and with very little cost in comparison to 

building several esh units on the Greenways development site. Each replication can 

include variations to the design features shown in Table 4.11. The purpose of creating 

variations in the specification for the author's esh units is to establish an optimum 

design (earth cover, insulation and first floor configuration) for comfort, for a reduction
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in energy consumption for space heating and ultimately a reduction in C02 emissions. 

Secondly, the time taken to construct the computer models, define the boundary 

conditions, simulate the computer models, analyse the data and present comprehensive 

results is likely to be much quicker and cheaper than building the same number of 

dwellings on the Greenways development site.

In order to produce an optimum design for marketing the author's esh units as zero 

energy (space heating) houses, the following pertinent questions must be addressed and 

answered by the dynamic analysis:

• Is Carpenter's recommended earth cover of 1500 mm (1.500 m) the optimum 

depth for maintaining comfortable internal temperatures?

• Will thinner earth covers, including 750 mm (0.750 m) and 250 mm (0.250 m) 

lead to significantly lower winter and significantly higher summer internal 

temperatures?

• Is earth cover actually required in a super-insulated dwelling to maintain 

comfortable internal temperatures throughout the annual climatic cycle?

• How will a rooflight affect the internal temperatures?

• Is 100 mm (0.100 m) or 300 mm (0.300 m) of externally fixed expanded 

polystyrene insulation the optimum thickness in relation to energy savings?

• How will different modes of occupancy affect the internal resultant 

temperatures?

• How will a first floor passive solar collector and buffer space affect the 

internal temperatures?
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• Can pre-warming ventilation air through a conservatory be a substitute for an 

active central heating system?

• How will an air exchange rate of 1 ach affect the internal resultant 

temperatures?

Thus, from the core model, nineteen additional computer models have been created 

which will attempt to answer the above questions, as illustrated in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12: Computer models of the author's earth sheltered houses

Model

A*
B
C
D
E
F

G
H
I
J
K
L

M
N
0
P
Q
R

S
T

Earth 
(mm)

1500
750
250

1500
750
250

1500
750
250

1500
750
250

1500
750
250

1500
750
250

NIL
1500

Insulation 
(mm)

100
100
100
300
300
300

100
100
100
300
300
300

100
100
100
300
300
300

100
100

1 st floor design configuration

Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall

Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe glazing
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe glazing
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe glazing
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe glazing
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe glazing
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe glazing

Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated Conservatory

Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall & a rooflight

* the core model

As was discussed earlier in section 4.2, one advantage of designing an identical pair of

esh units is that two different occupancy patterns can be tested and compared with each
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other from one design. Therefore, in each of the computer models shown in Table 4.12, 

the left esh unit is assumed to be occupied by one adult and the right esh unit by a 

family of two adults and two children.

Table 4.12 above illustrates the limitation of computer models G to L which is that the 

first floor buffer wall (behind the Trombe glazing and air cavity) is insulated. The 

buffer walls were designed (see Figure 4.3 and 4.6) to include no insulation, and the 

remainder of the first floor exposed external wall, which did not include Trombe wall 

sections, was designed in an identical manner to the external wall in models A to F 

(insulated). Unfortunately, it was not possible in Tas Lite (see section 4.7) to 

successfully simulate models G to L with their first floor walls separated into Trombe 

wall segments and non Trombe wall segments. Therefore, rather than provide a non- 

insulated buffer wall as part of the Trombe walls (as recommended by [Kachadorian 

1997, IEA 1997]), it was decided that the wall would remain insulated as in models A to 

F. The only difference is the inclusion of a darkened surface on the outside face of the 

buffer wall, in order to increase its absorption of infra-red radiation. This decision was 

taken to reduce unwanted heat losses from the non-insulated exposed wall sections. It is 

acknowledged by the author that the inclusion of insulation on the outside face of the 

buffer wall within the Trombe wall cavity would reduce the amount of heat energy 

which can be conducted through the buffer wall from the Trombe wall cavity. For 

further details see section 4.7.7 below.
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4.7 Building the computer models

4.7.1 Selecting a suitable dynamic thermal analysis software package

The software package used to undertake the dynamic thermal analysis of the author's 

esh units was Tas Lite, which was chosen for a number of reasons. Firstly, it has been 

continually developed over 15 years for various types of construction professionals 

including Architects, Surveyors and Building Services Engineers. Therefore, it was 

deemed suitable for the author, who is a Building Surveyor by profession. Secondly, it 

provides an almost complete solution for the thermal simulation of buildings, and 

includes features which allow the user to create hybrid materials and construction 

details for specific building elements. For example, the author was able to build 

insulated timber shutters for the internal windows of the esh units. Thirdly, Tas Lite has 

been in use in many parts of the world and can be used to design, model and simulate 

many different types of buildings [EDSL 1996i] [Jones 1998, Jones 2000]. Furthermore, 

during initial discussions in 1998 with the UK Managing Director of EDSL (Dr Alan 

Jones), it was stated that Tas Lite could also be used to model and simulate the internal 

conditions within a UK earth sheltered building [Jones 1998]. Fourthly, and probably 

the most important issue to consider when selecting a dynamic analysis simulation tool, 

such as Tas Lite, is that it has been successfully validated and recommended by 

independent datasets [CIBSE 1998i]. One dataset, which is particularly recommended 

for both empirical validation and intermodel comparisons, is The International Energy 

Agency's (IEA) 'Energy Conservation in Buildings & Community Systems Annex 21 

Subtask C (ECBCSA 21C) [CIBSE 1998i]. Tas Lite has been validated by ECBCSA
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21C, and the differences between predicted and monitored results are virtually nil (less 

than 0.5 K) [EDSL 1996i]. This is particularly reassuring and led the author to use Tas 

Lite to analyse variations in the esh units' design features and to use these results for the 

discussion on design decisions (see Chapter 7) [EDSL 1996ii]. It should be noted that 

the working accuracy of Tas Lite is to three decimal places i.e. '0.000'. Therefore, all 

figures which had to be entered into Tas Lite for each model, including width and 

conductivity of materials, sensible and latent heat gains and ventilation quantites were 

specified with three decimal places, and as such are represented in this manner in a 

number of tables in this chapter (Table 4.16 onwards).

In order to develop the 20 models (illustrated in Table 4.12 above) to the stage where 

they could be simulated over the preconditioning period of 180 days and the test year of 

365 days, a number of steps were followed, as illustrated in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13: Modelling procedures for the author's earth sheltered houses

No. Procedures

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Selecting a CIBSE climatic test year
Categorising 365 days into seven day types
Setting general model details
Determining the materials selection for specific building elements
Creating hybrid building elements
Determining the materials selection for specific window elements
Determining the floor details for model A (the core model)
Building the geometric model A
Zoning each model
Setting air movement strategies for each zone
Determining the internal conditions for each zones
Setting window schedules
Setting window apertures
Simulating models
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4.7.2 Selecting a CIBSE climatic test year

It was initially anticipated that the climatic test year to be used in the simulation of the 

author's esh units would be recorded as that of the South Wales weather station at 

Cardiff airport, Rhoose in 1996. This climatic data year had been used by one of 

EDSL's clients (Oscar Faber) to model the thermal performance of the Millennium 

Stadium in Cardiff. Unfortunately, EDSL could not pass on these data 'free of charge' 

to the author, as Oscar Faber had purchased it from the Welsh Meteorological Office. 

The purchase price for the data was in excess of £5000.00, which was not within the 

research budget for the author's work [Jones 1999]. Therefore, a typical weather year 

(representative of the long-term prevailing weather conditions) was selected, as 

recommended by CIBSE [1998i]. The chosen weather data were recorded in Bristol, 

which is exactly the same latitude as Cardiff (51.5°); is located in the South West of 

Britain; is near to the coast like Cardiff; and is within 50 miles of Cardiff. Bristol and 

Cardiff experience similar precipitation and other weather patterns. The significance of 

attempting to obtain a test year recorded in Cardiff is that it is the nearest weather 

station to the Greenways development site. The test year chosen was 1985, which is one 

of CIBSE's [1998i] recommended worst case scenario years, for both winter and 

summer conditions. For example, the coldest air temperature in the winter was —11.1 °C 

and the warmest summer air temperature was 27.6 °C.
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4.7.3 Categorising 365 days into seven day types

The simulation of the author's esh units was made as realistic as possible by creating 

seven different day schedules which provide a calendar of occupation over one calendar 

year. The day schedules are useful because the occupation patterns and associated heat 

gains in the author's esh units are likely to differ on a weekday compared with a 

weekend day, between the seasons and when the occupants are away on holiday. Table 

4.14 below details the names of each day schedule and Appendix 12 highlights how the 

seven day schedules are sorted throughout 1985.

Table 4.14: Seven day schedules

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Day Schedules

Winter week day
Winter weekend
Summer week day
Summer weekend
Bank holiday
Stay
Away*

* Used for days when there were 
no occupants in each house

The first five day schedules are self explanatory by their classification title. The 

schedule day classification 'stay' refers to days when the occupants of both esh units 

remain at home all day, and 'away' refers to the days when the occupants of both esh 

units leave the house and take a holiday. One limitation in Tas Lite's day schedules is 

that only seven individual day schedules can be created. It would have been useful to 

have been able to create a week day and weekend day schedule across four climatic 

seasons (winter, spring, summer and autumn) in addition to 'away', 'stay' and 'bank'.

Because this was not possible, the design days for analysing the thermal performance of 
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the esh units were chosen from the winter and the summer, and thus the seasonal day 

schedules were limited to these seasons.

4.7.4 Setting general model details

Tas Lite creates a number of general details, which describe at a glance the 

characteristics of an individual model. Table 4.15 below indicates the general details for 

the author's core model (A). There are only two items which a user must specify in 

relation to the general details of their models: the 'terrain type' and the number of 

'preconditioning days' (the number of days which all models are simulated before 

results are provided) required in each simulation. All the other details shown in Table 

4.15 are created by Tas Lite, from the data that is input by the user when creating the 

geometric floor plan (see section 4.7.7). For the author's esh units the terrain type 

chosen was 'open' from a choice of four: 'open', 'rural', 'town' or 'city'. The terrain 

type refers to the amount of wind pressure a building will be subjected to during the 

simulation, and 'open' is seen as the worst case scenario.

The preconditioning days were set to 180 days, for a number of reasons. Firstly, this 

was the advice given by EDSL for a heavyweight and massive structure. Secondly, both 

Hait [1983] and Butler [1999] state that the best time from which an earth sheltered 

building should be occupied (so that it maintains long-term winter warmth), is the 

beginning of the summer. This is so that the heavy structure of an earth sheltered 

building can start storing heat energy from the sun and from occupancy with its 

associated heat gains, at a time when there is the most heat energy available. The overall
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success of the Archeolink building (discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.5.1), in terms of 

recording comfortable internal temperatures without active space heating, was 

diminished by the fact that it was completed and occupied during late winter. Therefore, 

the building and its occupants did not have the benefit of a 'warm' structure. The 

optimum period in which to start and finish the preconditioning period of the author's 

esh unit was chosen to be 5st July (180 days before the 1 st January 1985) to 31 st 

December 1984, which ties in with EDSL's recommended preconditioning period of 

180 days.

Table 4.15: Model A's general details

Date created
Date last modified
Zones
Building elements
Apertures
Preconditioning days
Default weather file
Building Height (m)
Building height adjustment factor
Mean height of surroundings
Ground solar reflectance

Model A

31/01/1999
13/03/2000
46
60
22
180
Bristol
6.18
1.00
5.26
0.20

4.7.5 Determining the thermophysical properties of materials

The underlying choice for most of the building elements i 

strength and the ability to withstand the 

Thus, the obvious material 

different forms from UK

in the author's esh units was 

pressures of the earth abutting the structure, 

to use is concrete, which is readily available in many

unicreiii lorms irom ujv sources (refer to discussion on transport sustainability in 

section 2.2, Chapter 2). It was acknowledged in section 3.4.2.4, Chapter 3 that concrete 
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has a very high embodied energy, and the production of its core raw material (cement) 

leads to extremely high CO2 emissions [Mehta 1998]. However, if cement can be 

replaced by another material such as ground clay brick, then the CO2 emissions and the 

embodied energy is drastically reduced [O'Farrell 1999]. All the walls and roof, apart 

from the ground floor buffer wall, the first floor buffer wall and the internal walls, use 

reinforced concrete. All the other walls consist of varying thicknesses of dense concrete 

block. Concrete has advantages other than its strength: relatively high thermal 

conductivity (in comparison with other building materials) and volumetric heat 

capacity, which mean that it can absorb heat quickly [Givoni 1969, Kachadorian 1997, 

IEA 1997]. In addition, concrete has the capacity to warm up and release stored heat 

slowly, which can be extremely advantageous in any building that has little or no active 

forms of space heating [Givoni 1969]. During sunlight hours most of the heat deriving 

from solar radiation will warm the massive structure while the remainder of the heat 

passes to the interior rooms [Givoni 1969]. At night any heat which is stored in the 

structure will be released back into the internal spaces, and so the rate of heat flow from 

the interior will be reduced. The total heat capacity is almost entirely governed by the 

mass of the structure so that, when a material thickness is increased, the total thermal 

capacity will rise, the overall thermal resistance increases and the thermal insulation 

effect is much greater [Givoni 1969]. Due to these advantages, concrete has been 

specified as the predominant material in the author's esh units.

All construction details (external wall, internal wall or floor etc) within a Tas Lite 

model are known as building elements. As such, each building element in the author's 

esh units was defined by selecting a material (chosen from Tas Lite's database) and its 

width, starting from the internal face and working outwards to the next material. Once a
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material specification is chosen, Tas Lite calculates this material's conductivity, density, 

specific heat, convective coefficient and vapour diffusion factor from a materials 

database. For example, Table 4.16 summarises the building element specification for 

the rear external walls in the author's esh units, where the type of material and the width 

were the only parameters selected by the author.

Table 4.16: Model A's building element specification for the rear external walls

Material

Lime plaster
plasterboard
Cavity
Reinforced concrete
Expanded polystyrene
Plastic *

Width 
(mm)

12
12
50

450
100

5

Conductivity 
(W/m C)

0.760
0.160
1.400
N/A
0.030
0.500

Density 
(kg/m3)

1600
960

N/A
2360

140
1050

Specific 
Heat 
(J/kg C)

837
837

N/A
1030
1380
837

cc**
(W/m2 
C)

N/A
N/A
1.01
N/A
N/A
N/A

Vapour 
Diffusion 
Factor

11
11

1
34
59
99

* This material was used to represent Isoplaton tanking membrane ** Convection coefficient

It should be noted from the above Table that the insulation in the rear external wall of 

the author's esh units is on the outside face of the massive structure. This insulation 

position is not specific to rear external walls, but is uniform in all building elements 

throughout the author's esh units. This is because the capacity of any given material to 

store heat is vastly reduced if the insulation is positioned on the inner face of the 

material [Givoni 1969]. It should also be noted that a cavity in all the lounge walls is 

situated on the internal face of the rear external wall and side external wall. Givoni 

[1969] points out that such a cavity would reduce the heat flow to and from the massive 

concrete structure. However, the author deemed that it was necessary to include such a 

cavity to allow the flexible positioning and access to unsightly electrical cabling, similar 

to that included in the Integer house [Birkbeck 1999].
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It is possible to amend the conductivity, density, specific heat, convection coefficient 

and vapour diffusion factor for any given material by creating a hybrid material (see 

section 4.7.5). From the information provided in Table 4.16, Tas Lite automatically 

calculates the building element's 'U' value (W/m2 C) (in this case the rear external 

wall), external and internal solar absorptance, external and internal emissivity, and time 

constant (hours), as indicated in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17: Model A's rear external walls

External solar 
absorptance

0.500

Internal solar 
absorptance

0.400

External 
emissivity

0.900

Internal 
emissivity

0.900

Conductance 
(W/m2 C)

0.253

Time 
constant 
(hours)

105.800

Table 4.18 below shows all the building elements used in the core model (A) and their 

associated 'U' values . On disk 1, the file called 'model A actual building elements' in 

the software package 'Wordpad' indicates the complete details for all the building 

elements shown in Table 4.18 and all the windows. It should be noted from this file that 

there are three building elements for earth walls; '1500 earth wall', 'earth wall 3' and 

'1500 nearth wal'. This is because the only method of including the earth sheltering to 

the esh units in Tas Lite was to split the earth into segments, with a maximum thickness 

of 1500 mm (1.500 m). One segment of earth adjacent to another segment of earth 

required a different building element name, which is why '1500 earth wall' and '1500 

nearth wal' were created. The material composition and specification for these two 

building elements is exactly the same. The third building earth element 'earth wall 3' 

refers to part of the earth sheltering to the side wall of each esh unit on the first floor. 

This intricate methodology highlights the difficulties experienced by the author in
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creating a Tas Lite computer model for the earth surrounding the esh units, which is 

discussed further in section 4.7.8.

Table 4.18: Summary of Model A's building elements and their U' values

Building elements | W/ni2 C

Ground floor
Internal walls
Side external wall
Party wall
Ground floor buffer wall*
Conservatory walls
Conservatory party wall
Ground floor ceiling/l st floor
1 st floor buffer wall
Roof
No zone element
Rear external wall
Earth wall
Earth grd floor
Stairs wall
Divide
Conservatory solid roof
Shutter
Plant room roof
Earth roof (1500)**

0.200
2.567
0.276
0.274
2.936
0.273
0.279
2.409
0.276
0.262
0.649
0.253
0.649
0.649

10.937
999.000

0.288
0.680
0.099
0.432

C-Code

Jgrdfloo/1
Jintwall/1
Jswall/1
Jparty/1
Jbuffgrd/1
Jconswal/1
Jconpty/1
Jceiling/1
Jbufflst/1
Jceiling/2
Jnozoneb/2
Jrearwal/1
Jewai/1
Jnozoneb/2
J stairs/ 1
Divide/1
Jconrf/1
Jshutt/1
Jpltroof/1
Jroof/2

* There is also 0.20 m of pumice gravel to drain water from the roof ** this is also 
the 1 st floor buffer wall in models M to R

It is indicated in Table 4.18 above (and in the file 'Model A Actual Building 

Eelements', discussed above on disk 1) that a number of the building elements have the 

same c-code (the identification code classifying building elements in Tas Lites' 

database for building elements). This is for two reasons. Firstly, those building elements 

have a different title but in fact have the same material composition. Secondly, Tas Lite 

automatically creates certain building elements for the user to apply the designated C- 

Code, even if the user has already created this particular building element. For example, 

'ceiling' is a standard building element which is created by Tas Lite and refers to the
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upper most ceiling element (where there are no additional floors above this ceiling) in a 

model. In the case of the author's models, the ceiling applies to the uppermost earth 

cover. Not knowing that Tas Lite adopted this procedure, the author applied the 

'ceiling' function combined with the building element 'no zone element' to the 

uppermost earth cover. This action does not affect the simulation of the models in 

question, but the user must ensure that the correct c-codes are applied to both those 

building elements that have been created independently and those that have been created 

by Tas Lite.

Unfortunately, one limitation of Tas Lite (the 1998/99 version) is that it is not possible 

to specify grass as the surface layer to the building element 'no zone element' and other 

earth building elements, as part of the earth sheltering on the roof and to the external 

walls.

The specification for the 'ground floor' building element includes wet clay which is 

1.40 m deep and is positioned below the plastic damp proof membrane. This is because 

although it recognises the fact that the ground floor of any given building sits on top of 

the ground which is earth, Tas Lite does not register any particular soil type or moisture 

content. Therefore, in order to make the model as realistic as possible, the wet clay soil 

was included. It was limited to 1.40 m only because this thickness was the maximum 

allowed by Tas Lite.

The building element 'no zone element' consists of 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth (wet 

clay), which is applied to a number of areas within the model to complete earth zones.

Wet clay is used as the soil type, sheltering the author's esh units because it was not 
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possible to obtain a soil sample from the Greenways development site, and clay is a 

predominant soil type in South East Wales.

The building element 'divide' refers to the hole in the floor between the ground and first 

floor, where the stairwell is located. This 'material' is used because Tas Lite cannot 

interpret a hole or void in a zoned space.

Table 4.19 compares the 'U' values for a number of the building elements in the 

author's esh units with the same building elements in the CLBH and the esh units at the 

HHP.

Table 4.19: A comparison of building element 'U' values (W/m2 °C)

Building element

Exposed South wall
Floor
Retaining rear wall
Side wall
Roof

Model A

0.273
0.200 *
0.253
0.276
0.262

CLBH

0.150
0.600
0.160
N/A
N/A

HHP

0.200
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.080

* 1.40 m of wet clay included in the specification

The main reason why the building elements at both the CLBH and the esh units at the 

HHP have much lower 'U' values than model A is their increased insulation levels. The 

esh units at the HHP have 3 times the insulation specification, and the CLBH has 2.5 

times the insulation specification of model A. Table 4.20 to 4.21 below illustrate the 

additional building elements, to those shown above in Table 4.18, for model T 

(rooflight) and for models G to I (first floor Trombe wall) respectively.
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Table 4.20: Model T's additional building elements and their 'U' values

Building elements I W/m2 C

Rooflight wall
Rooflight roof

0.285
0.293

C-Code

Jrofwall/1
Jrofroof/1

Table 4.21: Model G, H and I's additional building elements and their 'U' values

Building elements

l sl floor buffer wall
Trombe wall
Trombe roof

W/m2 C

0.276
0.294
0.288

C-Code

Jbufflst/1
Jtrombwa/1
Jconrf/1

Table 4.22 and 4.23 indicates the 'U' values for the earth roof and other earth walls 

when the earth cover is at 750 mm and 250 mm (0.750 m and 1.250 m) respectively.

Table 4.22: The 'U' values for 750 mm of earth cover

Building elements

Earth roof
Other earth wall

W/m2 C

0.648
1.297

C-Code

Jroof/2
Jewai/4

Table 4.23: The 'U' values for 250 mm of earth cover

Building elements | W/m2 C

Earth roof
Other earth wall

0.972
3.892

C-Code

Jroof/5
Jewaiv/1

Table 4.24 illustrates all the building elements and their 'U' values, which change when 

the insulation specification is increased from 100 mm to 300 mm (0.100 m to 0.300 m) 

of expanded polystyrene.
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Table 4.24: Summary of all the building elements with 300 mm of insulation and their U'
values

Building elements | W/m2 C

Ground floor
Side external wall
Party wall
Conservatory walls
Conservatory party wall
1 st floor buffer/Trombe wall
Roof
Rear external wall
Conservatory solid roof
Trombe wall *
1 st floor buffer wall
Trombe roof

0.086
0.097
0.097
0.097
0.098
0.097
0.095
0.094
0.099
N/A
0.097
0.099

C-Code

Jgrdfloo/2
Jswall/2
Jparty/2
Jconswal/2
Jconpty/2
Jtrombwa/2
Jcei ling/3
Jrearwal/2
Jconrf/2
N/A
Jbufflst/5
Jconrf/2

* Not changed

4.7.6 Determining the thermo-physical properties for window elements

The windows in an energy efficient building have a number of functions which include 

provision of adequate natural daylight and adequate ventilation, and reduction in air 

leakage. Also, for high solar transmission particular sources [IEA 1997, DTI 1994] state 

that high perfomance windows, which are defined as having a 'U' value of 1.5 W/m2 K 

or lower, are an integral part of an energy efficient building envelope. The most 

efficient window system is one which combines multiple panes of low-E films and gas 

fills [IEA 1997]. The low-E films reduce radiative heat loss and the gas (typically 

argon) replacing air in the window cavities reduces convective heat losses. However, 

every extra layer in a window reduces the potential for capturing solar gain [IEA 1997]. 

Therefore, triple glazed units have been specified only in both the ground and first floor 

buffer walls. This is a similar specification to the window configuration in the esh units 

at the HHP. Triple glazed units have not been specified for the conservatories since their
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primary purpose is not as a main living space, but as an area where passive solar 

radiation can be captured and used to pre-warm ventilation air. Table 4.25 illustrates the 

specification and 'U' values for the two windows, the hybrid conservatory window 

discussed in section 4.7.6 below, the internal doors and the main front door. Note that 

the doors positioned in the buffer walls and the conservatories take the same 

specification as the windows in these building elements.

Table 4.25: Summary of the three glazed units and their U' values

Building elements f W/m2 C

Double glazed units
Double glazed unit with mid pane blind
Triple glazed units
Internal doors
Main front door*

1.956
1.682
0.984
2.889
0.960

C-Code

Jdbglass/1
Jdblass/4
Jtrglass/1
Jdoor/2
Jdoor/1

* This also applies to the porch and plant room door

The times and the amounts by which the above windows can be opened is discussed in 

sections 4.7.11 and 4.7.12. It is shown in Table 4.25 above that the main front door has 

the second lowest 'U' value. This is achieved by using 20 mm (0.020 m) of polystyrene 

insulation fixed between two timber panels of 10 mm (0.010 m) each. In order to reduce 

unwanted summer heat gain into the conservatories, the double glazed units are replaced 

at certain times (in the Tas Lite computer model only) by a hybrid window unit. In 

addition, it has already been discussed earlier that an insulated timber shutter is fixed to 

all the window units in both buffer walls, to prevent unwanted heat losses occurring 

during the evening which is also achieved by a hybrid material.
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4.7.7 Creating hybrid building elements and windows

There were two hybrid materials created for the author's models: an insulated timber 

shutter and a double glazed window with mid pane blind. The shutter was designed to 

be used during the evening to prevent undue heat losses occurring from the inner rooms 

behind both the ground and first floor buffer walls. Section 4.7.12 below illustrates at 

what times the shutter is opened and closed. The double glazed window with mid pane 

blind was designed to be used in the conservatory to reduce the amount of passive solar 

radiation which enters these spaces during the summer.

Since both the above hybrid materials were not designed to be used for 24 hours per 

day, Tas Lite classified them as substitute elements. When the shutter or window with 

mid pane blind is in use it completely replaces the existing material it is covering, as 

indicated on disk 1, file 'Model A Actual Building Elments'.

4.7.8 Determining the floor details and zoning

4.7.8.1 Number of floors

A geometric floor plan of the author's esh units created in any simulation package such 

as Tas Lite is much more complex than the author's line drawing in AutoCAD R14. 

This is even the case when Tas Lite does not represent features such as stairs, bathroom 

and kitchen fittings. The complexity relates to the fact that a line is no longer just a line, 

but part of a building material with many individual attributes. Before the floor plans 

were built in Tas Lite, the number of floors and floor to ceiling heights were
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determined. The esh units drawn in AutoCAD R14 incorporated only two internal floors 

(ground and first floor) and one external floor (roof garden). However, in order to 

incorporate an earth sheltered covering to the roof and a rooflight which penetrates this 

earth covering in the Tas Lite models, required model T to include four floors. These 

are the ground and first floor internal plans, a third floor which is the earth covering and 

the fourth floor which is just the rooflight. All other models (A to R) except model S 

includes three floors, as above. Model S includes just two floors, the ground and first 

floor. Table 4.26a, 4.26b and 4.26c respectively show the floor to ceiling heights for 

these three flooring strategies. When comparing Table 4.26b with Table 4.15, it can be 

seen that the total building height is 6.18 metres above ground level.

Table 4.26a: Summary of Model T's number of floors and their floor to ceiling heights

Floors

Ground floor
First floor
Second floor
Fourth floor

Height (mm)

2980
2660
1440
1160

Table 4.26b: Summary of Model A to R's number of floors and their floor to ceiling heights

Floors | Height (mm)

Ground floor
First floor
Second floor

2980
2660
1440

Table 4.26c: Summary of Model S's number of floors and their floor to ceiling heights

Floors 1 Height (mm)

Ground floor
First floor

2980
2660
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Figures 4.17a, 4.17b and 4.17c, respectively, illustrate how the AutoCAD R14 drawings 

have been seperated into four, three and two floors for simulation.

Figure 4.17a: Side section of Tas Lite model T separated into four floors

Figure 4.17b: Side section of Tas Lite model A to R separated into three floors
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Figure 4.17c: Side section of Tas Lite model S separated into two floors
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4.7.8.2 Ground floor zones

Once the number of floors and floor to ceiling heights had been determined, the floor 

plans could be created for each Tas Lite model. Figure 4.18 illustrates the ground floor 

plan, which is repetitive in models A to R and T (model S does not include any earth). 

Alternate earth segments behind and to the rear of the esh units are shown in red to 

highlight the complex nature of creating earth segments in Tas Lite. In addition, a 

number of other features are also shown in Figure 4.18. On the ground floor, the earth 

sheltering (width and depth) is uniform across all models. This is because all the esh 

units are built into a slope of 1:10 (see Figure 4.8) on the Greenways site. All the earth 

segments highlighted in red, and those in between these segments, are 1.50 m wide. 

Because the earth sheltering to the rear and side of the esh units is so dense, building the 

earth as 1500 mm (1.500 m) wide segments was the only method in which the volume 

of earth in a slope of 1:10 could be represented and successfully simulated.
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Figure 4.18: The ground floor plan repetitive in each Tas Lite model
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Figure 4.18 also indicates the maximum number and width of earth segments that were 

permitted in the Tas Lite models. The total width of the earth segments to the rear of the 

esh units is 12,000 mm (12.000 m) (8 * 1500 mm (1.500 m)), which was considered 

adequate to represent an infinite volume of earth, in a slope or hillside behind the esh 

units. There are a maximum of three earth segments to the sides of the esh units, which 

meets the elevation designs, (shown in Figures 4.11 to 4.13) earlier in this chapter. The 

maximum length of the earth segments to the rear of the esh units is limited to the 

maximum width of the earth segments to the sides of the esh units. This again was the 

maximum distance or volume of earth permitted by Tas Lite.

In addition to the above features, the garages for each pair of the author's esh units are

also represented on Figure 4.18. The main reasons for including the neighbours and 
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parts of their esh units in the ground floor plan (garages on either side of the pair of esh 

units) is to provide a realistic shadow pattern from the sun during one full climatic 

cycle. A complete pair of esh units was not shown on either side of the esh units 

because of the time required to build each model, and 50% of the adjacent esh units' 

floor area was deemed acceptable. It is important to note that only the complete pair of 

esh units within the centre of Figure 4.18 will be zoned for simulation (see Figure 4.19 

and 4.20 below).

Two other features shown on Figure 4.18 (to the south of the exposed fa9ade) are the 

front garden boundary hedge and the permacrib retaining wall at the rear of a pair of esh 

units further down the slope (see Figure 4.8 above). These two features were also 

included to provide an accurate shadow pattern during one climatic year. However, the 

boundary hedge to the roof gardens has not been included in the models because, as was 

mentioned previously, Tas Lite cannot interpret the changes which deciduous trees and 

bushes undergo between summer and winter (losing their leaves to allow winter solar 

radiation to penetrate). This was not seen as a problem with the front garden hedging as 

it would not prevent winter solar gain entering the esh units (see Figure 4.14 earlier).

Figure 4.19 (a and b) illustrates the ground floor internal rooms, and 4.20 (a and b) 

illustrates the ground floor earth segments for each Tas Lite model zoned for simulation 

and ultimately for analysis of thermal data. Table 4.27 below indicates the number and 

names of the zones on the ground floor plan for all models.
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Figure 4.19a: Zoning to the ground floor plan (internal rooms) in Tas Lite

Figure 4.19b: Zoning key for the ground floor plan (internal rooms) in Tas Lite
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Figure 4.20a: Zoning to the ground floor plan (earth segments) in Tas Lite
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Figure 4.20b: Zoning key for the ground floor plan (structure and earth segments) in Tas 
Lite

Table 4.27: Ground floor zones numbers and names for all Tas Lite models

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
29*
30 to 39

Zone Name

Left lounge/dining
Left cloakroom
Left hall
Left store
Left kitchen
Left main conservatory
Left entrance
Left kitchen conservatory
Right lounge/dining
Right cloakroom
Right hall
Right store
Right kitchen
Right main conservatory
Right entrance
Right kitchen conservatory
External wall
1 .5 earth wall

Differences between models

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Model T: rooflight shaft

Zone 17 to 28 represent first floor rooms

The earth segments (zones 30 to 39) on the ground floor have been zoned for two 

reasons. Firstly, these segments cannot represent an earth hillside if they are not zoned 

and have a material specification applied to their walls, floors and ceilings. Secondly, it 

will be interesting to analyse the thermal performance of these earth zones in relation to 

estimated soil temperatures by Carpenter [1994], Borer [1998] and Sterling [1981].
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The only reason for zoning the ground floor rear external wall (zone 29 in all models 

except model T) was that none of the models would simulate if there was a non-zoned 

space between the internal spaces of the esh units and the earth segments (zone 30 to 

39). It is also an advantage to have thermal performance data provided for the structure, 

as it can be analysed and compared (if necessary) to Carpenter's [1994] estimates 

surface temperatures in the structure of an esh unit.

on

4.7.8.3 First floor zones

Figure 4.2la shows the first floor plan which is repetitive in model A, B, C, D, E, F and 

T.

Figure 4.2 la: The first floor plan for the Tas Lite models A, B, C, D, E, F and T

Left esh unit Flight esh unit

Earth banking to the next esh unit down the slope

As with Figure 4.18, Figure 4.2 la above shows one of the earth walls highlighted in the 

colour red. There are fewer earth segments on the earth floor, as part of the structure is 

built above the slope (refer back to Figure 4.14), but is still sheltered with earth. The
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rectangular box which is entitled 'earth banking' to the next esh unit down the slope' 

represents the earth banking between the top of the permacrib retaining wall and the 

level surface of the roof garden. The two rectangular boxes shown in yellow on both the 

left and right esh unit represent the open stairwell between the ground and first floor. 

Figure 4.2Ib illustrates part of the first floor plan in models G, H, I, J, K and L with 

their Trombe wall, instead of an exposed external wall.

Figure 4.2Ib: The first floor plan for the Tas Lite models G, H, I, J, K and L
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Figure 4.2 Ic illustrates part of the first floor plan in models M, N, O, P, Q and R with 

their conservatory, instead of an exposed external wall. The conservatory walls and the 

plant room walls are highlighted in red, as they both share the same materials 

specification, as summarised in Table 4.18.
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Figure 4.2 Ic: The first floor plan for the Tas Lite models M, N, O, P, Q and R

As with the ground floor plan in Figure 4.18, the rear of the next pair of esh units is also 

drawn on the first floor plan (Figure 4.2la) for the Tas Lite models. The rectangular box 

shown on Figure 4.2la in front of the pair of esh units represents the earth sheltering to 

the rear of the roof garden (above the permacrib retaining wall) for the next pair of esh 

units positioned down the slope.

Figure 4.22 (a and b), illustrates the zoning of the internal rooms on the first floor plan 

for all Tas Lite models. The zoning of the first floor Trombe walls in models G to L is 

not shown, because it is impossible to see the colour definition for zone 48 and 49 in the 

first floor plan. Figure 23 indicates the zoning of the first floor conservatories in models 

M to R. For the zoning colours refer back to Figure 4.19b. Figure 24 shows the zoning 

of the earth segments of the first floor.
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Figure 4.22a: Stage 1 zoning to the first floor plan (internal rooms) for all Tas Lite models

Figure 4.22b: Stage 2 zoning to the first floor plan (internal rooms) for all Tas Lite models
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Figure 4.23: Zoning to the first floor plan (internal rooms) in Tas Lite models M to R

Figure 4.24: Zoning to the first floor plan (earth segments) in Tas Lite

Table 4.28 below indicates the number and names of the zones on the first floor plan for 

all models. The Trombe walls in models G, H, I, J, K and L and the conservatory in

models M, N, O, P, Q and R have been zoned to allow ventilation air which will enter 
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the first floor rooms to pass via these zones. Hence the ventilation air will be pre- 

warmed before it enters the master bedroom in each model.

Table 4.28: First floor zone numbers and names for all Tas Lite models

No.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
40 to 41
42
47
48
47
48
49
50

Zone Name

Left bathroom
Left 1 st hall
Left left bedroom
Left middle bedroom
Left master bedroom
Left plant room
Right bathroom
Right 1 st hall
Right left bedroom
Right middle bedroom
Right master bedroom
Right plant room
1 .5 earth wall
Rear external wall
Trombe left house
Trombe right house
Left bed conservatory
Left master bed conservatory
Right bed conservatory
Right master bed conservatory

Differences between models

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing.
Nothing
Nothing
This zone is
This zone is
This zone is
This zone is
This zone is
This zone is

for models G to L only
for models G to L only
for models M to R only
for models M to R only
for models M to R only
for models M to R only

The earth segments, which have been zoned on the first floor, are limited to zone 40 and 

41. As with the ground floor earth zones (zone 30 to zone 39) the first floor zones 40 

and 41 are set at a width of 1.5 metres each. Figure 4.25 illustrates the reasoning behind 

including two earth zones on the first floor, which provide a width of 3.00 m in total, 

when the maximum width of earth sheltering should be 1500 mm (1.500 m) to the first 

floor walls (in models A, D, G, J, M, P and T). The maximum width of earth sheltering 

in real terms means that all walls on the first floor will be sheltered with 1500 mm 

(1.500 m) of earth (zone 41) up to the point where the top of the rear external wall 

meets the outer face of the roof construction. At the level of the first floor it is clear to
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see from Figure 4.25 why there is a need for zone 40. In a real live building project it 

would be impossible to limit the earth to zone 41, unless a vertical retaining wall was 

built behind this zone. However, a permacrib wall is more visually pleasing than a solid 

(concrete, brick or stone) wall as it can be planted with shrubs or hedges and, therefore, 

the visual obtrusion is minimised and CO2 is consumed through photosynthesis.

Figure 4.25: Earth sheltering to the first floor walls in all the Tas Lite models

Roof garden

Permacrib 
walling

/Height 2660

ZONE 
41

ZONE 
42

Earth roof

ZONE 17 ZONE 19

-1500- -1500-

Although zone 40 and 41 have been drawn at a width of 1.50 m each, their actual width 

and material specification will be determined by the building element c-code that is 

applied to each vertical wall which partitions the zones. The walls in zone 40 and 41 

which would be given a building elemental code (see Table 4.21) are highlighted in red 

in Figure 4.25 above. In models A, D, G, J, M, P and T these walls were given the c- 

code 'Jewai/1', which is 1.5 metres of wet clay (see Table 4.21 above). In models B, E, 

H, K, N, and Q the walls were given a c-code of 'Jewai/4', which is for 750 mm (0.750 

m) of wet clay. In the remaining models (C, F, I, L, O and R) the c-code was 'Jewaiv/1 

for 250 mm (0.250 m) of wet clay.
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4.7.8.4 Second floor zones

Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 show the second floor plan which is unique to model T and 

the remaining models respectively (A to F, G to L and M to R).

Figure 4.26: The second floor plan for the Tas Lite model T

The boxes on top of the roof (highlighted in yellow) represent the shafts to the 

rooflights. The building elemental c-code 'divide' has been applied to the rooflight 

shafts in a similar way to that for the stairwell between the ground and first floor plan 

(see Figure 4.2 la).
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Figure 4.27: The second floor plan for the Tas Lite models A to R

Figure 4.28 and 4.29, illustrate the zoning of the second floor plan for model T and for 

models A to R. For the zoning colours refer back to Figure 4.19b.

Figure 4.28: Zoning to the second floor plan (earth segments & rooflight shaft) in Tas Lite 
model T
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Figure 4.29: Zoning to the second floor plan (earth segments) in Tas Lite model A to R

Table 4.29: Second floor zone numbers and names for all Tas Lite models

No.

29
43
44

45
46
47

Zone Name

Rooflight shaft
Earth wall
Earth roof above 1 st floor 
external walls
Earth roof
Plant room roof
Plant room roof

Differences between models

This is unique to model T
Zone 44 in model T
Nothing

Zone 46 in model T
N/A
This is unique to model T

The zones are numbered slightly differently in model T compared with models A to S. 

This is because, in model T, zone 29 is used for the rooflight shaft whereas, in all other 

models, zone 29 is used for the rear external wall on the ground floor plan. 

Consequently, there is one additional zone and there is one more zone in model T, 

compared with models A to R. For example, zone 45 in models A to R represents the 

earth roof, whereas in model T it would be zone 46.
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4.7.8.5 Third floor zones

Figure 4.30 illustrates the third floor plan (zoned) with the rooflight. The rooflight's 

zone is number 48. This third floor and the rooflight is unique to model T.

Figure 4.30: The third floor plan (zoned) for the Tas Lite model T

Figure 4.31 illustrates a side section showing how the three (zone 30, 41 and 45) earth 

zones, shown on respectively the ground, first and second floor plans, are positioned 

around and on top of models A to R and T. The thermal performance of these three 

earth zones will be analysed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

Figure 4.31: Side section of models A to R showing the position of the three earth zones 30, 
41 and 45
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4.7.8.6 3D perspective of the completed Tas Lite models

Figure 4.32 (a and b) illustrates Tas lite's 3D perspective for models A on day 79 and 

day 206, respectively, with the shadow patterns caused by the structure with respect to 

the sun's angle at 12.00 hours on each of these days. Day 79 and day 206 meet CIBSE's 

[1986] recommended external winter and summer design temperatures, respectively, for 

South Wales (weather station at Rhoose airport, Cardiff). Appendix 13, 14 and 15 

illustrates the 3D perspectives for model G, M and T on day 79 and day 206 at 12.00.

In all the above zones a schedule of occupation was entered. This included levels of air 

movement and infiltration, periods of occupation, and associated heat gains. The 

calendar of day types discussed earlier in section 4.7.2 with its associated occupation 

schedules allows the pattern of use to change from day to day in each of the models A 

to T. The final part of this Chapter will discuss setting the boundary conditions for air 

movement, internal conditions, window schedules and apertures.
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Figure 4.32a: The 3D perspective of model A on day 79 at 12.00 hours
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Figure 4.32b: The 3D perspective of model A on day 206 at 12.00 hours
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4.7.9 Developing a ventilation strategy

4.7.9.1 Introduction to the ventilation strategy

The ventilation strategy used in the author's esh units has been designed to allow and 

maintain internal thermal comfort conditions, reduce the need for active space heating, 

and to remove moisture and other indoor pollutants [DTI 1994, Givoni 1969, 

Kachadorian 1997, Borer 1998, Haddlesey 1998]. As such, the rate at which fresh air is 

replenished every hour into the lounge and all the bedrooms of the author's esh units is 

set at 1 ach. In the wet rooms including the cloakroom, kitchen and bathroom the air 

exchange rate is set at a much higher level, so that the presence of moisture and other 

indoor pollutants is minimised [Borer 1998, DTI 1999, Givoni 1969]. The 

recommended air change rate in well sealed buildings (designed around PSD principles) 

varies between 0.5 ach and 3.0 ach [DTI 1994, Kacadorian 1997, Borer 1998, IEA 

1997]. Therefore, the author's decision for an air change rate of 1 ach in the esh units 

was chosen to strike a balance between the need to prevent ventilation heat loss 

occurring and the need to prevent future occupants complaining of a 'stuffy' interior.

Ventilation heat loss typically occurs in conventional above-ground dwellings which 

have 2.0 ach to 3.0 ach and is mainly caused by infiltration through cracks in the 

building fabric [Borer 1998]. One of the main reasons why the second bedroom in 

NML in Cornwall regularly records internal air temperatures between 13.0 °C and 17.0 

°C (during the heating season) is because there is continuous ventilation heat loss 

though the rooflight shaft in the bedroom's ceiling. The rooflight shaft was constructed 

without any form of draught proofing materials.
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However, by lowering the air change rate to only 0.2 ach or 0.5 ach there is a possibility 

that the occupants of a building with such low ventilation rates would feel that the 

internal rooms feel uncomfortable. The CLBH is one example of a building where the 

occupants of the internal rooms have complained that the lack of ventilation provides 

uncomfortable conditions. The internal bedrooms are supposed to have an air exchange 

rate of 0.5 ach, although this has never been tested [Carepenter 1994].

The author chose two methods to pre-warm fresh ventilation air which is supplied to the 

internal rooms, during the winter weekdays and weekends (see section 4.4.3 

previously). Firstly, an 80% efficient MVHR system and secondly by routing all fresh 

ventilation air through the main and kitchen conservatory (before it enters the ground 

and first floor rooms). In the summer (weekdays and weekends) the use of the MVHR 

system is reduced to prevent any overheating occurring. Thus, fresh ventilation air will 

not pass via the ground floor conservatories before entering the ground floor and first 

floor rooms. In addition, there is also the facility to open windows manually in the 

lounge, kitchen and all three bedrooms (discussed in more detail below).

Both the above two methods have been succesfully used in existing dwellings designed 

around PSD principles. A mechanical ventilation system was chosen as opposed to a 

passive system, as it allows more control over the supply of fresh air. Therefore, this 

can result in better air quality and energy savings [DTI 1994] for the occupants of both 

esh units. The CLBH is the only UK esh unit which uses a mechanical system in its 

ventilation and heating strategy, and that is an MVHR system. The MVHR system 

works by drawing fresh ventilation air into the bedrooms through duct work which is

positioned at ceiling level, in a 35.00 m long south facing solar corridor (see section 
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3.5.1, Chapter 3) [Carpenter 1994, BRECSU 1996]. The esh units at the HHP include an 

MVHR system, but rather than collecting and distributing pre-warmed air to internal 

rooms its primary function is to pre-warm hot water for bathing [White 1998]. 

However, the warm air which is collected from the conservatories can also be 

distributed to the internal rooms through ceiling mounted ducting. At the time of 

starting the simulation of the esh units (January 1999) there was no evidence that pre- 

warmed air from the conservatories at the esh units at the HHP had been used to 

ventilate and warm the internal rooms.

A number of steps were followed by the author to apply the above ventilation strategy 

to the Tas Lite models, as summarised in Table 4.30.

Table 4.30: Steps in applying the ventilation strategy to the Tas Lite models

No. I Steps

1
2
3
4

Establishing the ventilation routes in models A to T
Calculating the quantity of ventilation air per room (kg/s)
Applying an 80% efficient MVHR system to the ventilation strategy
Applying the ventilation rates to the seven day schedules

4.7.9.2 Establishing the ventilation routes in the Tas Lite models A to T

In models A to T, the main conservatory and kitchen conservatories were chosen as the 

vehicles to pre-warm the fresh ventilation air in the ground and first floor rooms, 

respectively. The first floor Trombe wall cavity is used, in addition to the kitchen 

conservatory, to pre-warm the ventilation air for the first floor rooms in models G to L 

(see Figure 4.3 above). In models M to R, the ground floor conservatories provide pre- 

warmed ventilation air for the ground floor rooms, and the first floor bedroom

conservatories provide pre-warmed air for the first floor rooms (see Figure 4.4 above). 
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The main conservatory is used to pre-warm fresh ventilation air entering the ground 

floor rooms (in models A to F, G to L, S and T) primarily because of the two ground 

floor conservatories it has the greater volume (see Table 4.31 below). Therefore, it 

should collect the most solar radiation, which in turn can be used to pre-warm the 

incoming fresh ventilation air. The ground floor rooms require warmer pre-warmed 

fresh ventilation air than the first floor rooms, because CIBSE's [1986] recommended 

design temperature for living rooms (lounge and the kitchen) is 21.0 °C, whereas, for a 

bedroom it is 18.0 °C. However, the recommended design temperature for a bathroom 

is 22.0 °C, which is why the ventilation air in all the first floor rooms passes through the 

bathroom, before being extracted to the external environment [CIBSE 1986]. It was 

hoped that the ventilation air from the bedrooms, which is heated by a combination of 

heat gains from occupancy and PSG, would raise the internal temperature in the 

bathroom to its design temperature of 22.0 °C. This is because, as has been noted 

previously in section 4.5.3, the bathroom does not incorporate any windows on the 

south facing external facade, and therefore cannot benefit directly from PSG. 

The store room and the hall are the only rooms on the ground floor which are not 

included in the ventilation strategy. They were not vented directly, since they are not 

living areas and they will benefit from secondary ventilation (infiltration from 

underneath internal doors). All the first floor rooms, except the landing and airing 

cupboard, are included in the ventilation strategy. However, if the simulation were 

undertaken again, the author would zone the airing cupboard similarly to a room and 

include it in the ventilation routing. It would be useful to establish whether an airing 

cupboard heated entirely by pre-warmed ventilation air could be effective in drying 

clothes.
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Figures 4.33a and 4.33b illustrate the ventilation routing for the ground and first floor 

rooms in models A to F, S and T. The ventilation route in the first floor rooms is 

slightly different for models G to L, considering that these models incorporate a Trombe 

wall into the first floor exposed south wall, as shown in Figure 4.34. In models M to R 

the ventilation route changes for both the ground and first floor rooms, as the ground 

and first floor conservatories can be used to pre-warm the ventilation air on their 

respective floors, as illustrated in Figure 4.35a and 4.35b. It must be noted by the reader 

that the following ventilation routes in Figures 4.33, 4.34 and 4.35 will change as per 

the seven day schedule, (see section 4.7.9.4 below).

Figure 4.33a: Ventilation routes in the ground floor rooms for Tas Lite models A to F, S 
andT
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Figure 4.33b: Ventilation routes in the first floor rooms for Tas Lite models A to F, S and T
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Figure 4.34: Ventilation routes in the first floor rooms for Tas Lite models G to L
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Figure 4.35a: Ventilation routes in the ground floor rooms for Tas Lite models M to R
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Figure 4.35b: Ventilation routes in the first floor rooms for Tas Lite models M to R
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For Tas Lite, to interpret the required number of air exchanges per hour for each room 

with an 80 % efficient MVHR system, the quantity of ventilation air per second passing 

through each room (kg/s) had to be calculated.

4.7.9.3 Calculating the quantity of ventilation air per room (kg/s)

Three steps were followed to calculate the quantity of ventilation air required in each

room, as summairsed below.

Step 1: ach (1.0) x room volume (m3 ) = X m3/hour

Step 2: X / No. of seconds per hour (3600) = Y m3/second

Step 3: Y x density of air (1.21) = Z kg/second

Table 4.31 below, summarises the volume, the air change rate and the qantity of 

ventilation air required in each room during one 'winter weekday' or one 'winter 

weekend'. As one of the main objectives of the research was to identify the optimum 

design of the two-storey esh unit, which requires no active space heating during the 

heating seasons, the ventilation requirements were established first for one 'winter 

weekday' and one 'winter weekend'. It is also shown in Table 4.31 that, by using the 

ventilation routes discussed above (see Figures 4.33 to 4.5), some rooms on the 

ventilation routes may obtain more or less ventilation air than they require. This is 

because the lounge needs to benefit from 1.0 ach and pre-warmed ventilation air via the 

main conservatory (ground floor rooms) and the kitchen conservatory (first floor 

rooms).
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Therefore, it is acknowledged that the ventilation for the cloakroom and the kitchen are 

inappropriate. The ventilation air which is supplied to the cloakroom could have been 

reduced to a maximum of 0.006 kg/s at all times, which would have provided 3.0 ach 

and met the recommendations of Approved Document F of the Building regulations.

Table 4.31: Quantity of ventilation air to each room in all Tas Lite models

Room

Main conservatory
Kitchen conservatory*
Kitchen 
conservatory**
Lounge
Cloakroom
Kitchen
Master bedroom
Middle bedroom
Left bedroom
Bathroom
Trombe wall ****
Left bedroom 
conservatory
Master bedroom 
conservatory

Volume (m3)

26.300
12.000
12.000

55.500
5.300

21.500
34.600
17.700
22.600
10.300
N/A
9.200

4.300

Required
ach (No.)

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0 and 3.0
1 .5 and 4.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0 and 5.0
N/A
1.0

1.0

Required kg/s

0.009
0.004
0.004

0.020
0.002 & 0.006***
0.011 & 0.030***
0.010
0.006
0.008
0.003 & 0.015***
N/A
0.003

0.001

Actual
kg/s

0.020
0.024
0.020

0.020
0.009
0.011
0.010
0.006
0.008
0.024
0.024
0.009

0.009

Actual
ach (No.)

2.2
6.0
5.0

1.0
4.5
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
8.0
N/A
3.0

9.0

* in models A to L, S and T ** in models M to R *** the higher Figure relates to when the toilet, cooker 
or shower is in operation **** in modesl G to L (not a habitable room) ***** in models M to R

In order to meet recommendations set out in Approved Document F of the Building 

Regulations for ventilating domestic buildings, the introduction and extraction of 

ventilation air to the kitchen (in both esh units) should be set at 0.030 kg/s when the 

cooker is used from 19.00 hours to 20.00 hours (see section 4.7.10). This is discussed in 

more detail in section 4.7.9.4 below.
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4.7.9.4 Applying an 80% efficient MVHR system to the ventilation strategy

Before the ventilation air quantities defined in Table 4.31 above could be applied to 

each seven day schedule in the Tas Lite models, the quantities had to be adjusted to take 

into account the use of an 80% efficient MVHR system. The method recommended by 

Jones [1998] at EDSL was to reduce each ventilation air quantity by 60%. Table 4.32 

below shows the actual quantity of ventilation air provided for each room on one 

'winter weekday' or 'weekend' with the reduction factor (60%) for an 80% MVHR 

system applied.

The author found two limitations in entering the ventilation air quantities into each Tas 

Lite model. Firstly, the smallest figure which Tas Lite will recognise cannot include 

more than three decimal places, i.e 0.001 kg/s. Secondly, the quantities for incoming 

ventilation air must equal the ventilation air extracted from each Tas Lite model. For 

example, the quantity of ventilation air provided for the kitchen and cloakroom were set 

at exactly the same figure: 0.004 kg/s (see Table 4.32). However, when the above 

equation was used to calculate the quantity of ventilation air for the kitchen and 

cloakroom it should ideally have been set at 0.0044 and 0.0036 kg/s, respectively.
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Table 4.32: Actual quantity of ventilation air (60% reduction factor included) 
required for each room in all Tas Lite models

Room

Main conservatory
Kitchen conservatory*
Kitchen conservatory**
Lounge
Cloakroom
Kitchen
Master bedroom
Middle bedroom
Left bedroom
Bathroom
Trombe wall ****
Left bedroom conservatory
Master bedroom conservatory

Actual (kg/s)

0.008
0.009
0.009
0.008
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.002
0.003
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009

* in models A to L, S and T ** in models M to R *** the 
higher Figure relates to when the toilet, cooker or shower 
is in operation **** in modesl G to L (not a habitable room)

***** in models M to R

4.7.9.5 Applying the ventilation strategy to each seven day schedule for all Tas Lite 

models

Tas Lite's definition for the provision of ventilation air is 'air movement', which will be 

used hereafter when discussing the supply of ventilation air. One important function, 

which the author used when setting the air movement within each Tas Lite model, was 

to split each seven day schedule into a number of hourly stages (the sum of the stages 

for each room must equal 24 hours). This allowed the author a certain degree of 

flexibility in trying to prevent a number of rooms from overheating during the summer 

and 'bank' seven day schedules. The hourly stages for each seven day schedule are 

shown for the left and right esh unit in Tables 4.33a and 4.33b below. Also, see Disk 1, 

file 'Model A Air Movement', which illustrates the supply routes and quantities of air 

movement for model A. The supply of fresh ventilation air is exactly the same for all 

models (A to T), except that in model G to L and in models M to R ventilation air is
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also pre-warmed through the 1 st floor Trombe glazing and passive solar conservatory 

respectively.

On the 'winter weekday', 'winter weekend', 'stay' and 'away' seven day schedules 

there is only one hourly setting for the supply of air movement: 24 hours, for all rooms 

in both esh units. As has been discussed above, all rooms, in all models (A to T) include 

pre-warming of their air supply through at least one conservatory, and the use of an 

80% efficient MVHR system (see Table 4.32 above).

Table 4.33a: Hourly stages in each seven-day schedule for the air movement in the 
left earth sheltered house for all Tas Lite models

Air movement supply 
routes

Ground floor rooms
Main conservatory
Lounge
Cloakroom
Kitchen

First floor rooms
Kitchen conservatory
Master bedroom
Middle bedroom
Left bedroom
Bathroom

Trombe wall cavity*

Left bed conservatory
**
Master bed conservatory 
**

Winter 
weekday

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Winter 
weekend

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Summer 
weekday

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Summer 
weekend

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Bank

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Stay

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Away

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

in models G to L ** in models M to R

On the 'summer weekday', 'weekend' and seven day schedule the MVHR system is de 

activated at all times, in all rooms and in all models (A to T). In addition, the pre-

warmingofthe air movement through the kitchen conservatory to the bedrooms and the 
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bathroom is also de-activated at all times, in both esh units and in all models (A to T). 

Both these design features were de-activated on these three seven-day schedules to 

prevent overheating in the internal rooms. Therefore, the supply of air movement to 

each room on these seven-day schedules is that which is summarised in Table 4.32, with 

the exception of the bedrooms and bathroom in the right esh unit. In the right esh unit 

the number of air changes per hour has been increased from 1.0 ach to 2.0 ach for the 

'summer weekday', 'weekend' and 'bank' seven-day schedule. Furthermore, as the 

facility to route the supply of air movement through the kitchen conservatory is de 

activated, the air movement supply is taken directly from the external environment into 

each bedroom (master, middle and left bedroom) in the right esh unit only. These two 

alterations in the air movement supply have been undertaken because early test results 

showed that with 1.0 ach, excessively high internal resultant temperatures were 

recorded in the bedrooms and bathroom of the family-occupied right esh unit (two 

adults in the master bedroom and one child in each bedroom). It will be shown below in 

section 4.11 and 4.12 that the windows in each bedroom are opened at certain times 

during the evening to assist in preventing the above bedrooms from over-heating. It was 

felt by the author that increasing the number of air changes per hour from 1.0 ach to 2.0 

ach provided much better control of the supply of air movement, than if the windows of 

the bedrooms were kept open for long periods.

In the left esh unit (where there is only one adult occupying the master bedroom and no 

occupancy to the middle and left bedroom), the ventilation exchange rate is kept at 1.0 

ach. As with the right esh unit, the supply of air movement for the master bedroom to 

the left esh unit is taken directly from the external environment. However, the author

decided that as there are no heat gains from occupancy in the other two bedrooms (left- 
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middle and left-left bedroom) the supply of air movement to these bedrooms should 

come directly from the master bedroom. Consequently, the supply of air movement to 

the master bedroom in the left esh unit includes the supply of air movement for the 

middle bedroom (0.006 kg/s), the left bedroom (0.008 kg/s) and the master bedroom 

(0.01 kg/s), which equals 0.024 kg/s. Although the supply of air movement for the 

middle and left bedroom is routed immediately from the master bedroom, as it enters 

from the external environment, this may in fact reduce the internal resultant temperature 

in the master bedroom. This is because 0.024 kg/s of outside air entering the master 

bedroom in the left esh unit is greater than the supply of air movement to the master 

bedroom (0.02 kg/s), in the right esh unit, at 2.0 ach. It is acknowledged by the author 

that this strategy leads to differing ventilation exchange rates between the left and right 

esh units and that the left esh unit may not always be occupied by a single adult, but 

may in time be occupied by a family, similar to the right esh unit. However, the method 

adopted was deemed to be the best way of finding the optimum summer ventilation 

strategy. In practice it should not be difficult to operate a changing ventilation strategy, 

as the CLBH (see section 3.5, Chapter 3) has a facility to operate a different ventilation 

strategy during warm and cold days of the year. Figure 4.36 below, provides an 

illustration of how the required summer air movement could be provided in practice 

during the summer in the author's esh units.
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Table 4.33b: Hourly stages in each seven-day schedule for the air movement in the right 
earth sheltered house for all Tas Lite models

Air movement supply 
routes

Ground floor rooms
Main conservatory
Lounge
Cloakroom
Kitchen

First floor rooms
Kitchen conservatory
Master bedroom
Middle bedroom
Left bedroom
Bathroom

Trombe wall cavity*

Left bed conservatory
**
Master bed conservatory
**

Winter 
weekday

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Winter 
weekend

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Summer 
weekday

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
19,1,4

24
24
24
24
7,1,16

24

24

24

Summer 
weekend

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
19,1,4

24
24
24
24
7,1,16

24

24

24

Bank

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
19,1,4

24
24
24
24
7,1,16

24

24

24

Stay

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

Away

8,11,5
8,11,5
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24

24

24

* in models G to L ** in models M to R

Figure 4.36: Summer ventilation routes in the first floor rooms for all Tas Lite models

Permacrib
retaining
wall

Position for 
solar panels 
© roof slope

Erisco Bauder 
Green roof

FRONT GARDEN

Patio 900 
below drive
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On three of the seven-day schedules (summer weekday, weekend and bank) the supply 

of air to the main conservatory and lounge in both esh units has three hourly stages of 8, 

11, 5 Tables 4.33a and 4.33b. This means that on each day in the above seven-day 

schedules between 0.00 hours to 8.00 hours and 20.00 hours to 23.59 hours, air 

movement supplied to the lounge (only) is pre-warmed via the main conservatory. 

However, during the day (8.00 hours to 20.00 hours) when the mean external 

temperature rises to just over 25.0 °C in the shade, the supply of air is not pre-warmed 

through the main conservatory to the lounge. This pre-warming facility was activated 

between 0.00 hours to 8.00 hours and 20.00 hours to 23.59 hours in order to try and 

prevent the lounge reaching resultant temperatures below its recommended design 

temperature of 21.0 °C, when the external air temperature drops from 19.00 hours to 

7.00 hours [CIBSE 1986]. For example, on the warmest day in 1985 (day 206) the 

mean external air temperature between 0.00 hours and 8.00 hours was 14.7 °C, and from 

to 20.00 hours to 23.59 hours was 20.8 °C.

It was deemed unnecessary to provide a pre-warmed supply of air to the cloakroom and 

kitchen, as the cloakroom's recommended design temperature is 18.0 °C, and the 

kitchen benefits from excessively high heat gains when the cooker is in use.

However, in the right esh unit the kitchen and bathroom (on the same three seven-day 

schedules as discussed above) include three hourly air movement stages of 19, 1,4 and 

7, 1, 16 respectively. Therefore, in the kitchen there is a supply of air directly from the 

external environment to the kitchen and from the kitchen to the external enviornment 

between 0.00 hours and 19.00 hours and 20.00 hours and 0.00 hours, as per Table 4.32 

above. For one hour between 19.00 hours and 20.00 hours the number of air changes
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per hour is increased from 1.5 ach to 14.8 ach. This means that there is an additional 

0.093 kg/s of air movement supplied from the external environment into the kitchen, 

and a total of 0.104 kg/s extracted from the kitchen between 19.00 hours and 20.00 

hours when the cooker is in operation for one hour. When carrying out initial test 

simulations, 0.104 kg/s was the volume of air movement which was required to prevent 

the right kitchen from overheating.

It was considered by the author that the bathroom in both the left and right esh unit 

would not over-heat like other rooms in the esh units on the summer and bank seven- 

day schedules, as the only significant heat gains come from the use of the shower 

between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours each day. However, because the shower in the 

bathroom of the right esh unit is used continually for one hour (four fifteen minute 

sessions by two adults and two children between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours each day, as 

opposed to one 15 minute session in the left esh unit) between 7.00 hours and 8.00 

hours, it was deemed necessary to introduce additional air movement at this time. 

Therefore, the supply and extraction air flow rate to the bathroom was increased from 

0.024 kg/s to 0.093 kg/s between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours.

4.7.10 Determining the internal conditions

4.7.10.1 Introduction to internal conditions

One of the main objectives of this research is to establish whether two-storey esh units 

can provide comfortable internal conditions, whilst relying only on heat gains from 

passive solar radiation, an MVHR system, pre-warmed ventilation air, and internal heat
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gains. Internal heat gains are classified as the sensible and latent heat emitted within an 

internal room by the occupants, by lighting and by equipment [CIBSE 1986]. where 

sensible heat manifests itself by a temperature change and latent heat is the heat 

transferred during a change of state of a substance such as when water boils in a kettle 

and some of the water changes into steam [Chadderton 1993]. It is acknowledged by the 

author that the figures for latent heat included in the dynamic simulation of the Tas Lite 

models will have no affect on the internal temperatures, as latent heat contributes to 

relative humidity only. It was crucial to the success of the dynamic thermal simulation 

that realistic internal heat gains associated with occupancy, lighting and equipment were 

established, for each room. In Tas Lite, these heat gains are represented by the internal 

conditions. The author created a database of internal conditions for the: lounge, kitchen, 

main conservatory, kitchen conservatory, left, middle and master bedrooms and the 

bathroom in both the left and right esh units. The internal conditions differ between the 

two esh units, due to the left esh unit being occupied by one single adult and the right 

esh unit being occupied by two adults and two children (representing a familiy unit). As 

with developing the ventilation strategy in section 4.7.9 above, a number of steps were 

followed to determine the internal condtions for each room, as summarised in Table 

4.34.

Table 4.34: Steps in determining the internal conditions for each room

No.

1
2
3
4

Steps

Calculating the heat emissions from occupancy
Calculating the heat emissions from lighting
Calculating the heat emissions from equipment
Applying the internal heat gains to each of the seven day schedules
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4.7.10.2 Calculating the heat emissions from occupancy

The human body emits both sensible and latent heat. In order to calculate the sensible 

and latent heat gains from occupancy for each of the above rooms it was first necessary 

to determine the amount of heat which one adult and one child emit when undertaking a 

number of activities, as summarised in Table 4.35a.

Table 4.35a: Sensible and Latent heat emissions from the human body*

Activity

Seated at rest or sleeping
Washing

Sensible (W)
Adult

80
100

Child

50
60

Latent (W)
Adult

35
40

Child

20
25

*[ASRAE 1981]

It was decided by the author that during each 24 hour period, including when the 

kitchen equipment is in operation (a kettle between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours, and the 

hob and oven between 19.00 hours and 20.00 hours) there would be no sensible or latent 

heat emissions from occupancy in the kitchen, as the occupants of both esh units eat in 

the lounge. Table 4.35b below, illustrates the sensible and latent heat gains from adult 

and child occupancy, for each room in model A. The following example demonstrates 

how the sensible heat gain for one adult is calculated for the left lounge:

Sensible heat gain = sensible heat emission for 1 adult at rest / room area 

Sensible heat gain (left lounge) = 80 / 24.000

= 3.330 W / m2
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Table 4.35b: Sensible and Latent heat gains from occupancy for each room in all
Tas Lite models

Room

Left lounge
Left main conservatory
Left master bedroom
Left bathroom

Right lounge
Right main conservatory
Right master bedroom
Right middle bedroom
Right left bedroom
Right bathroom

Area (m2)

24.000
10.900
14.200
4.700

23.800
10.900
15.500
8.100

10.100
4.700

Sensible (W/m2)
Adult

3.330
7.330
5.630

21.270

3.360
7.330
5.160
9.870
7.920

19.140

Child

2.080
4.580
3.520

12.760

2.100
4.580
3.220
6.170
4.950

11.700

Latent (W/m2)
Adult

1.460
3.210
2.460
8.510

1.470
3.210
2.570
4.320
3.460

10.600

Child

0.830
1.830
1.410
5.310

0.840
1.830
1.290
2.470
1.980
6.380

It is acknowledged by the author, that the floor areas for the left and right lounge and for 

the left and right master bedroom are and are not the same as those which are illustrated 

in Table 4.5a and 4.6a above. This is due to two limitations in Tas Lite's drawing 

commands. Firstly, in the allotted time period set aside by the author for creating each 

computer model, it was very difficult to draw exact measurements for the 'L' shaped 

and rectangular forms which represent the lounge/dining room and the master bedroom. 

However, the author acknowledges that with frequent use of Tas Lite, this limitation is 

likely to be overcome. Secondly, having drawn all the boundary lines representing the 

left esh unit the author discovered it was impossible to replicate the left esh unit, 

because there is no 'copy' or 'mirror' command in Tas Lite. In AutoCAD R14, the 

author was able to use the 'mirror' command to make an exact copy of the left esh unit 

for the right esh unit.
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4.7.10.3 Calculating the heat emissions from lighting

Lighting only contributes sensible heat when it is in operation. To compliment the 

energy efficiency design of the esh units the author chose to specify compact 

fluorescent lighting (CFL), which unlike conventional tungsten bulbs emits the majority 

of its energy in light, and not heat. Table 4.36a, illustrates the sensible heat emissions 

for the CFL used in each room of the author's esh units.

Table 4.36a: Sensible heat emissions from CFL*

Room 1 Number

Lounge
Kitchen
Bathroom
Left bedroom

Middle bedroom

Master bedroom

3**
I**
1**
]*** 
1 **
1*** 
1**
2*** 
I**

Sensible (W)

25
25
20
11 
15
11 
15
11
15

Total (W)

75
25
20
26

26

37

* [Panasonic 1999], ** Ceiling mounted, *** Bedside lamp

Table 4.36b, indicates the sensible heat gains from CFL for each room in each Tas Lite 

model.

Table 4.36b: Sensible heat gains from lighting for each room in all Tas Lite models

Room

Left lounge
Left master bedroom
Left bathroom

Right lounge
Right master bedroom
Right middle bedroom
Right left bedroom
Right bathroom

Area (m2) | Sensible

24.000
14.200
4.700

23.800
15.500
8.100

10.100
4.700

(W/m2)

3.125
2.600
4.250

3.150
2.380
4.560
3.660
4.250
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4.7.10.4 Calculating the heat emissions from equipment

As with occupancy, some domestic equipment contributes both sensible and latent heat 

emissions. Table 4.37a, illustrates the equipment and its associated sensible and latent 

(where applicable) heat emissions used in both esh units for all Tas Lite models.

Table 4.37a: Sensible and Latent heat emissions from equipment

Equipment

TV
Hi-fi
Kettle
1 gas or electric hot plate
Shower

Sensible (W)

200
150
430

1300
470

Latent (W)

N/A
N/A
270
900
470

The author intended to specify the use of a toaster, an oven, a washing machine, a 

dishwasher and a fridge freezer in the kitchen. However, the only data for the sensible 

and latent heat emission for ovens, which the author could find, related to commercial 

ovens, and therefore it was deemed unsuitable for a domestic kitchen. Furthermore, the 

author was unable to find any information for the sensible and latent heat emitted from 

domestic toasters, washing machines, fridge freezers or dishwashers. In addition, 

another problem with a fridge freezer is that it is not in constant operation, and therefore 

it is very difficult to determine the quantity of heat emitted in one hour. However, it is 

acknowledged by the author that since the thermal simulation was completed (October 

1999), data for the sensible and latent heat emitted from the above equipment has 

become available from CIBSE [1998ii], although the power rating and duration by 

which a fridge freezer emits heat has still to be quantified.
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In addition, the author found it very difficult to obtain the sensible and latent heat 

emitted by a television, hi-fi and shower. Therefore, for a television the author used the 

sensible heat emission rating for a VDU [CIBSE 1986]. For a hi-fi, the author made an 

assumption. The author used the following equation to calculate the sensible and latent 

heat emissions from the use of a shower [Institute of Plumbing 1988]:

Q = M cp T 

Typical values for M, cp and T are given below.

Q Shower heat emissions 

M Shower flow rate 0.1 kg/s 

cp Specific heat capacity of water 4.12 KJ/kg/°C

T Temperature drop between water emitted from shower head and the water which 

goes down the drain 1.14 °C

This gives a value of 470 W.

Since there was no way of measuring T (see above) and the latent and sensible heat 

emissions from the use of a shower (in the author's time scale for the research), it was 

assumed that 470 W was a reasonable estimate for both sensible and latent emissions. 

Table 4.37b, illustrates the values used for the sensible and latent heat gains from 

equipment for each room in each Tas Lite model.
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Table 4.37b: Sensible and Latent heat gains from equipment for each room in all
Tas Lite models

Room & Equipment

Left lounge - TV
Left lounge - Hi-fi
Left kitchen - kettle
Left kitchen - 1 hob
Left kitchen - 2 hobs
Left bathroom - shower

Right lounge
Right lounge
Right kitchen - kettle
Right kitchen - 1 hob
Right kitchen - 2 hobs
Right bathroom

Area (m )

24.000
24.000

9.300
9.300
9.300
4.700

23.800
23.800
10.300
10.300
10.300
4.700

Sensible (W/m2)

8.330
6.250

46.000
140.000
280.000
100.000

8.850
6.950

126.000
252.000
100.000

Latent (W/m2)

N/A
N/A

29.000
96.000

194.000
100.000

N/A
N/A

87.000
174.000
100.000

4.7.10.5 Applying the internal heat gains from occupancy, lighting and equipment 

to the internal conditions

Similar to the air movement (discussed above in section 4.7.9), the internal conditions 

for each room in each seven day schedule can be split into a number of hourly stages 

(which must total 24 hours). This was particularly useful for the internal conditions, as 

the author was able to take into account changing internal heat gains associated with 

work patterns. For example, on the 'winter weekday' in the lounge, the author set the 

same seven hourly stages (7,1,10,1,1,2,2) in both esh units, but with different internal 

heat gains for occupancy. From 0.00 hours until 7.00 hours the internal conditions in the 

lounge for both esh units are the same with no internal heat gains, as the occupants of 

the esh units are in bed. Between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours the lounge in the right esh 

unit is occupied by a maximum of three out of the four occupants (two adults and two 

children) of the esh unit, for one hour. The lounge is not occupied by all the occupants 

of the right esh unit, because each occupant takes a 15 minute shower in the bathroom 

between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours (bathroom occupation: 7.00 hours to 7.30 hours one
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adult follows the first adult, 7.30 hours to 8.00 hours one child follows the first child). 

However, the lounge in the left esh unit is occupied from 7.15 hours to 8.00 hours only, 

as the occupant, also, takes a fifteen shower in the bathroom at 7.00 hours. 

Consequently, the internal heat gains from occupancy, lighting and equipment 

illustrated in Tables 4.35b 4.36b and 4.37b above, are reduced by 25% and 75% in the 

lounge and bathroom of the left esh unit. In the right esh unit the internal heat gains 

from lighting and equipment illustrated in Tables 4.35b 4.36b and 4.37b are not 

affected, but the internal heat gains from occupancy (two adults and two children) are 

reduced by 25%. Tables 4.38a and 4.38b below, illustrate the hourly stages for each 

room on each seven day schedule for the internal conditions. Also, see disk 1, file 

'Model A Internal Conditions', for a complete listing of the internal conditions for each 

room. As with the air movement (see section 4.7.9.5) the internal conditions hourly 

setting, for the first floor Trombe wall cavities and passive solar conservatories in 

models G to L and M to R respectively, is set at 24 hours. For 24 hours on every day of 

the year there are no internal heat gains in the Trombe wall cavities and passive solar 

conservatories. Indeed, where there is a figure of '24' illustrated in Tables 4.38a and 

4.38b this means that there are no internal heat gains in these zones. There is, however, 

an infiltration air setting of 0.1 ach, where the value of '24' is represented. This is a 

default setting in Tas Lite, which represents air ingress into a building through cracks or 

faults in the building fabric or where service pipes pass through the building structure.
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Table 4.38a: Hourly stages in each seven-day schedule for the internal conditions 
in the left earth sheltered house for all Tas Lite models

Air movement supply 
routes

Ground floor rooms
Main conservatory

Lounge

Cloakroom
Kitchen

first floor rooms
Kitchen conservatory
Master bedroom

Middle bedroom
Left bedroom
Bathroom

Winter
weekday

24

7,1,10,1, 
1,2,2
24
7,1,10,1,
1,2,2

24
7,1,10,1,
1 2 2 i,^.,^.
24
24
7,1,10,1,
1,2,2

Winter 
weekend

13,3,8

9,1,3,3,2,2,
2,2
24
9,1,3,3,2,2,
2,2

24
9,1,3,3,2,2,
2,2
24
24
9,1,3,3,2,2,
2,2

Summer 
weekday

7,1,10,1,
1,2,2
7,1,10,1, 
1,2,2
24
7,1,10,1,
1,2,2

24
7,1,10,1,
1,2,2
24
24
7,1,10,1,
1,2,2

Summer 
weekend

9,1,3,3,2
,2,2,2
9,1,3,3,2
,2,2,2
24
9,1,3,3,2
,2,2,2

24
9,1,3,3,2
,2,2,2
24
24
91332
,2,2,2

Bank

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

Stay

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

Away

24

24

24
24

24
24

24
24
24

* in models G to L ** in models M to R *** Same hourly stages as summer weekend

Table 4.38b: Hourly stages in each seven-day schedule for the internal conditions in 
the right earth sheltered house for all Tas Lite models

Air movement supply 
routes

Ground floor rooms
Main conservatory

Lounge

Cloakroom
Kitchen

First floor rooms
Kitchen conservatory
Master bedroom

Middle bedroom

Left bedroom

Bathroom

Winter 
weekday

24

7,1,10,1,1
,2,2
24
7,1,10,1,1 
,2,2

24
7,1,10,1,1
,2,2
7,1,10,1,1
,2,2
7,1,10,1,1 
,2,2
7,1,10,1,1
,2,2

Winter 
weekend

13,3,8

9,1,3,3,2,
2,2,2
24
9,1,3,3,2,
2,2,2

24
9,1,3,3,2,
222 ^,^,^.
91332
2,2,2
91332 ~> >,->,-',•'•>
2,2,2
9,1,3,3,2,
2,2,2

Summer 
weekday

7,1,10,1,
1,2,2
7,1,10,1,
1 2 2 i,^.,^.
24
7,1,10,1, 
1,2,2

24
7,1,10,1,
1,2,2
7,1,10,1,
1,2,2
7,1,10,1, 
1,2,2
7,1,10,1, 
1,2,2

Summer 
weekend

9,1,3,3,2
222,£.,*.,*.
9,1,3,3,2
,2,2,2
24
913327,i,_»,J,^.

222,z,,^,,z.

24
9,1,3,3,2
,2,2,2
9,1,3,3,2
222 s^,^,^-
91332~, ' , J , J J^

,2,2,2
9,1,3,3,2 
,2,2,2

Bank

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

Stay

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

Away

24

24

24
24

24
24

24

24

24

* Same hourly stages as summer weekend
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The following sections discuss in detail the occupancy patterns for each room in both 

esh units, for each seven day schedule.

Winter week day

The only rooms with internal heat gains on the 'winter weekday' seven day schedule, in 

the left esh unit are, the lounge, kitchen, bathroom and master bedroom. In the right esh 

unit there are also internal heat gains to the middle and left bedroom.

As was discussed above, the lounge is occupied for 45 minutes (left esh unit) and one 

hour (right esh unit) from 7.15 hours and 7.00 hours. From 8.00 hours until 18.00 hours 

the lounge is unoccupied, as the occupants of both esh units go to work or school. The 

author decided that if the thermal simulation was to provide useful data for the worst 

case scenario (limited internal heat gains) it must be assumed that the occupants of both 

esh units work and are therefore away from their homes during the day. At 18.00 hours, 

the single adult returns to the left esh unit, and sits in the lounge until 22.00 hours, when 

he/she goes to bed in the left master bedroom. For the first hour (18.00 hours to 19.00 

hours) the occupant listens to his/her hi-fi, and then from 19.00 to 22.00 he/she watches 

the television. In contrast to the left esh unit's lounge, in the right esh unit the lounge is 

not occupied until 19.00 hours. However, to reduce the risk of burglaries the lighting 

and hi-fi is activated in the lounge from 18.00 hours to 19.00 hours. The author decided 

that this additional hour of unoccupancy, could account for the time taken to collect the 

two children from child minders, after the two adults have finished their work. As with 

the lounge, in the left esh unit the television is activated from 19.00 hours to 22.00 

hours, and two adults and two children are in occupancy. Furthermore, at 20.00 hours 

one child leaves the right lounge and goes to bed (right middle bedroom) to read for two
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hours with a light activated. So, the right lounge is occupied by two adults and one child 

between 20.00 hours and 22.00 hours, watching the television. At 22.00 hours the two 

adults go to bed in the master bedroom, and the remaining child goes to bed in the right 

left bedroom.

The kitchen is not occupied at any time in either both esh units. At 7.15 hours the kettle 

is operated for five minutes to make tea and coffee for breakfast. The sensible and latent 

heat gains for the use of a kettle for five minutes are 5.750 W/m2 and 3.625 W/m2 and 

5.125 W/m2 and 3.250 W/m2 in the left and right esh units (see Table 4.35b). Between 

19.00 hours and 20.00 hours in both esh units the cooker hobs are used for preparing the 

evening meal. In the left esh unit, one cooker hob is used for 30 minutes, which 

provides 70.000 W/m2 and 48.500 W/m2 of sensible and latent heat gains. The 

occupants of the right esh unit's kitchen use two cooker hobs for one hour (see Table 

4.35b, for the sensible and latent heat gains). The occupancy and internal heat gains for 

the bathroom and bedrooms in both esh units has been discussed above.

Winter weekend

On the winter weekend seven day schedule the occupancy settings change to allow the 

occupants of both esh units two hours additional time in bed until 9.00 hours. This 

means that the bathroom is occupied from 9.00 hours, and that the lounge and kitchen 

are not occupied until 9.15 hours (left esh unit) and 9.00 hours (right esh unit).

As it is the weekend, the author decided that the occupants would take advantage of the 

main conservatory, which is occupied from 13.00 hours until 16.00 hours, and the hi-fi 

unit in the lounge is playing in both esh units. At 16.00 hours, the occupants of both esh
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units go into the lounge and remain in this room until 20.00 hours (one child goes to bed 

in the right middle bedroom at 20.00 hours) and 22.00 hours. As above the remaining 

occupants go to bed in the left master bedroom (single adult), the right master bedroom 

(two adults) and the right middle bedroom (one child).

At the weekend the cooker is also used for longer periods from 19.00 hours, as the 

occupants of both esh units have time to cook for longer periods and may invite guests 

to eat. In the left esh unit, two hobs are used for one hour, and in the right esh unit four 

hobs are used for one hour. This provides 280.000 W/m2 and 194.000 W/m2 , and 

504.000 W/m2 and 348.000 W/m2 of sensible and latent heat gains in the left and right 

kitchens, respectively.

The internal conditions for all other rooms are the same as on the 'winter weekday'.

Summer weekday

The internal conditions on the 'summer weekday' seven day schedule are with a few 

exceptions the same as on the 'winter weekday'.

At 18.00 when the single adult returns from work, it is presumed by the author that this 

adult takes advantage of the warm weather and sits in the garden until 19.00 hours. At 

19.00 hours when the occupants of both esh units have returned from work, they occupy 

their allotted main conservatories for one hour to eat their evening meal. At 20.00 hours 

the single adult in the left esh unit follows the same patterns as the 'winter weekday' for 

the lounge and bedrooms. However, since it is the summer, in the right esh unit both
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children go to their bedrooms at 20.00 hours to read or play, leaving their parents alone 

in the lounge between 20.00 hours and 22.00 hours.

Summer weekend

The internal condition settings for the 'summer weekend' are the same as the 'winter 

weekend', with the following exceptions. Between 18.00 hours and 20.00 hours the left 

and right main conservatory is occupied by the single and two adults respectively. 

Between 18.00 hours and 19.00 hours the two children in the right esh unit play in the 

garden, and at 19.00 hours they go into the right lounge and watch the television whilst 

eating their evening meal. At 20.00 hours both children go to bed (the right left and 

right middle bedrooms) and continue playing until 22.00 hours. At the same time the 

single adult and two adults in the left and right esh units sit in the lounge watching 

television. At 22.00 hours all occupants of both esh units are in bed.

Bank

The bank seven day scehdule is very similar to the winter weekend seven day schedule. 

The main conservatory in both esh units is occupied between 13.00 hours and 16.00 

hours, except by the two children (right esh unit) who occupy the lounge listening to the 

hi-fi unit. At 16.00 hours the single adult leaves the left esh unit for four hours, whereas, 

in the right esh unit the two adults and children listen to the hi-fi in the lounge from 

16.00 hours until 20.00 hours. At 20.00 hours the lounge in both esh units is occupied 

by the single and two adults for two hours watching television, whereas, the two 

children go and play in their bedrooms (right left and right middle bedrooms) at the 

same time. At 22.00 hours all the occupants of both esh units are in bed.
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Stay

The internal condition settings are exactly the same as the 'bank seven day schedule.

A way

The internal conditions for every room are set on one 24 hourly stage with no internal 

heat gains, other than 0.1 ach of infiltration air (see above).

4.7.11 Setting window apertures

The window apertures function in Tas Lite allows the user to determine whether internal 

windows and doors are open or closed. The times, durations and the seven day 

schedules on which the windows and doors are open, is organised through the window 

schedules (discussed below in section 4.4.12). Each window, which is open, can be set 

an openable proportion, where 1.0 represents a window or door that is completely open. 

The author selected a number of windows to open during the 'summer weekday', 

'summer weekend' and 'bank' seven day schedules, to further reduce the chance of the 

esh units overheating during the summer. In addition, openable windows would also 

provide the occupants of the esh units with natural aromas from their gardens and the 

ability to hear evening bird song. Table 4.39, shows the windows and doors which are 

set to open in the author's esh units.
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Table 4.39: Window apertures for both earth sheltered houses in all Tas Lite
models

Window elements

Left buffer door
Left buffer window
Left 1 st floor door
Conservatory window 1
Conservatory roof window
Conservatory window 2
Conservatory window 3
Left middle bedroom window
Right buffer door
Right buffer window
Right 1 st floor door
Right middle bedroom window
Ceiling/no floor

Openable proportion

0.50
0.25
0.25
0.35
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.00

Window Schedule*

E
J
F
K
C
C
C
F
E
J
F
F
1**

*see section 4.7.12 ** These elements are open at all times and on every day

The window element named 'no floor' represents the opening in the first floor detail for 

the stairwell, which is open at all times and on each day of the seven day schedules.

4.7.12 Determining the window schedules

Not only do the window schedules determine the times, durations and days on which the 

windows in Table 4.39 are opened, but also when these windows are replaced by 

alternative materials. It has been discussed above in section 4.7.5 that the conservatory 

windows and roof windows, include blinds to prevent the conservatories from 

overheating. The only method by which Tas Lite can interpret that window blinds are 

used at certain times during the day on specific seven day schedules is for the original 

windows in these areas to be replaced by an almost identical window, but with the 

inclusion of a mid pane blind. In addition, the buffer windows and doors that include 

shutters are also replaced in this manner. Disk 1, file 'Model A Window Schedules', 

shows the window schedules in model A, for the conservatory roof blinds, first floor
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shutters, conservatory windows, buffer/lounge door, bedroom windows/doors, ground 

main house shutters, buffer windows, conservatory roof windows.
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CHAPTER 5

ONE-DAY SIMULATION RESULTS FOR MODELS WITH

100 mm OF INSULATION
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CHAPTER 5

ONE-DAY SIMULATION RESULTS FOR MODELS WITH

100 mm OF INSULATION

5.1 Introduction

This Chapter presents the simulation results for two sets of test days in the winter and 

the summer when the external temperatures meet CIBSE's [1986] recommended 

extreme external design temperature for South Wales. The dynamic simulation results 

are presented in line Graphs to compare the external air temperatures with internal 

resultant temperatures in a number of internal rooms across 19 Thermal Analysis 

Software (Tas Lite) computer models. The aims of the Chapter are to illustrate and 

tabulate how variations in earth cover, occupancy, and passive solar collectors at first 

floor level affect the internal comfort conditions in the 19 models for fluctuating 

external temperatures. CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperatures for internal 

habitable rooms and Borer's [1998], Pearson's [1994] and Smith's [1991] comfort 

range are used as benchmarks for measuring the thermal performance of the internal 

habitable rooms.

5.2 Simulation test days

CIBSE's [1986] recommended external winter design temperature for South Wales 

(weather station at Rhoose Airport, Cardiff) is between -3.0 °C and -5.5 °C [CIBSE
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[1986] 1986]. The lower temperature accounts for buildings with over-load capacities to 

their heating systems. For the analysis in this Chapter the author has taken the worst 

case external winter design temperature of-5.5 °C to identify a winter day for analysis 

from the climatic data year 1985 (Chapter 4, section 4, discusses the reasons for 

choosing 1985) used in the simulations. Day 79 is the coldest winter day chosen, which 

has an external temperature reaching -5.7 °C at 7.00 hours, with a high air temperature 

of 3.8 °C at 13.00 hours and an average air temperature of -0.9 °C. Appendix 16 

illustrates the climatic data for day 79.

One limitation in the presentation of results is that a winter test day could not be located 

in the climatic data year of 1985 where complete cloud cover led to zero solar radiation 

and was accompanied by an external temperature of-5.0 °C. Therefore, as designers of 

conventional houses and other super-insulated houses use the CIBSE [1986] design 

temperatures it was decided that the minimum external temperature should be taken as 

the most important criterion for a winter test day. Hence, rather than being in the middle 

of winter (where there can be a succession of days without any significant solar 

radiation and the maximum availability of daily solar radiation when available is limited 

to only four hours per day) day 79 comes at the end of winter. However, at 0.00 hours 

on day 79 there is very little cloud cover during the night and so external air 

temperatures reach -5.7 °C. During the day there is almost complete cloud cover when 

the external air temperature starts to rise.

The coldest day in the climatic data year 1985 was actually day 43 where the external 

temperature dropped to -11.1 °C. This day was not chosen as the extreme test day for a

number of reasons. Firstly, -11.1 °C is well below CIBSE's [1986] recommended 
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external design temperature for South Wales. Secondly, the heating system in a 

conventional house would not be designed to provide comfortable temperatures for such 

a low temperature. Thirdly, this temperature is only expected to occur once in every 200 

years [CIBSE 1986]. Fourthly, with recognised climate warming in the UK due to many 

factors (see section 1.1, Chapter 1 for further discussions on this topic) the frequency at 

which the above extreme temperature will occur is decreasing year on year.

CIBSE's [1986] recommended external summer design temperature for South Wales is 

between 26.0 °C and 28.0 °C. Day 206 is the warmest day in the climatic data year of 

1985 with a temperature high of 27.6 °C at 14.00 hours. The coldest temperature on day 

206 is 13.2 °C at 2.00 hours and the average air temperature is 20.6 °C. Appendix 16 

illustrates the climatic data for day 206.

For each of the two simulation test days, the day before the actual coldest and warmest 

day was also included in the simulation and the presented results. This is to demonstrate 

that any change in the external air temperature over the 24.00 hour test days (day 79 and 

day 206) affects the internal resultant temperatures as recorded on previous days.

5.3 Presentation of Results

It should be noted that the degree of accuracy for dimensions and measurements 

throughout this thesis is 1 millimetre (mm), and thus, all dimensions and measurements 

will be represented in the text in both mm and metres (m). However, when figures are 

used in 'calculations', 'tables', 'figures' and 'graphs' and for dimensions and
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measurements they will be represented in mm only, and converted to metres squared 

(m2) or metres cubed (m3) for areas and volumes.

The results from the 19 models are split into two separate result groups, as noted in 

Table 5.1. Group 1 models have 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded polystyrene insulation 

and group 2 models have 300 mm (0.300 m) of expanded polystyrene insulation. 

Results for group 2 are presented in Chapter 6. Within each group there are three sets of 

results differentiated by the design of the first floor south facing exposed fa?ade (see 

Figures 4.2 to 4.4 in Chapter 4). The variations to this fa9ade include an externally 

insulated external wall (set (a)), an insulated buffer wall combined with a part insulated 

Trombe wall (set (b)), and a non-insulated buffer wall and an insulated passive solar 

conservatory (set (c). This was seen as the most efficient and meaningful way to 

present the data in order to discuss the results and associated findings.

Model T which incorporates rooflights into it's first floor structure is not classified in 

Table 5.1. This is because it was not possible to simulate model U during the simulation 

period of models A to S. Environmental Design Solutions Ltd (EDSL) the UK 

developers and distributors of Tas Lite could not simulate the model either. Therefore, 

EDSL advised that model U should be completely re-built including re-setting all the 

boundary conditions. This exercise was not undertaken because it would have taken at 

least one month to undertake, and the author had limited time and budget remaining to 

complete the PhD project. However, it will be suggested in section 7.5, Chapter 7, that 

this exercise could be undertaken on the completion of the PhD.
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Table 5.1: Simulation models

Model

A
B
C
D
E
F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

0

P

Q

R

S

Earth 
(mm)

1500
750
250
1500
750
250

1500

750

250

1500

750

250

1500

750

250

1500

750

250

NIL

Insulation 
(mm)

100
100
100
300
300
300

100

100

100

300

300

300

100

100

100

300

300

300

100

1 st floor design configuration

Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall
Insulated & exposed external wall

Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe 
wall
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe 
wall
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe 
wall
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe 
wall
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe 
wall
Insulated buffer wall & part insulated Trombe
wall

Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated 
Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated 
Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated 
Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated 
Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated 
Conservatory
Non-insulated buffer wall & insulated 
Conservatory

Insulated & exposed external wall external wall

Results 
Group

la
la
la
2a
2a
2a

Ib

Ib

Ib

2b

2b

2b

Ic

Ic

Ic

2c

2c

2c

la

Results la (models A, B and C and S) demonstrate the effects on the internal resultant 

temperatures of earth cover and variations to this earth cover. It should be noted that 

there is no buffer space or passive solar collector at the first floor level in models A, B, 

C and S. Results Ib (models G to I) illustrate how a first floor Trombe wall acting as a 

passive solar collector positioned directly in front of an insulated buffer wall can affect
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the internal resultant temperatures. Results Ic (models M to O) show how the use of a 

first floor passive solar conservatory (and non-insulated buffer wall) which also acts as 

a buffer space between the internal rooms and the external environment, affects the 

internal resultant temperatures.

The second results group is 2a (models D to F) 2b (models J to L) and 2c (models P to 

R) which will illustrate the effect of increased insulation on the three first floor design 

options. Due to the particular focus of the discussion in this Chapter, it was decided by 

the author to present and discuss the results of set b in Chapter 6.

The charts used to illustrate the results have been created in a way that allows the reader 

to compare the effects (over a 48.00 hour period) of the three variations in earth cover 

(1500 mm, (1.500 m) 750 mm (0.750 m) and 250 mm (0.250 m)) on the resultant 

internal room temperatures, in relation to the fluctuating external temperature. In 

addition, each chart provides the reader with a comparison between single adult 

occupancy and family (two adults and two children) occupancy. Table 5.2 indicates the 

internal room names and their associated Tas Lite computer model zone numbers.

In the Graphs presented for each model there will be two 'zones' for each room, with 

the first zone (left esh unit) referring to single adult occupancy and the second zone 

(right esh unit) referring to two adults and two children. In the left house there is no 

occupancy in the left bedroom (zone 19) and middle bedroom (zone 20) whereas, in the 

right house one child occupies the left bedroom (zone 25) and one child the middle 

bedroom (zone 26).
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For the first set of results (la) a graph is presented for each room and on both sets of test 

days. Each Graph illustrates the external air temperatures compared with the internal 

resultant temperatures in the designated models. Thereafter, the results graphs are 

limited to the lounge and master bedroom results. However, to make it easier to 

compare internal resultant temperatures across models and test days a summary Table is 

provided in each set of results for every zone showing the actual temperatures at certain 

key times during the designated test day.

Table 5.2: Zone numbers with associated room names

Zone

1
5
9
13
17
19
20
21
23
25
26
27

30
41
45

House for 1 adult

Left lounge
Left kitchen

Left bathroom
Left left bedroom
Left middle bedroom
Left master bedroom

House for 2 adults & 2 children

Right lounge
Right kitchen

Right bathroom
Right left bedroom
Right middle bedroom
Right master bedroom

Earth adjacent to the ground floor structure
Earth adjacent to the first floor structure

Earth roof

The accuracy of simulation results generated by Tas Lite is three decimal places i.e. 

0.001. However, the simulated results in this Chapter and Chapter 6 are presented with 

only one decimal place. The author acknowledges that human perception of comfort 

would not be accurate to three or even one decimal pace. Nevertheless, as two aims of 

this thesis are to determine the differences in thermal performance, and determine the
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optimum solution for a range of design features, including variations in earth cover, 

insulation thickness, occupation and passive solar collectors, one decimal place is 

significant. This is especially so, when comparing the respective thermal performances 

of the variations of each design feature, and will determine whether one variation in a 

design feature is better or worse than another variation in a design feature.

Finally, for ease of cross-reference when comparing the results for recorded resultant 

temperatures in specific zones with other zones in the same model, or with zones in a 

different model, percentages have been used to illustrate the scale of the difference in 

thermal performance. When calculating percentages the lowest temperature has been 

used as the datum for convenience. It is considered to be easier for the reader to relate to 

changes in percentages with respect to the lower temperature rather than to -273.1 °C. 

To demonstrate the above comparative methodology, consider the following example. 

At 10.00 hours, 12.00 hours and 16.00 hours respectively, model A's resultant 

temperatures have been recorded as 20.0 °C, 22.0 °C and 25.0 °C, whereas model B's 

resultant temperatures have been recorded as 20.5 °C, 23.0 °C and 25.8 °C. Before the 

percentage or degrees Kelvin (K hereafter) change in the resultant temperatures 

(between model A and model B) can be calculated, the mean resultant temperature is 

calculated for each model from the three timed stages. For model A, the mean resultant 

temperature is 22.33 °C (20.0 °C + 22.0 °C + 25.0 °C = 67, 67/3 - 22.33) and for model 

B the mean resultant temperature is 23.1 °C (20.5 °C + 23.0 °C + 25.8 °C = 69.3, 69.3/3 

= 23.1). By comparing 23.1 °C (model B) with 22.33 °C (model A) it can be said that in 

model B the resultant temperatures are 3.4% or 0.77 K higher than those in model A. 

This comparative methodology is used throughout this Chapter and Chapter 6.
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5.4 Results Group 1 (insulation 100 mm)

5.4.1 Results la: 1st floor insulated and exposed external wall

5.4.1.1 Results la: Ground floor rooms and first floor rooms on days 78 and 79

In this section and section 5.4.1.2 the results for the following models are presented:

• model A, 1500 mm (1.500 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model B, 750 mm (0.750 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model C, 250 mm (0.250 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model S, zero earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded polystyrene 

insulation.

In addition, to the above design characteristics an insulated and exposed south facing 

external wall on the first floor is common to all the above models (see disk 1, file 

'Model ABCS GHI MNO Day 78 & 79' for the complete data on day 78 and 79).

The simulation results presented demonstrate that very stable internal resultant 

temperatures are maintained compared with fluctuating external air temperatures in all 

models. It is shown that as external temperatures fall rapidly during the night on days 78
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and 79 (Graphs 5.1 to 5.8) the internal resultant temperatures show very few signs of 

moving from their steady state trend. This trend is common to models A, B and C with 

their three variations in earth cover and model S with no earth cover. However, the 

temperature profile in model S is much lower than the temperature profiles in models A, 

B and C on days 78 and 79 (Graphs 5.1 to 5.9), which clearly demonstrates the benefit 

of earth sheltering combined with passive solar design techniques during the winter 

months.

Ground floor rooms

The almost identical resultant temperature profiles in the lounge (Graph 5.1) and 

kitchen (Graph 5.2) of models A, B and C demonstrate the thermal benefits of building 

the esh units into the ground where the earth cover remains the same to the rear and side 

external walls (see Chapter 4, Figure 4.18). In the lounge, model A records the highest 

internal resultant temperatures, whereas, model B records internal resultant 

temperatures on average 0.4 K and model C records internal resultant temperatures on 

average 0.7 K lower than model A. These small differences in temperature are very 

interesting considering that both model B (750 mm (0.750 m)) and model C (250 mm) 

have much less earth cover sheltering their first floor walls and roof compared with 

model A (1500 mm (1.500 m)).

In the lounge and kitchen the internal resultant temperatures throughout the day and 

evening in models A, B and C fall well within the recommended comfort range of 

18.0 °C to 23.0 °C [Smith 1991, Pearson 1994, Borer 1998]. However, on day 79 only 

model A with both single adult (zone 1) and family occupancy (zone 9) can reach

CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperature for living rooms of 21.0 °C. This 
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occurs only at around 21.00 hours (hour 45 on Graph 5.1), when the living room has 

been occupied for three hours (left esh unit) and two hours (right esh unit). Model B 

reaches 21.0 °C at the same time, but requires family occupancy (zone 9) and their 

associated increased heat gains.

The stable nature of the internal resultant temperature in contrast to the external 

temperature in both the ground floor and first floor rooms of the esh units (regardless of 

the depth of earth cover) and model S means that once heat gains from appliances, solar 

gain and occupancy are withdrawn the internal resultant temperatures do not fall 

rapidly. The internal resultant temperatures decline gradually and return to their steady 

state temperature profile for the day, as illustrated in Graph 5.1 below (note that hours 1 

to 24 represent day 78 and hours 25 to 48 represent day 79). However, what is 

particularly interesting is that model S with no earth cover records internal resultant 

temperatures 3.0 K to 4.0 K lower than those recorded in models A, B and C (also see 

Table 5.3).

Graph 5.1 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the lounge compared

Temperature in degrees (C)
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with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models A, B, C & S
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In Graph 5.1 above, it can be seen that when the lounge is unoccupied between 23.00 

hours on day 78 and 7.00 hours on day 79 (shown as hour 31 on Graph 5.1), when the 

only heat gains are from pre-warmed air (at a rate of 1.0 air changes per hour) from the 

the main conservatory, the internal resultant temperatures drop very slowly losing only 

0.5 K between zones 1 and 9 in models A, B, C and S in compariosn with the external 

temperature which loses 3.7 K. The external temperature between 23.00 hours (day 78) 

and 7.00 hours (day 79) ranges between -2.0 °C and -5.7 °C. In models A, B, C and S 

on day 79, at 7.00 hours (shown as hour 31 on Graph 5.1 above) single adult occupancy 

(zone 1) raises the internal resultant temperature by approximately 1 K over one hour, 

whereas family occupancy (zone 9) raises the internal resultant temperature by 1.6 K. 

During day 79, when the esh units are unoccupied between 8.00 hours (shown as hour 

32 on Graph 5.1) and 18.00 hours (shown as hour 42 on Graph 5.1) and the only heat 

gains are from pre-warmed air via the main conservatory and direct passive solar gain, 

the internal resultant temperature drops by only 0.3 K in zone 1 and by approximately 

0.8 K in zone 9 in models A, B, C and S. Zone 9 loses more heat energy than zone 1 

because less heat energy enters the lounge, both directly from passive solar gain and 

indirectly from pre-warming of ventilation air in the main conservatory, due to 

shadowing from the porch.

When setting the boundary conditions for occupancy (as detailed further in Chapter 4, 

section 4.7.10) it was assumed that in the left esh unit the single adult would return to 

their house at 18.00 hours, whereas, in the the family occupied esh unit the two children 

would return to the house with their parents at 19.00 hours on each 'week day'. 

However, in the right esh unit's lounge between 18.00 hours and 19.00 hours lighting

and the hi-fi unit would operate to reduce the risk of burgalaries. Consequently, on day 
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78, at 18.00 hours and 19.00 hours the internal resultant temperatures start to increase 

once again as the occupant/s return from work and school, but stabilise at 20.00 hours 

and remain constant in all models until 22.00 hours when the occupants go to bed. This 

rise in the internal resultant temperature and the maintenance of a steady comfortable 

temperature for two hours (left esh unit) and one hour (right esh unit), whilst the 

external temperature is continually dropping from 3.0 °C at 18.00 hours to -0.5 °C at 

20.00 hours, is particularly important when there is no form of active space heating in 

the esh units, to boost internal resultant temperatures. Although, model S behaves in a 

similar manner to models A, B and C, it is significant that the internal resultant 

temperatures in model S are between 3.0 K to 4.0 K lower than in models A, B and C. 

At 22.00 hours (day 78) when the occupant/s leave the lounge, zone 1 loses 1.0 K and 

zone 9 loses 1.4 K each until 23.00 hours, over one hour. Both zones only lose a further 

0.6 K by 7.00 hours (shown as hour 31 on Graph 5.1) on day 79, even though the 

external temperature falls from - 3 °C at 23.00 to -5.7 °C at 7.00 hours during these two 

test day periods. There is a higher heat loss from zone 9 (the family occupied lounge), 

since there is a proportionally higher heat gain in this zone compared with zone 1 (the 

single adult occupancy lounge).

Table 5.3, shows five key times during day 79 when the lounge has been occupied for a 

period of time or the occupation period has just commenced. It can be seen that zones 1 

and 9 in models A, B and C remain well within the recommended comfort range of 

18.0 °C to 23.0 °C [Smith 1991, Pearson 1994, Borer 1998] at all hours during day 78 

and 79. However, model S records internal resultant temperatures which are well below 

18.0 °C and that are between 3.5 K and 4.2 K lower than the internal resultant

temperatures recorded in model A on days 78 and 79. This demonstrates that one of the 
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many thermal benefits of earth sheltering is that it reduces heat losses from internal 

rooms when the external temperatures become lower, making internal resultant 

temperatures slightly more stable even in the short term.

Table 5.3: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models A, B, C & S on day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 1
B.I
C. 1
S.I
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)
Range iii (al-Sl)

A. 9
B.9
C.9
S.9
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)
Range vi (a9-S9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00 * I 8.00 **

19.5
19.1
18.8
15.7

0.4
0.7
3.8

19.2
18.9
18.5
15.7

0.4
0.7
3.6

20.6
20.2
19.8
16.6

0.4
0.7
4.0

20.9
20.5
20.2
17.0

0.4
0.7
3.8

18.00 * I 19.00 **

20.2
19.8
19.5
16.2

0.4
0.7
4.0

19.8
19.5
19.2
16.1

0.4
0.7
3.7

20.9
20.5
20.2
16.8

0.5
0.7
4.1

20.3
19.9
19.6
16.5

0.4
0.7
3.8

21.00***

21.3
20.9
20.6
17.1

0.4
0.7
4.2

21.4
21.0
20.7
17.4

0.4
0.7
4.0

* occupancy commences; ** 1 hour occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy

Similar to the lounge in models A, B, C and S, the kitchen temperature (zones 5 and 13) 

on day 79 increase at 7.00 hours (shown as hour 31 on Graph 5.2) by only 0.5 K. This is 

as a direct result of the small heat gains from the use of a kettle and lighting, but no 

occupancy. There is no heat gain from occupancy specified at 7.00 hours on each day 

for the kitchen, since it was taken that the occupants of the esh units eat their breakfast 

in the lounge. The measured time taken by the author to activate a kettle and prepare a 

hot drink in the kitchen for breakfast was approximately five minutes. It was therefore 

decided that the specific heat gain at 0.004 W/m2 and the latent heat gain at only 0.001 

W/m2 were neglible. At 19.00 hours on both day 78 and 79 (shown as hour 43 on Graph
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5.2) the internal resultant temperature rises dramatically as the cooker is used for 

between 30 minutes (zone 1) and 1 hour (zone 9). It takes four hours for the internal 

resultant temperature profiles to stablise in models A, B, C and S. The excessively high 

internal resultant temperature profiles recorded after cooker usage would not be unique 

to esh units. When a cooker is used in the kitchen of a conventional house the resultant 

temperature is likely to rise rapidly above CIBSE's [1986] recommended design 

temperature of 21.0 °C, but return quickly to 21.0 °C as the source of the heat energy 

(cooker) is dissipated. However, what is significant about a super-insulated house 

(model S) or an esh unit (model A, B and C) is that it takes much longer for these 

houses to lose any heat energy that is introduced into any of the internal rooms 

including the kitchen, as is shown in Graph 5.2 below, where it takes up to four hours 

before the kitchen internal resultant temperatures return to their orginal temperature 

profile.

Graph 5.2 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the kitchen compared 
with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models A, B, C & S
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Table 5.4 below shows the key times in the kitchen when the temperature changes, due

to evening cooking. Like the lounge, the background internal resultant temperatures in 
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the kitchen for models A, B and C are within the recommended comfort range of 

18.0 °C to 23.0 °C [Smith 1991, Pearson 1994, Borer 1998] when the cooker is not in 

operation (the cooker is used between 19.00 hours and 19.30 hours in the left esh unit 

and between 19.00 hours and 20.00 hours in the right esh unit). In model S (no earth 

cover) zone 5 and 13 records internal resultant temperatures within this comfort range 

only at 20.00 hours, after the cooker has been used. However, only the family kitchens 

(zone 13) in models A, B and C record internal resultant temperatures that meet 

CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperature of 21.0 °C, and this is after 1 hour of 

cooking at 20.00 hours on day 79. This is not due to increased heat gains from 

occupancy, but because the family cookers are used for a period of one hour compared 

with 0.5 hours for the single adult cooker and more cooker power is used by the family 

cooking than in the single adult cooking (refer to Chapter 4, section 4.7.14 for the 

internal conditions of individual rooms). But, using the cooker for one hour (19.00 

hours to 20.00 hours) in zone 13 leads to very high recorded internal resultant 

temperatures at 20.00 hours, which exceed Smith's [1991] and Borer's [1998] upper 

comfort range of 23.0 °C by between 4.4 K and 7.2 K (the highest temperature is 

recorded in model A). Thus, the extraction of stale air from zone 13 would need 

increasing whilst the cooker is in operation, to prevent the internal resultant 

temperatures exceeding 23.0 °C.
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Table 5.4: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models A, B, C & T on day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 5
B.5
C.5
S.5
Range i a5-b5
Range ii a5-c5
Range iii a5-S5

A. 13
B. 13
C. 13
S. 13
Range iv a!3-b!3)
Range v (a!3-c!3)
Range vi(a!3-S13)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
19.00 * | 20.00 **

19.1
18.7
18.4
16.2

0.4
0.7
2.9

19.5
19.2
18.8
16.7

0.4
0.7
2.8

22.5
22.1
21.8
19.6

0.4
0.7
2.9

30.2
29.8
29.5
27.4

0.4
0.7
2.8

21.00***

19.7
19.3
19.0
16.8

0.4
0.7
2.9

21.8
21.4
21.1
19.0

0.4
0.7
2.9

* Cooking commences; * * cooking finishes; * * * temperature stabilises

First floor rooms

The temperature range between models A and B and between models B and C is greater 

in the first floor rooms than in the ground floor rooms (compare Graphs 5.3 to 5.6 with 

Graphs 5.1 to 5.2). Similar, to the ground floor rooms, model A with the thickest earth 

cover of 1500 mm (1.500 m) records the highest temperatures in the first floor rooms 

relative to models B, C and S. In addition, the difference in temperature between model 

A and model S is also much higher in the first floor rooms than in the ground floor 

rooms, which can be seen when comparing Graphs 5.3 to 5.6 with Graphs 5.1 and 5.2.

In the bathroom zones (17 and 23), which do not have any exposed facades or benefit 

from direct passive solar gain, the internal resultant temperature profiles remain stable 

throughout day 79, apart from a few hours during the morning when the shower is used 

at 7.00 (shown as hour 31 on Graph 5.3).
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Graph 5.3 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the bathroom compared 
with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models A, B, C & S
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The shower is used for one 15 minute interval in zone 17 and for four 15 minute 

intervals in zone 23. In models A, B, C and S heat gains from shower usage result in the 

recorded internal resultant temperatures rising by 1.6 K in zone 17 and by 5.5 K in zone 

23. It takes zone 17 one hour and 45 minutes to dissipate the heat energy gained from 

the shower usage and single adult occupancy, whereas zone 23 takes one hour longer to 

reach its steady state temperature. It can be seen in Table 5.5 below that, even with heat 

gains from the shower, the internal resultant temperature profiles of zone 17 and zone 

23 are generally below Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] minimum 

temperature of 18.0 °C and well below CIBSE's [1986] recommended design 

temperature of 22.0 °C for a bathroom. However, at 8.00 hours after the shower has been 

in operation for one hour in zone 23, the internal resultant temperatures exceed 22.0 °C 

by between 0.2 K and 1.6 K. The methods which could be introduced to raise the 

background internal resultant temperatures in the bathroom (zone 17 and 23) when the 

shower is not in operation, and reduce the peak temperatures after the shower has been
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used will be dicussed in section 7.4.2, Chapter 7. However, it must be appreciated that 

the author designed the bathroom to be positioned at the rear of each esh unit, so that 

the bedrooms could be situated immediately behind the windows in the exposed south 

facing fagade. This therefore provides the bedrooms with a capcity to capture all the 

passive solar gain available during the day.

Table 5.5 Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & T on day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 17
B. 17
C. 17
S. 17
Range! (a!7-b!7)
Range ii (a!7-c!7)
Range iii(a!7-S 17)

A. 23
B.23
C.23
S.23
Range iv (a23-b23)
Range v (a23-c23)
Range vi (a23-s23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

17.1
16.3
15.7
12.4

0.8
1.4
4.7

18.0
17.2
16.6
13.4

0.8
1.4
4.6

8.00 **

18.7
17.9
17.3
13.6

0.8
1.4
5.1

23.6
22.8
22.2
17.5

0.8
1.4
6.1

9.00 ***

17.5
16.9
16.1
12.6

0.6
1.4
4.9

19.4
18.6
18.0
14.1

0.8
1.4
5.3

* Occupancy and shower begins; ** occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises

It was anticipated that the bathroom would only reach CIBSE's [1986] design 

temperature when the shower was in operation and that, when unoccupied, the 

temperature would stabilise at around 18.0 °C, similar to the design temperature of the 

bedrooms. However, on day 79 only zone 23 in model A, B and C records temperatures 

of between 22.1 °C and 23.6 °C when the shower has been in use at 8.00 hours on day 

79 (shown as hour 32 on Graph 5.3). When unoccupied (the bathroom is only occupied 

between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours each day), zone 23 in model A and B stablises just
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above the author's expected temperature of 18.0 °C during day 79. In comparison with 

model A and B on day 79, the internal resultant temperatures recorded in model C 

stabilise at slightly below 18.0 °C when unoccupied.

These results highlight the fact that, if a south facing exposed non-earth sheltered 

external wall with 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded polystyrene insulation was the only 

economical design option available to a designer of an esh unit with single adult 

occupancy, 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth cover would have to be accompanied by some 

form of active space heating to raise internal resultant temperatures in a bathroom to 

within the recommended comfort range of 18.0 °C to 23.0 °C [Smith 1991, Pearson 

1994, Borer 1998] and CIBSE's [1986] design temperature.

On day 79, zone 17 in model S records resultant temperatures on average 5.5 K lower 

and in zone 23, 3.3 K lower than the bottom of Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] 

comfort range (18.0 °C).

In the left bedroom, positioned directly above the lounge, the exposed fa9ade 

(incorporating the south facing glazing without a buffer space) clearly has an influence 

on raising the internal resultant temperatures during the day, more than in the lounge. 

However, the temperature profiles in the left bedroom are on average 2.5 K lower than 

the lounge, as shown by comparing Graph 5.1 (shown earlier) with 5.4 below.
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Graph 5.4 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the left bedroom compared with 
the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models A, B, C & S
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In models A, B, C and S (on day 79) when the occupant leaves the left bedroom at 7.00 

hours (shown as hour 31 on Graph 5.4) the internal resultant temperatures rise rather 

than fall. From 7.00 hours onwards the external air temperature starts to rise from -5.7 

°C, and therefore the pre-wanned air entering the kitchen conservatory (used to vent the 

first floor rooms through master bedroom) is slightly warmer. The sun does not rise 

until 8.00 hours (shown as hour 32 on Graph 5.4) on day 79 and therefore does not 

directly increase internal resultant temperatures in the left bedroom (through passive 

solar gain) until this time. Even though the external air temperature continues to rise to 

4.0 °C at 14.00 (shown as hour 38 on Graph 5.4) on day 79, before it starts to fall, the 

internal resultant temperature profiles actually stablise from 11.00 hours (shown as hour 

35 on Graph 5.4) until 18.00 hours (shown as hour 42 on grapg 5.4). On this same day 

the highest internal resultant temperature is recorded in model A's zone 25 with 20.5 °C 

at 15.00 hours (shown as hour 39 on Graph 5.4).
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As in the ground floor rooms, model S's internal resultant temperatures in the bedrooms 

are much lower than those in models A, B and C (compare Graphs 5.1 and 5.2 with 5.4, 

5.5 and 5.6). The average internal resultant temperatures of between 12.0 °C (zone 19) 

and 13.5 °C (zone 25) are considerably lower than CIBSE's [1986] recommended 

design temperature of 18.0 °C for a bedroom and Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994], and 

Borer's [1998] comfort range.

The internal resultant temperatures in zone 19 of models A, B and C are also below 

18.0 °C, as shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & S on day 
79

Model & 
Zone

A. 19
B. 19
C. 19
S. 19
Range! (a!9-b!9)
Range ii (a!9-c!9)
Range Hi(al9-S 19)

A. 25
B.25
C.25
S.25
Range iv (a25-b25)
Range v (a25-c25)
Range vi (a25-S25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

17.1
16.5
16.0
12.9

0.6
1.1
4.2

18.3
17.7
17.3
14.2

0.6
1.0
4.1

22.00 **

17.5
16.9
16.5
13.3

0.6
1.1
4.3

18.3
17.7
17.2
14.1

0.6
1.0
4.2

23.00***

17.5
16.9
16.4
13.2

0.6
1.1
4.3

18.5
18.0
17.5
14.3

0.6
1.0
4.2

occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hours occupancy

This is because there is no occupancy in zone 19, as the single adult occupant of the 

house sleeps in the master bedroom. Therefore, the only heat gains entering zone 19 are 

from direct passive solar gain, and from pre-warmed air which passes from the external
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environment into the kitchen conservatory then via the master bedroom and the middle 

bedroom.

On day 79 the internal resultant temperatures in zone 25 are approximately 1.3 K higher 

than in zone 19 for models A, B, C and S. This is due to occupancy heat gains from one 

child in this room and warmer ventilation air than in the left esh units. The ventilation 

air entering the occupied left bedroom has already been heated passively by two adults 

in the master bedroom and one other child in the middle bedroom. However, only 

model A records internal resultant temperatures of between 18.0 °C and 18.5 °C, which 

exceeds CIBSE's [1986] recommended bedroom design temperature. On the same test 

day, the internal resultant temperatures recorded in zone 25 model B and model C are 

between 0.6 K and 1.0 K lower than model A at all times. The difference in internal 

resultant temperature between models A and B and between model A and C is larger 

than in the lounge (compare Graph 5.1 with 5.4). This is largely due to the difference in 

earth covers in models A (1500 mm (1.500 m)), B (750 mm (0.750 m)) and C (250 mm 

(0.250 m)), that shelters the first floor walls and the roof. It will therefore, be very 

interesting to establish whether the internal resultant temperatures in models B and C 

can be brought above CIBSE's [1986] design temperature and into Smith's [1991], 

Pearson's [1994] and Borer's 1998 comfort range by including a passive solar collector 

and buffer space at the first floor level. This is included in results Ib and Ic (see section 

5.4.2 and 5.4.3).

In comparison with the left bedroom (zones 19 and 25) the internal resultant 

temperature profiles in the middle bedroom (zones 20 and 26), which is actually the

smallest bedroom in the esh unit, are not higher, but 0.1 K lower than the left bedroom 
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(compare Graph 5.4 with 5.5). This effect is in part due to very little passive solar 

energy entering the middle bedroom between 9.00 hours and 16.00 hours on both day 

78 and 79 (shown as hour 33 to hour 40 on Graph 5.5).

Graph 5.5 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the middle bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models A, B, C &

S
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On day 79, the internal resultant temperatures in the middle bedroom (zone 20 and 26) 

rise very slowly and peak at 13.00 hours (shown as hour 37 on Graph 5.5). Model A 

records the highest internal resultant temperature of 18.7 °C in zone 26 at 22.00 hours 

(shown as hour 46 on Graph 5.5). This is nearly 2.0 K lower than the occupied left 

bedroom (zone 25) at the same time (compare Graph 5.4 with 5.5). This lower rise in 

temperatures is due to the window in the middle bedroom being only one seventh (0.14 

m2) of the total floor area, compared with one quarter (0.24 m2) in the left bedroom (see 

Chapter 4, Figure 4.2 and tables 4.6a and 4.6b). The higher the fraction of glazing, the 

more daylight and passive solar gain is able to enter the room and therefore heat the air 

and surfaces. In addition, the middle bedroom window is shaded by the porch walls for 

some parts of the day, whilst the left bedroom is not shaded at all on day 79. 
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In zone 26, on day 78, one child goes to bed at 20.00 hours, reads for two hours with a 

light on and the external temperature drops from 0.0 °C (20.00 hours) to -2.0 °C (22.00 

hours). In contrast to zone 26, in zone 25 the second child goes to bed two hours later at 

22.00 hours (day 78) when the external temperature is already at -2.5 °C and decreases 

further over the next hour to -3.5 °C. The second child does not switch the light on to 

read.

Table 5.7 shows that on day 79, the occupied middle bedroom (zone 26) in model A 

records resultant temperatures between 18.0 °C and 18.7 °C. In model B the recorded 

temperature is slightly lower at between 17.4 °C and 18.1 °C, but at 23.00 hours when 

the child has been in bed for one hour the temperature stabilises at 17.9 °C. In contrast 

to model A and B, model C records temperatures below 18.0 °C throughout days 78 and 

79.

By comparing Graph 5.6 with Graph 5.4 it can be seen that the left bedroom shows a 

greater thermal response compared with the master bedroom to heat gains (compare 

Graph 5.4 with 5.6). Furthermore, the thermal response in the master bedroom is more 

rapid than that in the middle bedroom (compare Graph 5.5 with 5.6). This is because the 

south facing glazing in the master bedroom is 1/5 of the floor area compared with 1/7 in 

the middle bedroom, and the window is not obstructed by the porch walls (see Chapter 

4, Figure 4.2). In contrast, the left bedroom has glazing which is 1/4 of the floor area 

and therefore has the capacity to capture the most passive solar energy of all the 

bedrooms.
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Table 5.7 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & S on 
day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 20
B.20
C.20
S.20
Range i (a20-b20)
Range ii (a20-c20)
Range iii (a20-S20)

A. 26
B.26
C.26
S.26
Range iv (a26-b26)
Range v (a26-c26)
Range vi (a26-S26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at s
7.00*

16.7
16.2
15.8
13.1

0.5
0.9
3.6

18.2
17.7
17.3
14.7

1.1
1.6
3.5

20.00 **

17.1
16.6
16.1
13.4

0.5
0.9
3.7

18.0
17.5
17.1
14.4

0.5
0.9
3.6

21.00***

17.1
16.5
16.1
13.4

0.5
0.9
3.7

18.6
18.1
16.7
15.0

0.5
1.9
3.6

pecific hours during day 79
22.00 ****

17.0
16.5
16.1
13.4

0.5
0.9
3.7

18.7
18.2
17.8
15.1

1.1
1.6
3.6

23.00*****

17.0
16.5
16.1
13.4

0.5
0.9
3.7

18.5
17.9
17.5
14.9

1.1
0.9
3.6

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy **** 2 hours occupancy
***** 3 hours occupancy

Graph 5.6 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the master bedroom compared 
with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models A, B, C & S
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In the master bedroom that is occupied by two adults (zone 27) the recorded internal 

resultant temperatures are only 0.4 K higher than in zone 25 and zone 26, which both
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have one child in occupancy (compare Graphs 5.6 and 5.7 with 5.8). In the master 

bedroom, occupied by one adult (zone 21), the recorded internal resultant temperatures 

are between 0.7 K and 1.1 K lower than zone 25 and zone 26 respectively, and nearly 

2.0 K lower than zone 27 (compare Tables 5.6 and 5.7 with Table 5.8). It is shown in 

Table 5.8 that in zone 27 on day 78 and 79, both model A and model B record internal 

resultant temperatures above CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperature of 

18.0 °C and lie within Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] comfort 

range when occupied (22.00 hours to 7.00 hours every day). However, model A's (1500 

mm (1.500 m)) greater volume of earth cover sheltering the first floor walls, enables 

this model to record resultant temperatures 0.5 K higher than model B (750 mm (0.750 

m)). Zone 27, also when occupied between 22.00 hours and 7.00 hours each working 

day in model C, records internal resultant temperatures of 17.9 °C, which are 1.0 K 

lower than model A. This is only 0.1 K cooler than CIBSE's [1986] design temperature 

and it is unlikley that an occupant would sense such a small temperature difference.
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Table 5.8: Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & T on 
day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 21.
B.21
C.21
S.21
Range! (a21-b21)
Range ii (a21-c21)
Range iii(a21-S21)

A. 27
B.27
C.27
S.27
Range iv (a27-b27)
Range v (a27-c27)
Range vi (a27-S27)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

17.6
17.0
16.6
14.1

0.6
1.0
3.5

18.9
18.4
17.9
15.4

0.6
1.0
3.5

22.00 **

17.3
16.7
16.3
13.8

0.6
1.0
3.5

18.2
17.6
17.2
14.7

0.6
1.0
3.5

23.00 ***

17.7
17.2
16.7
14.2

0.6
1.0
3.6

18.9
18.4
17.9
15.4

0.6
1.0
3.5

* occupancy ends; occupancy commences; * 1 hours occupancy

Earth Zones

From the previous six Figures and accompanying summary tables it has been 

demonstrated that internal resultant temperatures on the ground floor show very small 

differences between models A and B and between models B and C, where the volume 

of earth behind and to the side of the ground floor structure (zone 30) is identical (see 

Figure 4.31, Chapter 4). Where the depth and resultant volume of the earth (zone 41) at 

the first floor level and the depth of the earth on the roof (zone 45) vary, then so do the 

internal resultant temperatures between models (see Figure 4.25, Chapter 4). Indeed, 

model A with the deepest earth cover, and therefore with the greatest volume of earth 

sheltering, records the highest temperatures. In addition, the temperature differences 

between models increases as the depth and overall volume of earth cover decreases in 

models A (1500 mm (1.500 m)), B (750 mm (0.750 m)) and C (250 mm (0.250 m)). 

Therefore, it is clear that variations in earth cover can affect the internal resultant
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temperatures on both floors of a two-storey esh unit. Thus, firstly, it is important to 

analyse the earth base surface temperatures and then the temperatures of the earth zones 

adjacent to and on top of the esh unit's structure. Figure 5.1, illustrates the positions in 

the earth where the base surface temperatures and the earth temperatures are recorded.

Figure 5.1: Side section of models A to R showing the position where the earth base and 
earth temperatures are recorded
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The earth base surface temperatures provide useful data to establish how the simulation 

results compare with previous work from Carpenter [1994], Sterling [1981] and Borer 

[1998], in which earth temperatures are generally quoted at varying depths in the 

ground. The earth temperatures differ slightly from the earth base surface temperatures, 

as they represent the average temperatures in one earth zone (30, 41 or 45) at any given 

hour. They can be used to discuss the relationship between temperatures in the ground 

and first floor rooms with the temperatures in the adjacent earth zones. The earth and 
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earth base temperatures in zone 30 will be discussed in relation to the internal resultant 

temperatures in the ground floor rooms, whereas, the zone 41 and 45 will discussed in 

relation to the internal resultant temperatures in the first floor rooms. This will be 

discussed in Chapter 7.

Table 5.9 below represents the depth at which the earth base surface temperatures are 

recorded in each earth zone, adjacent to the ground floor structure (zone 30), adjacent to 

the first floor structure (zone 41) and positioned at the surface of the concrete roof 

structure (zone 45) in model A, B and C. Note that model S does not include any earth 

sheltering.

Table 5.9: Depth of earth base surface temperatures in zone 30, zone 41 and zone 45

Model & 
Zone

Zone 30

Zone 41

Zone 45

Depth of the earth zone bases below finished roof garden level (mm)
Model A

7100

4350

1700*

Model B

6350

3600

950*

Model C

5850

3100

450*
The earth depth includes 200 mm of engineering chippings used as a drainage medium

In the deepest earth zone (30) it can be seen that the earth base surface temperatures in 

models A, B and C (Figure 5.7) do not vary at all compared with the external air 

temperature which fluctuates between a high of 4.0 °C on day 78 and a low of-5.7 °C 

on day 79. Model A (which has the greatest earth sheltering on the first floor of 1500 

mm (1.500 m)) records the highest temperature with a constant 13.0 °C. The 

temperature range in the earth between models A to B and models A to C is very small,
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as illustrated in Table 5.10, at only 0.5 K between model A and model B and sligtly 

higher at 1.1 K between model A and model C.

Graph 5.7 (insulation 100 mm): Earth base surface temperatures in the earth
adjacent to the ground floor and first floor structure compared with the

external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models A to C
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In contrast to zone 30, in zone 41 which is 2.650 m above zone 30 and therefore nearer 

to the surface with its varying air temperatures, there is a slight fluctuation in earth base 

surface temperatures of 0.1 K, in model A, B and C, in comparison with the very wide 

fluctuations in the external air temperature. Model A, again records the highest earth 

base surface temperatures, between 10.3 °C and 10.4 °C on day 78 and 79. On day 79, 

the temperature difference between model A and model B has increased to 2.3 K and 

between model A and model C the temperature difference is even higher at 4.6 K, as 

illustrated in Table 5.10.

This increased temperature range between models A and B and A and C relates to the 

lesser depth and therefore volume of earth in and above zone 41 relative to that in and 

above zone 30, in each model. The greatest depth and volume of earth above and in 

zone 41 occurs in model A, whereas the least depth and volume of earth occurs in
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model C. Therefore, the earth in zone 41 of model A has the geatest capacity to store 

and retain heat and, thus, the greatest influence on stabilising internal resultant 

temperatures. However, the 0.1 K fluctuation in temperature in zone 41 of models A, B 

and C demonstrates that as the depth of earth decreases the external air temperature can 

influence the temperature of the earth.

Table 5.10 Summary of the earth base surface temperatures in the earth adjacent to the 
ground and first floor structure in models A, B & C on day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 30
B.30
C.30
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

A. 41
B.41
C.41
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)

Earth Base Surface Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

13.0
12.5
11.9

0.5
1.1

10.3
8.0
5.7
2.3
4.6

14.00**

13.0
12.5
11.9

0.5
1.1

10.4
8.1
5.6
2.3
4.8

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

* coldest air temperature recorded * * warmest air temperature recorded

In zone 45, which is the nearest earth zone to the external environment, the lowest earth 

base surface temperatures occur. Model A records the highest earth base surface 

temperature of 7.8 °C, whereas, in model B it is between 6.3 °C and 6.5 °C and in model 

C it is between 5.6 °C and 5.7 °C (see Graph 5.8 and Table 5.11). There is no 

fluctuation in the temperature recorded in model A compared with a fluctuating external 

air temperature. However, in model B and model C the earth base surface temperature 

decreases by 0.2 K at 7.00 hours (shown as hour 31 on Graph 5.8) the coldest hour on 

day 79.
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Graph 5.8 (insulation 100 mm): Earth base surface temperatures in the earth roof 
compared with the external temperature on days 78 & 79 in models A to C
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It is interesting to observe from Graph 5.8 and Table 5.11 that in comparison with zone 

41, where the earth base surface temperature range between models B and C is 2.5 K in 

zone 45, the earth base surface temperature range is only 0.8 K.

Table 5.11 Summary of the earth base surface temperatures in the earth roof in models A, 
B & C on day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 45
B.45
C.45
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

Earth Base Surface Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

7.8
6.3
5.6
1.5
2.2

14.00 **

7.8
6.5
5.7
1.3
2.1

N/A
N/A
N/A

* coldest air temperature recorded ** warmest air temperature recorded

The above earth base surface temperatures differ'markedly from those stated by 

Carpenter [1994]. Carpenter [1994], maintains that at a depth of 1500 mm (1.500 m) in 

the earth the temperatures will fluctuate between 10.0 °C to 12.0 °C throughout the
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year, in areas which have the same latitude as South Wales. In contrast, it has been 

shown in Graph 5.8 and Table 5.11 that model A which incorporates an earth cover of 

1700 mm (1.700 m) (1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth + 200 mm (0.200 m) of stone 

chippings) in zone 45 records temperatures of a constant 7.8 °C. In model B with 950 

mm (750 mm (0.750 m) of earth cover and 200 mm (0.200 m) of stone chippings) for 

the same zone the earth base surface temperature fluctuates between 6.3 °C and 6.5 °C. 

In model C with 450 mm (250 mm (0.250 m) of earth cover and 20 mm (0.020 mm) of 

stone chippings) the temperature fluctuates between 5.4 °C and 5.6 °C. On both day 78 

and 79, at a depth of 7100 mm (7.100 m) (below ground level) in zone 30, only model 

A and model B record a constant temperature of between 12.5 °C (model B) and 13.0 

°C (model A) which is close to the temperatures predicted by Carpenter [1994] for earth 

temperatures at only 1500 mm (1.500 m) below ground level.

Zone 30 records the highest earth temperatures due to the depth at which it is positioned 

below ground level. Also, of great signifiance is that the earth zones positoned behind 

zone 30 at this depth below ground level have been modelled to replicate a hillside, in 

that they extend to the side and rear of the building for over 9000 mm (9.000 m). For 

futher details on the construction of the earth sheltering in the Tas Lite computer model 

see section 4.7.7, Chapter 4. When relating the above findings to Carpenter's [1994] 

Caer Llan Berm House (CLBH) just outside Monmouth in South Wales, it is becoming 

evident that it is not the 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth cover to the roof that allows this 

earth sheltered building to maintain comfortable winter internal resultant temperatures, 

but partly the massive volume of earth in the hillside behind the rear external walls. 

This hillside and the earth underneath the CLBH structure would maintain very stable 

temperatures (based on the results presented above).
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In confirmation of the earth base surface temperatures, the earth zone 30, zone 41 and 

zone 45 temperatures shown in Table 5.12, show similar correlations in their overall 

values.

Table 5.12: Earth Temperatures adjacent to the ground and first floor structure and on 
the earth roof in models A, 6 & C on day 79

Model & 
Zone

A. 30
B.30
C.30
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

A. 41
B.41
C.41
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)

A. 45
B.45
C.45
Range! (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

12.9
12.3
11.6

0.6
1.3

9.2
7.9
5.6
1.3
3.5

6.0
6.3
5.6
-0.3
0.4

14.00 **

12.9
12.3
11.6

0.6
1.3

9.6
7.9
5.6
1.7
4.0

6.9
6.5
5.7
0.4
1.2

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

* coldest air temperature recorded ** warmest air temperature recorded

The earth temperatures in zone 30, 41 and 45 are only marginally cooler than the earth 

base surface temperatures in the same zones, because the former represent the average 

temperature at any one time in that particular zone.

It is no surprise to see from Table 5.12, that the highest earth temperatures occur in the 

earth (zone 30) adjacent to the ground floor lounge, where both the highest earth base 

surface temperatures and the highest internal earth temperatures occur. At the first floor 

level it is also clear to see in Table 5.12 that by reducing the width of the earth in zone
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41 compared with zone 30 for model B (from 1500 mm (1.500 m) to 750 mm (0.750 m) 

and for model C (from 1500 mm to 250 mm), but keeping it the same for model A 

(1500 mm (1.500 m) the resultant temperatures in the earth vary significantly between 

models A, B and C. Between model A and B the temperature difference is 1.4 K 

(18.5%), and between model A and C it is even higher at 3.8 K (67%). In compariosn 

with zone 30, zone 41 is nearer to the external environment and therefore changes in 

climatic conditions. So zone 41 also records earth temperatures lower than zone 30. In 

model A zone 41 records earth temperatures 3.6 K (40%) lower than zone 30; in model 

B zone 41 records earth temperatures 4.3 K (55%) lower than zone 30 and in model C 

zone 41 records earth temperatures which are 6.0 K (105%) lower than zone 30.

Since zone 45 is positioned on top of the esh units roof structure it has the greatest 

exposure to the external environment of the three earth zones (zone 30, 41 and 45). 

Zone 45 also has the least surface contact with any other earth zone (see Figure 4.31, 

Chapter 4) so recorded earth temperatures are the lowest of all the three earth zones (30, 

41 and 45). Futhermore, the recorded temperature differences between zone 30 and zone 

45 are also higher than between zone 30 and zone 41. In model A zone 45 records earth 

temperatures 6.8 K (114%) lower than zone 30, in model B the recorded earth 

temperatures in zone 45 are 6.0 K (95%) lower than zone 30 and in model C zone 45 

records earth temperatures 6.0 K (108%) lower than zone 30.

Consequently, the significant difference in recorded earth temperatures between zone 41 

and zone 30 and between zone 45 and zone 30 and the fact that recorded earth 

temperatures are much lower in zone 41 and 45 than in zone 30, results in lower internal 

earth temperatures in the first floor rooms compared with the ground floor rooms in
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hours ventilation air by-passes the main conservatory and enters directly into the 

lounge. This is because, during the day when the occupants of both houses are at school 

or work, it is not possible, for security purposes to open the main conservatory windows 

to prevent it from over-heating, other than opening the roof windows by 25%. Thus, 

without additional cross ventilation during the day from opened windows, it was 

expected that the main conservatory would exceed Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] 

and Borer's [1998] comfortable temperatures, and therefore the ventilation air entering 

the lounge via the main conservatory would also lead to overheating in this room. To 

keep the internal resultant temperatures to a minimum in the main conservatory and the 

rest of the ground floor, the main conservatory is vented to and from the external 

environment between 8.00 hours and 19.00 hours. In the kitchen, the ventilation settings 

differ according to the occupation patterns of the esh unit. In the single adult's kitchen 

(zone 5), the ventilation settings are exactly the same as in the winter, except there is no 

heat recovery. The family's kitchen (zone 13) is the same as zone 5, except that between 

19.00 hours and 20.00 hours when the family is cooking additional fresh air (to that 

which is transferred directly from the lounge) is transferred to the kitchen and stale air is 

removed.

By adopting these ventilation settings it is shown that it is possible to keep internal 

resultant temperatures in the ground floor rooms within Smith's [1991], Pearson's 

[1994] and Borer's [1998] comfort range of 18.0 °C to 23 °C throughout days 205 and 

206.

On days 205 and 206 the temperature range in the lounge between models A and B and 

A and C is very small. In zone 1, there is no temperature difference between model A
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and model B, but between models A and C and model A and S it is 0.1 K. The 

temperature profiles for models A, C and S in zone 9 are between 0.8 K and 1.5 K lower 

than in zone 1, which is a similar trend to that which occurred on days 78 and 79 

(compare Table 5.3 with Table 5.13). The lower temperatures in zone 9 are not caused 

by ventilation rates or open windows, since they are the same in zone 1 and zone 9. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that they are caused by a lower level of passive solar 

gain which enters zone 9. This is particularly noticeable on both day 205 and day 206, 

between 9.00 hours and 15.00 hours (Graph 5.9). During the evening (from 18.00 hours 

to 21.00 hours), when there is no passive solar gain, the temperature range between 

zone 1 and zone 9 reduces to 0.8 K.

Graph 5.9 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the lounge compared 
with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models A, B, C & S

Hour ! 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47

—»—- Zone 1 Model A -m— Zone 9 Model A Zone 1 Model B - Zone 9 Model B —«— Zone 1 Model C

—•— Zone 9 Model C —<— Zone 1 Model S —— Zone 9 Model S —— Outside Temp

The temperature profiles in Graph 5.9 above, are not that disimilar to those in Graph 

5.1, with internal resultant temperatures remaining fairly stable when the lounge is 

unoccupied. Note that during the summer occupation (see section 4.7.2, Chapter 4) the 
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lounge is only occupied between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours and between 20.00 hours 

and 22.00 hours on a week day. There is, however, one main difference in the 

temperature profiles on day 206 compared with day 79 and this is that at the end of day 

206 at 0.00 hours (this the last recorded temperature on Graph 5.9) the temperature 

profiles for models A, B, C and S have risen by on average 0.8 K. This rise of 0.8 K in 

temperature is compared with no rise or fall in the temperature profiles at 24.00 hours 

(on Graph 5.1) on day 79. However, the likelihood of the temperature profiles 

continuing to rise is very unlikely considering that the frequency at which an external 

air temperature will reach between 26.0 °C and 28.0 °C in a fourteen year period is less 

than 0.01 times [CIBSE 1986].

On day 206, the internal resultant temperatures do not start to rise in the lounge until 

20.00 hours (shown as hour 44 on Graph 5.9), as the occupants of the house sit in the 

main conservatory for two hours between 18.00 hours (shown as hour 42 on Graph 5.9) 

and 20.00 hours. Therefore, lounge temperatures do not rise as a result of heat gain 

from occupancy until 20.00 hours, as can be seen in Graph 5.9 above. On days 205 

when the occupants of both lounges (zone 1 and zone 9) leave to go to bed at 22.00 

hours both zone 1 and zone 9 resultant temperatures drop on average by 1.1 K from 

22.00 hours to 23.00 hours. Both zone 1 and zone 9 lose only a further 0.5 K from 23.00 

hours until 5.00 (shown as hour 29 on Graph 5.9). This is in compariosn with the 

external temperature which falls from 17.8 °C at 22.00 hours to 17.0 °C at 23.00 hours 

and to 13.0 °C at 5.00 hours.

Table 5.13 below shows that, the internal lounge resultant temperatures remain within 

Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] comfort range and are at a
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maximum of 1.8 °K (zone 1, model C at 21.00 hours) above CIBSE's [1986] design 

temperature of 21.0 °C, even though the average external air temperature rises by over 

20.0 K between days 79 and 206. Model B records the lowest temperatures throughout 

the two summer tests days (days 205 and 206), but average internal resultant 

temperatrures are only 0.1 K lower than model S, which records the highest internal 

resultant temperatures. None of the models show any signs of over-heating or exceeding 

Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] comfort range, even with a high 

external air temperature of 27.5 °C at 16.00 hours (shown as hour 40) on day 206.

Table 5.13: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models A, B, C & S on day 206

Model & 
Zone

A. 1
B. 1
C.I
S. 1
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)
Range iii (al-Sl)

A. 9
B.9
C.9
S.9
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)
Range vi (a9-S9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

21.1
21.1
21.2
21.2

0.0
-0.1
-0.1

20.0
20.0
20.1
20.1

0.0
0.0

-0.1

8.00 **

22.1
22.1
22.2
22.1

0.0
-0.1
0.0

21.5
21.4
21.5
21.4

0.0
-0.1
0.1

18.00*

22.4
22.4
22.5
22.2

0.0
-0.1
0.2

21.2
21.2
21.3
21.1

0.0
-0.1
0.1

19.00**

22.2
22.2
22.3
22.1

0.0
-0.1
0.1

21.1
21.0
21.1
20.9

0.0
-0.1
0.1

21.00***

22.8
22.7
22.8
22.6

0.0
-0.1
0.2

22.0
22.0
22.1
21.8

0.0
-0.1
0.2

: occupancy commences; ** 1 hour occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy

In the kitchen (zone 5 and 13), the largest temperature difference between models A, B, 

C and S occurs in zone 5, where between model A and model C it is 0.1 K when the 

cooker is in use at 19.00 hours on day 206. At all times model A records the lowest 

temperatures and, unlike the lounge, model C records the highest temperature, as a
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result of the least volume of earth cover at the first floor level. The overall temperature 

responses are similar to days 78 and 79, except that in zone 5 the internal resultant 

temperatures are 2.7 K (13.0%), 3.2 K (15.0%) and 3.5 K (18.0%) higher in models A, 

B and C on day 205 and 206. In zone 13 the temperature rises are much lower at 0.5 K 

(2.0%), 1.0 K (4.0%) and 1.4 K (6.0%) in models A, B and C, as illustrated by 

comparing Table 5.4 with Table 5.14.

Table 5.14: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models A, B, C & T on day 206

Model & 
Zone

A. 5
B. 5
C. 5
S. 5
Range i a5-b5
Range ii a5-c5
Range iii a5-S5

A. 13
B. 13
C. 13
S. 13
Range iva!3-b!3)
Range v (a!3-c!3)
Range vi(a!3-S13)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
19.00 *

22.1
22.1
22.2
22.1

0.0
-0.1
0.0

21.8
21.8
21.9
21.9

0.0
-0.1
-0.1

20.00 **

25.0
25.0
25.1
25.1

0.0
-0.1
-0.1

28.6
28.6
28.6
28.6

0.0
0.0
0.0

21.00***

22.4
22.4
22.5
22.4

0.0
-0.1
0.0

23.0
23.0
23.1
23.0

0.0
-0.1
0.0

Cooking commences; ** cooking finishes; *** temperature stabilises

As for day 79, on day 206 zone 13 records internal resultant temperatures higher than 

zone 5, at 20.00 hours, after the cooker has been in use. This is due to the cooker being 

used for twice as long in zone 13 compared with zone 5. It is clear however, from the 

above Table that on day 206 between 20.00 hours and 21.00 hours the additonal 

introduction of fresh air into zone 13 and the corresponding removal of stale air is able 

to keep the internal resultant temperature rise to a moderate level, compared with day 79 
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(see Table 5.4). Hence, the internal resultant temperatures recorded in zone 13 on day 

206 are actually lower than at the same time on day 79 (compare Table 5.4 with 5.14). 

At all times other than when the cooker is in operation both zone 5 and zone 13 internal 

resultant temperatures remain within Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's 

[1998] comfort range.

First floor rooms

Similarly to the ground floor rooms, the first floor rooms have no pre-warming of 

ventilation air through their designated conservatory (kitchen conservatory). Also, the 

ventilation and heat recovery settings differ between zones, according to their 

occupancy levels on days 205 and 206.

In the right esh unit occupied by the family, the heat recovery system is de-activated to 

all rooms (zone 23, 25, 26 and 27) and incoming air is ducted into each bedroom from 

the external environment, before passing into the bathroom and then to the external 

environment once again. An additional design feature included in the first floor rooms 

of the right esh unit is that there are 2.0 ach, which is in contrast to the left esh unit with 

1.0 ach (see section 4.7.9.4, Chapter 4). Also between 7.00 hours and 8.00 hours on all 

weekdays when the shower is used in the bathroom, the stale air from the bedrooms is 

ducted straight to the external environment. This is to allow the bathroom to introduce 

cool and fresh air directly from the external environment in order to try to prevent 

excessive over-heating in this room, whilst the shower is used. In the left esh unit, 

occupied by the single adult, the heat recovery system is de-activated to all rooms. 

However, there is still a degree of pre-warming to the ventilation air for the middle and 

left bedrooms, since the ventilation for these rooms is ducted directly though the master
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bedroom. This facility to pre-warm the ventilation air for the middle and left bedrooms 

was included as these two bedrooms are unoccupied, and therefore it was not expected 

that they would require any cooling. Like the winter ventilation the ventilation air from 

each bedroom is vented through the bathroom, before passing to the external 

environment. Consequently, the above variations in ventilation settings lead to a 

complete reversal of the temperature profiles in the bathroom, left bedroom and middle 

bedroom between single adult and family occupied zones.

Table 5.15 clearly demonstrates the effect of de-activating the heat recovery system and 

maintaining 1.0 ach, in zone 17 which on average records internal resultant 

temperatures 0.5 K higher than in zone 23, which takes its ventilation air at 2.0 ach 

directly from the external environment. In addition, Table 5.16 demonstrates that the 

introduction of fresh air directly into zone 23 prevents excessive temperature rises when 

the shower is in operation at 7.00 hours on day 206. In models A, B, C and S the 

internal resultant temperatures in both bathroom zones (17 and 23) rise by between 1.3 

K (9.0%) and 2.3 K (13.0%). Zone 23 in model C records the highest internal resultant 

temperature of 22.1 °C at 8.00 hours on day 206 when the shower has been in use for 

one hour. On day 79 the temperature rises at 8.00 hours (shown as hour 31 on Graph 

5.3) were much higher at between 4.2 K (30.0%) and 5.7 K (33.0%) between models A, 

B, C and S.

Like the ground floor lounge, for days 205 and 206 the bathroom zones (17 and 23) in 

model A record the lowest temperatures with respect to the models A, B, C and S. Also, 

the temperature ranges in both zone 17 and zone 23 between these models are much 

smaller than on days 78 and 79. ______________
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In the bathroom, only model C (with the least earth cover) meets CIBSE's [1986] 

design temperature of 22.0 °C after the shower has been used for one hour. This 

suggests that perhaps too much fresh air is introduced into the bathroom zones (17 and 

23) for models A, B, C and S to cool the internal resultant temperatures, and in addition 

that too much stale air is mechanically extracted to the external environment.

Table 5.15 Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & S on day 
206

Model & 
Zone

A. 17
B. 17
C. 17
S. 17
Range! (a!7-b!7)
Range ii (a!7-c!7)
Range iii(a!7-S 17)

A. 23
B.23
C.23
S.23
Range iv (a23-b23)
Range v (a23-c23)
Range vi (a23-t23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

20.0
20.1
20.4
20.3
-0.1
-0.4
-0.3

19.6
19.9
19.9
19.8
-0.3
-0.3
-0.2

8.00 **

21.3
21.4
21.7
21.3
-0.1
-0.4
-0.1

21.8
21.9
22.1
21.7
-0.1
-0.3
0.2

9.00***

20.4
20.5
20.8
20.6
-0.1
-0.4
-0.2

20.1
20.2
20.5
20.2
-0.1
-0.3
0.0

* Ocuupancy and shower begins; ** occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises

In zone 19, the effect of 1.0 ach and pre-warmed ventilation air from the master 

bedroom compared with 2.0 ach and ventilation air taken directly from the external 

environment in zone 25 is much more evident (see Table 5.16 below). In all models the 

resultant temperatures recorded in zone 19 are 5.0% higher than in zone 25, which is a 

temperature difference of 1.1 K (compare Table 5.15 with 5.16). The higher internal 

resultant temperature in zone 19 demonstrates just how affective 1.0 ach combined with
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pre-warmed ventilation air are in rasing the internal resultant temperatures, compared 

with no pre-warming of the ventilation air and 2.0 ach in zone 25.

Table 5.16 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & S on day 
206

Model & 
Zone

A. 19
B. 19
C. 19
S. 19
Range! (a!9-b!9)
Range ii (a!9-c!9)
Range iii(a!9-S 19)

A. 25
B.25
C. 25
S.25
Range iv (a25-b25)
Range v (a25-c25)
Range vi (a25-S25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

21.1
21.1
21.4
21.2
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1

19.9
20.0
20.2
20.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.1

22.00 ** I 23.00 ***

21.1
21.2
21.5
21.3
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1

21.1
21.1
21.3
21.1
-0.1
-0.2
0.0

21.1
21.2
21.4
21.3
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1

20.7
20.8
21.0
20.8
-0.1
-0.2
-0.1

occupancy ends; occupancy commences; 1 hours occupancy

From Table 5.16 above it can be seen that in the left bedroom, like all the other rooms 

in the esh unit, model A records the lowest temperatures on day 206, whereas, model C 

records the highest temperatures. The temperature range between models A to B, A to C 

and A to S in zone 19 and 25 is very small compared with day 79 (compare Table 5.6 

with 5.16).

In the middle bedroom, the difference in temperature between the un-occupied zone 

(20) and the occupied zone (26) is less noticeable than in the left bedroom, as illustrated 

by comparing Table 5.16 with 5.17. This is because, the ventilation air entering zone 20 

has been pre-warmed by passing via zone 21 only. Zone 19's ventilation air benefits 

from pre-warming in zone 21 and zone 20. In models A, B, C and S at most times
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during day 206, the temperatures in zone 20 are only 0.7 K (3.8%) higher than in zone 

26.

Table 5.17 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & T on 
day 206

Model & 
Zone

A. 20
B. 20
C. 20
S.20
Range i (a20-b20)
Range ii (a20-c20)
Range iii (a20-S20)

A. 26
B.26
C.26
S.26
Range iv (a26-b26)
Range v (a26-c26)
Range vi (a26-S26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00* I 20.00** I 21.00***

20.7
20.8
21.0
20.9
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2

20.0
20.0
20.2
20.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

21.0
20.9
21.3
21.2

0.1
-0.3
-0.2

20.8
20.8
21.0
20.9
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

20.9
21.0
21.2
21.1
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2

21.1
21.2
21.3
21.3
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

22.00****

20.8
20.9
21.1
21.0
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2

21.1
21.1
21.3
21.2
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

23.00*****

20.8
20.9
21.1
21.0
-0.1
-0.3
-0.2

20.7
20.8
20.9
20.9
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy **** 2 hours occupancy
***** 3 hours occupancy

In contrast to the other single-occupied first floor rooms (zone 17: bathroom, zone 19; 

left bedroom and zone 20; middle bedroom) zone 21 (master bedroom) records internal 

resultant temperatures 0.7 K lower than zone 27, as illustrated in Graph 5.10 below. 

During day 206, between 8.00 hours and 22.00 hours (shown as hour 32 and 46 on 

Graph 5.10) when both these zones are unoccupied, the temperature difference between 

models A to B, A to C, and A to S reduces to an insignificant 0.1 K.
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Graph 5.10 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the master bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models A, B, C

&S

Hour 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47

- Zone 21 Model A —•— Zone 27 Model A Zone 21 Model B --« Zone 27 Model B —*— Zone 21 Model C

- Zone 27 Model C —<— Zone 21 Model S —— Zone 27 Model S —— Outside Terrp

It is not apparent from the internal resultant temperature profiles in Graph 5.10 above 

that day 206 provides the highest proportion of passive solar gain available for any day 

in 1985. For example, between 7.00 hours and 16.00 hours (hour 31 and 40 on Graph 

5.10) the internal resultant temperatures rise by only 2.0 K, in comparison with the 

external temperature which rises by 11.0 K. This demonstrates that the pergola fixed 

above the bedroom windows assists in reducing unwanted passive solar radiation 

entering the internal rooms, particularly the master bedroom zones 21 and 27 (see 

Chapter 4, Figure 4.14 which illustrates the summer sun angles in relation to the esh 

units).
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Table 5.18 Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models A, B, C & S on 
day 206

Model & 
Zone

A.21.
B.21
C.21
S.21
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)
Range iii (al-sl)

A. 27
B.27
C.27
S.27
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)
Range vi (a9-S9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

20.1
20.2
20.4
20.3
-0.1
-0.2
-0.1

20.9
21.0
21.1
21.0
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1

22.00 **

20.7
20.8
20.9
20.8
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1

20.8
20.9
21.3
20.9
-0.1
-0.5
-0.1

23.00***

20.9
21.0
21.2
21.0
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1

21.3
21.4
20.9
21.4
-0.1
0.4

-0.1
* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hours occupancy

Although the recorded internal resultant temperatures on days 205 and 206 are on 

average between 1.0 K and 3.0 K higher than the recorded internal resultant 

temperatures on days 78 and 79, they remain within Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] 

and Borer's [1998] comfort range, albeit at the top of this range for bedrooms (compare 

Table 5.8 with 5.18). Model A, with the thickest earth cover records the lowest 

temperatures but, like the ground floor lounge (Table 5.13), the temperature difference 

between models A to B, A to C and A to S is very small and is likely to be unoticeable 

to the inhabitants.

Earth zones

From the previous Figures and Tables it is evident that variations in earth cover have 

very little effect on the internal tempertures during the summer test days. Indeed, it has
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been shown that model S, with no earth cover, records internal resultant temperatures 

which are on aveage only 0.1 K higher than in model A. In order to understand why the 

above results occur it is important to analyse the earth base surface and earth 

temperatures of zone 30,41 and 45 in models A, B and C on days 205 and 206.

On days 205 and 206, as on days 78 and 79 (compare Table 5.7 with 5.11) the earth 

base surface temperatures in zone 30 are little affected by changes in both the external 

climatic conditions and diurnal variations (Graph 5.11). The earth base surface 

temperatures remain approximately constant throughout days 205 and 206 in models A, 

B and C. Model A records the highest internal resultant temperature of 13.8 °C. 

However, unlike the winter test days, the temperature range between models A to B and 

models A to C is much lower at only 0.1 K and 0.2 K, as illustrated by comparing Table 

5.10 with 5.19. These small differences in temperature would account for the almost 

unnoticeable difference in temperatures in the lounge in models A to B and A to C 

(compare Table 5.3 with 5.13). In zone 41, the earth base surface temperatures recorded 

in model B and model C are higher in their relation to the external air temperature, 

whereas, the earth base surface temperatures model A are actually 0.3 K lower in zone 

41 than in zone 30 (compare Table 5.10 with 5.19).
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Graph 5.11 (insulation 100mm): Earth base surf ace temperatures in the earth adjacent 
to the ground floor and first floor structure compared with the external temperature on 

days 205 and 206 in models A to C
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The temperature profiles recorded for the earth base surface temperatures in zone 41 on 

day 206 are the exact opposite to that of the earth base surface temperatures recorded on 

days 78 and 79 (compare Table 5.10 with 5.19). On day 79 model A records the highest 

earth base surface temperatures, then model B and then model C. On day 206 model C 

records the highest earth base surface temperatures and they are between 2.9 K and 3.1 

K higher than model A, and model B records temperatures 1.2 K higher than model A.

It is seen from Graph 5.12 below that model C has the highest earth base surface 

temperatures with an average of 16.4 °C, and fluctuates by as much as 0.6 K throughout 

days 205 and 206. As on days 78 and 79, in zone 41 and zone 45 where there are 

variations in the volume of the earth sheltering, models B and C react quicker to the 

external climatic conditions than model A. In the summer this means that zone 41 and 

45 in model C heat up faster than the same zones in model A and B, which was 

demonstrated in Table 5.16 above and is also illustrated in Graph 5.12 and Table 5.20 

below. ________________
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Table 5.19 Summary of the earth base surface temperatures adjacent to the ground and 
first floor structure in models A, B & C on day 206

Model & 
Zone

A. 30
B.30
C.30
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

A. 41
B. 41
C.41
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)

Earth Base Surface Temperatures (°C) at specific hours on day 206
7.00

13.8
13.7
13.6

0.1
0.2

13.5
14.7
16.4
-1.2
-2.9

16.00**

13.8
13.7
13.6

0.1
0.2

13.5
14.7
16.6
-1.2
-3.1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

*** 2 hours after hottest hour of the day, time delay for heat to reach earth roof

Graph 5.12 (insulation 100 mm): Earth base surface temperatures in the earth roof 
compared with the external temperature on days 205 & 206 in models A to C
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On day 206 zone 45 in model C records earth base surface temperatures of 19.2 °C at 

16.00 hours (shown as hour 40 on Graph 5.12) when the external air temperature 

reaches just over 27.0 °C. Unlike zone 45 on the winter test days, on days 205 and 206 

the earth base surface temperatures fluctuate by an average of 1.4 K throughtout the two
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test days, in models A, B and C (compare Table 5.11 with 5.20). The temperature range 

between models A to B and A to C in zone 45 has reduced to between 0.3 K and 1.7 K, 

as illustrated in Table 5.20 below:

Table 5.20 Summary of the earth base surface temperatures in models A, B & C on day 
206

Model & 
Zone

A. 45
B.45
C.45
Range! (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

Earth base surface temperatures (°C) at specific hours on day 206
7.00*

16.8
17.9
18.5
-1.1
-1.7

16.00 **

18.2
18.5
19.2
-0.3

-1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

* coldest air temperature recorded * * wannest air temperature recorded

Similar observations can be drawn from the above results as were drawn from days 78 

and 79, in that they are markedly different from Carpenter's [1994] estimates. He 

postulated that throughout the complete annual temperature cycle, earth at a depth of 

1500 mm (1.500 m) fluctuates in temperature between 10.0 °C and 12.0 °C in the South 

Wales region. The earth base surface temperatures for zone 45 in model A fluctuate 

between 16.0 °C and 18.0 °C, which is approximately 10.0 K to 11.0 K higher than the 

same zone on day 79 (compare Table 5.11 with 5.20). Zone 30 in all models matches 

more clearly Carpenter's [1994] temperature predictions, as it only fluctuates by 0.8 K 

from day 79 to day 206 although, as has been discussed earlier, this temperature reading 

is taken at a depth of 7100 mm (7.100 m) below ground level. So this is further 

evidence that it may not be the 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth cover which regulates the 

internal resultant temperature within the CLBH in the warmer months of the year, but 

the massive volume of earth surrounding the rear external walls and underneath the 

ground floor structure.
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As for days 78 and 79, the earth temperatures on days 205 and 206 are lower than the 

earth base surface temperatures, but the overall temperature profiles and ranges are 

almost the same, as seen by comparing Table 5.12 with 5.21 below.

Unlike days 78 and 79 the earth base surface temperatures do not correlate at all with 

the internal resultant temperatures, since model S which has no earth cover records 

virtually the same temperatures as models A to B and A to C with their three variations 

in earth cover. This confirms earlier suggestions that earth sheltering provides the best 

thermal benefits during the cooler months of the year, where the earth provides a stable 

environment (but not a warming influence) to the internal conditions within an earth 

sheltered building, in comparison with fluctuating external air temperatures. In the 

summer the earth would have a cooling effect to the internal conditions within an earth 

sheltered building if it were not for the fact that the author's esh units are insulated and 

therefore, as Carmody [1985] suggests, insulating an esh unit from the earth reduces the 

potential cooling effects of the earth.
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Table 5.21: Earth temperatures adjacent to the ground and first floor structure and on the 
earth roof in models A, B & C on day 206

Model & 
Zone
A. 30
B.30
C.30
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

A. 41
B.41
C.41
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)

A. 45
B.45
C.45
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

12.2
11.9
11.8

0.3
0.4

12.8
13.7
16.0
-0.9
-3.2

16.8
17.7
18.3
-1.0
-1.6

16.00 **
12.2
11.9
11.9

0.3
0.4

13.5
13.9
16.1
-0.4
-2.7

18.0
18.3
19.0
-0.3
-1.0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

*coldest external air temperature recorded ** warmest external air temperature recorded

5.4.2 Results Ib: 1st floor insulated buffer wall &Trombe glazing

5.4.2.1 Results Ib: Ground floor rooms and first floor rooms on days 78 and 79

In this section and section 5.4.2.2 the results for the following models are presented:

• model G, 1500 mm (1.500 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model H, 750 mm (0.750 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model I, 250 mm (0.250 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation.
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In addition, to the above design characteristics an insulated buffer wall behind Trombe 

glazing on the first floor is common to all the above models (see disk 1, file 'Model 

ABCS GHI MNO Day 78 & 79' for the complete data on day 78 and 79).

One of the benefits of converting the exposed external wall on the first floor into a 

buffer wall behind Trombe glazing is that it can be used for additional pre-warming of 

the ventilation air to the bedrooms and bathroom. Incoming ventilation air for the first 

floor rooms is ducted from the kitchen conservatory into the cavity between the outside 

face of the buffer wall and the internal face of the Trombe glazing, before passing into 

the master bedroom. There are no changes at all to the ventilation and heat recovery 

settings on the ground floor compared with models A, B, C and S.

Ground floor rooms

It is particularly interesting to note that on day 79 the internal resultant temperatures 

recorded in the lounge (compare Graph 5.1 with 5.13 and Table 5.3 with 5.22) and 

kitchen (compare Table 5.4 with 5.23) of models G, H and I are between 0.5 K (2.5%) 

and 0.8 K (4.5%) higher than the same rooms in models A, B and C. This is without 

any additional heat gains on the ground floor compared with the design of models A, B, 

C and S. These higher temperatures are a direct result of the first floor buffer wall and 

Trombe glazing which reduces heat losses through the buffer wall and increases heat 

gains to the first floor rooms.

Similar to results set la, the model with the greatest earth cover (model G) records the

highest resultant temperatures in all rooms. In both zone 1 and zone 9, model G meets 
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CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperature of 21.0 °C, after occupancy for one 

hour in the morning and the evening, as shown in Graph 5.13 and Table 5.22.

Graph 5.13 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the lounge compared 
with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models G to I
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Table 5.22: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 79

Model & 
Zone

G. 1
H. 1
I. 1
Range I (gl-hl)
Range ii (gl-il)

G.9
H.9
1.9
Range iv (g9-h9)
Range v (g9-19)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

20.0
19.6
19.2

0.4
0.7

20.1
19.7
19.8

0.4
0.3

8.00 **

21.0
20.6
20.3

0.4
0.8

21.8
21.3
21.5

0.5
0.3

18.00*

20.7
20.3
19.9

0.4
0.7

20.9
20.3
20.6

0.6
0.3

19.00**

21.4
21.0
20.7

0.4
0.8

21.3
20.7
21.0

0.5
0.3

21.00***

21.8
21.4
21.0

0.4
0.8

22.3
21.9
22.0

0.5
0.3

* occupancy commences; ** 1 hour occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy

Table 5.23 shows that, similar to models A, B and C on day 79 (see Table 5.4), the 

kitchen in the familiy occupied esh unit (zone 13) records very high internal resultant 

temperatures at 20.00 hours, immediately after cooking.
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Table 5.23: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 79

Model & 
Zone

G. 5
H. 5
1.5
Range! (g5-h5)
Range ii (g5-i5)

G. 13
H. 13
1.13
Range iv(gl3-h!3)
Range v (gl 3-113)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
19.00 *

19.5
19.2
18.1

0.4
1.4

20.0
19.9
19.5

0.1
0.5

20.00 **

23.0
22.7
22.2

0.3
0.7

30.7
30.5
30.2

0.2
0.5

21.00***

20.2
19.8
19.4

0.4
0.7

22.3
22.2
21.8

0.2
0.5

* Cooking commences; ** cooking finishes; *** temperature stabilises finishes; *** temperature 
stabilises

First floor rooms

It is apparent from Tables 5.24, 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 that the additional pre-warming of 

the ventilation air through the Trombe wall cavity leads to higher internal resultant 

temperature increases than in the lounge and kitchen (Table 5.22 and 5.23). But, as in 

the case of the ground floor rooms, model G still records the highest internal resultant 

temperatures in all the first floor rooms.

Table 5.24 shows that in the bathroom recorded internal resultant temperatures are on 

average 0.8 K higher than internal resultant temperatures recorded for models A, B and 

C (compare Table 5.5 with 5.24). However, CIBSE's [1986] design temperature of 22.0 

°C and above is recorded only in zone 23 (in models G, H and I), when the shower has 

been used between 8.00 hours and 9.00 hours on day 79. Nevertheless, temperatures 

within Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] comfort range of 18.0 °C 

and above are now recorded in zone 17 for model G, one and two hours after the 

bathroom has been occupied. Furthermore, zone 23 maintains resultant temperatures
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within this comfort range in all models and at all times, except model I at 7.00 hours on 

day 79. This is before the bathroom has benefited from heat gains associated with 

occupancy and the shower has being operated.

Table 5.24 Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 79

Model & 
Zone

G. 17
H. 17
I. 17
Range i (g!7-h!7)
Range ii (g 17-117)

G. 23
H.23
1.23
Range iv (g23-h23)
Range v (g23-i23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

17.9
17.1
16.4

0.8
1.4

18.8
18.4
17.8

0.4
1.0

8.00**

19.5
18.6
18.0

0.8
1.5

24.4
24.0
23.4

0.4
1.0

9.00 ***

18.2
17.4
16.8

0.8
1.4

20.1
19.8
19.1

0.4
1.0

* Occupancy and shower begins; ** occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises

The benefit of a Trombe wall in models G, H and I is shown by the recorded 

temperatures being 1.2 K higher and 1.7 K higher in zone 19 and 25 respectively, when 

compared with the same zones in models A, B and C (compare Table 5.25 with 5.6). In 

fact CIBSE's [1986] recommended bedroom design temperature of 18.0 °C is recorded 

in both zones 19 and 25 on day 79 in models G, H and I. However, it also demonstrated 

in Table 5.25 that zone 19 in model I (with the least earth cover of 250 mm (0.250 m)) 

cannot meet 18.0 °C on day 79.
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Table 5.25 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 79

Model & 
Zone

G. 19
H. 19
1.19
Range! (g!9-h!9)
Range ii (g!9-i!9)

G.25
H.25
1.25
Range iv (g25-h25)
Range v (g25-i25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00 * | 22.00 **

18.2
17.6
17.1

0.6
1.1

19.5
19.4
18.9

0.1
0.6

18.8
18.2
17.7

0.6
1.1

19.5
19.4
19.0

0.1
0.5

23.00 ***

18.7
18.1
17.6

0.6
1.1

19.8
19.7
19.2

0.1
0.6

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hours occupancy

Similarly, temperature rises that have occurred in the left bedroom also occur in both 

the middle bedroom (compare Table 5.7 and 5.26) and master bedroom (compare Table 

5.8 and 5.27), as illustrated in Table 5.26 and 5.27 and in Graph 5.14 below.

Table 5.26 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on 
day 79

Model & 
Zone

G.20
H.20
1.20
Range i (g20-h20)
Range ii (g20-i20)

G. 26
H. 26
1.26
Range iv (g26-h26)
Range v (g26-i26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

17.5
17.0
16.6

0.5
1.0

19.1
18.9
18.5

0.1
0.5

20.00 **

18.0
17.4
17.0

0.5
1.0

18.8
18.7
18.3

0.1
0.5

21.00***

17.9
17.4
17.0

0.5
1.0

19.4
19.4
18.9

0.1
0.5

22.00 
****

17.9
17.4
16.9

0.5
1.0

19.5
19.5
19.1

0.0
0.4

23.00*****

17.9
17.3
16.9

0.5
1.0

19.3
19.2
18.8

0.1
0.5

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy **** 2 hours occupancy
***** 3 hours occupancy
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Graph 5.14 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the master bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models G to I
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Table 5.27. Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on 
day 79

Model & 
Zone

G. 21.
H. 21
1.21
Range i (gl-hl)
Range ii (gl-il)

G.27
H. 27
1.27
Range iv (g9-h9)
Range v (g9-i9)

Resultant Tern
7.00*

18.4
17.9
17.4

0.6
1.0

19.8
19.5
19.0

0.4
0.8

peratures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
22.00 **

18.1
17.6
17.1

0.6
1.0

19.0
18.7
18.2

0.4
0.8

23.00***

18.6
18.0
17.6

0.6
1.0

19.8
19.5
19.0

0.4
0.8

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hours occupancy

5.4.2.2 Results Ib: Ground floor rooms and first floor rooms on days 205 and 206

On days 205 and 206, the ventilation and heat recovery settings in models G, H and I 

are identical to those set in models A, B and C on the same test days (see section
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5.4.1.2). However, because the glazing sections of the first floor Trombe walls are 

sealed it was decided by the author not to circulate the ventilation air for the first floor 

rooms through the Trombe cavity, as in the winter settings. This was to prevent any 

undue overheating occurring in the first floor rooms from pre-warmed ventilation air 

(see disk 1, file 'Model ABCS GHI MNO Day 205 & 206' for the complete data on day 

205 and 206).

Ground floor rooms

Graph 5.15 (compare with Graph 5.9) and Table 5.28 and 5.29 (compare with Tables 

5.13 and 5.14) show that there is very little difference in the internal resultant 

temperatures recorded in the lounge and kitchen for models G, H and I compared with 

the same rooms for models A, B and C.
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Graph 5.15 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the lounge compared 
with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models G to I
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The lounge zones (1 and 9) do not become uncomfortably warm in relation to the 

external temperature on days 205 and 206. However, there is one exception in that zone 

1 in model I, at 21.00 hours (hour 45) on day 206 records an internal resultant 

temperature of 23.0 °C. This resultant temperature is only slightly above Smith's [1991] 

and Borer's [1998] comfort range, as illustrated in Graph 5.15 and Table 5.28.

Table 5.28: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 206

Model & 
Zone

G. 1
H. 1
I. 1
Range i (gl-hl)
Range ii (gl-il)

G.9
H. 9
1.9
Range iv (g9-h9)
Range v (g9-i9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00 * I 8.00 **

21.2
21.3
21.4

0.0
-0.1

20.1
20.6
20.7
-0.5
-0.6

22.2
22.3
22.4

0.0
-0.1

21.5
20.5
21.9

1.1
-0.3

18.00*

22.5
22.6
22.7

0.0
-0.1

21.3
22.1
21.5
-0.8
-0.2

19.00 **

22.3
22.4
22.5

0.0
-0.1

21.2
22.2
21.5
-1.0
-0.4

21.00***

22.9
22.9
23.0

0.0
-0.1

22.1
21.3
22.4

0.9
-0.2

* occupancy commences; ** 1 hour occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy

If the occupant of zone 1 found that the recorded internal resultant temperature of 

23.2 °C was uncomfortable they could easily lower the temperature by opening the 

lounge door, or the window into the main conservatory. The lounge door and dining 

room window which open into the main conservatory are closed at 21.00 hours each day 

during the summer ventilation settings (see window schedule in section 4.14, Chapter 

4).

Table 5.29 below illustrates the recorded internal resultant temperatures in the kitchen 

for models G, H and I on day 206. At 20.00 hours, when the cooker has been in
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operation in both zone 5 and zone 13, the recorded internal resultant temperatures 

exceed 23.0 °C, by just over 3.0 K and 6.0 K (zone 13 records the highest temperatures), 

which also occurred on day 79 (see Table 5.23).

Table 5.29: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 206

Model & 
Zone

G. 5
H. 5
1.5
Range i (g5-h5)
Range ii (g5-i5)

G. 13
H. 13
I. 13
Range iv(gl3-h!3)
Range v (g!3-i!3)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
19.00 *

22.2
22.2
22.3

0.0
-0.2

21.9
21.9
22.1

0.0
-0.2

20.00 **

25.1
25.1
25.2

0.0
-0.2

28.6
28.7
28.8
-0.1
-0.1

21.00***

22.5
22.5
22.6

0.0
-0.2

23.0
23.2
23.2
-0.1
-0.2

* Cooking commences; ** cooking finishes; *** temperature stabilises

First floor rooms

For the summer period (see section 4.7.8, Chapter 4) the ventilation and heat recovery 

settings in models G, H and I are identical to the ventilation and heat recovery settings 

in models A, B and C. There is one exception in that in models G, H and I the 

ventilation air which passes via the Trombe cavity on days 78 and 79, but is de 

activated on days 205 and 206 to further reduce the risk of the first floor rooms 

overheating. This strategy has been succesful in models G, H and I, since the internal 

resultant temperatures recorded in the bathroom, left, middle and master bedroom have 

not risen significantly (only by between 0.2 K and 0.3K) compared with the internal 

resultant temperatures recorded in the same rooms in models A, B and C on days 205 

and 206. See Table 5.15 and 5.30 (bathroom), 5.16 and 5.31 (left bedroom), 5.17 and
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5.32 (middle bedroom), 5.18 and 5.33 (master bedroom) to compare the results for 

models G, H and I with models A, B and C. In addition, reference to the master 

bedroom can be made by comparing Graph 5.10 with 5.16.

Table 5.30: Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 206

Model & 
Zone

G. 17
H. 17
I. 17
Range i (gl7-h!7)
Range ii (g!7-i!7)

G. 23
H.23
1.23
Range iv (g23-h23)
Range v (g23-i23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

20.2
20.4
20.7
-0.1
-0.5

19.8
20.0
20.2
-0.2
-0.4

8.00 **

21.6
21.7
22.0
-0.1
-0.5

22.0
22.2
22.2
-0.1
-0.2

9.00 ***

20.7
20.8
21.1
-0.1
-0.5

20.4
20.5
20.8
-0.2
-0.4

* Occupancy and shower begins; ** occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises

Table 5.31 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on day 
206

Model & 
Zone

G. 19
H. 19
I. 19
Range i (g!9-h!9)
Range ii (g!9-i!9)

G.25
H.25
1.25
Range iv (g25-h25)
Range v (g25-i25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

22.6
21.7
22.0

0.9
0.6

20.3
20.5
20.6
-0.2
-0.3

22.00 **

21.8
21.9
22.2
-0.1
-0.4

21.8
21.9
22.1
-0.2
-0.3

23.00***

21.8
21.9
22.2
-0.1
-0.4

21.4
21.5
21.7
-0.2
-0.3

1 occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy
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Table 5.32 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on 
day 206

Model & 
Zone

G. 20
H.20
1.20
Range! (g20-h20)
Range ii (g20-i20)

G. 26
H.26
1.26
Range iv (g26-h26)
Range v (g26-i26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00 * | 20.00 **

20.9
21.1
21.3
-0.1
-0.3

20.1
20.3
20.4
-0.2
-0.3

21.4
21.5
21.7
-0.1
-0.3

21.1
21.3
21.4
-0.2
-0.3

21.00***

21.2
21.4
21.6
-0.1
-0.3

21.5
21.7
21.8
-0.2
-0.3

22.00 ****

21.2
21.3
21.5
-0.1
-0.3

21.4
21.6
21.7
-0.2
-0.3

23.00*****

21.1
21.3
21.5
-0.1
-0.3

21.1
21.2
21.4
-0.2
-0.3

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy ***** 2 hours occupancy
***** 3 hours occupancy

Table 5.33 Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models G, H & I on 
day 206

Model & 
Zone

G.21.
H. 21
1.21
Range i (gl-hl)
Range ii (gl-il)

G. 27
H. 27
1.27
Range iv (g9-h9)
Range v (g9-i9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

20.3
20.4
20.6
-0.1
-0.3

21.1
21.2
21.4
-0.1
-0.3

22.00 **

20.9
21.0
21.2
-0.1
-0.3

21.0
21.2
21.3
-0.1
-0.3

23.00***

21.2
21.3
21.4
-0.1
-0.3

21.6
21.7
21.9
-0.1
-0.3

occupancy ends; occupancy commences . *** 1 hours occupancy
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Graph 5.16 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the master bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models G to I
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5.4.3 Results Ic: 1st floor non-insulated buffer wall with passive solar 

conservatory

5.4.3.1 Results Ic: 1st floor non-insulated buffer wall with passive solar 

conservatory on days 78 and 79

In this section and section 5.4.3.2 the results for the following models are presented:

• model M, 1500 mm (1.500 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model N, 750 mm (0.750 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,
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• model O, 250 mm (0.250 m) earth cover and 100 mm (0.100 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation.

In addition, to the above design characteristics a non-insulated buffer wall and south 

facing passive solar conservatory on the first floor is common to all the above models 

(see disk 1, file 'Model ABCS GHI MNO Day 78 & 79' for the complete data on day 

78 and 79).

It will be shown by the following results for models M, N and O that when both the 

main and kitchen conservatories are used to ventilate and provide pre-warmed air to the 

ground floor rooms then this leads to considerably higher temperatures in these rooms 

compared with those for models A to C, G to I and S where only the main conservatory 

is used. However, with a first floor passive solar conservatory used to ventilate and pre- 

warm air for the first floor rooms the internal resultant temperatures are only slightly 

higher in the master bedroom with the Trombe wall design. In the other two bedrooms 

the advantage of a buffer space is clear, where resultant temperatures are significantly 

higher in the middle and left bedroom in model M, N and O than in models G, H and I.

Ground floor rooms

It is apparent by comparing Graph 5.1 with 5.17 that the inclusion of a first floor buffer 

space and conservatory leads to models M, N and O recording significantly higher 

internal resultant temperatures in the lounge than in models A, B and C. Zone 1 and 

zone 9 in models M, N and O are 1.3 K (6.5%) and 3.0 K (14.0%) higher respectively 

than the same zones in models A, B and C (compare Tables 5.3 with 5.34).
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Furthermore, the improvement of a conservatory over a Trombe wall on the first floor is 

also demonstrated by the fact that recorded internal resultant temperatures in models M, 

N and O are 0.7 K (3.6%) higher in zone 1 and 1.9 K (8.5%) higher in zone 9 than the 

respective same zones in models G, H and I (compare Tables 5.22 with 5.34).

Graph 5.17 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the lounge compared 
with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models M to O
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It is, however, concerning that Smith's [1991] and Borer's [1998] upper comfort 

temperature of 23.0 °C is exceeded in zone 9 at 21.00 hours (hour 45) on day 79, as 

shown in Table 5.34. However, this is by only 1.2 K.
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Table 5.34: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 79

Model & 
Zone

M. 1
N. 1
O. 1
Range i (ml-nl)
Range ii (ml-ol)

M. 9
N. 9
O.9
Range iv (m9-n9)
Range v (m9-o9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

20.8
20.4
20.1

0.4
0.6

22.1
21.8
21.5

0.3
0.6

8.00**

21.8
21.5
21.2

0.4
0.6

23.7
23.4
23.1

0.3
0.6

18.00*

21.5
21.1
20.8

0.4
0.6

22.8
22.5
22.2

0.3
0.6

19.00**

22.2
21.8
21.6

0.4
0.6

23.1
22.8
22.6

0.3
0.6

21.00***

22.5
22.2
21.9

0.4
0.6

24.2
23.9
23.6

0.3
0.6

: occupancy commences; ** 1 hour occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy

In the kitchen (zone 5 and 13) the models M, N and O have recorded internal resultant 

temperatures which are between 0.5 K (2.0%) and 1.0 K (4.0%) higher than the same 

zones in models A, B and C on day 79, as shown by comparing Table 5.4 with 5.35. 

Similarly to models A, B and C (Table 5.4), and models G, H and I (Table 5.23) the 

recorded resultant temperatures in zone 13 are much higher than in zone 5, and exceed 

Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's upper comfort temperature of 23.0 °C by 

between 7.5 K and 8.1 K. This is due to four hobs being used for one hour instead of 

two hobs for only 30 minutes in zone 5.
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Table 5.35: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 79

Model & 
Zone

M. 5
N. 5
0.5
Range i (m5-n5)
Range ii (m5-o5)

M. 13
N. 13
0.13
Range iv (ml3-n!3)
Range v (ml3-o!3)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
19.00 *

19.5
19.1
18.9

0.4
0.6

20.5
20.2
19.9

0.3
0.6

20.00 **

22.9
22.5
22.2

0.4
0.6

31.1
30.8
30.6

0.3
0.6

21.00***

20.1
19.7
19.5

0.4
0.6

22.8
22.5
22.2

0.3
0.6

* Cooking commences; ** cooking finishes; *** temperature stabilises

First floor rooms

The internal resultant temperatures recorded for models M, N and O in the first floor 

rooms do not rise as greatly as they did in the ground floor rooms when compared with 

models A, B and C (compare Tables 5.5 to 5.8 with 5.36 to 5.39). Indeed, it would seem 

that a passive solar conservatory with a buffer wall and subsequent buffer space has less 

influence on the first floor resultant temperatures compared with the effect that a ground 

floor conservatory has on the first floor rooms. When comparing the results from 

models M, N and O with those from models G, H and I it is necessary to consider a 

number of factors. The ventilation air entering the bedrooms in models G, H and I is 

pre-warmed by the kitchen conservatory and the Trombe cavity. However, in models M, 

N and O pre-warming of the ventilation air comes only from the first floor conservatory. 

This means that the ability for model M, N and O to reach higher temperatures in the 

first floor rooms is much greater than for models G, H and I considering the lesser pre- 

warming of the ventilation air into the first floor rooms in models M, N and O. Thus, it 

could also be suggested that if an insulated buffer wall and Trombe glazing were
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specified on both floors in models G, H and I, and this Trombe design feature on each 

floor was used to pre-warm only the ventilation air for that floor this would probably 

then lead to similar internal resultant temperature rises on the ground floor, as in models 

M, N and O where there are passive solar conservatories on both floors. However, the 

first floor internal resultant temperatures may be less than they are, as presented 

previously in Tables 5.24 to 5.27. This is because the kitchen conservatory would be 

limited to pre-warming ventilation air for the ground floor rooms, and not the first floor 

rooms. It must also be remembered that there was a limitation in the building of the 

Trombe wall in the Tas Lite computer model (see Chapter 4, section 4.7). The fact that 

both the exposed walls and the buffer wall behind the Trombe glazing was insulated 

would inevitably lead to lower heat losses than if all the first floor external wall had 

been constructed as a Trombe wall and was not insulated. Furthermore, the direct and 

indirect pre-warming capacity of the Trombe would therefore, be reduced.

Therefore, in the first floor rooms, it is more difficult to identify temperature trends 

when comparing the results for models M, N and O with previous models. However, 

similar to other models with the least earth cover on the first floor of 250 mm (0.250 m) 

(models C and I) model O records resultant temperatures lower than other models in its 

group (models M with 1500 mm (1.500 m) and model N with 750 mm (0.750 m) earth 

cover). Also, similar to the ground floor rooms models, models M, N and O record 

higher internal resultant temperatures in the first floor rooms than models A, B and C 

and models G, H and I. This is illustrated in Table 5.36 for the bathroom (compare with 

Table 5.5 and 5.24), Table 5.37 for the left bedroom (compare with Table 5.6 and 5.25), 

Table 5.38 for the middle bedroom (compare with Table 5.7 and 5.26) and Table 5.39
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and Graph 5.18 for the master bedroom (compare with Table 5.8 and 5.27 and with 

Graph 5.6 and 5.14).

Similarly to models A, B and C (Table 5.5), and models G, H and I (Table 5.24) the 

recorded resultant temperatures in zone 23 are much higher than in zone 17, and exceed 

Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's upper comfort temperature of 23.0 °C by 

between 1.1 K and 2.2 K. This is due to the shower being in operation for one hour in 

zone 23 in comparison with only 15 minutes in zone 17.

Table 5.36 Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 79

Model & 
Zone

M. 17
N. 17
O. 17
Range i (gl7-h!7)
Range ii (gl 7-117)

M. 23
N.23
0.23
Range iv (g23-h23)
Range v (g23-i23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

17.9
17.2
16.7

0.7
1.2

19.7
19.1
18.9

0.6
0.8

8.00 **

19.5
18.8
18.3

0.7
1.2

25.3
24.7
24.2

0.6
1.1

9.00 ***

18.3
17.6
17.1

0.7
1.2

21.1
20.4
19.9

0.6
1.1

* Occupancy and shower begins; ** occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises
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Table 5.37 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 
79

Model & 
Zone

M. 19
N. 19
O. 19
Range i (§19-hl9)
Range ii (g!9-i!9)

M. 25
N. 25
O. 25
Range iv (g25-h25)
Range v (g25-i25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

18.3
17.8
17.4

0.5
0.9

20.5
20.1
19.7

0.4
0.8

22.00 **

18.9
18.3
17.9

0.6
0.9

20.5
20.1
19.7

0.5
0.8

23.00 ***

18.8
18.3
17.9

0.6
0.9

20.8
20.4
20.0

0.5
0.8

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy

Table 5.38 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on 
day 79

Model & 
Zone

G.20
H.20
1.20
Range! (g20-h20)
Range ii (g20-i20)

G.26
H. 26
1.26
Range iv (g26-h26)
Range v (g26-i26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

17.7
17.3
16.9

0.5
0.8

20.1
19.7
19.4

0.4
0.7

20.00 **

18.2
17.7
17.3

0.5
0.8

19.9
19.5
19.2

0.4
0.7

21.00***

18.1
17.6
17.3

0.5
0.8

20.6
20.1
19.8

0.4
0.7

22.00 ****

18.1
17.6
17.3

0.5
0.8

20.7
20.3
19.9

0.4
0.7

23.00*****

18.1
17.6
17.3

0.5
0.8

20.4
20.0
19.7

0.4
0.7

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy **** 2 hours occupancy 
***** 3 hours occupancy
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Graph 5.18 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the master bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models M to O
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Table 5.39: Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on 
day 79

Model & 
Zone

A.21.
B. 21
C. 21
Range i (al-bl)
Range ii (al-cl)

A. 27
B.27
C.27
Range iv (a9-b9)
Range v (a9-c9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79
7.00*

18.2
17.8
17.2

0.4
0.9

20.0
19.5
19.2

0.5
0.8

22.00 **

17.8
17.2
16.9

0.6
0.9

19.2
18.7,
18.4

0.4
0.8

23.00***

18.3
17.7
17.3

0.6
1.0

20.0
19.5
19.2

0.4
0.8

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hours occupancy
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5.4.3.2 Results Ic: 1st floor non-insulated buffer wall with passive solar 

conservatory on days 205 and 206

The ventilation settings, which are applied to the main conservatory in models A, B and 

C and models G, H and I to reduce the chance of over-heating in ground floor rooms, 

are also used by the ground floor conservatories in models M, N and O (see disk 1, file 

'Model ABCS GHI MNO Day 205 & 206' for the complete data on day 205 and 206).

Ground floor rooms

Similar to models G, H and I, models M, N and O record internal resultant temperatures 

only slightly higher than models A, B and C on days 205 and 206. This is shown by 

comparing Graph 5.9 with 5.19 and by comparing Tables 5.13 and 5.14 with Tables 

5.40 and 5.41.

Graph 5.19 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the lounge compared
with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models M to O
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Table 5.40: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 206

Model & 
Zone

M. 1
N. 1
0. 1
Range i (ml-nl)
Range ii (ml-ol)

M. 9
N. 9
O.9
Range iv (m9-n9)
Range v (m9-o9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

20.7
20.7
20.8

0.0
-0.1

20.9
21.0
21.0

0.0
-0.1

8.00 **

21.7
21.7
21.8

0.0
-0.1

22.4
22.5
22.5

0.0
-0.1

18.00*

21.9
22.0
22.1

0.0
-0.2

22.2
22.2
22.3

0.0
-0.1

19.00**

21.7
21.8
21.9

0.0
-0.2

22.0
22.0
22.1

0.0
-0.1

21.00***

22.3
22.3
22.4

0.0
-0.1

22.8
22.8
22.9

0.0
-0.1

* occupancy commences; ** 1 hour occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy

Table 5.41: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 206

Model & 
Zone

M. 5
N. 5
O. 5
Range i (m5-n5)
Range ii (m5-o5)

M. 13
N. 13
O. 13
Range iv (ml3-n!3)
Range v (m!3-ol3)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
19.00 *

21.8
21.9
22.0
-0.1
-0.2

21.9
22.0
22.0
-0.1
-0.1

20.00 **

24.7
24.8
24.9
-0.1
-0.2

28.6
28.6
28.7

0.0
-0.1

21.00***

22.1
22.2
22.3
-0.1
-0.2

23.1
23.1
23.2

0.0
-0.1

* Cooking commences; ** cooking finishes; *** temperature stabilises; ** cooking finishes; *** 
temperature stabilises

First floor rooms

In contrast to models G to I, the summer ventilation settings for models M to O allow 

ventilation air to pass through the first floor conservatories before venting the first floor 

rooms. This was allowed because, unlike non-opening glazing in the Trombe walls, the 

glazing in the conservatories can be opened, to provide cross-ventilation. Therefore,
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undue over-heating in the first floor rooms can be reduced, as illustrated in the Tables 

5.42 to 5.45 and Graph 5.20. Indeed, the internal resultant temperatures recorded in the 

first floor rooms for models M, N and O are in fact less than in models G to I (Tables 

5.30 to 5.33) and in models A, B and C (Tables 5.15 to 5.18) because of this additional 

ventilation facility.

Table 5.42 Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 206

Model & 
Zone

G. 17
H. 17
I. 17
Range i (gl7-h!7)
Range ii (g!7-i!7)

G. 23
H. 23
1.23
Range iv (g23-h23)
Range v (g23-i23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

19.5
19.7
19.9
-0.1
-0.4

20.1
20.2
20.4
-0.1
-0.3

8.00**

20.8
20.9
21.2
-0.2
-0.4

22.1
22.2
22.4
-0.1
-0.3

9.00 ***

19.8
19.9
20.2
-0.2
-0.4

20.4
20.5
20.7
-0.1
-0.3

Occupancy and shower begins; occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises

Table 5.43 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on day 
206

Model & 
Zone

G. 19
H. 19
I. 19
Range i (g!9-h!9)
Range ii (g!9-i!9)

G. 25
H. 25
1.25
Range iv (g25-h25)
Range v (g25-i25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific times during day 206
7.00*

20.0
20.1
20.3
-0.1
-0.3

20.5
20.6
20.7
-0.1
-0.3

22.00 ** | 23.00 ***

20.1
20.2
20.4
-0.1
-0.3

21.4
21.5
21.6
-0.1
-0.3

20.1
20.2
20.4
-0.1
-0.3

21.1
21.2
21.3
-0.1
-0.3

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy
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Table 5.44 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on 
day 206

Model & 
Zone

G. 20
H.20
1.20
Range! (g20-h20)
Range ii (g20-i20)

G. 26
H. 26
1.26
Range iv (g26-h26)
Range v (g26-i26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

19.9
20.0
20.2
-0.1
-0.3

20.5
20.7
20.8
-0.1
-0.2

20.00 **

20.1
20.2
20.4
-0.1
-0.3

20.9
21.0
21.1
-0.1
-0.2

21.00***

20.0
20.2
20.3
-0.1
-0.3

21.3
21.4
21.5
-0.1
-0.2

22.00 ***

20.0
20.1
20.3
-0.1
-0.3

21.3
21.5
21.6
-0.1
-0.2

23.00*****

20.0
20.1
20.3
-0.1
-0.3

21.1
21.2
21.3
-0.1
-0.2

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy **** 2 hours occupancy
***** 3 hours occupancy

Graph 5.20 (insulation 100 mm): Resultant temperature in the Master bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models M to O
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Table 5.45 Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models M, N & O on 
day 206

Model & 
Zone

M.21.
N. 21
O.21
Range i (ml-nl)
Range ii (ml-ol)

M. 27
N. 27
O. 27
Range iv (m9-n9)
Range v (m9-o9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206
7.00*

20.6
20.7
20.8

0.0
-0.2

21.0
21.1
21.3
-0.1
-0.3

22.00 **

20.8
20.8
20.9

0.0
-0.1

20.6
20.8
20.9
-0.1
-0.3

23.00 ***

21.1
21.1
21.3

0.0
-0.1

21.2
21.4
21.5
-0.1
-0.3

occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hours occupancy finishes; *** temperature stabilises

5.5 Summary of results group 1

On day 79, which meets CIBSE [1986] recommendations for the coldest winter day in 

South Wales it has been demonstrated that models A, B and C with three variations in 

earth cover clearly record considerably higher and more comfortable internal resultant 

temperatures than model S, which has no earth sheltering to any of its structure.

It has been shown that in all models the highest internal resultant temperatures are 

recorded in the ground floor rooms, where the volume of earth behind, underneath and 

to the side walls of the esh unit's structure is the greatest. Furthermore, in both the 

lounge and the kitchen the temperature range between models for the ground floor is 

very small between 0.4 K and 0.7 K, which is due to the fact that the earth sheltering the 

structure is exactly the same for all models on the ground floor.
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In addition, it is apparent that occupancy makes little difference to the internal resultant 

temperatures in the ground floor rooms. However, in the first floor rooms occupancy 

does contribute significantly to higher internal resultant temperatures. All models show 

that their first floor rooms record lower internal resultant temperatures than in their 

ground floor rooms.

It has been shown that in the three results groups (la, Ib and Ic) internal resultant 

temperatures can vary by as much as 1.0 K between the model with the greatest earth 

cover and the model with thinnest earth cover. Model A, G and M with the thickest 

earth (1500 mm (1.500 m)) sheltering the first floor walls and covering the roof records 

the highest resultant temperatures in all rooms and at all times on day 79. 

From the three design options it has been shown that the inclusion of a passive solar 

conservatory on both floors leads to the highest internal resultant temperatures. 

However, the Trombe wall design (models G, H and I) records internal resultant 

temperatures which are on average only 0.5 K less than those for models M, N and O on 

the first floor, and 0.7 K less than models M, N and O on the ground floor. It has been 

suggested that, if the limitations in the Trombe wall design could be overcome, this 

design may lead to similar if not better temperatures than models M, N and O. Indeed, 

a Trombe wall could be included on the ground floor, rather than a passive solar 

conservatory.

On day 206, which meets CIBSE [1986] recommendations for the warmest summer day 

in South Wales, internal resultant temperatures are virtually the same for models A, B, 

C, G, H, I, M, N, 0 and model S, without any earth sheltering to the walls or roof. There 

is also a complete reversal of temperature profiles in the summer (days 205 and 206) as
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C;ompared with the winter (days 78 and 79), where the models with the greatest earth 

cover A, G, and M record the lowest and not the highest internal resultant temperatures. 

However, the temperature range between all models is too small to be of significance. 

This demonstrates that the earth sheltering esh units provides the most thermal benefits 

to their occupants during the coldest months of the year, where it provides a stable 

external evironment in comaprison with the widely fluctuating external air temperature. 

In the summer the degree the cooling effect of the earth is reduced with the use of 

insulation, so that internal resultant temperatures in models A to C are virtually the 

same as in model S.

It is shown that from all the models in this Chapter, on days 205 and 206 it is models M, 

N and O which record the lowest internal resultant temperatures. This is because the 

ventilation air for the first floor rooms continues to pass through the first floor 

conservatories. The advantage of this ventilation strategy is that unlike non-opening 

glazing in the Trombe walls, the glazing in the conservatories can be opened during the 

day to provide cross-ventilation.

The next results chapter will discuss results group 2, which includes the same designs, 

but with 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation rather than 100 mm (0.100 m). This higher 

specification of insulation leads to the esh unit having similar 'U' values to the CLBH 

and the esh units at the HHP.
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CHAPTER 6

ONE-DAY SIMULATION RESULTS FOR MODELS WITH

300 mm OF INSULATION
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CHAPTER 6

ONE-DAY SIMULATION RESULTS FOR MODELS WITH

300 mm OF INSULATION

6.1 Introduction

This Chapter continues the results from the previous Chapter where the internal 

resultant temperatures for specific zones, in ten models with and without earth 

sheltering were presented compared with fluctuating external temperatures. The models 

in Chapter 5 (A to C, G to I, M to O and S) were distinguished by their design 

configuration on the first floor and the depth of their earth cover to the first floor walls 

and roof. All the above models included the same occupancy levels and 100 mm (0.100 

m) of externally placed expanded polystyrene insulation. This Chapter analyses nine 

further models, which are D to F, J to L and P to R. These models are identical to 

models A to C, G to I and M to O respectively, except that their externally placed 

insulation has been increased from 100 mm to 300 mm (0.100 m to 0.300 m) of 

expanded polystyrene.
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6.2 Results Group 2 (insulation 300 mm)

6.2.1 Results 2a: 1st floor insulated and exposed external wall

6.2.1.1 Results 2a: Ground floor and first floor rooms on Days 78 and 79

In this section and section 6.4.1.2 the results for the following models are presented:

• model D, 1500 mm (1.500 m) earth cover and 300 mm (0.300 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model E, 750 mm (0.750 m) earth cover and 300 mm (0.300 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

• model F, 250 mm (0.250 m) earth cover and 300 mm (0.300 m) of expanded 

polystyrene insulation,

In addition, to the above design characteristics an insulated and exposed south facing 

external wall on the first floor is common to all the above models (see disk 1, file 

'Model DBF JKL PQR 78 & 79' for the complete data on day 78 and 79).

It is shown in Graph 6.1 and 6.2, and Tables 6.1 to 6.6 that on days 78 and 79, 300 mm 

(0.300 m) of expanded polystyrene which insulates models D, E and F leads to 

significantly higher internal resultant temperatures in all rooms compared with models 

A, B and C (100 mm (0.100 m) of insulation). The internal resultant temperatures 

recorded in the ground and first floor rooms in models D, E and F are between 15.0%
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and 18.0% higher and between 18.0% and 23.0% higher than the same rooms in models 

A to C (compare Figures 5.1 and 5.6 with Figures 6.1 and 6.2).

Ground floor rooms

On days 78 and 79, models D, E and F record internal resultant temperatures in the 

lounge (zone 1 and 9) and the kitchen (zones 5 and 13) that exceed CIBSE's 

recommended design temperature of 21.0 °C [CIBSE 1986], at all times (see Table 6.1 

and 6.2). Furthermore, the internal resultant temperatures in the lounge also exceed 

Smith's [1991] and Borer's [1998] upper comfort temperature of 23.0 °C from 8.00 

hours, onwards on both days (shown as hour 44 on Graph 6.1), as illustrated in Graph 

6.1.

Graph 6.1 (insulation 300 mm): Resultant temperature in the lounge compared 
with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models D to F

3 25 27 29 31 33/35 37 39 41 43 45 47

- Zone 1 Model D -

-Zone 1 Model F -

- Zone 9 Model D

-Zone 9 Model F

Zone 1 Model E 

- Outside Terrp

Zone 9 Model E

It can also be seen from Graph 6.1 that the temperature profiles for models D, E and F 

in the lounge are almost identical to those shown in Graph 5.1 (see Chapter 5, section 

5.4.1.1) except that the temperature range between models D to E and D to F is much 

smaller than for models A to B and A to C. In addition, the temperature profiles are
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significantly higher than those recorded for models A, B and C (compare Graph 5.1 

with 6.1). At 21.00 on day 78 and 79 (shown as hour 46 on Graph 6.1) when the lounge 

is occupied, the recorded internal resultant temperatures peak at between 23.9 °C and 

24.6 °C. Table 6.1 shows that the mean internal resultant temperatures in both the 

lounge zones (1 and 9) recorded on day 79, which are between 3.0 K and 4.0 K higher 

in models D, E and F than in models A, B and C (compare Table 5.3 with 6.1). The 

actual percentage increase in the mean internal resultant temperatures between models 

D, E & F and models A, B & C is also recorded in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models D, E & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B, & C on day 79

Model & 
Zone

D.I
E. 1
F. 1
Range! (dl-el)
Range ii (dl-fl)

D. 9
E.9
F.9
Range iv (d9-e9)
Range v (d9-f9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79 & % 
increase in temperature

7.00*

22.6
22.3
22.1

0.2
0.5

22.5
22.2
22.0

0.2
0.4

8.00 **

23.7
23.4
23.2

0.2
0.5

24.2
23.9
23.7

0.3
0.5

18.00*

23.3
23.1
22.9

0.2
0.5

23.1
22.9
22.7

0.2
0.4

19.00 **

24.1
23.8
23.6

0.2
0.5

23.6
23.3
23.1

0.2
0.4

21.00***

24.5
24.2
24.0

0.2
0.5

24.7
24.5
24.3

0.2
0.4

%

15.3
16.3
17.3

16.1
17.1
18.1

* occupancy commences; ** 1 hours occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy

It is shown in Table 6.1 (compare with Table 5.3) that variations in the earth cover to 

models D (1500 mm (1.500 m)), E (750 mm) and F (250 mm (0.250 m)) on the first 

floor, makes even less difference to the internal resultant temperatures in the lounge 

than it did for models A (1500 mm (1.500 m)), B (750 mm (0.750 m)) and C (250 mm

(0.250 m)). _____________________ 
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In contrast to the kitchen (zone 5 and 13) in models A, B and C where CIBSE's design 

temperature of 21.0 °C was only recorded during the operation of the cooker (zone 5) at 

19.00 hours and one hour after its operation (zone 13) at 20.00 hours (on day 79), the 

kitchen zones in models D, E and F record internal resultant temperatures of 21.0 °C 

and above at all times. Similar to models A, B and C, zone 13 in models D, E and F 

records internal resultant temperatures which are uncomfortably warm one hour after 

the cooker has been in operation, at 20.00 hours on day 79.

Table 6.2: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models D, E & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B, & C on day 79

Model & 
Zone

D.5
E. 5
F. 5
Range i (d5-e5)
Range ii (d5-f5)

D. 13
E. 13
F. 13
Range iv(d!3-e 13)
Range v (dl3-f!3)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours 
during day 79 & % increase in temperature

19.00 *

21.8
21.5
21.3

0.3
0.5

22.7
22.5
22.2

0.2
0.4

20.00 **

25.2
25.0
24.7

0.2
0.5

33.4
33.1
32.9

0.2
0.4

21.00***

22.4
22.2
22.0

0.2
0.5

25.0
24.8
24.6

0.2
0.4

%

13.2
13.2
14.8

13.2
14.1
14.7

* Cooking commences; ** cooking finishes; *** temperature stabilises

First floor rooms

Similar to the ground floor rooms on day 79, the temperature range between models D 

to E and D to F is very small in the first floor rooms. Model F with the thinnest earth 

cover of 250 mm (0.250 m), records internal resultant temperatures only 0.6 K lower 

than model D (1500 mm (1.500 m)) in the bedrooms (Tables 6.4 to 6.6) and 0.8 K in the 

bathroom (Table 6.3). In models A to C the temperature range between models A to B
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and A to C in the first floor rooms was higher at between 1.0 K and 1.4 K respectively 

(compare Tables 5.5 to 5.8 with Tables 6.3 to 6.6). Furthermore, when combined with 

the fact that the temperature profiles in the bedrooms for models D, E and F exceed 

CIBSE's design temperature of 18.0 °C, by between 2.0 K (single occupied esh unit), 

and 4.0 K (family occupied esh unit) earth cover which is deeper than 250 mm (0.250 

m) become less signifiant in maintaining comfort conditions and meeting CIBSE's 

recommended design temperatures of 18.0 °C, 21.0 °C and 22.0 °C (see Graph 6.2).

In contrast to the ground floor rooms in models D, E and F, the temperature range 

between single and family occupied zones in the first floor rooms has almost doubled 

on day 79. This trend also occurred between the ground and first floor rooms in models 

A, B and C (compare Tables 5.3 and 5.4 with Tables 5.5 to 5.8). So, zones 23, 25, 26 

and 27 record internal resultant temperatures, which are on average 2.3 K (bathroom), 

1.5 K (left bedroom), 1.9 K (middle bedroom) and 1.8 K (master bedroom) higher than 

the single occupied zones (17, 19, 20 and 21). In models A, B and C the temperature 

difference between these single and family occupied zones was only on average 1.9 K 

(bathroom), 1.1 K (left bedroom), 1.4 K (middle bedroom) and 1.2 K (master bedroom), 

(compare Tables 5.5, to 5.8 with Tables 6.3 to 6.6). This is because the increased 

insulation in models D, E and F (300 mm (0.300 m)) reduces heat losses much more 

than in models A, B and C (100 mm (0.100 m)) and therefore this leads to higher 

internal resultant temperatures in the internal rooms.

It is interesting to note that 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation (models D, E and F) is still 

not enough to compensate for the lack of heat gains associated with passive solar gain to 

the bathroom, where zone 17 records internal resultant temperatures less than CIBSE's
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design temperature of 22.0 °C, when unoccupied (between 8.00 hours and 7.00 hours 

each day). However, in contrast to model A, in model D's zone 17, 22.0 °C is recorded 

at 8.00 hours, once the shower has been used for only 15 minutes at 19.00 hours, as 

illustrated in Table 6.3. Furthermore, recorded resultant temperatures in zone 23 reach 

and exceed 22.0 °C from 8.00 hours onwards on day 79.

Table 6.3 Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models D, £ & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B & C on day 79

Model & Zone

D. 17
E. 17
F. 17
Range i (d!7-e!7)
Range ii (dl7-f!7)

D.23
E. 23
F.23
Range iv (d23-e23)
Range v (d23-f23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific 
hours during day 79 & % increase in 

temperature
7.00*

20.5
20.1
19.7

0.4
0.8

21.9
21.5
21.1

0.4
0.8

8.00 **

22.1
21.7
21.3

0.4
0.8

27.5
27.1
26.7

0.4
0.8

9.00***

20.9
20.5
20.1

0.4
0.8

23.3
22.9
22.5

0.4
0.8

%

19.3
21.9
24.7

19.3
21.9
24.0

* Ocuupancy and shower begins; ** occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises

In zone 19 (which is the unoccupied left bedroom) on day 79, the resultant temperatures 

(see Table 6.4) fall well within Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] 

comfort range, but are between 2.3 K and 2.9 K higher than CIBSE's recommended 

design temperature of 18.0 °C for a bedroom. This is significant in that zone 19 does not 

benefit from occupancy and its associated heat gains, but relies directly upon the heat 

recovery (HR) ventilation system and passive solar gain for its heat gains. Yet, zone 19 

records internal resultant temperatures between 20.3 °C to 20.9 °C in models D, E and
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F. In zone 25, the additional heat gains from the single child occupancy raise the 

recorded internal resultant temperatures to between 21.8 °C and 22.4 °C, which is 

between 3.8 K and 4.4 K higher than CIBSE's design temperature of 18.0 °C.

Table 6.4 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models D, E & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B & C on day 79

Model & Zone

D. 19
E. 19
F. 19
Range! (d!9-e!9)
Range ii (d!9-f!9)

D. 25
E.25
F.25
Range iv (d25-e25)
Range v (d25-f25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours 
during day 79 & % increase in temperature

7.00*

20.5
20.1
19.8

0.3
0.6

22.2
21.8
21.5

0.3
0.6

22.00 **

21.0
20.7
20.4

0.3
0.6

22.1
21.8
21.5

0.3
0.6

23.00***

21.0
20.6
20.3

0.3
0.6

22.4
22.1
21.8

0.3
0.6

%

19.8
22.1
23.8

21.0
23.2
24.8

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; * 1 hours occupancy

Similarly Table 6.5 shows that zone 20 (unoccupied) and zone 26 (occupied) record 

internal resultant temperatures between 1.7 K and 2.3 K and between 3.7 K and 4.2 K 

higher than the CIBSE design temperature of 18.0 °C.
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Table 6.5 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models D, E & F and 
the percentage increase in temperature from models A, B & C on day 79

Model & 
Zone

D. 20
E.20
F. 20
Range i (d20-e20)
Range ii (d20-QO)

D. 26
E. 26
F.26
Range iv (d26-e26)
Range v (d26-f26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 79 & % 
increase in temperature

7.00*

20.0
19.7
19.4

0.3
0.6

22.0
21.7
21.4

0.3
0.6

20.00**

20.4
20.1
19.8

0.3
0.6

21.8
21.5
21.2

0.3
0.6

21.00***

20.4
20.1
19.8

0.3
0.6

22.4
22.1
21.8

0.3
0.6

22.00****

20.4
20.0
19.8

0.3
0.6

22.5
22.2
21.9

0.3
0.6

23.00*****

20.3
20.0
19.8

0.3
0.6

22.3
22.0
21.7

0.3
0.6

%

19.5
21.4
22.8

20.6
22.4
25.1

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy **** 2 hours occupancy
***** 3 hours occupancy

Graph 6.2 (insulation 300 mm): Resultant temperature in the master bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 78 and 79 in models D to F

9 11 13 15 17 19 24-^23 25 27 29 31 33/35 37 39 41 43 45 47

-Zone 21 Model D —•— Zone 27 Model D Zone 21 Model E - Zone 27 Model E

- Zone 21 Model F —•— Zone 27 Model F —i— Outside Temp ____

In addition, Table 6.6 illustrates that zone 21 (unoccupied) and zone 27 (occupied) 

record internal resultant temperatures between 2.0 K and 2.6 K and between 4.1 K and 

4.8 K higher than the CIBSE design temperature of 18.0 °C.
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Table 6.6: Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models D, E & F and 
the percentage increase in temperature from models A, B & C on day 79

Model & Zone

D. 21.
E. 21
F. 21
Range i (d21-e21)
Range ii (d21-f21)

D. 27
E.27
F.27
Range iv (d27-e27)
Range v (d27-£27)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours 
during day 79 & % increase in temperature
7.00*

20.7
20.4
20.1

0.3
0.6

22.7
22.4
22.1

0.3
0.6

22.00 **

20.5
20.1
19.8

0.3
0.6

21.9
21.6
21.3

0.3
0.6

23.00 ***

20.9
20.6
20.3

0.3
0.6

22.7
22.4
22.1

0.3
0.6

%

17.8
19.9
21.3

20.0
22.0
23.3

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hours occupancy

Earth Zones

Considering that the earth base temperatures and the earth temperatures in zones 30, 41 

and 45 were almost identical when 100 mm (0.100 m) of external insulation was applied 

(see Chapter 5, Table 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12) it was deemed necessary to compare only the 

earth temperatures with the external temperatures, for models D, E and F. In contrast to 

the internal zones presented above, the earth temperatures (zone 30, 41 and 45) are 

almost identical in models D, E and F to those recorded in the earth for models A, B and 

C (compare Table 5.12 with Table 6.7).

This negligible difference in soil temperature demonstrates that higher heat losses to the 

earth in models A, B and C compared with models D, E and F do not significantly 

increase the earth temperature. However, it has been demonstrated that model D, E and 

F's increased insulation thickness of 300 mm (0.300 m), compared with only 100 mm
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(0.100 m) in models A, B and C mean that the earth temperatures have less influence on 

the internal resultant temperatures in models D, E and F on days 78 and 79.

Table 6.7: Summary of the earth temperatures adjacent to the ground, first floor structure 
and on the roof in models D, E & F and the percentage increase in temperature from 
models A, B & C on day 79

Model & Zone

D. 30
E. 30
F. 30
Range! (d30-e30)
Range ii (d30-OO)

D.41
E.41
F. 41
Range iv(d41-e41)
Range v (d41-f41)

D. 45
E.45
F.45
Range! (d45-e45)
Range ii (d45-f45)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 
79 & % increase in temperature

7.00*

12.9
12.3
11.6

0.6
1.3

9.3
8.0
5.6
1.3
3.7

5.8
6.1
5.5

-0.3
0.3

14.00 **

12.9
12.3
11.6

0.6
1.3

9.7
8.0
5.5
1.7
4.2

6.8
6.3
5.6
0.4
1.2

%

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.1
0.0

-1.3

-0.2
-0.1
-0.1

*coldest air temperature recorded ** warmest air temperature recorded

6.2.1.2 Results 2a: Ground floor and first floor rooms on days 205 and 206

On days 205 and 206 models D, E and F record internal resultant temperatures higher 

than models A, B and C for all rooms (compare Tables 5.13 to 5.8 with Tables 6.8 to 

6.13), but by much smaller margins than when comparing these models on days 78 and 

79. Both these issues are as a direct result of the increased insulation specification in 

models D, E and F (300 mm (0.300 m)) compared with models A, B and C (100 mm
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(0.100 m)), and will be discussed in more detail in section 6.2.1.3 below (see disk 1, file 

'Model DBF JKL PQR 205 & 206' for the complete data on day 205 and 206).

Ground floor rooms

For models D, E and F the lounge and kitchen internal resultant temperatures recorded 

on both days 78 and 79 and days 205 and 206 are very similar (compare Graphs 6.1 and 

6.3 and Tables 6.1 to 6.6 with Tables 6.8 to 6.14). For example, in Chapter 5 (see 

section 5.4.1.1 and 5.4.1.2) it was shown that for model A at 19.00 hours on day 206 the 

recorded internal resultant temperatures increased by between 0.8 K (zone 1) and 1.27 

K (zone 9) when compared with the same time on day 79 (compare Tables 5.3 with 

5.13). However, in model D on day 206, zone 1 and 9 record internal resultant 

temperatures 0.3 K and 1.4 K lower than on day 79 at 19.00 hours (compare Table 6.1 

with 6.8). This interesting result will also be discussed in more detail in section 6.2.1.3 

below.
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Graph 6.3 (insulation 300 mm): Resultant temperatures in the lounge compared 
with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models D to F
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In both zones 1 and 9, the difference in the recorded resultant temperatures between 

models D to E and D to F and between models A to B and A to C is the same on day 

206 (compare Tables 5.12 with Tables 6.8). As with models A, B and C, zone 9 in 

models D, E and F records lower resultant temperatures than zone 1. This is a direct 

result of increased ventilation to the first floor rooms influencing the ground floor 

temperatures (see section 4.7.9.4, Chapter 4), and less passive solar gain than in zone 1 

(see section 6.2.1.3 below). However, the temperature difference between zones 1 and 

9 in models D, E and F has doubled to 1.2 K, when compared with the temperature 

diffference of 0.7 K between zones 1 and 9 in models A, B and C (compare Tables 5.12 

with Table 6.8). This is as a direct result of increased insulation levels in models D, E 

and F (300 mm (0.300 m)), compared with models A, B and C (100 mm (0.100 m)), 

which holds heat energy for longer periods and reduces heat losses to the external 

environment.

Table 6.8: Summary of the lounge temperature ranges in models D, £ & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B, & C on day 206

Model & Zone

D. 1
E. 1
F. 1
Range! (dl-el)
Range ii (dl-fl)

D. 9
E. 9
F.9
Range iv (d9-e9)
Range v (d9-f9)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206 & % 
increase in temperature

7.00*

22.7
22.7
22.7

0.1
0.0

21.2
21.1
21.2

0.0
0.0

8.00 **

23.8
23.7
23.7

0.1
0.0

22.6
22.6
22.6

0.0
0.0

18.00 *

24.0
23.9
24.0

0.1
0.0

22.3
22.3
22.3

0.0
0.0

19.00**

23.8
23.7
23.8

0.1
0.0

22.2
22.2
22.2

0.0
0.0

21.00***

24.4
24.3
24.4

0.1
0.0

23.2
23.1
23.2

0.0
0.0

%

8.6
8.6
8.2

5.5
5.5
5.2

* occupancy commences; ** 1 hours occupancy; *** 3 hours occupancy
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Table 6.9: Summary of the kitchen temperature ranges in models D, E & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B, & C on day 206

Model & Zone

D.5
E. 5
F. 5
Range i (d5-e5)
Range ii (d5-f5)

D. 13
E. 13
F. 13
Range iv(d!3-e!3)
Range v (d!3-f!3)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours 
during day 206 & % increase in temperature

19.00 * I 20.00 **

23.6
23.6
23.6

0.0
-0.1

23.1
23.1
23.1

0.0
-0.1

26.5
26.5
26.5

0.0
-0.1

29.5
29.6
29.6

0.0
-0.1

21.00***

23.9
23.9
24.0

0.0
-0.1

24.2
24.2
24.3

0.0
-0.1

%

1.5
1.5
1.5

1.2
1.2
1.1

* Cooking commences; * * cooking finishes; * * * temperature stablises

First floor rooms

As with the ground floor rooms, the first floor rooms in models D, E and F record 

internal resultant temperatures higher than the same rooms in models A, B and C 

(compare Tables 5.15 to 5.18 with Tables 6.10 to 6.13) on day 206. This is also as a 

direct result of the increased insulation in models D, E and F (300 mm (0.300 m)) 

compared with models A, B and C (100 mm (0.100 m)). Furthermore, similar to models 

A, B and C, the single occupied left esh unit's zones (17, 19, 20 and 21) for models D, 

E and F record higher internal resultant temperatures on day 206 than on day 79 

(compare Tables 6.3 to 6.6 with Tables 6.10 to 6.13). However, in contrast to models A, 

B and C, the family occupied right esh unit's zones (23, 25, 26 and 27) in models D, E 

and F record virtually the same internal resultant temperatures on days 205 and 206 as 

they did on days 78 and 79. This is because the increased insulation levels in models D, 

E and F (300 mm (0.300 m)) will reduce the influence of the external temperatures on 

the internal zone temperatures on both day 79 and day 206, compared with models A, B
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and C with only 100 mm (0.100 m) of insulation. On day 79, heat losses from the 

internal zones to the external environment are reduced, and on days 206 heat gains from 

the external environment to the internal zones are reduced. This will be discussed in 

further detail in section 6.1.2.3 below. Furthermore, as with models A, B and C, the 

difference in temperature between zones 23 and 17, 25 and 19, 26 and 20 and between 

27 and 21 is virtually the same in models D, E and F at 0.3 K, as it is for models A, B 

and C (0.4 K).

Table 6.10 Summary of the bathroom temperature ranges in models D, E & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B & C on day 206

Model & Zone

D. 17
E. 17
F. 17
Range! (d!7-e!7)
Range ii (dl7-f!7)

D.23
E.23
F. 23
Range iv (d23-e23)
Range v (d23-f23)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific 
hours during day 206 & % increase in 

temperature
7.00*

21.9
22.0
22.1
-0.1
-0.2

20.9
20.9
21.0
-0.1
-0.2

8.00 **

23.2
23.3
23.5
-0.1
-0.2

22.9
22.9
23.0

0.0
-0.1

9.00***

22.3
22.4
22.5
-0.1
-0.2

21.4
21.4
21.5
-0.1
-0.2

%

9.4
9.2
8.3

5.7
5.3
4.9

* Ocuupancy and shower begins; ** occupancy and shower finishes; *** temperature stabilises
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Table 6.11 Summary of the left bedroom temperature ranges in models D, £ & F and the 
percentage increase in temperature from models A, B & C on day 79

Model & Zone

D. 19
E. 19
F. 19
Range i (d!9-e!9)
Range ii (d!9-f!9)

D.25
E.25
F.25
Range iv (d25-e25)
Range v (d25-f25)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific 
hours during day 206 & % increase in 

temperature
7.00*

22.9
23.0
23.1
-0.1
-0.2

21.0
21.0
21.1

0.0
-0.1

22.00 **

23.0
23.1
23.2
-0.1
-0.2

22.1
22.2
22.3

0.0
-0.1

23.00***

23.0
23.1
23.2
-0.1
-0.2

21.8
21.8
21.9

0.0
-0.1

%

8.9
8.9
8.1

5.1
4.9
4.5

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commenses; *** 1 hours occupancy

Table 6.12 Summary of the middle bedroom temperature ranges in models D, £ & F and 
the percentage increase in temperature from models A, B & C on day 206

Model & 
Zone

D.20
E. 20
F.20
Range i (d20-e20)
Range ii (d20-f20)

D. 26
E. 26
F. 26
Range iv (d26-e26)
Range v (d26-f26)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during day 206 & % 
increase in Temperature

7.00*

22.5
22.5
22.6
-0.1
-0.2

21.0
21.0
21.1

0.0
-0.1

20.00 **

22.7
22.8
22.9
-0.1
-0.2

21.8
21.8
21.9

0.0
-0.1

21.00***

22.6
22.7
22.8
-0.1
-0.2

22.2
22.2
22.3

0.0
-0.1

22.00****

22.6
22.6
22.7
-0.1
-0.2

22.1
22.2
22.2

0.0
-0.1

23.00*****

22.6
22.6
22.7
-0.1
-0.2

21.8
21.8
21.9

0.0
-0.1

%

8.3
9.0
7.6

5.0
4.9
4.6

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commences; *** 1 hour occupancy **** 2 hours occuppancy
***** 3 hours occupancy

Graph 6.4 illustrates the closeness of the temperature profiles in the first floor rooms for

models D, E and F. Unlike the other first floor rooms, the temperature range between
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the single (zone 21) and family (zone 27) occupied zones in the master bedroom for 

models D, E and F is only 0.3 K.

Graph 6.4 (insulation 300 mm): Resultant temperatures in the master bedroom 
compared with the external temperature on days 205 and 206 in models D to F

Hour 1 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 
«— Zone 21 Model D —•— Zone 27 Model D Zone 21 Model E * Zone 27 Model E 
*- Zone 21 Model F —•— Zone 27 Model F —i— Outside Temp

Table 6.13: Summary of the master bedroom temperature ranges in models D, E & F and 
the percentage increase in temperature from models A, B, & C on day 206

Model & Zone

D. 21.
E.21
F. 21
Range! (d21-e21)
Range ii (d21-f21)

D. 27
E. 27
F. 27
Range iv (d27-e27)
Range v (d27-f27)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at spec 
during day 206 & % increase in tern
7.00*

21.4
21.5
21.5

0.0
-0.1

22.1
22.1
22.2

0.0
-0.1

22.00 **

22.0
22.0
22.1

0.0
-0.1

22.0
22.0
22.1

0.0
-0.1

23.00 ***

22.2
22.2
22.3

0.0
-0.1

22.5
22.6
22.6

0.0
-0.1

ific hours 
perature

%

6.3
5.9
5.5

5.7
5.5
6.5

* occupancy ends; ** occupancy commenses; *** 1 hours occupancy
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Earth Zones

On day 206, the earth temperatures are virtually the same as for models A to C, as 

shown by comparing Table 6.15 with Table 5.21.

Table 6.14: Summary of the earth temperatures adjacent to the ground, 1st floor structure 
and the roof in models D, £ & F and the % increase in temperature for models A, B & C 
on day 206

Model & Zone

D.30
E. 30
F. 30
Range i (d30-e30)
Range ii (d30-f30)

D. 41
E. 41
F.41
Range iv (d41-e41)
Range v (d41-f41)

D. 45
E. 45
F.45
Range! (d45-e45)
Range ii (d45-f45)

Resultant Temperatures (°C) at specific hours during 
day 206 & % increase in temperature

7.00*

12.1
11.8
11.7

0.3
0.4

12.9
13.7
16.0
-0.8
-3.1

17.0
18.0
18.6
-1.0
-1.6

14.00 **

12.1
11.8
11.7

0.3
0.4

13.5
13.8
16.1
-0.4
-2.6

18.1
18.5
19.2
-0.4
-1.1

%

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.01
0.01
0.01

* coldest external air temperature recorded ** warmest external air temperature recorded

6.2.1.3 Summary for Results 2a: 1st floor insulated and exposed external wall

It is clear from the above results that, with 300 mm (0.300 m) of expanded polystyrene 

insulation, the depth of earth cover sheltering the first floor walls and roof structure 

becomes less significant in influencing the attainment of internal resultant temperatures 

which meet and exceed CIBSE's recommended design temperatures, on both floors. It

has been demonstrated that on day 79 the ground floor and first floor rooms exceed 
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CIBSE's design temperature by at least 0.3 K and 1.8 K (single occupied esh unit) and 

by at least 1.2 K and 3.4 K (family occupied esh unit) during the unoccupied periods. 

When heat gains are introduced from occupancy during the evening (at 18.00 hours and 

20.00 hours and 22.00 hours) in the ground and first floor rooms, the values by which 

the CIBSE recommended design temperature is exceeded increases to at least 1.8 K and 

2.3 K (single occupied esh unit) and at least 2.1 K and 3.5 K (familiy occupied esh 

unit). Because of the reduced heat losses from higher insulation levels in models D, E 

and F, the exposed south facing external wall (with no buffer space or passive solar 

collector) is no longer seen as a deficiency. For example, in models A, B and C when 

the bedrooms were not occupied internal resultant temperatures were recorded well 

below 18.0°C, and when the bedrooms were occupied only model A was able to record 

internal resultant temperatures above 18.0 °C.

Therefore, from the above results it can be said that 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation 

combined with the three variations in earth sheltering lead to very high temperatures, 

(which exceed CIBSE's recommended design temperatures of 18 °C and 21 °C for 

bedrooms and living rooms, by at least 2 K), and very low heat losses on days 79 and 

206. The importance of a thick earth cover such as 1500 mm (1.500 m) is seen to be 

much less significant in recording and maintaining comfortable internal temperatures on 

day 79. In addition, the disadvantage of no buffer space between the internal rooms and 

the external environment on the first floor is also negated with increased insulation. 

Indeed, it has been shown that on the first floor in model F, where there is the thinnest 

earth cover (250 mm (0.250 m)) and an insulated external wall, internal resultant 

temperatures are recorded which are above CIBSE's design temperature of 18.0 °C for a 

bedroom on day 79. This occurs even in the unoccupied left and middle bedrooms of
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the left esh units. However, there is one disadvantage to the conditions provided by 300 

mm (0.300 m) of insulation, which is of particular concern. This is that, even on 

CIBSE's recommended coldest day for South Wales (-5.7 °C recorded on day 79), 

resultant temperatures in most of the internal rooms exceed CIBSE's design 

temperatures of 18.0 °C, 21.0 °C and 22.0 °C and reach or exceed the upper limit of 

Smith's [1991] and Borer's [1998] comfort guide (23.0 °C). When, during late spring, 

the external temperatures start to rise and the sun becomes stronger and provides greater 

heat input, it is likley that the internal resultant temperatures will become even higher 

and some of the temperatures recorded in the internal rooms may become 

uncomfortable and therefore these rooms would be classed as uninhabitable. This is of 

course until the summer ventilation, HR and window schedules are brought into 

operation to moderate the internal conditions (as apparent for day 206). A situation like 

this arose on one of the author's visits to the CLBH in late Spring, where the internal 

bedrooms experienced direct low angle sunlight, and the associated solar gain resulted 

in temperatures in excess of 27.0 °C (see Chapter 3, section 3.3).

It has also been shown that, in all rooms and on both days 79 and 206, models D, E and 

F record higher internal resultant temperatures than models A, B and C (see Table 6.15 

below). This was expected, since models D, E and F have 300 mm (0.300 m) of 

insulation compared with only 100 mm (0.100 m) in models A, B and C.

It has also been shown that, in contrast to models A, B and C, the internal resultant 

temperatures recorded on day 206 in all the rooms for models D, E and F are virtually 

the same, if not slightly less than on day 79. This is primarily due to the increased

insulation specification for models D, E and F (300 mm (0.300 m)) compared to models 
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A, B and C (100 mm). On day 79 the cooling influence of the external air temperature 

and the earth temperatures (in zone 41 and 45) have a much greater effect on the 

internal resultant temperatures in models A, B and C than in models D, E and F. This is 

because 100 mm (0.100 m) of insulation in models A, B and C provides less resistance 

to this external cooling effect than 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation in models D, E and 

F. So, on day 79 the highest internal resultant temperatures are recorded in models D, E 

and F. Furthermore, on day 206 the recorded internal resultant temperatures are also 

higher in models D, E and F than in models A, B and C. This is also due to lower heat 

losses from 300 mm (0.300 m) (models D, E and F) of insulation compared with 100 

mm (0.100 m) of insulation (models A, B and C). Greater insulation thicknesses (300 

mm (0.300 m) in models D, E and F) can also reduce unwanted heat gains passing from 

the external environment into the internal rooms to a far greater extent than 100 mm of 

insulation (models A, B and C) on day 206. Hence, when 300 mm (0.300 m) of 

insulation is combined with a de-activated heat recovery system, opened windows in the 

conservatory (during the day) to increase cross ventilation and no pre-warming of the 

ventilation air through the conservatories (during the day), internal resultant 

temperatures recorded on day 206 do not rise as high as first anticipated in models D, E 

andF.

There are a number of exceptions to the above trends. The left esh unit's bedrooms (17, 

19, 20 and 21) record higher resultant temperatures on day 206 than on day 79, because 

the number of air changes per hour remains the same as on day 79 (1.0 ach). However, 

in the right esh unit's bedrooms (23, 25, 26, 27) the number of air changes per hour has 

been increased to 2.0 ach, in order to increase the extraction of warm internal air to the

external environment (see Table 6.15). The author acknowledges that there is very little 
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difference in temperature on day 206 between both master bedroom zones (21 and 27), 

compared with the middle bedroom (20 and 26) and left bedroom (19 and 25) zones for 

models D, E and F and models A, B and C. Table 6.15 also shows that the internal 

resultant temperatures recorded in the lounge (zone 9) for both models A and D on days 

206 are less than the internal resultant temperatures recorded in the lounge (zone 1). 

This is because the right esh units capture less passive solar gain on day 206 than the 

left esh units, in all models, as the sun sets to the west (which is to the left of the left esh 

unit, see Appendix 11 and 14). Therefore, when the sun is low in the sky from 18.00 

hours to 21.00 hours, the left esh unit casts a shadow over much of the right esh unit and 

therefore prevents solar gain entering the internal rooms in the right esh unit. When this 

effect is combined with the other facilities discussed above, lower internal resultant 

temperatures are recorded in zone 9 on day 206 than on day 79.
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Table 6.15: Summary of the resultant temperatures in the lounge and master bedroom on 
days 79 and 206 for models A and D after 1 hours occupancy

Resultant temperatures (°C) on day 79 and 206 in model A and the 
temperature range between day 79 and day 206

Zone after 1 hours occupation

Zone 1 @ 19.00
Zone 9 @ 19.00
Range ai (zone 1 - zone 9)

Zone 20 @ 19.00
Zone 26 @ 19.00
Range aii (zone 20 - zone 26)

Zone 21 @23.00
Zone 27 @ 23. 00
Range aiii (zone 21 - zone 27)

Day 79

20.9
20.3

0.7

17.1
18.0
0.9

17.7
18.9
-1.2

Day 206

22.2
21.1

1.2

21.0
20.8
0.3

20.9
21.3
-0.4

Range

1.3
0.8

3.9
2.8

3.2
2.4

Resultant temperatures (°C) on day 79 and 206 in model D and the 
temperature range between day 79 and day 206

Zone after 1 hours occupation

Zone 1 @ 19.00
Zone 9 @ 19.00
Range di (zone 1 - zone 9)

Zone 20 @, 19.00
Zone 26 @ 19.00
Range dii (zone 20 - zone 26)

Zone 21 @23.00
Zone 27 @ 23. 00
Range diii (zone 21 - zone 27)

Day 79

24.1
23.6

0.5

20.4
21.8

1.4

20.9
22.7
-1.8

Day 206

23.8
22.2

1.6

22.7
21.8
0.9

22.2
22.5
-0.3

Range

-0.3
-1.4

2.3
0.0

1.3
-0.2

Consequently, it is apparent from comparing the above results with those in Chapter 5 

that the optimum thickness of insulation, to allow comfortable internal resultant 

temperatures on days 79 and 206 without overheating, is not 100 mm or 300 mm (0.100 

or 0.300 m) of expanded polystyrene, but a thickness between these two specifications. 

As further work, it would therefore be useful to determine the predicted internal 

resultant temperatures for an externally placed insulation thickness of 200 mm (0.20 m) 

of expanded polystyrene. Alternatively, the insulation thickness of 300 mm (0.300 m) 
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could be maintained but the HR and ventilation settings could be reset so that they are at 

similar levels to those used on day 206 on every single day of the year.

6.2.2 Results 2b: 1st floor insulated buffer wall & Trombe glazing, 

results 2c: 1st floor non-insulated buffer wall with passive solar 

conservatory

Considering the above observations, and the fact that in Chapter 5 models G, H and I 

and models M, N and O recorded higher internal resultant temperatures on both day 79 

and 206 than models A, B and C, it was deemed unecessary to present the results for 

models J, K and L (300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation) and for models P, Q and R (300 

mm (0.300 m) of insulation), which showed similar trends with repect to models D, E 

and F. To allow the reader to make a comparison with earlier results, Appendix 17 

summaries the results for models J, K and L (Graphs 17.1 to 17.4 and Tables 17.1 to 

17.12), and Appendix 18 summaries the results for models P, Q and R (Graphs 18.1 to 

18.4 and Tables 18.1 to 18.12). Furthermore, see disk 1, file 'Model DBF JKL PQR 78 

& 79' and file 'Model DBF JKL PQR 205 & 206' for the complete data on day 78 and 

79 and day 205 and 206.

6.3 Summary of results group 2

The results in this Chapter have demonstrated, that 300 mm (0.300 m) of externally 

placed insulation leads to higher internal resultant temperatures in an esh unit than does 

100 mm (0.100 m) of insulation. However, what was somewhat unexpected was the fact
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that the internal resultant winter (day 78 and 79) temperatures are very similar to the 

internal resultant summer (days 205 and 206) temperatures. As with the results in the 

previous Chapter, the model groups with the highest temperatures are those where the 

first floor exposed south wall incorporates a non-insulated buffer wall and insulated 

passive solar conservatory.

It has been shown that in all models the internal resultant temperatures exceed CIBSE's 

recommended design temperatures, and also in many instances Smith's [1991] and 

Borer's [1998] highest comfort temperature by 2 K. The high internal resultant 

temperature levels mean that the bedrooms might be too warm and uncomfortable to 

sleep in and the lounge might be uncomfortable to relax in.

There is therefore no real need for a buffer space and passive solar collectors to be 

incorporated into the south facing external wall to achieve comfortable internal 

temperatures, which was the case for the models in Chapter 5.

It has also been illustrated that, with 300 mm (0.300 m) of expanded polystyrene 

insulation, the deepest earth cover of 1500 mm (1.500 m) becomes less significant for 

the first floor rooms to record comfortable internal resultant temperatures on day 79. 

Indeed, the temperature range between models with the three earth covers is much 

smaller than for the models in the previous Chapter. Therefore, the need for thicker 

earth covers to maintain comfortable internal temperatures on both winter and summer 

days become less important.
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Finally, it is clear from the results in this Chapter that the insulation specification of 300 

mm (0.300 m) is too high, if internal resultant temperatures are to be kept within 

Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] comfort range and near to 

CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperatures. This is the case for all three levels 

of earth cover. Therefore, if there had been time to simulate and analyse the data from 

model S with external insulation of 300 mm (0.300 m), the results would most likely 

have shown a similar trend. Indeed, it can be argued that internal temperatures will rise 

even higher (until the summer ventilation strategies are activated) than those already 

recorded on day 79, as the external conditions start to improve during spring and early 

summer. Consequently, if the internal resultant temperatures did rise any higher than 

those recorded on day 79, the esh units would become too uncomfortable to inhabit.

It is suggested that, to obtain comfortable internal temperatures in the authors' pair of 

esh units (with the recommended HR and ventilation schedules), the optimum thickness 

of insulation might be between 100 mm and 300 mm (0.100 m and 0.300 m) of 

insulation. This, and other points highlighted in the summary of Chapter 5 and this 

Chapter, will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 

OPTIMUM ESH UNIT AND IMPROVEMENTS, AND

FURTHER WORK
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE

OPTIMUM EARTH SHELTERED HOUSE, AND

FURTHER WORK

7.1 Introduction

In order to reduce the destruction of the natural environment, make no demands on non- 

renewable energy and make no overall increase to atmospheric carbon dioxide (COa) 

levels, the sustainable development of new housing must follow six characteristics. 

These include using no finite resources in terms of either land or materials, maintaining 

autonomy with no use of mains services or non renewable energy for space and water 

heating, providing a healthy environment, being competitively priced and providing 

sustainable transport [Littlewood et al 1998i, 1998ii]. A reduction in space heating 

requirements has been defined as the most important facet of autonomy, as it can lead to 

a 47% reduction in COi emissions which are attributable to UK housing. Furthermore, if 

all UK housing used no space heating, then the UK's total CC>2 emissions would be 

reduced by over 12% per year, considering that housing accounted for 26% of the total 

UK emissions in 1996 [DETR 1998ii, Thomas 1996].

The DETR [DETR 1998iii] has defined three practical strategies for the sustainable 

development of new housing, as part of sustainable communities, as: 'zero CO2 ', 'zero

space heating' and 'autonomous'. 'Zero CO2 ' housing would buy all its electricity needs 
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from green tariffs to provide power and heating needs. 'Zero space heating' housing 

relies solely upon passive solar gain and heat emissions from occupants, and associated 

equipment for all its space heating needs. However, where there are lower heat gains 

from occupancy, or where there is a need for higher temperatures for children, the 

elderly, or the sick, a small heating system could be included. This could either run off a 

green electricity tariff, or is generated on site by renewable energy. This house would 

then be classed as a 'nominal zero-heating' house. An 'autonomous' house meets all the 

two previous standards, but also generates all its own electricity by renewable means on 

site, and collects and treats its own water and sewage in an environmental manner with 

no pollutants as waste products or run-off outside the site boundary.

These three design strategies place greater responsibility on the occupants, living in a 

sustainable community, compared with those living in a conventional house in a 

conventional housing estate. In the first instance, the most marketable of these three 

design strategies may be 'zero C(V housing. The current research has shown that 

achieving 'zero heating' housing could be much more attractive and easier to achieve if 

earth sheltered housing (ESH) were developed. The Caer Llan Berm House (CLBH), 

No Mans Land (NML) and the five earth sheltered houses (esh units) at the Hockerton 

Housing Project (HHP) have been identified as seven UK examples of esh units which 

satisfy zero space heating requirements, and can therefore be classed as 'zero heating' 

housing. Furthermore, since they are all of the Exposed South Wall (ESW) type of earth 

sheltered house (esh unit), their visual obtrusion on their surrounding environments is 

dramatically reduced. Nevertheless, they are able to retain a similar appearance to 

conventional housing, with at least one exposed fa9ade (that faces within 30 degrees of

south) and also use conventional building materials such as local stone and brick.
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To date only NML in Cornwall can be classed as a completely 'autonomous' house and 

meeting the six characteristics of the sustainable development of new housing discussed 

above. This esh unit is built into the mouth of an existing tin mine which was, and still 

is, camouflaged by many indigenous tree species. The development of the site included 

excavating and replanting a rotting wetland area, which now provides a deeper pond for 

fish, an attraction for wildlife: the provision of a managed source of timber; and a 

controlled flow of water to drive a water wheel. This water wheel and a number of 

photovoltaic cells provide all the power required for NML. The timber from the 

managed source provides all the fuel for cooking and heating water (which is from a 

local spring) for bathing. The construction of the house relied upon the stone excavated 

from the site and second hand materials discarded from building demolitions at a local 

dockyard, which also supplied NML with submarine batteries to store generated 

electricity. A completely healthy environment is provided with the only possible indoor 

pollution coming from the wood-burning stove. However, considering that NML has 

high levels of ventilation, this is not seen as a problem. The total cost of the house and 

the land was only £25,000 and can therefore be classed as affordable in comparison 

with other non-esh units in the locality. Unfortunately, there is no form of sustainable 

transport, as the house lies in a rural area, but there is very little need to leave the site, as 

it is completely self sufficient except for such items as flour, sugar and butter.

However, it has been shown that NML cannot maintain temperatures of 18.0 °C and 

above in the lounge, or even reach this temperature in the bedrooms at any time, during 

the winter. Furthermore, from the discussion in Chapter 3, (Section 3.4.2.1), it was 

concluded that it is not clear whether these low temperatures are due to high levels of
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ventilation heat loss or a combination of minimal earth cover and low levels of super- 

insulation.

From 2001, the esh units at the HHP should provide the best example of an autonomous 

and sustainable community. To date they have relied upon using a green tariff for their 

electricity needs, as the planning permission for their on-site wind turbine has taken five 

years for approval to be granted. Also, in addition, in their first year of occupancy some 

of the esh units required the use of electric heaters to maintain their internal 

temperatures at an average of 17.0 °C [BRECSU 2000].

The CLBH would be classed as a 'zero heating' house, but not as a 'zero CO2 ' house. 

This is because it does not have any on-site facilities for generating electricity from 

renewable energy. Also, the ventilation system requires the use of an electric fan to 

draw the fresh ventilation air through its ducting. However, of these examples only the 

CLBH has recorded winter internal temperatures to date which exceed the lowest 

comfort temperature of 18.0 °C and meet CIBSE's [1996] recommended design 

temperature of 18.0 °C for a bedroom when occupied [BRECSU 1996, Pearson 1994, 

Borer 1998].

It was discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4.2.1) that, in order for the CLBH, NML and 

the esh units at the HHP to achieve zero, or a reduced need for active space heating, 

they have had to include a number of design features which are unique to esh units. 

These are earth cover to their roofs and all facades except those facing west (NML only) 

and south, and appropriately positioned waterproof membranes. In addition, they all 

utilise a number of passive solar design (PSD) principles, including appropriately
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positioned super-insulation, inclusion of a ventilation heat recovery system, 

appropriately positioned water-proof membrane, a sun and buffer space, and thermal 

storage. However, the specifications for these combined earth sheltering and PSD 

principles are widely different, as are the subsequent U values of key structural 

components, as illustrated in Table 7.1, below.

Tables 7.1: Summary of earth sheltered and PSD principles at the CLBH, NML and esh 
units at the HHP project, and U values of key structural components

Earth cover to roof
Earth cover to rear wall
Soil type

Drainage to soil
Sunspace/buffer space
Insulation placement
Air exchange rate
Heat recovery
U value for rear wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for roof (W/m2 °C)
U value for floor (W/m2 °C)
U value for side walls (W/m2 °C)
U value for front wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for buffer wall (W/m2 °C)

CLBH

1500mm
Hillside
Topsoil to roof 
& redsandstone 
elsewhere
Yes
Corridor
Internal
0.5
Passive
0.160
0.140
0.650
0.170
0.170
1.200

NML

750mm
Hillside
Not known

Yes
Conservatory
External
Not known
No
Not known
Not known
Not known
Not known
Not known
Not known

Esh units @ 
HHP

500mm
6000 mm
Not known

Yes
Conservatory
External
Not known
From wet areas
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.200
0.200

Nonetheless, the mean temperatures recorded during the heating season in the internal 

rooms (behind the buffer wall) at both the CLBH and the esh units at the HHP are very 

similar at 18.0 °C and 17.0 °C, respectively [BRECSU 1996, 2000].

In Chapter 3 (Section 3.4.1) and Chapter 4 (Section 4.3) the author raised the concern 

that if esh units were to be built on a mass scale in the UK, they must meet the

recommended densities for new homes, which is 30 houses per hectare for sustainable 
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communities and 50 houses per hectare for conventional housing estates [DETR 

1998iii, DETR 1999, Moor 1999]. As built, single storey esh units could not meet the 

required densities of 30 to 50 houses per hectare, whereas a two-storey esh unit would 

use 50% less land in its footprint than a single storey esh unit (Chapter 4, Section 4.3). 

Therefore, two-storey esh units would have greater potential for satisfying the required 

densities of 30 to 50 houses per hectare. It was also discussed that, if esh units are to be 

marketable to existing purchasers of non-esh units, then they must be offered in a 

format which is recognisable, and provide features which are currently in demand by 

new home purchasers. Roskrow [1997, 1998] suggests that these features include being 

surrounded by green areas, having large storage areas plus three multi-functional 

bedrooms, and being highly energy efficient (Chapter 4, Section 4.2 and 4.5.1). Thus, a 

pair of two-storey, three bedroom semi-detached esh units were designed in this project, 

to be built into an existing residential site in South Wales. The designs were based upon 

Tai Cymru's design guide for a three bedroom family home, since it was also pointed 

out in Chapter 4 (Section 4.5.1) that tenants of housing associations could be one of the 

largest target markets for esh units, in the UK. This suggestion was reinforced by the 

fact that one of South Wales' largest housing associations (Gwalia Housing Group) has 

expressed a keen interest in developing a pilot study of esh units based on the author's 

research (Section 4.5.1 and Appendix 10). Furthermore, the two-storey, semi-detached 

esh unit based on Tai Cymru sizing guidelines provides 34.0% more internal floor area 

than a similar house type built by one of the UK's volume house-builders: Beazer 

Homes (Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1).

The pair of esh unit designs were translated into a dynamic computer simulation

package (Tas lite) and 20 model variations were implemented. The aim of using 20
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models was to analyse the effects of the depth of earth cover to the roof and first floor 

walls, occupancy levels, insulation thickness, and a first floor passive solar collector, on 

their provision of comfortable (18.0 °C to 23.0 °C) internal temperatures (see Section 

4.6, Chapter 4, Tables 4.12). Tables 7.2a and 7.2b, give the U values of the key 

components in the author's esh units with 100 mm and 300 mm (0.100 m and 0.300 m) 

of externally placed insulation, in comparison with the CLBH and the esh units at the 

HHP. The effects on the internal resultant temperatures of the two variations in 

insulation are discussed in more detail in section 7.2.2, below.

Tables 7.2a: Summary of the U values of key structural components for the author's esh 
units (100 mm of insulation) compared with the CLBH and the esh units at the HHP 
project

U value for rear wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for roof (W/m2 °C)
U value for floor (W/m2 °C)
U value for side walls (W/m2 °C)
U value for ground floor front wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for ground floor buffer wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for 1 st floor exposed wall (W/m2 °C)

U value for 1 st floor Trombe wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for 1 st floor buffer wall (W/m2 °C)

U value for 1 st floor conservatory wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for 1 st floor buffer wall (W/m2 °C)

AUTHOR'S 
ESH UNITS

0.253
0.262
0.200
0.276
0.273
2.936
0.276

0.294
0.276

0.273
2.936

CLBH

0.160
0.140
0.650
0.170
0.170
1.20
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Esh units 
@HHP

0.080
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.200
0.200
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

With 100 mm (0.100 m) of external placed insulation, the U values of the key structural 

components in the author's esh units are much higher than the key structural 

components in the CLBH and the esh units at the HHP. The only exception is that the 

floor in the CLBH has a higher U value than the floor in the author's esh units.
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Furthermore, only the floor in the author's esh unit could be classed as super-insulated, 

with a U value of 0.2 W/m2 °C.

Tables 7.2b: Summary of the U values of key structural components for the author's esh 
units (300 mm of insulation) compared with the CLBH and the esh units at the HHP 
project

U value for rear wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for roof (W/m2 °C)
U value for floor (W/m2 °C)
U value for side walls (W/m2 °C)
U value for ground floor front wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for ground floor buffer wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for 1 st floor exposed wall (W/m2 °C)

U value for 1 st floor Trombe wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for 1 st floor buffer wall (W/m2 °C)

U value for 1 st floor conservatory wall (W/m2 °C)
U value for 1 st floor buffer wall (W/m2 °C)

AUTHOR'S 
ESH UNITS

0.094
0.095
0.086
0.097
0.097
2.950
0.097

0.294
0.097

0.097
2.950

CLBH

0.160
0.140
0.650
0.170
0.170
1.200
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Esh units 
@HHP

0.080
0.080
0.080
0.080
0.200
0.200
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

However, by increasing the thickness of the externally placed insulation in the author's 

esh units from 100 mm to 300 mm (0.100 m to 0.300 m), the U values of the key 

structural components are reduced considerably. Consequently, only the ground floor 

buffer wall, Trombe wall and 1 st floor buffer wall (models M to R only) cannot be 

classed as super-insulated, as their U values exceed 0.200 W/m2 °C.

7.2 Major findings of the research

7.2.1 Earth sheltered house study

The esh unit has been designed to be suitable for the UK mass housing market. When

the esh unit is configured as a two-storey, three bedroom, semi-detached house with a 
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garage, then its overall plot size is 25% larger than for a non earth sheltered two-storey, 

three bedroom, semi-detached house with a garage (Chapter 4, Section 4.5.4). This is 

because the esh unit has been designed to meet a combination of Tai Cymru internal 

room sizes, the current market demands of new homes purchasers and guidelines for 

driveways and car parking. Thus, the total internal area for one of the author's esh units 

is 126.370 m2 , compared with only 63.000 m2 for a non-earth sheltered two-storey, 

three bedroom, semi-detached house with a garage, built by Beazer Homes. The total 

plot area (including gardens, garage and earth sheltering) is 248.660 m2 for the author's 

esh unit, compared with 197.500 m2 for the Beazer Homes' house. Furthermore, the 

author's esh unit provides an additional 60.000 m2 of flat garden area, which does not 

use any additional land, as it is situated on the roof of the esh unit. Consequently, the 

esh unit provides the greatest ratio of internal floor area to the overall plot area at 0.508, 

compared with only 0.319 for a non-esh unit of the same type. However, there are 

number of improvements which could be made to the internal and external layout of the 

esh unit, so that it further maximises its land use but, more importantly, uses less land 

than a non-esh unit of the same type (see Section 7.4.2, below).

7.2.2 Thermal simulation study

It has been shown (Chapter 3, Section 5.4.1.1) that, at a depth of 1500 mm (1.500 m) 

below ground level, earth temperatures fluctuate between 7.8 °C on day 79 (the coldest 

day in the climatic test year of 1985) to between 16.8 °C and 18.2 °C on day 206 (the 

warmest day of 1985). This simulated data correlates with Knight's monitored data 

from the beginning of the 20th century, where higher earth temperatures were recorded 

in August (13.72 °C) than in March (7.09 °C), at 1530 mm (1.530 m) (data interpolated
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from temperature readings recorded at 1220 mm (1.220 m) and 1830 mm (1.830 m), see 

Table 3.6, Chapter 3) below ground level [Met. Office 1968]. Both these data sets 

demonstrate that Carpenter's predictions that earth temperatures fluctuate between only 

10.0 °C and 12.0 °C, at 1500 mm (1.500 m) below ground level, throughout the year, to 

be completely incorrect (see Figure 5.1, Chapter 5).

It has also been shown that as the depth of the earth increases below ground level then 

the earth temperatures become more stable, and the time lag between the highest 

external temperature and the highest earth temperature becomes longer. At a depth of 

7100 mm (7.100 m) (the lowest point of the external walls) below ground level (the 

surface of the earth sheltering the roof), the earth temperature is 13.0 °C on day 79, and 

13.8 °C on day 206. This is for the esh unit, which includes 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth 

sheltering to the first floor walls, and on the roof. As the earth sheltering to the first 

floor walls and the roof is reduced to 750 mm and 250 mm (0.750 and 0.250 m), 

respectively, then the earth temperatures recorded at 7100 mm (7.100 m) below ground 

level are slightly lower, at 12.5 °C and 11.9 °C on day 79, and 13.7 °C and 13.6 °C, on 

day 206.

The above earth temperatures mean that, when designing an esh unit as a two storey 

house, to be built into a slope at 1:10, the internal rooms can benefit from the more 

stable earth temperatures recorded at much deeper depths below ground level. This 

would not be the case if a single storey esh unit were built into the same slope. On day 

79, this leads to higher resultant temperatures recorded in the ground floor rooms, when 

compared with the first floor rooms on days 79 and 206, in all model sets (A to C, D to

F, G to I, J to L, M to O, P to R). Furthermore, the difference in recorded temperatures 
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for the ground floor rooms (in all model sets) is much smaller than in the same models 

in the first floor rooms. Also, the models with the greatest earth cover (A, D, G, J, M, P) 

to the first floor walls and roof always record the highest temperature in all rooms on 

day 79. On this day, the unit that has no earth cover and relies solely upon PSD 

principles (models S), records considerably lower temperatures, (i.e. below comfort 

conditions of 18.0 °C [Borer 1998, Pearson 1994], than all the models for the esh units 

with similar insulation specifications (100 mm (0.100 m)).

In the model sets with 100 mm (0.100 m) of externally positioned insulation (A to C, G 

to I, M to O), the resultant temperatures recorded in the ground floor rooms are within 

the comfort range of 18.0 °C to 23.0 °C, except in the right esh unit's (family occupied) 

kitchen one hour after the cooker has been in operation [Borer 1998, Pearson 1994, 

Smith 1991]. It is also shown that the models with greatest earth cover to the first floor 

(model A, G and M) record the highest temperatures, which are approximately 20.0 °C. 

Furthermore, when the 1 st floor insulated and exposed external wall is replaced by an 

insulated buffer wall and Trombe wall, or by a non insulated buffer wall and insulated 

passive solar conservatory, the internal resultant temperatures recorded in the ground 

floor rooms are between 19.0 °C and 21.0 °C when unoccupied, or between 20.0 °C and 

22.0 °C when occupied.

It is shown that the lower overall volume of earth, resulting from reduced earth cover to 

the first floor walls and on the roof, becomes much more significant in its effect on the 

internal temperatures in the first floor rooms than in the ground floor rooms. In addition, 

occupancy and the inclusion of a buffer space and passive solar collector are also 

significant in their contribution to increased internal temperatures. This is demonstrated
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in the esh units with a first floor exposed and insulated external wall where the rooms 

with a combination of family occupancy and 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth cover, record 

internal temperatures of 18.0 °C and above. However, where there is an insulated buffer 

wall and Trombe wall, all first floor rooms that are occupied (as above) record resultant 

temperatures between 18.0 °C and 19.8 °C, with the three variations in earth cover. 

These temperatures are further improved to between 19.1 °C and 20.9 °C if the first 

floor exposed wall is replaced by a non insulated buffer wall and an insulated passive 

solar collector.

However, in the single adult occupied esh unit where there is a first floor insulated and 

exposed external wall, none of the bedrooms or bathroom record resultant temperatures 

which reach 18.0 °C, other than in the right esh unit's bathroom immediately after the 

shower has been used. Resultant temperatures of 18.0 °C and above are only possible in 

this esh unit with the other two first floor design configurations of an insulated buffer 

wall and Trombe wall and a non insulated buffer wall and insulated passive solar 

conservatory.

On day 206, the resultant temperatures recorded in all rooms and in all model sets with 

100 mm (0.100 m) of externally placed insulation (see above) are much higher than on 

day 79. The temperatures in the ground floor rooms are between 21.0 °C and 22.0 °C, 

which is within comfort temperatures of 18.0 °C to 23.0 °C [Borer 1998, Pearson 1994, 

Smith 1991], and only just exceeds CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperature 

of 21.0 °C (the exception is the kitchen immediately after the cooker has been used). 

However, in the first floor rooms the recorded temperatures are between 20.0 °C and 

21.0 °C, which, although they are within the above comfort range, exceed CIBSE's
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[1986] recommended design temperature for a bedroom, by 3.0 K. The only exception 

is that the bathroom records temperatures of between 19.0 °C and 20.0 °C when 

unoccupied, which is 2.0 K below CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperature 

for a bathroom. This is primarily due to the high levels of ventilation extraction ducted 

through the bathroom, and the lack of heat gains, other than from occupancy (when the 

shower is in use) and from the use of the shower.

These findings demonstrate that Carmody's [1985] statements are correct, in that 

insulating an esh unit from the earth reduces the potential cooling effects of the earth. 

All the esh units with 100 mm of insulation (models A to C, G to I, M to O and S) 

record very similar internal resultant temperatures.

On day 206, there is also a complete reversal of temperature profiles compared with day 

79, where the esh units with the greatest earth cover (model A, G, and M) record the 

lowest and not the highest internal resultant temperatures. However, the temperature 

range between all models is too small to be significant. This confirms Carmody's 

[1985] predictions above, that by insulating an esh unit the cooling features of the earth 

during the summer cannot assit in cooling the internal rooms.

The esh units with the non-insulated buffer wall and insulated passive solar 

conservatory record the lowest internal resultant temperatures. This is because the 

ventilation air for the first floor rooms continues to pass through the first floor 

conservatories for 365 days of the year. The advantage of this ventilation strategy is 

that, unlike non-opening glazing in the Trombe walls, the glazing in the conservatories 

can be opened during the day to provide cross-ventilation.________________
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However, with 300 mm (0.300 m) of externally placed expanded polystyrene insulation, 

the depth of earth cover sheltering the first floor walls and roof structure becomes less 

significant in influencing the attainment of internal resultant temperatures which meet 

and exceed CIBSE's [1986] recommended design temperatures, on both floors. Indeed, 

the temperature range between esh units with the three earth covers 1500 mm (1.500 m), 

750 mm (0.750 m) and 250 mm (0.250 m) is much smaller than for the esh units with 

only 100 mm (0.100 m) of externally placed insulation. Therefore, the need for thicker 

earth covers to the first floor walls and on the roof to maintain comfortable internal 

temperatures on both winter and summer days becomes less important.

This greater insulation specification in some esh units (models D toF, J to L and P to R) 

results in internal resultant temperatures that exceed CIBSE's [1986] recommended 

design temperatures and also, in many instances, the highest comfort temperature of 

23.0 °C [Borer 1998, Pearson 1994, Smith 1991] by a large margin, on both test days. 

This means that the bedrooms are too warm and uncomfortable to sleep in, and the 

lounge is too uncomfortable to relax in.

It is expected that during late spring, when the external temperatures start to rise and the 

sun becomes stronger and provides greater heat input, it is likely that the internal 

resultant temperatures will become even higher and some of the rooms may become 

uninhabitable.

As with the esh units with 100 mm (0.100 m) of externally insulation, the esh units with 

the highest temperatures are those where the first floor exposed south wall incorporates 

a non-insulated buffer wall and insulated passive solar conservatory. Therefore, in terms
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of design choice for the first floor external wall, there is no real need for a buffer space 

and passive solar collectors to be incorporated into the south facing external wall to 

achieve comfortable internal temperatures, when 300 mm (0.300 m) of externally 

placed insulation is employed.

It has also been shown that, in contrast to the esh units with 100 mm (0.100 m) of 

externally placed insulation, in the esh units with only 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation 

the temperatures recorded on day 206 in all the rooms are virtually the same, and are in 

general slightly less than those recorded on day 79. This similarity in recorded 

temperatures is primarily because the greater the insulation thickness to the external 

face of an esh unit, the higher its resistance to heat losses and heat gains, and the less it 

is influenced by changing external temperatures.

It is clear from the above discussions that there is still a need to develop esh units, albeit 

not with 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation. This is because the earth sheltering to the 

ground and first floor rooms and on the roof, is unable to have any significant cooling 

affect on the internal temperatures, particularly in the warmer part of the year, with 300 

mm (0.300 m) of insulation. It has been demonstrated that the maximum temperature 

difference (on both test days) between the esh units with 1500 mm (1.500 m) (model D, 

J and P) and 250 mm (0.250 m) (model F, I, and R) of earth cover, is only 0.6 K. 

Therefore, if the esh unit relied entirely upon 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation and no 

earth sheltering (model S with 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation) to the ground and first 

floors i.e. it is certain that the recorded internal temperatures would still be 

uncomfortably warm in summer and winter. With earth sheltering to the ground and 

first floor rooms and on the roof, and insulation of between 100 mm and 200 mm
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(wide), the earth can certainly have a cooling effect on the internal temperatures, 

throughout the year, and therefore more comfortable temperatures can be provided. The 

optimum design for the author's esh unit is discussed below in Section 7.4.

Finally, it is demonstrated that only three of the author's simulated esh units provide 

lower temperatures in all of their rooms than those actually recorded in all rooms in the 

CLBH and the esh units at the HHP. These are the simulated esh units with 100 mm 

(0.100 m) of externally placed insulation and the first floor insulated and exposed 

external wall. All other esh unit with both 100 mm and 300 mm (0.100 m and 0.300 m) 

of externally placed insulation provide higher temperatures on both test days. However, 

as has already been discussed above, the internal resultant temperatures in some of the 

rooms (particularly of the esh units with 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation), exceed 

Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] upper comfort temperature of 23.0

7.3 Limitations

There are two limitations in the simulation, which could have affected the internal 

resultant temperatures. These are:

• undersized windows for adequate daylight provision,

• bare earth, sheltering the first floor walls and roof.
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Firstly, if the windows were re-sized (in order to capture the correct daylight levels, 

after considering the transmission loss for windows) to the lounge, kitchen, dining room 

and all the bedrooms (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.2 and 4.5.3), this may lead to lower 

temperatures on day 79 and other cool days of the year. This is because, with larger 

windows, there will be higher heat losses. However, higher heat losses may be offset by 

a greater capacity to capture passive solar radiation during the day and, once the sun has 

set, the insulated shutters will be closed, which reduces heat losses anyway. On day 

206, there may be more heat gains. The heat gains will not necessarily come from 

passive solar radiation, as there are a number of design features which reduce the 

incident radiation of high angled sun, in the summer. Larger windows will pose more 

problems (in terms of capturing greater amounts of passive solar gain) on days during 

late spring and early autumn, when the sun is not obstructed by the above design 

features. As on day 79, and other cold days, higher heat gains (as opposed to higher heat 

losses) could be offset by increasing the introduction and extraction of fresh ventilation 

and stale air. Alternatively, a combination of windows could be kept open at night to 

encourage the structure to cool, which in turn may keep the internal resultant 

temperatures lower during the day.

Secondly, if the earth sheltering to the first floor walls and roof had included a grass 

covering (as was designed), this may have led to higher earth temperatures and a longer 

phase lag interval (the number of days that elapse between heat entering and leaving the 

ground). For further details on this, refer back to the discussion in section 3.4.2.1, 

Chapter 3. It is not believed this would have had a significant effect on the internal 

temperatures in the author's esh units, considering that their structures are insulated 

from the earth. ____________________
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7.4 Recommendations for the optimum earth sheltered house 

and improvements

7.4.1 Three optimum design solutions

Tables 7.3 below illustrates three optimum design solutions for the author's esh unit. 

The selection has been based upon single adult occupancy, and internal resultant 

temperatures recorded within Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] 

comfort range of 18.0 °C to 23.0 °C and not exceeding CIBSE's [1986] recommended 

temperatures of 18.0 °C and 21.0 °C (bedroom and living room) by more than 2.0 K. 

One single adult is taken as the design standard for occupancy, as it is seen as the worst 

case scenario in terms of the provision of internal heat gains. The mean resultant 

temperatures of the zones (rooms) are given, (where mean is the hourly temperatures 

recorded between 18.00 hours and 8.00 hours between day 78 and 79 and day 205 and 

206, which are the times when the esh units are occupied). The ventilation and internal 

heat gain strategy for the bathroom requires improvement, as will be discussed below.

Rather than provide one optimum design solution for the author's esh unit, three 

optimum design solutions are provided to allow preferences for different internal zone 

(rooms) resultant temperatures amongst the general public. From clients' temperature 

choices, designers could make a professional judgement from the three optimum design 

options. The author acknowledges that some people may opt for the third design option 

solely because its internal rooms record the highest temperatures on both test days.
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Equally, some people may opt for the Trombe wall design option, as its internal rooms 

record the lowest temperatures, yet they still lie in Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and 

Borer's [1998] comfort range.

Tables 7.3: The author's optimum earth sheltered house designs, with their mean internal 
(zones) resultant temperatures on days 79 and 206

1 st floor design 
configuration

Optimum design 1

Insulated buffer wall & 
Trombe wall

Optimum design 2

Non insulated buffer 
wall & passive solar 
conservatory

Optimum design 3

Exposed and insulated 
external wall

External 
insulation

100

100

300

Earth 
cover

1500

1500

250

Mean resultant temperatures (°C)
single esh unit family esh unit

day 79

1: 20.6 
5: 19.7 
17: 18.0 
19: 18.5
20: 17.7 
21: 18.3

day 79

1: 21.4 
5: 19.7 
17: 18.0 
19: 18.6 
20: 18.0 
21:18.0

day 79

1: 23.0 
5: 22.0 
17:20.6 
19:20.7 
20: 20.2 
21:20.6

day 206

1: 21.5 
5: 21.8 
17: 20.4 
19:21.6 
20: 21.0 
21:20.6

day 206

1: 21.0 
5: 21.5 
17: 19.6 
19: 20.0 
20: 20.0 
21:20.7

day 206

1: 23.0 
5: 23.0 
17:22.1 
19: 22.9
20: 22.4 
21:21.7

day 79

9: 20.8 
13:21.0 
23: 18.8 
25: 19.5 
26: 19.0 
27: 19.5

day 79

9: 22.8 
13:21.5 
23: 19.7 
25: 20.6 
26: 20.2 
27: 19.7

day 79

9: 23.0 
13:23.6 
23: 22.0 
25: 22.2 
26: 22.0 
27: 22.4

day 206

9: 20.5 
13:22.0 
23:20.15 
25: 20.79 
26: 20.52 
27: 21.07

day 206

9: 21.2 
13: 22.0 
23: 20.2 
25: 20.6 
26: 20.6 
27: 20.8

day 206

9: 22.0 
13:23.0 
23:21.2 
25:21.3 
26: 21.3 
27: 22.0

1/9 lounge, 5/13 kitchen, 17/23 bathroom, 19/25 left bedroom, 20/26 middle bedroom, 21/27 master 
bedroom

The esh units with 100 mm and 300 mm (0.100 m and 0.300 m) of externally placed 

insulation which are not illustrated above in Tables 7.3 record internal resultant 

temperatures outside Smith's [1991], Pearson's [1994] and Borer's [1998] comfort 

range and CIBSE' [1986] recommended design temperatures. These optimum design
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solutions derive from the results obtained using the range of inputs that were 

incorporated within the simulations.

From the results obtained and the experience gained in producing and analysing these 

results it is apparent that a number of refinements could be incorporated in any future 

designs.

7.4.2 Refinements to the design of the author's earth sheltered houses

It has been acknowledged by the author, throughout this thesis, that the esh unit design 

is by no means perfect and could be improved in a number of ways. These are listed 

below.

1. Increase the ventilation and extraction of stale air to and from the right esh unit's 

kitchen (zone 13) and bathroom (zone 23) between 19.00 and 20.00 and between 

7.00 hours and 8.00 hours respectively, to reduce excessive over-heating as caused 

by the use of the cooker and the shower.

2. Resize the windows to overcome problems with inadequate daylight provision. Re- 

simulate each of the nineteen (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3, Tables 5.1) esh units with 

200 mm (0.200 m) of externally placed insulation. Model U (with rooflights) should 

be remodelled before simulating. This should lead to further optimum designs, but 

with reduced earth covers.
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3. Re-design the optimum designs from number one and two above without a ground 

floor conservatory. The first replacement should be an insulated external wall, and 

the second alternative an insulated buffer wall and Trombe wall. Both these design 

solutions should be simulated.

4. Re-design the optimum designs from number two above, so that there is no garage. 

This should reduce the land use and area of land between the each pair of semi 

detached esh units and the front garden for each esh unit, and then re-simulate.

5. Re-design the optimum design from number two above, so that each esh unit is 

joined as a terrace. The new design should include an internal access to the roof 

gardens, for each esh unit, and then re-simulate.

6. Re-specify the air change rate to 0.5 ach and 0.25 ach, for the optimum designs from 

number two and three.

7.5 Further work

There are at least three major research projects planned, in which the author will have 

the opportunity to test the findings from this thesis in a practical and commercial 

manner, in addition to the re-design and re-simulation of the esh units. These three 

research projects are outlined below:
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1. Gwalia Housing Group have expressed an interest in designing the UK's first ESH 

development for a housing association. The development will include a selection of 

two-storey esh units based on the findings of this research, and if the project goes ahead 

the author will be involved in the designs.

2. SEARCH - Sustainable and Ecological Architecture Ltd, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire 

are constructing the UK's first earth sheltered architect's office and single storey family 

house. The project is being supported by the University of Glamorgan, RMC Ltd and 

Delta-T devices Ltd, and the author will be involved in the supervision of the project. 

The project includes the installation of 120 thermal probes in the earth sheltering, in 

individual rooms and in the structure of the house and office. The buildings, which are 

designed around all the passive solar design principles, will be monitored for a period of 

at least two years. Other monitoring equipment will include an on site weather station 

and solar monitor. This project will also include, (for the first time in Europe for an 

earth-sheltered building) the specification of low embodied energy concrete, which has 

been developed by the Building Materials Research Unit, University of Glamorgan.

3. A major component of the above project which itself forms a separate project is 

simulating the thermal performance of the above esh unit and earth sheltered office with 

Tas Lite and also International Energy Software's (IBS) Architectural Performance 

Analysis Construction Heating Engineering (APACHE). The aim of this project is to 

test the simulation and establish whether there are any deficiencies within the 

simulation software. If there are, then it is the intention to re-write (not by the author) 

the coding of the software packages, in order to eliminate any problems.
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It should be noted that the architect of the esh unit and earth sheltered office (Mr. Jerry 

Harrall), has already made a number of modifications to his designs as a result of the 

author's findings in the past two years. The main change has been to change the design 

from a non-insulated buffer wall and insulated passive solar conservatory to an 

insulated buffer wall and Trombe wall.

A further project which the author is intending to undertake is to establish the sensible 

and latent heat emissions from both male and female adults and children whilst taking a 

shower.
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Introduction

The work in this thesis was designed to investigate the suitability of a pair of two- 

storey, three bedroom semi-detached earth sheltered houses (esh units) houses for the 

South Wales housing market, with a particular focus on land utilisation and thermal 

performance. Thus, this chapter presents the conclusions that may be drawn from the 

results obtained.

8.2 Conclusions

1. A detailed survey of the UK's existing esh units has highlighted that the Exposed 

South Wall (ESW) type is the most popular type of earth sheltered house (esh unit). 

It is the most suitable for both flat and sloping terrain and is the most energy 

efficient in terms of a reduced need for active space heating.

2. The earth sheltered dwelling that has been designed is a pair of two-storey, three 

bedroom, semi-detached esh units, which meets various technical criteria, including 

sizing guidelines from Tai Cymru (for a family house), but with the inclusion of a 

garage and two ground floor passive solar conservatories. The esh units could be 

built on an existing residential development site by Beazer Homes in South Wales.
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The design for one of the esh units provides a ratio of 0.508 for the internal floor 

area to the overall plot area which is much more efficient when compared with only 

0.319 for a non-esh unit of the same type on the same development site.

3. The thermal simulation of 19 computer models of this design and the surrounding 

earth sheltering (using Tas Lite and the CIBSE recommended climatic test year of 

1985) has shown that earth temperatures at a depth of 1500 mm (1.500 m) below 

ground level vary between 7.9 °C on day 79 (the coldest day in South Wales) and 

18.2 °C on day 206 (the warmest day in South Wales). In addition, as the depth of 

earth increases below ground level then the earth temperatures become more stable 

and the time lag between the highest external temperature and the highest earth 

temperature becomes longer. Therefore, at a depth of 7100 mm (7.100 m) below 

ground level (the lowest point of the external walls in the esh unit) the earth 

temperature is relatively stable at respectively 13.0 °C and 13.8 °C on days 79 and 

206. This leads to higher internal resultant temperatures being recorded in the 

ground floor rooms compared with the first floor rooms, in all models and on both 

days 79 and 206. Furthermore, the temperature range between models in the ground 

floor rooms is much smaller than in the first floor rooms where there are three 

variations in the earth cover sheltering the walls and the roof. However, on day 79 

(when the mechanical ventilation heat recovery (MVHR) system and pre-warming 

of the fresh ventilation air entering internal rooms is activated) the models with the 

greatest earth cover sheltering the first floor walls and roof record the highest 

internal resultant temperatures in both ground and first floor rooms.
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4. With 100 mm (0.100 m) of externally placed insulation, the width of earth sheltering 

to the first floor walls and the depth of earth sheltering on the roof have a significant 

effect on internal resultant temperatures in the first floor rooms. The thickest earth 

cover of 1500 mm (1.500 m) leads to the highest recorded internal resultant 

temperatures on day 79, which are between 17.0 °C and 18.5 °C for the single and 

family occupied esh unit. However, where there is no earth cover internal resultant 

temperatures are recorded well below minimum comfort temperatures of 18.0 °C, at 

between 13.0 °C and 15.3 °C for the single and family occupied esh unit.

5. The configuration of the external wall at the first floor level is also significant on 

both ground and first floor internal resultant temperatures. With an exposed and 

insulated south facing external wall, the internal resultant temperatures recorded in 

the ground floor rooms are between 18.0 °C and 21.0 °C. However, in the first floor 

rooms recorded internal resultant temperatures of 18.0 °C and above are only 

possible in all rooms with 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth cover, and with one child 

and two adults occupying the middle, left and master bedrooms. When the exposed 

and insulated south facing external wall are replaced by an insulated Trombe wall or 

non-insulated buffer wall and insulated passive solar conservatory earth-covers of 

750 mm and 250 mm (0.750 m and 0.250 m) are employed, this leads to recorded 

internal resultant temperatures of 18.0 °C and above in all rooms which are 

occupied. However, in the single adult occupied esh unit, temperatures of 18.0 °C 

and above are only recorded with 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth cover and the latter 

two design options.
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6. With 100 mm (0.100 m) of insulation, on day 206 (with a deactivated MVHR 

system and increased fresh ventilation air entering the family occupied esh unit) the 

recorded internal resultant temperatures are much higher than on day 79 in all 

models, yet are under the upper comfort temperatures of respectively 23.0 °C and 

22.0 °C in ground and first floor rooms. The greatest earth cover, sheltering the first 

floor walls and roof, now leads to the lowest internal resultant temperatures. 

However, the temperature range between models with variations in earth cover, or 

no earth cover, is insignificant, demonstrating that earth sheltering provides the 

greatest thermal benefit during the winter.

7. With 300 mm (0.300 m) of insulation the internal resultant temperatures recorded in 

all rooms and on both test days are much higher than in the esh unit with 100 mm 

(0.100 m) of externally placed insulation. Furthermore, the need for thicker earth 

covers sheltering the first floor walls and on the roof, and three design options for 

the first floor south facing external wall to maintain comfortable internal 

temperatures, become much less significant. However, the upper comfort 

temperature of 23.0 °C is exceeded by most rooms in the family and single occupied 

esh unit, and this occurs even when there is only an external insulated and exposed 

south facing first floor wall. Indeed, as with 100 mm (0.100 m) of externally placed 

insulation, higher internal resultant temperatures are recorded in the models with an 

insulated buffer wall and Trombe wall and also in the models with a non-insulated 

buffer wall and insulated passive solar conservatory. But, on day 206, 300 mm 

(0.300 m) of externally positioned insulation leads to similar, if not slightly lower, 

internal resultant recorded temperatures in all rooms, relative to those recorded on 

day 79. This is primarily because the greater the insulation thickness the more the
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winter heat losses and summer heat gains are reduced. However, there is very little 

benefit in this to the occupants of the esh units, because the overall affect on the 

internal rooms is that the resultant recorded temperatures are uncomfortably warm 

on both day 79 and 206.

8. The three optimum design solutions for the esh unit are: i) the first floor insulated 

buffer wall and Trombe wall, ii) the first floor non insulated buffer wall and 

insulated passive solar conservatory, both with 100 mm (0.100 m) of externally 

placed insulation and 1500 mm (1.500 m) of earth cover, iii) and the first floor 

exposed and insulated external wall with 300 mm (0.300 m) of externally placed 

insulation and 250 mm (0.250 m) of earth cover. These design options provide 

designers with a choice of earth cover first floor design configuration and insulation 

thickness.

9. There are a number of further refinements, which could be made to the design of the 

esh units, including re-sized windows to increase daylight provision; a Trombe wall 

on the ground and first floor; an air exchange rate of 0.5 ach or 0.25 ach; and 200 

mm (0.200 m) of externally placed insulation (see section 7.4.2, chapter 7).
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